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I examine the motivations and rewards concerned with
participation in performances of devotional music in Mysore,
India, "hilst the vaohana and devaranama traditions are
considered, I concentrate upon the 3angita, or 'art', form of
devotional music.
The motivations and rewards are expressed in terms of
indigenously-conceived corresrondances between musical exper¬
iences and experiences in sadhana. I examine the 3et of
religio-philosophical ideas and meditational practises
involved in sauhana and conclude that all forms can be
conceived in terms of three procedures - viz. 'purification'
(i.e. experience of the 'real self'), 'participation' (i.e.
mergence with 'alter') and 'transcendence' (of the conceptual
frameworks employed in thought).
Indigenous aesthetic theory conceives of three separate
components of musical experience - viz. s ah it.ye. bhava (i.e.
the 'emotional' effect of the literary text). raga bhava
(i.e. the 'emotional' effect of the rsgs> and ganam (i. e. the
'aesthetic' effect of musical form). I examine each component
and conclude that the bhava components amount to 'participat¬
ion' whilst the panam component amounts to 'purification'
and 'transcendence'. I conclude that the mechanisms by means
of which the music produces its effects are those of
'absolute' and 'referential' musical meaning and that
'referential' meaning may be conceptualised in terms of
'image nrocesses', 'moods' and 'connotations'.
I conclude that the participant's motivations and
rewords ; ay be defined in terms of the capacity of the
music to promote the maintenance of his emotional and
mental equilibrium and that the social significance of the
institution of devotional music derives from its capacity
to adapt the participant to cope more successfully with his/
her reactions to life in society.
rny-s in tip r t
All Indian words are underlined with the exception of
proper names (including the names of gods, places, cults,
sects, castes, systems of philosophy and rapes). The dia¬
critical forms of these words are contained in the Glossary.
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^xPTM-y 1 : li-j jy,. •Ji.-UCT1 ON
This thesis is an examination of South Inuian devot¬
ional music approached from the study of x-itual in British
social anthropology. The approach is justified by the
fact that 'indigenous actors' (i.e. musical performers and
listeners) conceive of the music as functionally equival¬
ent to an indigenous t^pe of ritual activity called
aadhana.
(a) antxu-o uc 1o, ical Explanations of ritual
ho satisfactory definition of 'ritual' as & social
institution exists. This is inevitable when a universal
approach is adopted, due to the diversity manifest be¬
tween different rituals in different societies. The same
problem arises in anthropological studies of such social
institutions as 'marriage*, 'family' and, Indeed, 'music*.
In the absence of a satisfactory definition, most social
anthropologists accept the type of definition expressed
V.mi. Turner as:
"..prescribed formal behaviour for occasions not
given over to technological routine, having
reference to beliefs in mystical beings or
powers." (The Forest of Symbols', Ithica, 1967,
P. 19)
The first part of the definition is expressed by
Edmund Leach ('hitualization In Man', Philosophical Trans¬
actions of the Koyal Society of London, Series B, Ho.772,
Vol.251,1966,P.403) as: all behaviour that is not mani-
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festly rational-technical. Leach's formulation of the
definition is unsatisfactory because 'non-ration&l-tech-
nical' can only be defined from the perspective of the
foreign investigator. All types of ritual studied by
anthropologists constitute motivated behaviour, even
though in certain types the motivation may be expressed
as simply 'to bring good luck' or 'to avert bad luck'. In
complex rituals, such as the curative rituals amongst the
Nctembu tribe of Zambia studied by Turner (ibid, et sequ.),
the investigator may find that constituent parts of a
ritual appear 'unmotivated' in the sense that indigenous
informants can not explain their significance. Yet they
are motivated in the wider sense that they are indigenous¬
ly regarded as essential components of the total ritual
which, if omitted, would prejudice the desired effects of
the total ritual.
Since such motivation is always present in ritual
performance, it is clear that ritual behaviour constitutes
rational action. The premises upon which the cause-effect
relationship underlying ritual action is based may differ
from those recognised by .estern science or may not be
understood by the 'indigenous actors' (i.e. ritual par¬
ticipanusl• In the former case, ritual is rational
action in terms of a world-view different from that of
Western science. In the latter case, we should recall
that in certain fields of Western science and technology,
such as pharmacology/drug therapy, a cause-effect
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relationship is recognised and exploited although the
premises underlying it may not he understood, exploitation
of a known cause-effect relationship is therefore no less
rational action in the case of ritual than in the case of
certain fields of Western science and technology.
Turner's formulation of the definition is no more
satisfactory. By the expression "occasions not given over
to technological routine", he appears to he proposing a
definition of ritual as "non-economic pursuits". However,
this is -unsatisfactory' because many of the types of ritual
found in anthropological literature are directly concerned
with economic pursuits; indeed, an important category of
Ndembu rituals is concerned with increasing success in
game-hunting, which is traditionally an important subsist¬
ence activity in Ndembu society,
A more logical reformulation of the first part of the
anthropological definition of ritual would therefore bes
"behaviour which is not immediately comprehensible to the
foreign investigator". In the second part of the definit¬
ion, Turner employs the term 'mystical' in preference to
'supernatural1• What both terms refer to is the fact that
ritual tenas to concern itself with types of being or
power not recognised by Western science.
The earliest theory of ritual in British social
anthropology which still exerts an influence today was
A.^.x^acieliffe-Brown's interpretation of the role of
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reli*ious ceremonies amongst the Andaman Islanders!
(Religious ceremonies)"are the means by which the
society acts upon its indiviaual members and keeps
alive in their minds a certain system of sentiments.
Without the ceremonial these sentiments would not
exist, and without them the social organisation in
its actual form could not exist." ('The Andaman
Islanders', London,1948fp.324)
This interpretation, proposed in 1922, appears to be in¬
fluenced by faille Durkheim's concept of 'mechanical
solidarity', developed in his book 'The Division of Labour
in Society' (1893) • H&dcliffTe-Brown justifies his inter¬
pretation in terms of a method which is referred to as
•structural-functionalism*:
"I would define the social function of a socially
standardised mode of activity, or mode of thought,
as its relation to the social structure to the
existence or continuity of which it makes some con¬
tribution." ('On social structure', Journal of the
Eoyal Anthropological Insuitute, Vol.70,1940,P.10)
Eadcliffe-Brown'e approach has been criticised by Clyde
Kluckhohnt
"The motivations and rewards felt by persons have been
lost sight of in the preoccupation with the signifi¬
cance of a culture pattern for the social system".
('havaho Witchcraft*(1944),Boston,1967,P.80;
The method proposed by Kluckhohn to remedy this deficiency
is termed the 'culture and personality' school of American
'functionalist'. Kluckhohn defines his method &es
"..the operations by which the 'function' of a
culture pattern is defined consist in showing how
the fulfilment of the pattern promotes the solidarity
or survival of the society and the maintenance of
their equilibrium on the part of ixidiviauals." (ibid.)
The closest approximation to such an explanation of
ritual, within British social anthropology, is the earliest
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explanation of Ndernbu curative ritual© proposed by Turner#
Whilst the objective of the rituals studied by Turner was
manifestly curative, the problem in the explanation of
these rituals is that Ndembu employed purely medicinal
techniques in the case of simple illness. Curative rit¬
uals were only resorted to when illness coincioed with a
long,-standing dispute between the patient's kinsmen and
fellow-villagers. Turner therefore proposes that
"hitual is the social mechanism by which a group is
purged of the anarchic and disruptive impulses which
threaten its crucial norms and values. These im¬
pulses are present in the majority of its members
and come dangerously near to overt expression iv% there
has been a long series of quarrels between its
members." ('Schism ana Continuity in an African
Society' ,iianchestert1957,P.124)
Kluckhohn's explanation of Navaho witchcraft accusa¬
tions and their 'sequentia'(ibid.) is that this social
institution provides a means for the reduction of aggress¬
ive drives. However, he argues that the origin of these
aggressive drives is to be located in the effect of the
society upon the individual: everyday Navaho social life
tends to create a pathological state of disequilibrium in
individuals which the social institution of witchcraft
accusations redresses, thereby restoring the individual
to a state of equilibrium. In the above passage and all
of his subsequent work, it is never clear whether Turner
regards the 'anarchic and disruptive impulses' as a normal
or pathological concition of the individual or, if the
latter, what their origin is. For example, in the develop-
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xaent of his interpretation of Ndembu rituals contained in
'The Drums of Affliction' (Oxford,1968) he refers to such
drive-reduction as a 'need', hut fails to tackle the
problem of the origin of this need:
"»,it would seem that the neas of the individual
biopsychic&l organism and the needs of society, in
many respects opposed, come to terms with one another
in the master-symbols of Ndeiabu society,, what can be
shown to be infantile murderous and cannibalistic
impulses are transmuted into zeal on behalf of certain
moral imperatives and legal rules" (P,19)
This incorporates into Ms earlier theory Hadcliffe-Brown's
iaea of ritual inculcating a 'system of sentiments1 into
the participants but the ideas of the 'bi-polarity of ref¬
erence' of the 'dominant' or 'master symbols' employed in
these rituals and the 'transference of affect' from a set
of 'organic' to a set of 'social' referents, upon which
this interpretation is based, have not found general accept¬
ance amongst social anthropologists or been verified bj
ethnographic evidence from other societies,
Kluckhohn's definition of 'function' has the advantage
that it takes into account the complexity of the relation¬
ship between a society and its individual member's. The
application of his method to the study of ritual would con¬
sist in the investigation of how behaviour which restores
individuals to e state ofequilibrium itself 'promotes the
solidarity or survival of the society'. In the Ndembu case,
if the existence of the 'anarchic and disruptive impulses'
is to be believed and their removal constitutes the
function of these rituals i re«oect of society, then*
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(i) their function in respect of individuals must he the
restoration of a state of equilibrium within the
individual which has been disturbed by the existence
or 're-surfacing* of these drives and
(ii) motivations towards and effects of ritual performance
articulated by informants 3hould be expressed in
these terms.
In fact, the motivations c-owaras and effects of rit¬
ual performance articulated by Turner's informants were
expressed, not in terms of the removal of 'anarchic and
disruptive impulses', but in terms of the removal of
grudges, for example, immediately after the Ihaaba ritual
described by Turner in great detail in 'The Drums of
Affliction', the patient s&idi
"Now that he had told his grudge to everyone, he said,
all would be well. His hard thoughts had been keep¬
ing back his cure.M("The Drums of Affliction,ibid.,
P.172)
I have argued (G.Geekie, 'The Ndembu Material of
V.W.Turner', B.Litt. thesis, Bodelian Library, Oxford,
1971,Pp.143-60) that the Ndembu symbolically represent
grudges in ritual as confusions, or conjunctions, of
certain logical categories which underlie Ndembu thought.
This interpretation of Nuembu rituals is consistent with
a general theory of ritual which Claude Levi-Strauss has
developed and his general theory offers us a new insight
into the function of ritual in respect of individuals.
Although Levi-Str&uss does not attempt a re-analysis
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of Turner's ethnographic material, he develops his
general theory by suggesting precisely the type of structure
underlying these rituals which I discovered in my own re-
analysis of them;
"When Turner ('Brums of Affliction*,P.7) writes that
religious ritual 'creates, or re-creates, the categ¬ories through which men perceive reality - the axioms
underlying the structure of society and the laws of
the natural and moral orders', he is not fundamentally
wrong, in the sense that ritual certainly refers to
these categories, laws or axioms# But ritual does
not create them and make use of them, except in the
sense of denying them or at any rate obliterating
temporarily the distinctions and oppositions which
they lay down, by creating all kinds of ambiguities,
compromises and transitions between them," ('L'Homme
Nu', Paris,1971,P.608$ my own translation)
This interpretation is highly persuasive because it
conforms with an interpretation of Ndembu rituals which
Turner himself proposed in 1962 but did not develop
further. In 'Chihamba the ftliite Spirit' (Rhodes-Living¬
stone Papers, No,33,1962,Pp,86-6), Turner argues that
the meanings of the dominant symbols employed in Ncernbu
rituals comprise a haphazard collection of conflicting and
incompatible objects, actions and ideas. He argues that
such sets of meanings amount to paradoxes and that para¬
dox achieves a type of 'dereglement' in the minus of the
ritual participants which temporarily breaks through the
"habitual patterns formed by secular custom, rational
thinking and common sense" ana thereby induces religious
experience. (It should be noted, in passing, that this
observation upon the meanings of Ndembu dominant symbols
conflicts with his later theory of 'bi-polarity of
9
reference1 of dominant symbols and. thus casts doubt upon
the applicability of his later theory to his ethnographic
material)«
The universal theory of ritual which Levi-Strauss
pi'oposes emphasises precisely this aspect of ritual:
"Ritual is not a reaction to life, it is a reaction
to what thought has made of life... Precisely what
ritual seeks to overcome is not the resistance of
the world towards man but the resistance of man to¬
wards his thought."
"..whilst myth resolutely turns its back on the
continuous in order to divide up and dismember the
world by means of distinctions, contrasts and
oppositions, ritual tends in a direction which is in
a sense the reverse; divided up into the discrete
units which are imposed upon it by this 1 a priori1
conceptualisation of reality, it seeks to make itself
whole again, although the initial breaking up into
parts brought about by mythical thought renders the
task forever impossible." ('L'Homme Nu', Ibid.,
Pp. 609j607j my own translation)
This explanation, in conformity with other explana¬
tions of socio-cultural forms in the •anthropological
structuralisxa' of Levi-Strauss, is open to the criticism
expressed by Jean Piaget:
".. the problem of how eventually to coordinate
sociological and anthropological structuralism with
biological and psychological structuralism remains,
it seems to us. And one thing is clear, in biology
and psychology structural analysis must, at all
levels, from homeostasis to operations, be supple¬
mented by functional considerations." ('Stx-ucturalism*
(1968),Rev/ York, trans.maschler, 1971,P.109)
There is no space in the present discussion to examine
in detail Piaget*s definition of 'structuralism* as:
"..only self-regulating transformational systems are
structures" (ibid., P.113)
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However, In terms of this definition Piaget is able to
su& est a concept of 'function' applicable to anthropolog¬
ical structuralisms
"In physics, biology ana psychology it is.. .^UILI-
BRaTIOK which accounts for the 'selection' of the
actual system from among the range of possibles} it
is equilibration, again, which establishes homeostasis
at its various organic levels and which explains the
development of intelligence as well, hay we not
expect it to render similar services in the social
sciences?.,.the processes whereby equilibrium becomes
established in these increasingly complex systems
account not only for the regulations characteristic
of each level but even for the form which these regul¬
ations take at the filial stage." (ibid,,P.113)
This suggests that what is lacking in Levi-Strauss's
anthropological structuralism is something akin to hluck-
hohn's concept of the function of a culture pattern in
respect of individuals: viz."how the fulfilment of the
culture pattern promotes., the maintenance of their equi¬
librium on the part of individuals". Thus, for example,
even a system of thought - the datum 'par excellence' of
anthropological structuralism - ruust be viewed as having a
function in respect of ixidiviauals in that it contributes
towards the equilibrium of the individual by providing a
means whereby he can make sense of the world in wnich he
lives. Furthermore, it must be viewed as having a function
in respect of society derivative of this function in
respect of individuals in that it
(i) permits different individuals to make the 'same sense'
of the same world in which they live, thereby
(ii) permitting eommunication between individuals} apart
11
from
(iii) contributing to the maintenance of their equilib¬
rium on the part of all individuals who comprise
that society, in the absence of which the social
organisation, in its actual form, could not exist.
Such a concept of function is implicit in Levi-Strauss's
universal theory of ritual. In reply to the question of
who or what "seeks to make itself whole again" by partic¬
ipating in or performing ritual, the obvious answer is:
the individual, who seeks to restore himself to a state of
equilibrium. iVe can therefore paraphrase Levi-Strauss1 s
theory of ritual in order to render explicit this implicit
concept of function:
The inoiviaual seeks a state of equilibrium between
two conceptualisations of reality. One is that obtained
through thought and consists in a world dissociated into
elements which are then re-united into classes. The other
is the logical antithesis of that obtained through thought
arid therefore consists in a world order which is beyond
the grasp of man's logical faculties. Ritual is therefore
a social institution which contributes to the maintenance
of the equilibrium of individuals by inducing in them a
temporary conceptualisation of reality which is the
logical antithesis, or reversal, of the 'everyday' con¬
ceptualisation based upon thought.
Such an explanation is compatible with other explan-
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ations of ritual. For example, Naembu curative rituals are
curative and, we may argue, reinforce wider forms of social
integration by establishing networks of cult membership
over wide areas as well as reinforce leadership roles.
These are all functions in respect of society. However,on
the basis of the foregoing discussion we can now argue that,
in addition to these functions, uhey supply the function of
•equilibrating* the individual and, because they supply
this function in respect of individuals, they additionally
supply a function in respect of society deriving from this
function in respect of individuals. For, without equili¬
brated individuals, the social organisation in its actual
form could not exist.
This theory of ritual also has the advantage of recon¬
ciling a universal definition of ritual with an explanation
of its function. As we have seen, the only useful part of
Turner's definition of ritual is "having reference to
beliefs in mystical beings or powers" whilst his inter¬
pretation of Haembu rituals is concerned with the "purging
of anarchic ano disruptive impulses". The theory of
ritual developed above permits us to define ritual as
"behaviour directed at eroding the boundaries between
logical categories" - a definition which is compatible with
our explanation of its function.
It may be contended that this theory of ritual is
■ > "
simgly an explanation of Ndernbu rituals. I would argue
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that it has much wider applicability: certainly, in
developing this theory, I have borne in mind the problems
posed by ethnographic examples from various parts of the
world, although there is no space in the present context
to discuss these. What is, however, most important in
the present context is that, whatever the applicability of
this theory to the rituals of other societies, it constit¬
utes a precise explanation of s&dhana - the type of ritual
within South India to which devotional music is regarded
as functionally equivalent by indigenous actors. In the
next chapter, in which I examine the rationale of sauhana,
I illustrate this point in detail.
Finally, when the methodological perspective underly¬
ing this theory of ritual is applied to the study of music
it is possible to reconcile the anthropological and aesth¬
etic approaches to the study of music. The anthropological
approach is summarised in A.P.^erriam's statement:
"music sound is the result of human behavioural
processes that are shaped by the values, attitude®
and beliefs of the people who comprise a particular
culture. Music sound cannot be produced except by
people for other people and, although we can separ¬
ate the two aspects conceptually, one is not really
complete without the other." ("The Anthropology of
i.,.usicM, Northwestern University, 1964,P,6)
The aesthetic approach to the study of music is summarised
in Professor Aloys Fleischmann1s c-iticism of the anthro¬
pological approach as:
"..demoting the significance and value of a piece of
music and exalting its peripheral associations."
(•Newsletter* of the International Folk music Council
United Kingdom National Commixtee,No.l6,Gct.l978,P.18)
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When we apply the concept of 'function in respect of
individuals' to the study of music, then "the significance
and value of a piece of music" obviously resides in its
role as a mechanism whereby a ctesired effect is produced
upon the listener. The structure of any piece of music
which continues to be played within performance contexts
(i.e. which has passed through the process of selective
screening ..hereby certain pieces of music are accepted and.
others are rejected - by audiences - as having "signific¬
ance and value") is ultimately explainable in ter.us of this
desired jM^'EGT upon the listener of which the piece of
music is a CAUSE (whether the only cause or, in situations
in which other meaningful behaviour - such as movement,
speech or social interaction - is incorporated into the
performance context, one cause amongst several).
When we consider Merriam's approach in the light of
the concept of 'function in respect of individuals', it
is clear that the fact that music is produced "by people
for other people" is ultimately explainable in terms of
aesireu effects upon the performer and listener (and
perhaps also 'patron', in situations in which this role is
not identical with either of the other two) of particip¬
ating in a performance situation. There is no disagree¬
ment with Merriam's statement tnat the 'wnat' of music is
culturally specific ana is "shaped by the values, attit¬
udes and beliefs of the people who comprise a particular
culture". However, in musical, as in all other social
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institutions, the 1what' is ultimately explainable by the
'why': that is, social forms 'are as they are' because
they supply social functions in the absence of which the
social organisation in its actual form could not exist.
This impels an approach to the study of music within any
society which addresses itself to two interrelated
questions:
\
(1) What are the functions in respect of individual partic¬
ipants within the performance contexts? (This is a
question which can only be answered by asking partic¬
ipants what are the effects of the music which they
participate in performances of in order to experience).
(h) What are the functions in respect of society of these
performances? (i.e. In the absence of these perform¬
ances, what features of the organisation of society
could not exist in their actual form?)
(b) South Indian devotional music
'South India' is a political and geographical entity
aaoxcaiiy comprising the four southernmost political
states of Andhra Pradesh, K&ra&t&ka, Tamilnad and Kerala,
The boundaries of these states were drawn on a linguistic
basis, the four languages being, respectively, Telugu,
Kannada, Tamil and rnalayalam. (It should, however, be
noted that, in each state, there are many minor and tribal
languages spoken in audition to the above major, or
'official', state languages.) The 'lingua franca' is
16
.Snglish, although the teaching of Hindi as a compulsory
second language in schools since Independence is resulting
in the use of Hindi as a 'lingua franca' in urban areas.
Sanskrit is a common literary language amongst educated
members of the Brahman caste, used principally for the
purpose of reading religio-philosophical texts. An ex¬
tensive literature exists in the four languages of
Telugu, Kannacta, Tamil and Malay&lam from about the 12th
century A.B., the literary forms of these languages em¬
ploying a great deal of Sanskrit vocabulary.
Traditions of devotional music (sankirtana,in
Sanskrit) exist In all four major southern languages,
my fieldwork in South India was carried out exclusively
in Karnataka state, from January 1975 to March 1976, fin¬
anced by the Anthropology Committee of the United King¬
dom Social Science Research Council.
(b)t (1) V&chana
Two traditions of devotional music exist in Kannada
language* The earliest is the vachana tradition, most
of the vacnana compositions sung today were written in
the lath century, although A.ii.Ramanujan ('Speaking of
Siva', Earmondsworth,1973,P.91) dates the earliest
vac lianas. written by the composer ana ascetic Devara
Daslmayya, some time in the 10th century.
As I shall illustrate in Chapter 3j the 12th century
vachar>as preach a religious philosophy which is the same,
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in certain fundamental respects, as that of the early
12th century Brahman philosopher Ra&ianuj a. However,
whilst Ramanuga advocated devotion towards the god Visnu-
Krisna, the vachanas advocate devotion towards the god
oiva.
Ike vachana compositions and the religious philo¬
sophy which they contain spread amongst the higher Sudra
castes in Karnataka and this developed into the
'Virasaiva' ('"brave devotees of Siva') cult. The
Virasaivas developed into what is nowadays officially
referred to, for example in the Census of India, as the
'Lingay&t1 (wearers of the line:am - a symbol of Siva)
sect. In one sense the Lingayats constitute a caste with¬
in the system of Hindu castes within the region and, in
another sense, they are themselves ordered into a caste¬
like system parallel to yet independent of the Hindu
system of castes within the region (see Louis Bumont,
•Homo Hierarchicus', London,1972,Pp.236-7 for a more
detailed analysis of Lingayat social organisation).
Prom the viewpoint of religious philosophy, Lingayat
monasteries (maths)exist in which ,iang&m&s (priests)
study a philosophy called •Sakti Visistadveita'j
Ramanuja' s philosophy is itself termed ' Visistadvciita'
- literally, 'modified» or «qualified non-aualism'.
Although I have heard vachangs performed by non-
Lihgayat musicians for non-Lingayat audiences, vachanas
are mostly performed by and for Lingayats.
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(b)r(2) Pevaranama
The later tradition of devotional music in K&nnada
language is the cievarfc.na.ma tradition. This flourished
in the late 15th/early 16th century and was revived in
the late lath/early 19th century. The most popular
devaranaiaa compositions today are these of the 15th/
16th century composers. The devar^nacms were the work
of religious ascetics who called themselves 'Haridasas'
('sei'vants of hari1 - i.e. Visnu-Krisna) • The
Haric&sa movement arose as the conjunction of two
previously unrelated rel gious movements: the worship
of tne god Panduranga Vitthala whose temple is situated
in Pancharpur (now in southern fcarar&shtra state) and
the 'Dvaita' (dualist) religious philosophy of the
Brahman philosopher m&dhva.
Pandharpur grew in importance as a place of pil¬
grimage throughout the 13th century as the centre of
the ' Vark&ri1 sect, which was popular amongst the
Maratha statesmen ana generals. The Varkaris were
devotees of Visiiu-Krisna. They laid great emphasis
upon the repetition of the names of Visnu-Krisna ana
the principal form of worship of the deity at P&ndharpur
consisted in singing kirtanas (devotional compositions)
containing these names. (From a.V.Krishna Kao, 'Puran-
dara and the Karid&sa movement' ,Diiarwart1966,Pp.9-34)
A. P.Karnarkar and N.B.&alamdani ('Mystic Teachings
of the Haridasas of Kara&tak* tBharwar,1939fP«25)
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translate 'Panouranga' as 'Eanga' (Krisna) 'of the
Pancuvas': a reference to Krisna's appearance and role
in the Hindu epic, the 'Mahabharata'• However, the
images of Panauranga depict the god either holding a
lira .am (the emblem of Siva) or with a lingam on top of
his makuta (headoress) (ibid.P.xlv), According to
Krishna Hao (ibid.,P,32), the V&rkaris fasted every
ekacasi day (the 11th day of the moon), on which Visnu
is worshipped, as well as every monday, which is the day
of worship of Siva, Clearly, the Varkari cult was not ex¬
clusive worship of Visnu-Krisna to the same extent as
Virasaiviam is exclusive worship of Siva.
kadhva was a Tulu-spe&kirg Brahman from a village
near Uaipi, in western Karnat&ka, There are two variant
computations of his ciates i 1238-1317 (B,JJ.K.Shsrma,
•madhva's Teachings in His Own Words',Bombay,1970,P,4)
und 1197-1276 (Suzanne Siauve, 'La Voie Vers La Connais-
sartce de Dieu salon L'anuvyakhyana de madhva' tPondicherry,
1967,P,iv), I discuss Madhva's religious philosophy in
detail in the next chapter. He established maths (mona¬
steries) for the study of his Bvaita philosophy in
Udipi > nd, after his death, many Madhva maths were
established throughout K&rnataka,
The ISth/loth century Harid .sue were acharygs
(heads) of these Madhva Uo.ths, or studied in these
maths. end devotees of the god Pandux&nga Vitth&la,
The e&rliesf Hariaasa composer of devotional songs
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whose compositions survive today was Sripad&raja, who
was a 15th century acharva of the h&dhva math in
Mulbagal (eastern Karnataka)♦ He composed in Sanskrit
but his disciple, Vyasaraja (1447-1539), who became
acharva of the m&dhva math in Hampi (northern Karnataka)
composed in Kann&a&s (from B.h.K.Shcraiu, ibid.,Pp.169-70).
Haiapi was the capital of the Hindu empire of Vi^ayanagar,
which was overrun by musliw invaders after the Battle of
Talikot in 1664, The Vijayanagar emperors patronised
the Iiaridasas, as well as other religious cults and
orders. The Battle of Talikot was contemporary with the
deaths of the two most famous Haridasa composers -
Purandara and Kan&da - and marks the end of the earlier
devaranama movement. After Vy&saraja's death (1539),
however, the movement had bifurcated into the 'Vyasakuta* ,
consisting in philosophers/Sanskrit scholars living for
all of their lives in the Madhva maths, who were con¬
cerned with the philosophical debate of and commentating
upon Madhva1e texts, and the 'Dasrkuta', which consisted
in mendicant composer-singers preaching the fundamental
ideas of Madhvs's philosophy to the non-literate, non-
Brahman masses (from Karmark&r and Kal&mdani, ibid.,
Pp.9-10).
The earliest account of the Haridasas by a foreign
observor is contained ir. Abbe Dubois' 'Hindu Manners,
Customs and Ceremonies' (Tr ns. H.K.Beauchaaip,Oxford,
1897,Pp.112-23), an account of the French missionary's
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observations in what was then Mysore State and madras
Presidency from 1792 to 1223. He describes them as:
"These religious menoicants generally pursue their
begging to an accompaniment of singing and dancing.
Their songs are a species of hymns in honour of
their ueitiesj and they very often sing indecent
ballads." (ibid.,P.114)
Dubois describes them as users of dru^s and intoxicating
liquors, plying their 'trade* systematically in gangs,
and as the aggressors in fights and squabbles with
Ling&yats,
"The reason is, that this sect draws most of its
members from the very dregs of society, and so
takes a delight in creating troubles or disturbances.
The followers of Siva, on the other hand, who belong
to the upper classes of the Sudras, are much more
peaceable and tolerant." (ibid.,P.121)
He says that each 'sect' accepted converts from the
other and that, even within the same family, husband
and wife were sometimes found to be members of different
•sects'•
Dubois description of the Haridasas reminds the
reader of the Hauls of Bengal. (The Karid&sa movement
died out during the 19th century, so that we have no
more accurate information about these mendicant singers.
(In considering the reasons why the movement died out,
if Dubois' attitude towards them reflects that of the
British colonial administration then this would con¬
stitute a prime factor in their disappearance). What
is clear from his description is that the exclusive
worship of Visnu-Krisna was found in the very lowest
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ana highest cast.es, Brahman sects are distinguished on
the basis of the system of* philosophy adhered to and this
sect affiliation is transmitted patrilineally. The pre¬
dominant Brahman sects in Karnataka are madhva and
Siuartha, although Srivaisnavas constitute a significant
minority group. Of these three sects, two (kadhva and
Srivaisnava) involve exclusive worship of Visnu-Krisna,
following, respectively, the systems of Madhva ana
Esaanuja. The other (Smartha) follows the 'Advaita'
(non-dualist) system of the 9th century philosopher
Sankara and does not advocate exclusive worship of a
deity.
Although Lingayats are classified by the Census
of India as 'Hindu', since they worship a deity of the
Hindu pantheon, they regard themselves ana are often
regarded by non-Lingayats as 'non-Hindu', This dis¬
tinction is most clearly expressed as one of 'orthodox'/
'non-orthodox' (Hindu), Thus, in Karnataka the 'ortho¬
dox spans the extremes of the caste sjstem (comprising
very high and vei'y low castes) whilst the 'non-ortho¬
dox' is located in the miaale ranges of the c ste
system and is, in a sense, outside of the regional
system of castes.
The devaranaiaa performers and audiences also span
these 'orthodox' extremes of the caste system. This
type of devotional composition is popular amongst
Brahm&ns (of all sects). It is performed in daily
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BUS (worship) at Brahman temples and, especially by
Brahman women, in their daily pu^ia at home• In Mysore,
where most of my fieldwork was carried out, a number of
professional Brahman aevaranama performers make a living
by giving concerts of aevaranamas and by performing at
bha.iana (communal worship) meetings in private houses.
Low caste, mendicant devaranama performers are rare
today in Karn&taka but there are many semi-professional
devaranama performers of the lower castes who perform
regularly in the low-caste temples and bha.iana meetings,
particularly during festivals and ekadasi day, and combine
this with everyday economic pursuits,
(fo)>(?)
In all four southern states, apart from the regional
traditions of devotional music in the regional languages,
we find the sangita tradition of devotional music. The
sanaita tradition derives from the late ISth/early 19th
century and most of the compositions heard today are the
work of three composers* Syama Sastri (1762-lb27),
Muthaswamy Diksit&r (1776-1236) and Tyagaraja (1767-
1847), Approximately 60% of the compositions heard
toaay in s^ngita performances are the work of Tyagartg a.
From the historical perspective, sara-'ita developed as a
fusion of the devaranama tradition with a tradition of
courtly music which developed throughout the 17th and
18th centuries. This synthesis was achieved by
M4
Tyagaraja anci his compositions are today regarded as
unsurpassed masterpieces which serve as models for
contemporary composition and improvisation within the
Sfrpgitft tradition.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, professional music¬
ians and dancers were employed by Hindu temples and Hindu
and Muslim royal courts on a permanent basis. Both
institutions ultimately depended upon royal patronage,
since (Hindu) princes were the most prominent contri¬
butors to temple funds. In both institutions, the
musical dance-drama was popular, usually based upon
erotic episodes concerning Krisna. The most famous
musicians competed for the posts of samasthana vidvan
(•court master-musician*) at the royal courts (both
Hindu and Muslim), often engaging in musical compet¬
itions to decide the issue. The court musicians were
exclusively Brahmans of wealthy and prominent families
whilst the temple musicians comprised members of the
lowest castes with a Brahman of poor fatally as
nattuvanur (dance-master or 'choreographer*). The
court musicians travelled throughout South India and
beyond - to Puri (in Orissa) and Benares - seeking
aamasthana posts or gifts of precious jewellery as
rewards. The most prominent of these court musicians
were Telugu-speaking Brahm&ns. Many of the princes
competed with each other to secure the services of the
most prominent musicians of their day. The Maharaja
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of Tanjore was the most successful in this respect:
by the late 18th century, Tanjore had become the musical
centre of excellence within South India.(P.Sambamoorthy
records that, in the late 18th/early 19th century, there
were 360 samasthana vidvans employed by the Tanjore
courts ,'Great Composers',book2,^adras,1970,P.244). By
this time, Tanjore contained a large number of perman¬
ently settled Telugu-spe&king Brahman families#
Tyag&raja himself was a Telugu-speaking Brahman who spent
all of his life in Tanjore district# Diksitar and Sastri
also resided in Tanjore and performed regularly at the
court of the Maharaja of Tanjore. (From P.Sambamoorthy,
'Great Composers',book 1,Madras,1962,Pp.36-65)
This fierce competition between court musicians
and between their patrons contrasts with the system of
appointment of the low-caste temple musicians: these
posts were transmitted from father to son within
families of the barber caste (Dubois,ibid#,P.597), a
practice which survives today in the appointment of
temple musicians in Mysore# Dubois (ibid.,P.593) relates
that the (low-caste) temple musicians played different
instruments from their courtly Brahman counterparts#
This is still largely the case today: temple musicians
play the nagusvaram (a type of oboe) and tavil (a arum
sounaed with a stick and wooden or ivory finger-rings)
whilst Brahman musicians play the vina (lute), venp
(flute), violin and mridaniam (a drum sounded with the
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bare hands). Dubois (ibid. ,Pp»65-6) relates that the
principal Brahman instruments of his day were the vina
and kinnahra. From his descriptions, however, the
kinnahra appears to be the ancestor of the contemporary
South Indian vina, whilst the vina which he describes
( a type of harp) is no longer played in South India.
He relates (ibid.,Pp.64-5) that Brahmans played (steel-)
stringed instruments whilst low-caste musicians played
wind instruments! thus the venu (flute) appears to have
become a Brahman instrument only recently,
Dubois describes Brahman musicians in temples during
daily pu.i a (worship) singing "sacred poems of their own
composition" (ibid,,P.595), in rotation with dancing-
girls and the nagasvaram ensemble. The rotation of
devotional compositions, dance sequences and instrumental
music is also characteristic of the South Indian musical
dance-drama. According to P.Sambamoorthy ('Great
Composers1,Book 2,Pp.225-6), the performances of the
court musicians, immediately before Tyagaraj&'s time,
consisted mostly of 'ra&ca exposition' (i.e. spontaneous
improvisation within a single nana - a melodic frame¬
work - lasting at least an hour). The emergence of this
more secular form of improvised music would appear to
be consistent with its performance at the courts of
Muslim as well as Hindu princes. Tyagaraja's innovation,
according to T.V.Subba Rao ('Studies in Indian Music',
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Bombay, 1962,P. 147) , consisted in incorporatiiit the type
of melodic development generated within this more secul¬
ar, improvisational tradition into devotional composit¬
ions of the Haridssa devaranama type. In attempting to
explain the immediate popularity of such an innovation,
the defeat of the Muslim armies by the British, in the
1790's, resulting in the deposing of most Muslim
princes, would appear to be an important factor. The
resurgence of the Haridasa movement in the late lfcth/early
19th century may also be attributable to the suaaen
decrease in Muslim power in South India at this time.
San>ita compositions are in Telugu or Sanskrit
language. The religious philosophy which they expound
tends to be syncretic, attempting to reconcile the
differences between the philosophical systems. They
are performed today mostly by nagasvaram and tavil
ensembles and by Brahman musicians, although in recent
years Muslim nagasvaram performirs and Christian and
Lingayat performers on Brahman instruments have suc¬
ceeded in becoming full-time, professional saraita
performers.
(b) T(4) Comparison of the three traditions
Later in this thesis (Chapter 4, section (b),(v))
I shall discuss in detail the contexts in which p$npltft
is performed. For the meanvlhile, it is important to
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note that vac lianas are sometimes sung during fi^y
performances, that sanrita compositions (particularly
those of Tyagaraja) are often sung during devaranama
performances (particularly by Brahmans) and that both
devaranamas and vachanas are often sung during sara ita
performances# Particularly between devaranama and
aaxmrita, we can not draw an absolute distinction beuween
the genres of devotional music on the basis of perform¬
ance contexts. The indigenous distinction between
devaranama and vschanaT on the one hand, ana sanaita, on
the other hand, is expressed in terms of the different
effects of each upon the listener. In order to under-
stana this distinction, we therefore have to understand
the indigenous classification of musical effects.
The most fundamental distinction made between the
effects of devotional music upon the listener is that
between bhava (which the hysore musicians and rasikas
- music lovers - translate as the 'emotional* effect)
ana ganam (which they translate as the 'aesthetic'
effect) • The term manaia refers to an effect created by
musical sound and words (together or separately)* In
aiscussing the merits of a particular composition,
the musicians and rasikas distinguish between the
merits of the rnatu (words aspect) ana the merits of
the phttfoi (purely musical aspect) of the composition.
The term bhava is never used to refer to words and
music together. It is always used within the composite
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terms s.-,hitva bhava (the 'emotional* effect upon the
listener of the themes conveyed by the vjoras) ana rat:a
uhava (the 'emotional' effect upon the listener of the
fa, .a - melodic entity - being performed} • The effect
of r&ga bhavp is further bub-divided into rara rasa
(literally, the 1 taste' of the ns'A..) and ra.& v. rr.;*
(literally, the 'colour* of the raffa.).
It is important to note that the terms suhitva and
suv.ita are also used to refer to literature (sahitva)
as an institution as opposed to music (s«un ita) as an
ins litution, Within music as an institution (saix itai,
the words of a composition are termed the aahitva
(whether the composition is classified as a vachana.
cevaraaama or toanrita composition) but, in comparing 'the
literary and musical aspects of a composition, the m&tu/
dhatu terminology and not the aahitva/samd ta term inology
is employed, I tabulate these clas ifications below





















Vachana and devaranama performances are ff,aia to
have only literary effects (i.e. sahitva bhava) upon
the listener whilst san> ita per-form&nces are said to
have all of the above effects upon the listener. Thus,
although yachanas and devaranamas are sung (i.e. as
performed they consist in music as well as woras) they
are not regarded as having a musical (as opposed to a
purely literary) effect upon the listener. The Mysore
musicians and rasikas express this as: the music is
simply the 'vehicle* for the worns. In vachana and
devaranama performances, we find melodies containing
little ornamentation or improvisation whilst, in
saiurita, we find a great deal of melodic development,
ornamentation ana improvisation and complex rhythmic
development and improvisation by the percus ion instru¬
mentalists. The rationale of the indigenous view there¬
fore appears to be that the purely musical parameters
must be developed to a certain degree of complexity
before purely musical effects can be produced.
This distinction between vachana/devaranama and
sar4.ita on the basis of effects correlates with a dis¬
tinction between the two types of devotional music
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on the basis of authenticity. The words (^ahlty^) of the
compositions of all three genres are believed, by per¬
formers and listeners, uo be authentic: that is, they
are believed to be precisely those sung by the original
composer. Whilst there is no means by which we can
test this as ertion, a reasonable hypothesis would be
that they are sung- today as first written down although
probably altered slightly between being first sung and
written down. In all three genres, the songs are said
to have been composed spontaneously, in a state of
religious ecstasy, and transmitted aurally (within ixuru-
aisciple 'lineages1) before being incorporated into
written collections by disciples after the composer's
death. In the case of vachanas and devaranamast these
collections were often lodged in Lingayat and Liadhva
maths (monasteries). In the case of saiu.ita composit¬
ions, these collections were published, from the late
19t"n century onwards.
In the case of vac lianas ana devaranamas T the melod<
ies to which they are sung today are not believed, by
performers or audiences, to be authentic. In the case
of popular compositions, slight variants of a single
melody are employed by different singers in rendering
the same composition. It seems likely, however, that
fieldwork directed at eliciting less popular compos¬
itions would uncover a greater degree of difference be¬
tween melodic variants. In discussing the question of
melodic variants with devaranama performers, all of my
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informants said that their version was a faithful re¬
production of the version taught (aurally) to them by
their ruru (teacher) but none claimed that this version
was closer to the version originally sung by the com¬
poser than that of other performers.
Most sanrita performers with whom I discussed this
question agreed that, considering all the melodic var¬
iants of a single sani. ita composition, the only common
feature is the first melodic line and that this first
melodic line is precisely that sung by the composer.
In this respect, compositions and rap;a exposition
converge. The * central core1 of a rara exposition con¬
sists in pallavi improvisation. A pallavi is a single
melodic line employed as the first line of a pallavi
improvisation and partially returned to at the end of
every spontaneously improvised part of the pallavi
improvisation. The pallavi has words and different
musicians will improvise upon the same palfavi. We may
thus describe pallavi improvisation as progressive de¬
velopment of a single melodic line within the limits
imposed by the rax-a and conforming to cei'tain general
features of compositional form.
The first section of a s, naita composition is also
called the pallavi and also takes the form of progress¬
ive development of the first melodic line, which is
partially returned to at the end of this and the sub-
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sequent sections of the composition. Melodic variants
of oc.ru-.ita compositions thus consist in difrerent logical
possibilities for the development of a common first
meloaie line within the limits imposed by the ra&a and
conforming to certain general features of composition¬
al form. In this situation, we can define the 'compos¬
ition' as a first melodic line in a specified raga (and
tala - metrical framework) together with a poem ana
regard the 'composer's version* as simply, historically,
the first exploration of the logical possibilities of
development of this melodic line and musical accompani¬
ment of the poem within the limits imposed by the rana
and conforming with the specified tala.
Some sangita performers confessed that they did
alter the version of a composition which they had learn¬
ed from their guru and justified this procedure as
'improving' the version, either by 'updating* it to
conform with the changing tastes of audiences or by
'updating' it no take account of the changes which occur
through time to the raKa in which the composition is
composed. They warned, however, that only a sain ita
vidvan (i.e. a 'master-musician') should do this}
stuaents must absorb and reproduce the version taught
by the guru for many years before they can hope to
Improve it. These considerations justify the above
description of a version of a sain ita composition as
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comprising a 'composition' (i.e.first melodic line, in
a specified raga and tala. together with a poem) together
with a 'realisation' of this'composition'. In such a
situation, the question of the authenticity of a par¬
ticular version (i.e. 'realisation') is irrelevant and
only the authenticity of the 'composition* itself (I.e.
first melodic line, in a specified rama and talaf to¬
gether with a poem) is important - in order to ensure
that the 'realisations' are all logical developments of
the same 'composition'.
On the other hand, we find musicians who are 'dir¬
ect descendants' (within muru-aiscinle 'lineages') of
the composer, particularly in the case of Tyagar&ja,
who claim that their version (i.e. 'realisation', in
the terminology developed above) is thereby more auth¬
entic than that of musicians who are not 'direct descend¬
ants' of the composer. This argument is mostly employed
to rationalise the publication of such versions. Audien¬
ces do not express preferences for particular musicians
on the basis of the authenticity of the versions of
compositions which they pl&yj rather they emphasise
the 'style' of a particular musician in rationalising
their choices, musicians and audiences conceive of
'style' as being 'inherited' within guru-aisciple
'lineages'* The best definition of 'style' which I
could obtain from informants was: when two musicians
play the same notes (svaras)t 'style' is what
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distinguishes their performances from each other.
'Style* is therefore not co-terminous with 'version': in
the indigenous conception, 'version' refers to 'what is
played' whilst 'style' refers to 'how it is played'.
Authenticity of style is important when a famous
musician aies. His pupils and pupils' pupils possess
styles which are closer to that of the deceased musician
than those possessed by other musicians. Listeners who
were 'supporters' of the deceased musician will therefore
prefer to listen to the direct 'muaico-line&l' descend¬
ants of the deceased 'master*. Many of my rasika. (music-
lover, literally, 'person of taste') informants made
this point when explaining why they listened to partic¬
ular musicians rather than others. All of my informants
who were popular- performers (i.e. on the basis of their
'style') emphasised that they taught disciples, often
fr*ee of charge if they came from a poor family, in order
that their style would, endure after their deaths. How¬
ever, all of my informants admitted that, after the
'master's' death, when his pupils can no longer hear
him in order to copy his style, they develop their
individual styles, which progressively diverge from
that of the master so that, beyond the master's pupils'
pupils, the master's style is lost,
I have heard musicians who are direct 'musico-
lineal' descendants of Tya&araja and Diksitar and,
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particularly, their 'supporters' claim that, by virtue
of their direct 'descent', they possess the authentic
styles of these great musicians. Such claims to authen¬
ticity of style are even less plausible than claims to
axithenticity of version (i.e. 'realisation') of a comp¬
osition made on this basis. Versions of Tyagarsga, S&stri
and Diksitar compositions were written down by their
immediate pupils and these obviously have some claim to
authenticity. However, several of my musician inform¬
ants made the point that, as the composition is passed
down the guru-disciple 'lineage', it is transmitted
aurally and therefore begins to diverge significantly
from the written version, which is very rarely consult-
by subsequent pupils. Style is never writ-en down, so
that claims to authenticity of style spanning 130 or
140 years can have little basis in fact.
From this detailed description of the situation,
it is clear that, considering the purely musical aspect
of saudita compositions, it is only the first melodic
line of any version, or 'realisation*, which is authentic.
This contrasts with vachana and devaranama compositions,
in which none of the purely musical aspect is regarded
as authentic. To summarise this discussion of the
differences between vaehana/devaraaama. and asmitat
The two types of devotional music are distinguish¬
ed on the basis of their different effects upon the
listener: vachana and. devaranama are said to have
literary effects only whilst sarnida is said to have both
literary and musical effects. We have founu that this
corx^esponds with a distinction between the two types in
terms of complexity and authenticity of the purely
musical aspect.
Whilst some consideration of vacnana and aevaranama
is necessary in this study, clearly, in that s&naita
produces the effects attributed to vachana and devcranama
(i.e. literary effects) and also produces effects peculiar
to itself, we ought to concentrate upon sanaita. If we
were to concentrate upon vachana and cievaranama then,
since the purely musical aspect, in these traditions, is
regarded as simply a 'vehicle* for the sah.itva (words),
we should end up examining devotional poetry and not
devotional music if we adhered, to the method proposed in
section (a) of this chapter.
Another justification lor concentrating upon
sanaita consists in the explanations which informants
give of the bhavaA an&rn distinction. The different
brahia&nical systems of philosophy (darsanas) rationalise
sadhiJia and each advocates a particular voxca (i.e. form
of sadhana) as the only means of achieving the desired
result oi sac 1 lana. X shall discuss these piiilcsophies
in detail in the next chapter tut, for the meanwhile,
it is important to note that Sankara's philosophy (Advaita)
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adhered "to by Smartha Brahmans 9 advocates ,-jn^na yn, ^
whilst the philosophies of ii&dhva and Ramanuja (Dvaita
ana Visistadvaita, respectively), adhered to by, res¬
pectively, h&dhva and Srivaisnava Brahmans, advocate
.obakti ypj a. Jnana yo> a consists in philosophical dis¬
crimination ana meditation whilst bh.ak.ti voi- a consists
in the cultivation of a particular emotional state called
bhaktl (devotion towards a god).
In music, the bhava effects are said to produce the
same state in the listener as okakti yo&a and the ganaa
effect is said to produce the same state in the listener
as .1 nana yo^a. In that vachana and aevaranama produce
only a bhava effect, they therefore constitute only one
form of sadh&na: in that sangita produces both bhava
and ranam effects, it constitutes both forms of sadhana
simultaneously# Whilst a study of VcChena and d^varanaiaa
would therefore elucidate only the bhakti form of saahana,
a study of sanrita elucidates both the bhakti and tinana
forms and their interrelations.
Whilst listeners in all three traditions of devot¬
ional music explain their preferences for particular
performers in terms of 'style1, they explain their
attendances at performances of devotional music, whoever
is the performer, in terms of their desire to experience
these effects of 'music as sadnana' • For ya<?uana and
devaranama performances, they expressed this as the
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desire to experience the emotion of bnaktl and, for
kfetj, performances, they expressed this as both the
desire to experience the bhakti emotion and the desire for
•purification and elevation of the mind1 (which Is, as we
shall discover in the next chapter, a precise description
of the indigenous conception of the effect of the pract¬
ice of .1 nana yora) or, alternatively, the desire to ex¬
perience the aaihhiu effect of the music. Only very rarely
dia an informant express his/her motivation for attending
a performance of devotional music as Ho be seen'/or Ho
meet friends* and, even then, there were given as second¬
ary reasons for attending, the primary reason being to
experience the effect of music as ssahana.
U) IM Functi^jg,.
Following the methodL explained in section (a) of
this chapter, I shall distinguish between two sets of
functions of South Indian devotional music: functions in
respect of individuals and functions in respect of
society.
Ia_reppep
The most.important function of the music in respect o- indi—
victuals is, in terms of the above discussion, the effect
of the music as sadhana. The ultimate goal of is
•release* (mokea or mukti), on deatn, from jMBSflEa ('bond¬
age*, in the cycle of re-births). In the indigenous view,
the individual will automatically be re-incarnated unless
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he has attained the goal of 'release' through the pract¬
ice of aadhana. In the indigenous view, the performer is
able to achieve the goal of 'release' without having to
practice any other form of saahana whilst the non-performer
is not, although attendance at concerts is said to as ist
the latter towards 'release' achieved through other (i.e.
non-musical) me ans•
Very few members of the audience, however, actually
practice these non-musical forms of sadhana with the
objective of attaining 'release' at the end of their pres¬
ent lives. Some listeners believe;., that attending per¬
formances of devotional music increased their chances of
achieving the goal of 'release' in a subsequent life.
Others, however, said that the goal of 'release' was not
important to them and/or unattainable by them and that
they sought the rewards of sadnana which can be enjoyed
in this life.
The very small minority of the audience who seek the
goal of 'release1 within their present lives are
sanyasins: that is, they have undergone a ceremony which
consists in abandoning the 'sacred thread* or 'triple
cord' worn by members of the higher castes and have
thereby formally renounced all rights and obligations
in respect of their family, caste anc society. They are
distinguishable by their saffron-coloured robes, wooden
sand Is and (usually) a saffron-coloured bag containing
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a string of ,j apa. beads which are employed in meditation.
Louis Dumont ('World Renunciation in Indian Religions', in
'religion/Politics and History in India, chapter 3, The
Hague,1970) translates sanyasin as 'world-renouncer'. The
vast majority of the audience, at performances of aevetion-
al music, are not 'world-renouncers'. Dumont (ibid.) calls
them 'men-in-the-world'• In South India, they are usually
designated, in opposition to sanvasins, by terms referring
to their position as a householder or head of a family}
the Indigenous terminology emphasises their involvement in
the organisation of everyday economic pursuits.
Dumont characterises the renouncer as pursuing; the
goal of iuoksa (release) and the man-in-the-world as
pursuing; the goal of dharma. The word dharma has many
meanings in Sanskrit and the four regional languages of
the South. The most common meaning is 'duty' or 'correct
conduct' and I have often heard the term used in a sense
wh.ch encompasses the goal of moksa and the pursuit of
aaahana. Dumont (ibid.,P.40) translates dharma as "con¬
formity to the world order"•
Clearly, the aistinction between the renouncer and
the man-in-the-world is not that the former pursues
sichana whilst the latter does not. Rather the distinct¬
ion is that the renouncer pursues the rewards of saahan&
attainable after his death (i.e.'release') whilst the
man-in«the-world pursues the rewards of sadhana attainable
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in this life, file dis '-inction ia therefore qufaiioitative
rather than qualitative: in oraer to achieve ♦release1,
the renouncer must practice sadhana full-time whilst the
amount of practice of sathana carried out by the man-
in-the-world is commensurate with the extent of the
rewards which he desires,
Amongst, those practicing aanhana full-time, a qual¬
itative distinction is recognised between the toal of
'release' and. the goal of sicu.his. die, r.is are powers,
over nature and, particularly, over the minds of other
men, diaahi yo> ins (i.e. practitioners of siddhi yoga)
are greatly feared in South India, since they are said
to employ these powers for their worldly ends, although
it is always a hotly debated question of who is and who
is not a slciubi vo* in. The ranouncer who pursues the
goal of 'release' is believed to acquire sidehis as a
'by-product' ox his sacihana but is said to have no in¬
terest in employing them to further his worldly ends.
Cultivation of siauhis for worldly ends, however,
ultimately involves the yoga practitioner in procedures
different from those employed in attaining* 'release',
so that sia hi yoga is ultimately qualitatively
different from the yogas involved in the pursuit of
•release' . I mention siddhi vona. at this point in order
sharply to distinguish this worldly reward from those
sought by the part-time, man-in-the-worlc practitioner
of sac.hana, The acquisition of siaahis is said to
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require many years of full-time practice and is, for the
most part, beyond the reach of the xaan— in— the-world
practitioner of sadhana.
In order to understand what the man-in-the-world
ootains from the practice of sadman;- T hence from music
ss sadhana, we have to recopse that the 'release'/
'bondage' distinction is not simply a classification of
the fates of the individual after death. The ancient
Samkhya-Yoga philosophy (see chapter 2, section (b),(iii>)
asserted th&ti
states of mind(vrtti) comprise our inner exper¬
ience, When they lead its towards sams. ra ('bondage')
into the course of passions and their satisfactions,
they are sain to be kilsta (afflicted or leading to
affliction)j when they lead us towards liberation
('release') they are called akxista. (unafflicted),"
(S.Dasgupta, 'A History of Inoian Philosophy', Vol.l,
Cambridge, 1932,P,269)
This view of man is fundamental to the contemporary
br&hmanical systems of philosophy and their rationalis¬
ations of s&dhana. Whether the yora advocated is bhakti
or .inana« the idea underlying the practice of the yoga is
the suppression of the klista vrtxis (afflictec states of
mind) which has the result of concentration upon the
aklista vrtuis (unafflicted states of mind). Everyday
life 'in the world' is conceived, within all of the
contemporary brahmanic&l systems, as inducing suppress¬
ion of the unafflicted states and concentration upon the
afflicted states whilst saahana is conceived as inducing
the reverse situation.
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The indigenous rationalisation of the effect of
sudhana upon the practitioner therefore amounts to what
Klucnhohn terms athe maintenance of their equilibrium on
the part of individuals". Life in society propels the
individual towards a state of disequilibrium (concentrat¬
ion upon the afflicted states of mind) and motivates the
individual to restore his equilibrium by means of the
practice of sadhana, through which he attain;: some itersure
of succes in suppressing, these afflicted states and
concentrating upon the unaf'flictec states. In that the
reward of participating in performances of devotional
music is indigenously conceived as identical to the
reward of practising sadhana, we can explain devotional
music as a cultural mechanism supplying a •counterweight'
to the undesirea effects of life in society upon the
individual member of that society.
In Kamiaua language, these 'unuesired effects* of
life in society me termed cuhkha ('misery* or 'suffer¬
ing ')• kannacla speakers very often described she effect
of devotional music upon them as sukhu-dulavfafe ( * sweet
misery') an expression which we might best translate as
'sweetening the misery' or * alleviation of suffering'•
In employing this expression, they aid not ap ly it
specifically to the bhavs or ranam effects of the music
una applied it to ell three genres of devotional music.
This expression therefore represents the most
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generalised statement which I obtained from informants
01 the effect of devotional music in general upon them.
The concept of auhkha is best explained by a native
speaker of Kannada language:
"Out of this awareness of the transitoriness, inner
•vacuity' anu. ultimate worthlessness of all worldly
possessions ana pleasures, the individual develops
a sense of surrounding misery about the whole life.
Misery or cmhkha does not arise out of this or that
object in the external world, tut is a basic feel¬
ing which expresses the individual's reactions to
life as a whole. It is not a fleeting fe.ring of
the individual, but an abiding onej but he often
seeks to escape from it by involving himself In
sensuous activities... However, ■: uhkha announces
itself as that from which he is trying to escape and
thus reminds hiro of Itself throughout his wo Idly
life." (G.Srinivasan, "The Haridasas of Karnataka',
Beigaum,IS72,P.42-3)
Precisely how sacluna and devotional music 'sweeten* this
'misery' will be investigated in detail in the body of
this thesis. For the meanwhile, it is sufficient to note
that the function of cevot onaJL music in respect of
individuals is expressed in these terms ana consists in
a contribution towards the maintenance of the equilibrium
of the Individual which is continuously being upset by
life in society.
(e)«U) ,;n fiespect pi" ^oc;ifcty
Considering the functions of South Indian devotional
music in respect of society, this has to be understood
in terms of the mediating role occupied by performers of
devotional music between renouncers, on the one hand,
and men-in-the-world, on the other hanc. Renouncers
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do not engage in everyday economic pursuits. They exist
by begging or, more commonly, by living in .y-shr: as or
maths. ,*shr ms are 'retreats' for the pursuit of full-
time sadhana which grow up around famous renouncers c lied
swami.iis (literally, 'most revered men') $ maths are
monasteries for the pursuit of sacuu na which are attached,
to temples. Both ashrams and maxhs owe their origin and
continuing existence to the we: 1th - in the form of land-
grants, goods, sax-vices and money - endowed upon them by
men-in-the-worlu. This raises the cuestion of why men-in-
the-world support such institutionalised renunciation*
Abbe Dubois' answer - in terms of fear, ignorance and
intimidation - is obviously coloured by his role as a
Christian missionary and does not 'fit the facts' as
observed today by an anthropological investigator.
The flow of wealth from men-in-the-world towards
renouncers is reciprocated by a flow of benefits from
renouncers towards men-in-the-world. The role of devot¬
ional music as a channel for the latter flow of benefits
is its most important function in respect of South Indian
sociexy.
Considering the nature of these benefits, Dumont
('World denunciation',op»cit.,P.46) says:
"Is it really too adventurous to say that the agent
of development in Indian religion ana speculation,
the 'creator of values', has been the renouncer?..
2fob only the founding of sects anc their mainten¬
ance, but the major ideas, the 'inventions', re
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cme to the reaouncer whose unique position gave him
a sort of monopoly for putting eve rything in
question".
In south India, the brahm&nical systems of' philosophy and.
the forms of sachan< which they advocate and explain are
the work of renouncers. However, these philosophies are
written in S&nskz'it language, hence comprehensible only
to the educated members of the Branm&n chaste. Further¬
more, the philosophies take the form of translations of
and commentaries upon older texts - Eg Veda, main
TJpanisads, Bhagavata Purana etc. and contain a great deal
of epis temologica1 rgument. apart from the problem of
laiiguage, the non-scholar is ft ced with the problem of
extracting the fundamental ideas which are of use to him
in pursuing his own sax,ant,-, from this dense * ccumulation
of commentaryes upon ancient texts and complex sets of
cross-references•
The Br&hrm n scholar is able to understand these
philosophical texts because he has an encyclopaedic know¬
ledge of the 1 temture, but he does not simplify them
anu. extract the fund, meritc.l iceas which are of use to
the layman, lather his rcle consists in teaching students
(i.e. tr.e next generation of Brahman scholars) and adding
his own cofit. si. Un'ies upoxz commentaries. In this situat¬
ion, virtually the onlp access which the layman has to
the fundamental ideas of the systems of philosophy is
through devotional song texts.
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However, devotional music does not simply inform
the layman* it also permits his participation in saahanaT
of the bhakti form (in vfyshana and devaranama) or of the
bhakti and .inane, forms (ih sanaita). The musician re¬
presents the renouncer to the listener because his (the
musician's) musical saahana, performed in full public
•view' (or, more precisely, 'hearing'), is the only form
of sao.ii.ana in which the layman, particularly the non-
Brahman, listener can participate. In that he represents
the renouncer to the listener, he is invested by the
listener with the attributes of the renouncer.
Very few contemporary performers of devotional music
are renouneers• ..oat are married householders who perform,
teach or do other work (in the case of vachana and dever-
anama performers) for financial revaro. Yet these per¬
formers regard their music as conferring the rewards of
sadhana upon both themselves and their su<iences and the
me. bers of their audiences agree with th s and regard the
musicians as 'advanced sadhakas" (i.e. xaen who are very
advanced in their s...arena).
In the legends concerning the music!an-composers of
the past, this eu«r&cterist c of sharing the attributes
ol renouncers and men—in-the—world is &1>o apparent and
is most apparent in the case of those composers - Busava,
Purendara and Tyagaraja - whose compositions re the most
porular today .itnin their respective traditions of
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devotional music. Basa.vt was a Brahman who formally
became & renouncer (i.e. discarded the 'sacred thread')
early in life but was directed by Siva to go to the
court of King Bijjala in K&lyana, here his uncle Bala-
deva was the king's minister. He married his uncle's
daughter, succeeded his uncle, became the king's chief
minister, and through his influence at court, was able to
establish a eca inanity of devotees of Siva in the city
(from Remanujan, op.cit.Pp.61-3) • Purandera w.-.s a Brahman
who married, inherited his father's business in precious
stones but had. a conversion experience and formally be¬
came a sanyasin, at the age of 40, yet continued to live
with his rife, .mo also became a sanyasin, after this
time (from Sambamoorthy, 'Great Composers', Book 1, op.
cit.,Pp.28-32) • Tyagaraja was a married Brahman who
became a sanyasin only a few aays before his death, at
the age of 80. He lived with ana provided for his
family all his life before becoming a sanyasin - by
begging and, later, by gifts from pupils and patrons.
Yet he performed sadhana throughout his life and the
legends recount that he experienced the rewards of
sadhana: both the 'proximate' rewards of sighMs and
the 'ultimate' rewards of the jod Kama revealing him¬
self Himself to him and thereby guaranteeing his attain¬
ment of 'release' after death (from Samboorthy, 'Great
Composers', Book 2, op.cit.).
whether these legends are historically accurate or
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not is irrelevant in the present context. They expi*ess,
and thereby reinforce by providing a •pseudo-historical'
justification for, the contemporary view of the musician
as a mediator between renouncers and men-in-the-world.
The institution of aevoticn&l music thus mediates between
the institution of renunciation and that of the caste-
based social system. In the absence of the institution
of devotional music, the flow of benefits from renouncers
to aaen-in-the-world could not take place, therefore, we
can argue, the reciprocating flow of wealth from men-in-
the-world towards renouncers woul« be curtailed so that
the institution of renunciation in its present form (viz.
ashrams and matlis) could not exist. The function of
South Inuian devotional music in respect of society
therefore consists in its contribution towards the main¬
tenance of the institution of renunciation within South
Indian society.
Considering the two interrelated, functions of South
Indian devotional music - in respect of individuals and
in respect of society - it is the former which is
problematic. The function in respect of society is
derivative of the function in respect of individuals and
the above she tenant of this function in respect of
society constitutes a hypothesis watch can be tested.
For example, in a historical study of Karnataka, if
other factors remain constant then increases in attend¬
ance at performances of devotional music at specific
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periods in history should correlate with increases in the
flow of wealth towards maths and ashrams. A comparative
study of geographical areas in the present day would also
provide a. means of testing this hypothesis: areas relat¬
ively lacking in performances of devotional music should
supply relatively less wealth to renouncers' institutions#
For the function in respect of inaividuals, however,
we do not, at this stage, even have a hypothesis. In the
explanation of any social institution, since the funct¬
ions - in respect of individuals end in respect of society
- to which the investigator addresses himself are inter¬
related, it is necessary to develop the explanations of
each function to the same degree of completion. In the
present case, this involves generating a hypothesis of
the function of the music in respect of individuals.
In the present chapter, I have merely described a
set of 'equations' which indigenous actors articulate:
viz. that the effect of sadhana is identical to that of
devotional music; that the bhava effects of devotional
music arc identical to that of the bhakti form of sadhanaf
and that the ranam effect of the music is identical to
that of the .1 nana form of sadhana. In the remainder of
this thesis, I examine the rationale of these 'equations'.
In the next chapter, 1 examine the rationale of saahana.
In chapters 3 to 5, I examine the rationale of music as
sadhana: chapter 3 is concerned with sahitva th&ya;
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The yog,§.s (forms of saahana) are rationalised by "the
oarsanas (systems of philosophy). The d&rsanas supply
cosmologies, or 'viev/s of the universe', in terms of
which gadbana is the only logical way of life ana each
aars&na advocates its own particular form of eachana
which is consistent with the particular cosmology which
it expounds. Before proceeding to a detailed discussion
of the darsanas, in the present section I examine what
an Indian cosmology consists in ana Low present-aay
practitioners of sadhana view the relationship between
the written cosmologies contained in the barsanas and
their own practice of saahana,
A cosmology is a 'view of the universe': it is a
set of assertions about the nature of the universe of
observable and experteneable phenomena, I use the terms
'observable' and experiencable' because & cosmology
makes assertions about the 'internal' experience of the
self(in physical, emotional aim mental terms) as well as
the 'external' universe (that which exists outsiue of
and independent!,, of the self) anu it integrates (inter¬
nal) self-experience into the wide* system of the
' extex nal' universe •
In attempting to understand the subject-matter and
sociAL role of Indian cosmologies, it is helpful to com-
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pare them with Western scientific thought. Western
science attempts to understand the universe in terms of
empirically testable hypotheses. Internal self-exper¬
ience is not empirically testable therefore it can not
be included in the subject-matter cf Western science.
The criterion of empirical testability also excludes
human observations of external phenomena from the subject-
matter of Western sciencei what we may, in * common
sense' discourse, describe as our most 'objective observ¬
ations' are themselves subject to the vagaries of diff¬
erent observers. Scientific method aims to eliminate
such errors involved in human observation by means of
the machine-observed experiment.
These differences in subject-matter between the
Indian cosmology ana Western science correspond with
different social roles assigned to each. The role which
we assign to Western science is that of building up a
body of information about types oi matter or event and
their interrelations, an Indian cosmology, on the
other hand, consists in essei'tions about the ultimate
nature of the self and the universe in terms of which
mukti or nicks a (the release of the individual from the
cycle of re-biTths) is possible, all oi" the contemporary
South Indian cars anas contain cosmologies in terms of
which mukti can be attained only by means of the mani¬
pulation of the individual's notion of self, although
cex-taianon-cor* temporary garsanas (principally mimamaa -
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see section (b),(ii) of this chapter) contained cosmo¬
logies in terms of which makti could be attained by other
means (in the case of Mimamsa, by means of the perform¬
ance of Vedic rites)• The contemporary cosmologies assert
that the individual's everyday notion of self is erron¬
eous and that ignorance of the correct notion of self and
its relation to the universe prevents the individual from
attaining the goal of mukti, They also assert that it is
not sufficient for the individual to grasp intellectually
the correct notion of self; in order to attain the goal
of mukti he must experience the 'real' self and its
relationship to the universe and be as convinced of the
reality of this correct experience of self as he was of
his previous, erroneous notion of self.
Thus the social role of Western science is, in a
sense, 'external' to the individual in that it seeks to
understand the nature of external phenomena on the basis
of which technology can manipulate these external phen¬
omena. 'The social role of the Inc. an cosmology is, in
xhe same sense, 'internal' to the individual in that it
exists in order to inform the individual of the correct
naxure of the self ana its relationship to the universe,
Because of the peculiar social role of the Indian
cosiuoloe.y, several cosmologies are necessary within
Indi n society, ivy informants said that there are
divergences, within any society, between individuals
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in terms of the way in which they experience the self.
In South Indian thought, the most basic classification of
'self-experience types' is threefold and distinguishes
between those whose experience of the self is predominant¬
ly physical (more precisely, 'psycho-physiological'),
emotional or mental# Several of my informants said that
& minimum of two cosmologies is necessary because a cosmo¬
logy suitable for those whose experience of the self is
predominantly emotional is not satisfactory for those
whose experience of the sell* is predominantly psycho¬
physiological or mental# Thus whilst, in .estern science,
there can be only one ('external') reality, the social
role of the Indian cosmology requires that there be a
choice of cosmologies because of the variation in
'internal' realities between individuals.
Indian cosmologies are contained in dars<nas (lit¬
erally: 'seeing', 'looking at*, 'philosophical system' -
A.A.Macdonell, 'A Practical Sanskrit Dictionary',Oxford,
1976,P#117)• These darsanas find expression in written
texts in Sanskrit language, barsanas contain more than
cosmologies# Apart from episuemological arguments, often
of g^eat complexity, they also contain sets of instruct¬
ions on how to apply the cosmology to the experience of
self in order to achieve the desired effect, detailed
refutations of rival darsanas arid, in the case of the
darsanas considered in this thesis, highly detailed
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exegeses of the main Up&nis&ds aimed at demonstrating
that their system is the system expounded In the Upuni-
sacs, The earliest Up&nis&ds were probably written between
700 and 600 B.C. although Up&nis&us continued to be
written up to hohammedan times, the main Upanisaas were
written before approximately 300 A.D.
The cosmologies encountered in the Upanisads are in¬
complete, logically inconsistent or botla
".• germs of diverse kinds of thought are found
scattered over the Upanisads which are not worked
out in a systematic manner., (they are) a repository
of diverse currents of thought - the melting pot in
which all later philosophic ioeas were still in a
state of fusion," (D&ogupta,op.cit.Vol.1.,Pp.41-2).
Tne c.&ra&aat> current in present-day South India were
written between the 9th and t :e 14th centuries a.i). In
this period and in the present day the Upanisads are not
usually considered as a 'melting pot'.
In regarding them as such, Dasgupta is adopting the
perspective of the Western historian of ideas, which
differs from that of the indigenous actor. By the latter,
the writers of the Upanisads are regarded as having poss¬
essed an intuitive grasp of the ultimate nature of the
self ano the universe which is largely denied to men in
the present age - all of my informants agreed upon this.
The Upanisaus are regarded as- contemporary man's only
link with this age of intuitive awareness. Whilst, on
the face of it, the Upanisads may appear to consist in
fragmented and diverse cosmologies, it is believed by
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South Inoians that it is only the documentation which is
fragmented and the modern reader who is unable to per¬
ceive the connectedness between the various currents of
thought. In the 9th to the 14th centuries and today we
find the widespread view that cosmology in the age of the
Upanisad writers was both coinpleue and unitary: i.e. that
a single cosmology existed within which were reconciled
all the diverse currents of thought encountered in the
Upanisuds.
This is why the writers of the aarsanaa went to such
lengths to demonstrate that their respective systems are
justified by the main Upanisaas. ?or example, Sankara -
the 8th/9th century h.D. founder of the Aavaita oarsana
and Madhva - the 12tn/13th or 13th/14th century
founder of the Dvaita darsana - each wrote commentaries
upon 10 IJpanisads. Sankara's version, wiah commentary,
of one of these ('The Brhadar&nyaka Up&nisad', Alrnora,
1934) runs to 952 pages. This is a typical length end
thus gives some indication of the amount of lixerature
contained within a darsana.
Compared with this formidable amount of literature,
the fundamental ideas contained in the darsana which are
of use to the individual in altering his experience of
self can be expressed in a few paragraphs or Sanskrit
verses. Ly informants in Mysore, Sringeri and Udipi made
a fundamental distinction between the Sanskrit scholar,
who has an encyclopaedic knowledge of the literature of
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"fck© and writes commentaries upon and debates
the details of this literature ana the sacliiaka ('one who
accomplishes or brings about' or 'worshipper1; MaCtdonell,
ibid.,P.346) who seeks to alter his experience of self by
the employment of the fundamental iceas of the o,are ana. To
the sadhaka, the most important darsana texts are those
which express the fundamental ideas in the most concise
and condensed form. These short texts are therefore the
most popular and easily available of the works of the
darsana writers.
In order that the cosmology may play ins desired
role of altering the sadhaka1a experience of self, the
sadhaka must consciously (at least in the beginning)
apply the set of cosmological assertions to his observ¬
ations and experiences of the self and the universe.
Pars arias therefore contain sets of instructions for the
application of the cosmology to personal observation and
experience. Obviously only tine more general instruct¬
ions can exist in a written form. The more detailed
instructions required for tne application of the cosmo¬
logy by different types of individual with different life-
histories at different stages in the process can not.
The art of the guru (preceptor) is to recognise such
differences amongst his disciples and his role consists
in recommending to each disciple the best means of
applying the cosmology in order to obtain the desired
effect.
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Such self-6isciplines which consist in the system¬
atic merging of personal observation end experience with
the cosmology ere termed yogas« The most frecuent trans¬
lation of vera employed by my informants was 'spiritual
discipline1 but the term 'spiritual' is likely to be
misleading if we interpret it in our Western, theist
sense. The word vo-.a means 'yoking' (of horses, buffaloes
etc.), 'application', 'means', 'device', 'understanding',
'xmion', 'mixture' etc. (maedonell, ibid,, P.247)$ and
the undertaking of such disciplines is called sannana
(from the same word root as aadhaka). Yogas are thus
intimately connected with their respective cosmologies
and each garsana advocates a particular yoga, or series
of vogas« as sauinna. The cosmology explains the correct
experience of self to be sought by the sadhaks and the
yoga consists in the discipline by means of which he can
ax-rive at this correct expex'ience of self. In order to
achieve this goal, the assistance of a guru may or may
not, at some point in the sadhana. be necessary.
The goal oi' mukti is attained on the sadhaks's death
whereas tne correct experience of the self and its relat¬
ionship to the universe is attained during the aadhaka's
lifetime. The correct experience thus guarantees to the
sscihaka that he will attain muicfi at dev. oft so that the
remainder of his life is lived in a state of 'guaranteed
mukti'• Two terms exist in Sanskrit to refer to this
state: the anaroksa state ana the jiVy,nmuk.ti state.
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The former is the term employed in the Dvaita daraana
and the latter ia the term employed in the Advaita
darsana; whilst sadhakaa say that hoth terms mean the
same thing, Sanskrit scholars stress the singular meaning
of each term within its respective darsana. Of the two.
terras, jivannukti is the more widespread and general,
meaning 'liberated in life*. In English, South Indians
use the expression 'realised state' to refer to both
juvanmukti and anaroksa. By 'realised state' they mean
that, in this state, the sadhakg. realises, or experiences,
the real self and its relationship to the universe with¬
in which it is located.
The different darsanas give different 'models for
and of* the transition between the sadhaka state and
the 'realised' state. In that there is a threefold
classification of 'self-experience types', so there is
a basically threefold classification of yogas: lava
ypga (psycho-physiological), bhakti yoga (emotional)
and jnana yoga (mental). Correspondingly there are
three separate models for and of the transition between
the sadhaka state and the 'realised statel Each da "sana
ha3 its distinctive experiential focus: it defines
correct self-experience in either psycho-physiological,
emotional or mental terms and describes the transition
between the sadhaka state and the realised state ex¬
clusively in these terms.
In that these different models for and of the trans¬
ition to the 'realised' state refer to different types of
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experience, they therefore do not contradict each other.
Whilst the different cosmologies contained in the
different darsanas are difficult to reconcile with
each other - for example, Dvaita cosmology asserts that
there is a Supreme God who controls the universe whilst
Advaita cosmology asserts that there is not - the
different models which each daraana gives for and of the
r <
transition to the realised state are easy to reconcile
since they each refer to a different field of self-exper¬
ience.
I did not meet one sadhaka who had practised only
one .yoga for all of his life. Most had practised all
three types and claimed that the way in which one
experiences the self alters with age and the practice
of aadhana and that few individuals experience the self
in exclusively psycho-physiological, emotional or mental
f »
terms. They stressed that the realised state consists
in a state of correct self-experience in all three areas
» »
of experience. Thus they 3aid that, in the realised
state, the mutual oontradicitons between cosmologies
are realised to be illusory - to be merely the result
of the inadequacy of language and thought to express the
ultimate nature of the self and its relationship to the
universe. Cosmologies, they stressed, consist in v^ords
» i
end concepts whilst the experience of the realised state
is 'beyond' words and concepts.
"Where ail speech and thought cease and. the tr.th of
the Self shines in its own majesty" (Swami Shraddha-
nanda,'introduction1, P.(v) to "Laghu-vakya-vrrti"
of Sri Sankaracharya", Almora, 1965).
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Thus vfeat may appear, in words, as a paradox is realised
in self-experience as a non-contradiotory statement.
7116 sadhaica strives to attain the Upanisadio ideal of
what we might call a 'macro-cosmology*, since it encom¬
passes and reconciles with each other the contemporary
written cosmologies, which is beyond word and concept
and which can therefore only be experienced end not
described in word3, whilst the Sanskrit scholar strives
to express this experience in words.
These efforts by Sanskrit scholars and, indeed, by
the darsana writers are not merely intellectual exer¬
cises. Written cosmologies, the inadequate attempts to
convey in words the experience of the 'macro-cosmology'
believed to have been intuited by the writers of the
Upanisad3, are the only clues which the sadhaka has
access to, in the early stages of his sadhana. about
the nature of this 'macro-cosmology
Co) Influential Jor.-Uoutemporary 'darsanaa
fi) Introduction
I define a 'contemporary' darsana, as one to the
exclusive study of which present-day maths (monasteries)
are devoted. Indian darsanas are indigenously classi¬
fied aa six astika ('believing') systems (i.e. they
accept the authority of the Ved.es) and three na3tika
systems which do not accept the authority of the Vedas.
The astiko systems are the product of Brahmans there¬
fore I have called them, the 'brahmanical' systems in
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chapiter 1 of this thesis. They are also called the
saddarsana (literally, 'six darsanas1) nr.d together com¬
prise 'Hindu* philosophy. They are; Mimemsa, Samkhya,
Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisesika and Vedanta. The naatika systems
are the product of non-Brahmans. They are: Oarvaka,
Buddhism and Jainism. Of these nine darsanas, only
three can "be classified as 'contemporary'. These are;
Vedanta, Buddhism and Jalnisriu
Vedanta by no means comprises a single system of
philosophy. What the several systems termed 'Vedanta'
have in common is that they seek to expound the trie
meaning of the 'Vedanta-sutras*, also called the 'Brahma-
sutras', of Badarayana, written some time between the
second century B.C. and the first century A. D. Accord¬
ing to Pasgupta (op. cit. , P. 70):
"The word Vedants means 'end of the Veda', i.e.
the Bpanisads, and the 'Vedants sutras* are so
called as they are but a summarised statement of
the general views of the hpanisads, "
The Upanisads concern themselves with the nature of an
entity called the Brahman. In Karnataka, four separate
systems of philosophy termed 'Vedanta' are exclusively
studied in maths. They are distinguished by terms which
summarise their assertions about the nature of the
Brahman and its relationship to the self. aadhva's
system is called 'Dvaita' ('dual') Vedanta since it
asserts that the self and the Brahman are eternally
separate. Saxikara's system is called 'Advaita* ('non-
dual') Vedanta since it asserts that the self and the
Brahman are etex'naliy one and the same. Samanuja's
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system is called 'Visistadvaita' ('qualified non-dual')
Vedanta since it asserts that, in the state of dissol¬
ution (nralaya) of the universe, the 3eif and the Brahman.
are the 3ame out that, during the acti.o states of the
universe, termed samsrsti. the self and the Brahman are
separate. The Lingayat system is called 'Sakti Visista¬
dvaita' ('consort of Siva, qualified non-dual*) Vedanta
since it asserts the identity of the Brahman as Siva
whilst Rarnftnuja'3 (and Madhva's) system asserts the
identity of the Brahman as Visnu-Xriana.
The Vedanta systems incorporated the fundamental
assertions of the most influential systems which pre¬
ceded them. All accept certain fundamental assertions of
the Mimamsa system concerning the 'law of karma'. Das-
gupta (op. cit. , Vol 1. , P. 68) considers that Bamkhya and
Yoga should together be considered as a single darsana.
According to Casgupta, all of the Vedanta systems accept
the fundamental assertions of Samkhya-Yoga physics (ibid.
P. 4b05); Dveita and Visistadvaita cosmology are fundam¬
entally the same as Samkhya-Yoga cosmology (ibid. ,P. 221)i
and Advaits incorporates many of the cosmological ideas
of the Vijnanavada and Sunyavada schools of Buddhism
(ibid., Pp. 493-4).
A knowledge of Buddhism is not essential for an
understanding of Advaita because neither Sankara nor any
of his followers ever attempted to reconcile Advaita with
Buddhism; indeed Smartha Brahmsuas have always been un¬
willing to admit the origins of Sankara's system within
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Buddhism. A brief summary of the fundamental ideas of
M imamsa and Samkhya-Yoga is, however, essential in order
to understand the Vedanta systems because the Vedanta
systems only succeeded in supplanting Mimamsa and Sara-
khya-Yoga by reconciling their assertions with those of
the latter systems. Thus, for example, the 'law of karmli
is not, logically related to any of the Vedanta cosmol¬
ogies yet all of the Vedanta systems discuss the law of
karma and assign it a role in determining the fate of the
individual (in terms of 'bondage' or 'release'}.
('b).(ii) Miiaamsa
Dasgupta describes Mimamsa as:
"a systematise! code of principles in accordance
with which the Vedic texts are to be interpreted
for purposes of sacrifices." (op. eit., Vol. 1. , P. 68),
therefore "it cannot properly be spoken of as a system
of philosophy (ibid.). The 'Vedic texts' referred to
are the 'Samhitas' and 'Brahmanas'• The 3amh.itas are the
collections of Vedic verses usually referred to as the
'four Vedas': via. Rg Veda, Sama-Veda, Ya^ur-Veda, and
Atharva-Veda. The writing cf these Veaic verses is
variously dated between 1200 B.C. and 1000 B.C. They
were aurally transmitted before being written down, so
that their precise date of origin is impossible to
determine (Dasgupta, ibid.,P.10). The Brahmanas debate
and explain the significance of these texts for the
purposes of sacrifices and were written some time before
500 B.C. (Dasgupta, ibid., P. 14).
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The earliest extant work of the Mimamaa school is
Jaimini's 'Mimamsa-sutraa*, probably written about
200 B.C. (Dasgupta, ioid. , P. b70). Mimam3a evolved a
cosmology and theory of knowledge which would support
the doctirine of the performance of Vedic rites as the
highest goal in life. In order to do so, it argued that
the Vedes, which contain the details of the rites, are
self-valid and that it is therefore not necessary to
derive their validity from God or test their validity
by any other means. In order tc argue that the Vedas
are self-valid, SJimamsa argues that they are eternal
and thereby rejects the view cf the periodic creation
and dissolution of the universe which is accepted by the
other five brahmanical systems. In arguing tuat they
do not derive their validity from God, himamaa argues
against the existence of God and translates Brahman in
it3 original Vedie sense of the unknown mechanism where¬
by the Vedic rite produces its associated results (from
Dasgupta, ibid., Pp. 405-4).
Mimamaa interprets the Vedaa as a collection of
injunctions (vidhis) impelling the performance of karmas
(sacrifices or rites). Performance of some of these
karmas results in the accumulation of nunya (good) karma
- i.e. stored-up rewards to be enjoyed in the individ¬
ual's subsequent live3. Failure to perform other karmaa
results in the accumulation of para (bad) karma - i.e.
stored-up 'retribution' to be suffered in subsequent
lives. In .yfimamaa, Karma thus means a type of (ritual)
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ac'ion as well as the results of this action.
Two types of iar.ua (rite) are thus distinguished in
Mimamsa. Karnya-karmas ('desire karisaa' ) are performed
solely in order to store up good karma to be enjoyed in
subsequent lives and failure to perform them doe3 not
incur bad karma, Nit ye. karmss ('necessary karma s') do
not produce good karma but failure to perform them pro¬
duces bad karma. D»3gupta (ibid. ,P.403) cites the
gananya ceremony a 3 tne prime example of a rut:/& karma.
The S3?idr.ya ceremony consists in ritual ablutions and
chants, particularly of the Gayatri mantra (a formula in
praise of the brahman comprising 24 syllables) and the
mantra ' hU-.l* (for full details see Edgar Thurston,
* Off? tea and Tribes of Southern India *, Vol.1, Madras,
1909, t»p# .308-315), It is performed before davn by all
adult moleo cf the Brahman caote. In this sense,
Mlmair.3a - as a set of injunctions - survives today
throughout India.
As a system of Indian philosophy (i.e. a systemat-
ised 3et of assertions about how the goal of 'release'
from the cycle of re-births is to be attained), ho.aver,
Miraaroaa can not be said to survive today. In Mimamsa,
'release' is brought about by abstaining from the perfor¬
mance of kamya-karmaa and assiduous performance of
nitya-k&rinas. Jimamsa asserts that, if a man dies
without ©ny atored-up good or bad j-,arma to be 'worked
out', then he is not re-born. In the "iimamsa view, the
state of 'release' is one of mere existence in which the
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disembodied self is not conscious and suffers no pain
or pleasure (from Basgupta, ibid.,P. 402). Neither this
view of the state of 'release' nor this view of how
♦ 1 T.n he attained are subscribed to today.
(b^. (lii) Ssrokhya-Ypme
The founder of Samkhya was a mythical Kapile.
Samkhya, of itself, consists in a tretaphysical system
which lacks any highly evolved associated form cf
aadhana. The founding of the Yogs school is attributed
to t>atan3ali i hts 'Yoga-sutros', which Dasgupta dotes
around the second century B.C. (op.cit. ,Vol. 1,P. 838),
were the first compilation and rationalisation of the
techniques of yoga. Despupte reckons that these tech¬
niques existed before the time of the Buddha (ibid. , P. 227):
that is, before the 6th century B.C. Patanjali employed
the metaphysical system of Samkhya to rationalise the
efficacy of the yoga techniques (ibid.,P.229). Thus
Dasgupta considers that the two daraanas should to¬
gether be regarded as a single system (ibid. ,P. 08).
Saiakhya asserts that there is a fundamental distinct¬
ion between "purusu ^soui) anu praurti ('the root principle
of matter'; Dasgupta, Ibid. , P. 2bd). Souls are character¬
ised by consciousness (cit j whilst matter is lacking in
consciousness (i.e. aelt). Samkhya classifies thought
(which. Dasgupte calls 'knowledge forms of matteribid.,
P. 241) as matter, hence aoit. It distinguishes between
three different constituents of matter, called gunas. and
accounts for the diversity of matter in terms of
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combinations cf different proportions of these three
gunsa:
(the prinaa are)"substantive entities or subtle
substances and not abstract qu&l: ' ies.. (they) are
united in different proportions... and, as a result
of this, different substances with different qual¬
ities come into being." (Daspupta, ibid. , P. 844)
The three gunas are aattva, ra.ias and tamaa. which
Dasgupta translates (ibid.,P. 242) as, respectively,
'intelligence-stuff', 'energy-stuff' and 'mass-stuff or
the factor of obstruction'. The properties of different
types of matter are thus conceived in terras of combin¬
ations of the characteristic properties of the tare©
constituent runaa. The three guna properties are also
related to a colour classification; white (aattva). red
vraiaa) and black(tamas).
In the state of rrslgya (total dissolution of the
universe), the guna3 are not combined with each other and
by their mutual opposition create an equilibrium,
in which none of the characters of the gunae mani¬
fest themselves... This state of the mutual
equilibrium of the run a s is called 'prakrti* ..Then
later on disturbance arose in the prakrti and, as
r result of that, a process of unequal aggregation
of the punas in varying proportions took place, which
brought forth the creation of the manifold. "
(liasgupta, ibid. , P. <i46).
The process of evolution is thus conceived as one of
successive stages of combination of matter. however,
since it is conceived as 'multilineal', ail of the
successive stages of combination, as well as the uncom-
bined stage (i.e. prakrti). co-exist at any point in
time;
9
"Prakrti, oo Slating of the Infinite reals, is in¬
finite and that it has been disturbed does not mean
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that the totality of the £un£3 in the rmhrti has
been unhinged from u atate of equilibrium. It
meens rethen that a very vest number of gun re con¬
stituting the worlds of thought and matter nas been
upset. These guna a once thrown out. of hsler.se begin
to group t ternaexves together, first in one form,
then in another, then in another, and so on. hut
such a change in the fomatxon of aggregates should
not be thought to take t>lace in such a way that the
later aggregates appear in supersession of the
former ones, ao that when the former comes into
being the latter ceeooa to exxat. • Thus it is said
that the evolutionary process is regarded as a
different!at:on cf ucrr stages aa integrated xn
previous stages." (Dasgupta, ibid., Pp. 246-7).
hamkhya and Yo.ru iffvr over t ie attribution of the
V
initial C \ aturbsr.ce of rr- V rtf vhick cc-i..ence-o the evolv¬
ing world process (called ft&r,arstt) and terminates the
non-evolving state of r.ralefffe. -amlrhya doss not recog¬
nise the existence of <lod and attributes i t to natural
tendencies; Yogs does recognise <§©d (Isvera) and. attrib¬
utes it to lavaru. According to the Yoga school, Isvara
is a rruruou (soul - i.e. the same as men) but
"Iavx-ra is r puruua ho had never been subject, to
ignorance, afflictions or passions.. bo la r11
knowledge and ail powerful. i.e has a permanent wish
that those barriers in the course of tr-e evolution
of the re<4Is by which c:.u> evolution of the gunaa
may best serve the double interest of the poruse's
ezi ~riece (' oh ega') and liberation i 'sreyerga1"!
sheulc be removed. It in according to this perm¬
anent ..ill of lavara that the proper osrricrs ere
removed and the ^unas follow naturaliy. en intelli¬
gent course of evcution for tm service of the beat,
interests of the ruru3as. lavsra has not created
the or -krtl; he only disturbs the equilibrium of the
tankrt-1. in its quiescent atate, and later on helps it
to follow an intelligent order by which the fruits
of Var-ra are rrope.cly distributed and the order of
the world 3 brought about." (Daagupta, ibid., n. 258)
According to Sanikhya, on?'■■ " r, in conscious (ait) and
constitutes the real self. The thought forws cf nastier,
termed -^.tV. or buddbi. give the upper ranee of conscious-
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neaa, hence appear to he the real self due to ignorance
(avidya). but the buddhi does not, according to Samkhya,
in reality possess the characteristic of consciousness.
It only appears to be conscious because it 'reflects*
the consciousness of the nurusa. It does so because,
in the thought forms of matter, sattva is the predomin¬
ant guno.
"(Sattva) resembles the light of nuruaa. and is
thus fit for reflecting and absorbing the light
of* tmruss. " ("Desgupta, ibid. , P. 241)
Samkhya and Yoga agree that 'release* (noksa) is brought
about by the dissociation of the rurusa (the real self)
from the buddbi (the unreal self which gives the illus¬
ory appearance of real self, hence 'illusory self').
This 'illusory self', accompanies the purr*, s a through its
reincarnations and binds it to the- cycle of re-births
(b&sgupta, ibid., P. dbu). Seumhyti and Yoga disagree on 1
how the dissociation of rurusc-- from the citta. or buddhi.
is achieved. Samkkya takes an optimistic view.
"it is necessary therefore that in bufuhi v,e should
be able to generate the true conception of the
nature of eurosa, when this true conception of
cam a a arises in the budlhi it feels itself to be
different and distinct from and nite unrelated to
uuruaa. and thus ignorance ia destroyed.. Thus,
according to Samkhya, philosophy is alone adequate
to bring about the liberation of the rumxaa. "
(Dasgupta, ibid. , P. 265).
(It ia no error on Dasgupta's part- to state "the buddhi
.. feels itself to be". Samkhya conceives of emotion as
a property of the budclhi and not of the ruruss. As we
shall see shortly, this has important implications for
the Samkhya conception of the state of 'release'.)
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The Yoga view is more complex. It posits entities
called aamskaras. which lasgupta (ibid.,P. 137) trans¬
lates as 'conformations*. The samskaras are generated
within the oitta. or buddhi. by the experiences of this
and previous lives. They are 'linkages', formed during
the course of a vast number of lives, which strengthen
the hold which the buddni has upon the murus a. In the
k11sta (afflicted) states of the buddhi, the aamakaraa
predominate and the baddhi tends towards avidya ('ignor¬
ance* - i.e. mistaking the 'illusory self' for the 'real
self). In the akllsta (unsfflioted) states of the
buddhl. the samshars-s do not predominate and the buddhi
tends towards knowledge of the real self, hence 'release*
(Dasgupta, ibid. , n, 269). Thus,
"Yoga.. thinks that mere philosophy i3 not suffi¬
cient. In order to bring about liberation it is not
enough that a true knowledge differentiating nurusa
arc buddhi should arise, but it is necessary that
all the old habits of experience of buddhi. all it3
aamskaraa. should be once for all destroyed never
to be revived age in. At this stage the buddhi is
transformed into its purest state reflecting stead¬
ily the true nature of the tutusa. This is the
'keyala' (oneness) state of existence after which
(ail aamskaras. all nvldya being altogether uprooted)
the eitts is impotent any longer to hold on to the
uwruaiD and, Ilia & stone hurled from a mountain top,
gravitates oack into the urakrti. To destroy the
old aamskaraa. knowledge alone not being sufficient,
a graduated course of practice is necessary. "
(Dasgupta, ibid., P. 366).
Thus, when nurusa and buddlrj. separate, the budcihl
does not simply persist 'unoccupied' by a rrarusa. in the
Samkhys-Yoga view, it dissolves back into nrakrti.
Samkhya-Yoga thus conceives of processes of evolution
(arst-i) and dissolution (lava) on the level of the
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individual identical to those on the level of the universe,
called 3am3r3ti and -prslava. These ideas are, as we shall
see in section (o),(ii),B of this chapter, fundamental
to the rationale of laya yoga.
The rationale of saflhana. according to the Toga
school, Is therefore
"to steady the mind on the gradually advancing sta¬
ges of thoughts towards liberation, so that vicious
(i.e. ilists} tendencies may gradually he more and
more weakened end at last disappear altogether."
(baagupta, iaid,, P. 270).
As I explained in chapter i, this rationalisation under¬
lies all forms of sad liana; this fact would seem to ex¬
plain why all forms of aaddaim practised today are called
yogas. In. this thesis, I restrict myself to a consider¬
ation of the more 'advanced' yogas. which I define as
those which, in the opinion of ray informants in Mysore,
Sringeri and Udipi, are themselves capable of leading
the practitioner to the goal of 'release*. There are
many preparatory courses of practice which are undertaken
as necessary preliminaries to the practice of these ad-
•*
*
vanned yogas. They are also called w oft us; e. g. mantra
yoga (the repetition of syllable sequences) and hat a yoga
(the physical, as opposed to psycho-physiological, tech¬
niques which most of my informants regarded as prepar¬
atory for the istter).
The rationalisations of all three advanced yogas
(inarm. laya arid bhakti) are already present in the
Samkhya-Yoga philosophy, although not aa highly developed
as in the Yedanta systems. In the idea of the generation
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of the conception of the real self within the budd.hi as
a course of practice leading to'release', we have the
fundamental rationalisation of :inana yoga* In the idea of
the dissolution of the thought forms of matter (buddhi or
citta) into orskrti. we have the fundamental rational¬
isation of lava yoga. In the ideas of Isvara, His capac¬
ity to intervene in universal processes arid Kis interest
in the fates and merits of uuruaas. v.e have the funda¬
mental rationalisation of bhai-:ti yoga; in the earlier
stages of the course of practice advocated by Yoga, it
is necessary that the practitioner
"fixes his mind on any object he chooses. It is,
however, preferable that he should fix it on Isvara,
for in that case Isvara being pleased removes many
of the obstacles in his path, and it becomes easier
for him to attain success. ' (Dasgupta, ibid.,P. 271).
Whilst ftamkhya-Yoge contains rationalisations of all
throe advanced yogas, it also arranges them into a hier¬
archy. Juan a yoga,, found in Samkhya-Yoga as the gener¬
ation in the "tu.ddhi of the true conception of the real
self, is the most highly evaluated: it is the final
(aenaflni) stage of the Yoga aadnana. The basic tech¬
niques of laya yoga are present as trsnayama - the course
of practice to be followed before proceeding to samadhl.
Bha:-; ti yogo is relegated to a still earlier stage, in
which meditation is upon external objects. This hier¬
archy of yogas xs advocated today oy Advaita Vedante.
The attribution of consciousness to the muaisa
results in a conception of the state of 'release', in
Samkhya-Yoga, which is different from that posited in
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Mimamsa. Whilst Mimamsa views the atate of 'release*
aa one of simply 'being', Samkhya-Yoga views it as a
state of 'being1 (sat) and consciousness' (oit),
However,
"There is nc bliss or happiness in this Samkhye-Ycga
mukti (i.e. atete of 'release'), for all feeling
belongs to prakrti. " (Daagupta, ibid., P. 5373).
(c) i t, a V e d -t n t, ;■
In this thesis I shell consider in detail only
Dvaita and Advaita Yedanta. Primarily this is due to
limitations of space. However, this does not give a
misleading view of the Vedanta systems adhered to today
in Ksrnataka. Firstly, Dvaita, Visistadvuita and
Sakti Visistadvaits advocate the same form of aadnana
(i.e. bh&kti) and give similar rationalisations of
aadharm; a detailed analysis of the rationalisation of
sadhana in one of these systems is therefore sufficient.
Secondly, Dvaita and Advaita are the moat widespread
systems with the greatest number of adherents in Kama*
taka. Thirdly, the cosmology of the two Yiaistadvaita
systems is indigenously viewed today as a compromise
between, or fusion of, the two opposed Dvaita and
Advaita systems. Kennsda speakers refer to the dis¬
putes and. oppositions between contemporary systems of
philosophy as simply 'Dvaita versus Advaita*, thus
summarising all oppositions in terms of the most funda¬
mental opposition. They ere not thereby ignoring the
two Visistadvaitft systems; they arc simply saying that
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such minor oppositions are encompassed by and understood
in terms of the more fundamental opposition. In con¬
centrating upon this fundamental opposition in this
chapter, I am therefore simply regarding the opposit¬
ions between systems from the indigenous viewpoint.
(This indigenous viewpoint is the basis of a mis¬
understanding between Abbe Dubois and his tranolator-
editor H. K. Beauchamp. Dubois states that whilst, in
his day, six systems of philosophy - i. e. the saddaraana
- were recognised, only two systems were then popular
amongst Brahmans - Bvaita and Mvaita. In a footnote,
Beauchamp states that 'today' - i.e. the 1390's - Visi-
stodvsita is also popular (Dubois, op. cit., Pp. 406-7).
lather than suggesting an increase in the popularity of
Visistadvaita between the early and the late 19th cen¬
tury, this disagreement seems to indicate that Beauchamp
bed not grasped the indigenous viewpoint described
above. )
(ck (i) fto va it a Cosmology
The earliest work of Advaita Vedanta was ©audapada's
verse commentary on the Mandukya upanisad, called
'Mandukyakarike.*, which Dasgupta dates circa 780 A. D.
(Dasgupts, ibid., P. 418). Dasgupta discusses the total
content of this work and concludes that it assimilates
all the teachings of Sunyavada and Vijnanavada Buddhism
(ibid, , P. 429).
The experiential focus in terms of which Gaudapada
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constructs his 3y3tem is that of the three states:
awakeness, dream sleep and deep sleep. He asserts that
in none of these three states is the real self manifest
and describes a turjya (literally, 'fourth*) state in
which the real self is manifest to the experiences
This real self is beyond comprehension in terms of the
'dualities' (i.e. oppositions and distinctions) of
thought and, when it is experienced, the notions of
self held in the other three states are realised to be
illusory:
"In dreams things are imagined internally, and in
the experience that, we have when we are awake
things are imagined as if existing outside, but
both of them are but illusory creations of the
self.. There is first the imagination of a per-
ceiver or soul (,iiva) and then along with it the
imaginary creations of diverse inner states and the
external world.. All things that appear a3 com¬
pounded are but dreams (svauna) and maya (magic).
Duality is a distinction imposed upon the one
(advaita) b.v maya. " (Baagupta, ibid. ,Pp.425-6).
Gaudapada did not undertake the detailed exegesis of the
other Upanisads:
"His main emphasis is on the truth that he realised
to be perfect. He only incidentally suggested that
the great Buddhist truth of indefinable and un¬
speakable vi.Inane or vacuity would hold good of the
highest atman (i.e. notion of the self) of the
Upanisads, and thus laid the foundation cf a
revival of the Upanisad studies on Buddhist lines.
How far the Upanisads guaranteed in detail the
truth of Gaudapada's views it was left for his
disciple, the great Sankara, to examine and
explain". (Baagupta, ibid., P. 429).
Sankara was the pupil cf Govinda, who was the pupil of
Gaudapads. Basgupta gives Sankara'a dates as 788 to
820 A.D. lie was born in Kslady, North Travancore dis¬
trict (of present-day Kerala state) of Brahman caste.
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Many miracles are related concerning his life end be is
believed to have been an incarnation of the god Siva. He
is said to have become a sanyasin (renouncer) at the age
of 8 and to have written his comments:, on the 'brahma-
autras' at the age of l«i. He travelled ail over Indie,
debating the merits of his system, and v.rote comment¬
aries on 10 Upanisads (i.e. Isa, Kens, Kaths, Prasna,
Mundaka, .'andukya, Aiiareys, Taittiriya, BrhadaranyaKa
and Ohandogya). Sankera'a method of explaining his
system
"does not consist in moving the Vedanta to be a
consistent system of metaphysics, complete in all
parts. but in so interpreting the Upenisad texts
as to show that they all agree in holding the
Brahman to be the self and that alone to be the
only truth.'1 (wasgupta, ibicf., P. 434).
Bankara thus interprets the brahman of the upanisads
in terms of Caudapada'a conception of the real self; that
"the ultimate and absolute truth is the self, which
is one, though appearing ?s many in different indi¬
viduals. The world also, as apart from us the
individuals, has no reality and h»s no other truth
to show than this self. All other events, mental
or physical, ore but passing appearances, while
the only absolute and unchangeable truth under¬
lying the;'. ail is the self." (fasgupte, ibid.,?.439)
Bankera terms this unitary, real self in which all indi¬
viduals participate auddhaoodha ('pure consciousness *)
«nd characterises our illusory notions of separate
selves as a sudd ha ('impure'). He terms our illusory,
impure notions of self ,1iva;
•'diva or individual means the self in association
v.'itm the ego and other personal experiences, i.e.
phenomenal self, which feels, suffers and is
affected by vorld-exper ierce". (Da 3gu.pt s, ibid. , P. 476)
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Following Oaudapada, lie distinguishes three states
of the lira: awareness, dream sleep and deep 3leep. In
these three states, he conceives of the real self as
'constrained' or 'limited' "by upadhis. Upadhi is most
literally translated as 'adjunct', although 'sheath' is
employed in some translations. In his 'Atmabodham'
(translated K. R. Radhakrishnan, Calcutta, 1965, verses 12
to 14, Pp. 23-5), Sankara lists the three uradhis as the
sthula deha ('gross body'), suksma deba ('subtle body'),
and the karana a ,1 nana ('causal ignorance'). The 'gross
body' is the body of everyday experience. The 'subtle
body' is recognised in Samkhya-Yoga and is employed in •
the rationalisation of the efficacy of the Yoga dis¬
ciplines. I discuss the 'subtle body' in detail in
section (c), (ii), B of this chapter, in the context of
the Advaita rationalisation of laya yoga. It is the
earlier evolutionary stage of the 'gross body', which, in
terms of Samkhya-Yoga cosmology, co-exists in time with
the 'gross body' and is thus experieneeable by means of
certain disciplines. Thus Sankara describes it as:
"constituted of the five primary elements before
they undergo sub-division and combination"
(' Atmabodhatn*, op. cit. , verse 13, P. 24).
(For an explanation of the 'five primary elements', see
section (c), (ii\ B of this chapter). Sankara des¬
cribes the 'causal ignorance* as follows:
"The causal ignorance has no beginning in time and
its nature is beyond human language. This ignor¬
ance is the cause of all unconditioned and relative
existence. hence it is called the 'Parana' (i.e.
'causal') upadhi. " ('Atmabodham*, ibid., verse 14,
P. 25).
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He relates the three unadhis to the four 3tates of
consciousnessi
"during deep sleep .. the self perceives merely
the (karana) a.inana .. In the dream-state the
self is in association with a subtle body.. In the
awakened state the self is associated with a subtle
and gross body.. So also the 3elf in its pure
state is called Brahman. " (Basgupta, ibid. ,P. 476)
The transition from the 'pure*, or turlya. state,
through the states of deep- and dream-sleep, to the
state of awakeness is thus conceived in terms of success
ive 'sheathing* of the real self within unadhis. This
transition, in Samkhya-Yoga cosmology, represents the
evolution (arstj) of the 'illusory self': the stages
whereby prakrtj evolves into the 'subtle body' and the
'subtle body' evolves into the 'gross body'. however,
Samkhya-Yoga regards matter as real (i.e. it adopts what
my informants called the 'world as reality' viewpoint)
whilst Advaita regards matter as unreal (i.e. adopts the
'world as illusion* viewpoint). Whilst Advaita employs
the same term as Samkhya-Yoga (via. srsti) for this
transition, it regards it not as a succession of stages
of 'evolution' out oi' stages of 'projection* (of the
illusion of 'duality* or 'difference')#
Whilst Samkhya-Yog© conceives of tmruaas (souls)
conjoining with matter to produce conscious beings at
the beginning of each period of universal srsti (tech¬
nically called earnsrati) which terminates a period of
Bralaya (total universal dissolution), Advaita conceives
of srsti in terms of the 'veiling' of the true nature of
the Brahman, followed by it3 'projection' as the
as
illusory universe of phenomena or illusory self:
"Ignorance, Avict./a. ivla.va. Prakrti - oil of these
ore synonymous terms, meaning the indefinable Power
of Breliman that Decome3 immediately responaioxe
for the manifestation of the phenomenal world.
This Power operates in two ways: first by veiling
the true nature of the Brahman.. and then by pro¬
jecting the universe (beginning from the subtlest
down to the grossest) upon that. (As in the
classical illustration of the 'rope-snake',
Ignorance first veils the nature of the rope and
next projects the snake on that). In relation to
the Jlva. this power remains operative in both
aspects during waking and dream-states, while in
deep sleep only the veiling power remains active."
(Swami Aparnananda, "Laghu-Vakya-Vrrti" of Sankara,
Elmore, 1933, 7. , commentary on verse 2.)
In Samkhye-Yoga, rrakrti - the attte of matter in which
the gunas ere in a state of mutual equilibrium - immed¬
iately precedes the evolution (srsti) of matter, Prakrti
is thus the 'cause' of the illusory self and is dis¬
tinguished from the nurusa (real self) in Samkhya-Yoga.
Advaita employs a similar distinction, between sapuna
and nirguna. but regards these as different aspects, or
'ways of viewing', the same entity - the Brahman:
"iTlrguna and s aguna• that is to say, Brahman in
Its Ultimate Absoluteness and Brahman related to
the phenomenal existence in its triple aspects of
manifestation, sustenance and dissolution, as the
Great Cause. " (Swami /parr.ananda, ibid. , P. -52,
commentary on verse 13)
Mrguna means 'beyond attributes' (although opponents
of Advaita translate it in its more literal sense of
'without attributes'); saguna means 'with attributes'.
The "triple <■ erects of manifestation, sustenance and
dissolution" refers to the three types of universal
activity distinguished in most systems of Hindu philo¬
sophy - i.e. creation (aamsrsti'). maintenance (sthiti)
and destruction mraxaya) - and the Hindu Trinity of
sa
gods who preside over these processes - i.e. respectiv¬
ely, Brahma, Visnu and Siva. The greatest gods of the
Hindu pantheon, two of whom (Viami and Siva) are
identified as the Brahman in other Vedanta systems, are
thus regarded in Advaita as simply those aspeots of the
Brahman which are immediately responsible for, thus the
'cause' of, the universe of phenomena (and the ac'i.ity
which takes place therein).
The saguna Brahman is thus the 'cause' of the
illusory universe of phenomena, on both the level of
the universal macrocosm (as 'Great Cause*) and the level
of the individual microcosm (aa Varans armaria - 'causal
ignorance'). In this way, Advaita conceives as homolo¬
gous the processes of srsti and It ye on the level of the
universe (technically called aou.srsti and rraiaya) and
the processes within the individual of transition be¬
tween the turi.va. deep-sleep, dream-sleep and awake
states.
Like Garakhya-Yoga, Advaita conceives of the 'illus¬
ory self as the result of the reflection of the real
self upon the bed-,'hi ;
"Pure Consciousness stands behind them all (i.e.
the three unadhis) aa the hi triesa and the Illum¬
inator. The reflection of the Pure Consciousness
°n the Buddhi (acquiring the sense of individuality
due to Ignorance) becomes the Jiva. " (Sankara,
"Laghu-Vakya-Vrrti", translated Swami Aparnananda,
op. cit. , verse 2, P. 6)
(It should be noted that it is questionable whether
"Laghu-Vakya-Vrrti" was written by the original Sankara.
In content, it differs from Sankara*3 other works in
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that It supplies a concise and brief exposition of
Advaita. However, since my aim is an exposition of
Advaita as a system rather than Sankara's writings as a
system, it seems admissable to make U3e of this work in
the present context. )
The Advaita conception of the state of 'release1 is
* sat (existence) - cit (consciousness) - ananda (bliss)'
and thus differs from both the 'sat (mere existence)' con¬
ception of "imsmsa and the 'sat - cit (existence and
consciousness)' conception of Samkhya-Yoga. The Al¬
va its rationalisation of the a,u . .uture of 'release'
is:
"As all being of the world-appearance is but
limited manifestation of that one being, so all
pleasures also are but limited manifestations of
that supreme bliss, a taste of which we all can
get ixi deep dreamless 3leep. " (D&sgupta, ibid. ,
P. 491)
The '3et - cit - ananda' conception of the state of
'release' is common to all the Vedanta systems.
(c). (ii) Advaita &afcionailaati.orx3 of Sadhana
Note
Sankara is widely believed to have founded four
maths (monasteries) throughout India. These are at
Bsdaranath in the North, Bvaraka in the West, Puri in
the "Past- and Sringeri (south-western Karnataka), in the
South. He is usually also credited with the founding of
a math in Kanehipuram (Tamilnad). He based himself in
Sringeri, so that the Sringeri math, attached to the
temple of the fevi (goddess) Sarada (a form of Parvati,
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consort of Siva), claims for itself authority over all
Adveita maths in India. in Sringeri, Sankara instit¬
uted a graduated series of disciplines for the monks
which closely follows Patanjali*s series of disciplines:
harm a yoga (i.e. the performance of Vedic rites), fol¬
lowed by bhaktl yoga, followed by xa.va yoga. leading up
to the practice of .inane yoga. by means of which the
sadhaks can attain 'release'.
V
The deity worshipped in the ohakti stage of sadhana
in the Sringeri math was ^arvati, in the form of Devi
Sarada. In an official history of the Sringeri . a tlx
(y. R. Venkataraman, 'The Throne of Transcendental Wis¬
dom', Sringeri, 1967, P. 11) we read that Sankara install¬
ed the idol (rrrui'uti) of Sarada over a Sri Chakra (ibid.,
P.11) and that
"becaiise of its excellence, bri Sankara introduced
in the nothas the external worship of Sri Ghakra
together with the meditation on the mystic "truth
that it symbolises." (ibid., P. 9)
The Sri Ohakra represents the mystic union of Siva and
his consort Parvati, or Sakti, and is an important symbol
in lays yogs-
Devi worshin (i.e. worship of Siva's consort)
merges into laya yoga by identification of the goddess
as Sakti. or 'Power', and laya yoga merges into .inana
yoga by the identification of Siva/Sakti, as nirouna/
saguna Brahman. Not only are the three disciplines
graduated but their eosmologicai rationalisations are
integrated with each other. The sadhana of Advaita
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thus provides a means for the gradual extension of the
sadhaka1s conception of the Brahman from that of a deity
to that of the nirguna Brahman of Advaita cosmology; it
permits the sadhaka to advance gradually towards the
nirguna conception of the Brahman. This graduated set
of correspondences would appear to be the 'mystic
truth' symbolised by the Sri Qhakra. The remainder of
this section consists in an examination of this 'mystic
truth' through the respective examination of the Advaita
rationalisations of .inana .voga. laya yoga and bhafetl
yoga, followed by an examination of the rationalisations
of karma yogs by Sankara and his successors.
(q)i(ii)t (A)., •Isana Yoga
The Advaita definition of the goal of sadhana is
identical to that of Bamkhya-Yoga:
"the effort to discriminate the Pure Consciousness
from Its reflection (i.e. the Jivs)" ('Laghu-
Vakye-Vrrti', op. cit. , verse 3, P. 8")
The Advaita rationalisation of the means towards this
goal is identical to the Samkhya-Yoga conception of the
buddhi's fluctuation between klista (afflicted) and
aklista (unafflicted) states. In 'Laghu-Vakya-Vrrti*, it
is expressed as the 'string of pearls' analogy:
9, "The modifications of the Buddhi are changing from
moment to moment, but never so the Pure Conscious¬
ness. It permeates all these modifications like
the thread in a string of pearls.
10. "The thread covered by the pearls in a string can
he 3een in between two pearls. Similarly, the Pure
Consciousness, though hidden by the modifications
of the Buddhi, can clearly he perceived in between
any two modifications.
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11. "The Pure Undifferentiated Consciousness shines
forth clearly by Itself in the interval between
two modifications of the Buddhi. when the pre¬
ceding one has died down and another is yet to
appear.
12. "Persons aspiring to the experience of Brahman
should, therefore, practise by sIoyidegrees this
restraint of modifications - starting with one
moment and then extending it to two, three and.
so on.
13. "This individual 3eif (Jiva), which is now affect¬
ed by modifications of the Buddhi, will in time
become one with 'be Undifferentiated Brahman by
realising the truth oi one veciantie teaching - 'I
am Brahman*. That is the idea sought to be
conveyed here, in this treatise...
18. "Consummation of this practice lies in the firm
conviction of one's identity with Brahman, like
what conviction there normally is in the sense of
identity of the Self with the body. One who has
realised this is liberated Indeed, without a
doubt, his body may then drop off - any time,
anywhere." (op. cit. , verses 9 to 13 and 18,
Pp. 17-22;30-1)
The klista vrttis of the buddhi in Samkhya-Yoge
appear, in the above passage, as the 'modifications*
(vikalpa - literally, 'false notion') of the buddhi;
whilst the a; lista vrttis of HeraJshya-Yoga appear as the
'Pure Undifferentiated Consciousness' (airy u- o. lush oca it-
cm.v a - literally, 'unchanging* or 'undifferentiated
consciousness'). Both Sumkhya-Yoga and Advaita thus
conceive of the buduhl as alternating between klista
and akliata states and rationalise s^uhana as the
suppression or restraint of the foliate states. The
Yogs techniques of aamalhi (meditation) can thus be
incorporated into Advaita as the most efficacious form
of aadhan?,.
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(a). (11). (B) Laya Yoga
Sir John "v'oodroffe ('The Serpent Power', Madras,
1973, (9th. ed. , ) °. 364-) presents evidence from Sankara'3
writings which suggest that he practised lava .voga him¬
self. The theory and techniques of la.va yoga are con¬
tained in highly detailed secret instructions passed cn
from guru to disciple. Many of these have been incor¬
porated into texts, collectively called the 'Tantras'
or ' Agavrias *. Since about the 16th century the most
eminent Tantra authors have been Bengalis (Voodroffe,
whose works on the subject ore regarded in South India
as the most au -.horitative, was a member of the judiciary
in Calcutta). The practice of laya yoga, however, like
Sankara's Advaits Vedante, has a pan-Indian distribut¬
ion. The Tantras are written in an esoteric language;
it is often said that this is in order that the uninit¬
iated can not learn the secrets of this discipline and
all the Tantric texts warn against passing on these
secrets to those 'unfit to hear them'. The instruct¬
ions which these texts contain for the practice of
sadhana are highly detailed. In the present context,
however, we are interested in only the most basic feat¬
ures of sadhana, which are coramon to ail of these texts,
and their coBmo^ogical rationalisation.
In order to describe these basic features of lays
yoga pr.3cti.ce, it is first necessary to explain the
conception of the five uhutas ('elements') in Samkhya
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physics. The body is conceived as comprising basically
six types of matter, each type being constituted by a
different combination of the three gunas. The thought
form of matter (buddhi or citta). discussed in section
(b), (iii) pf this chapter, is one of these types of
matter. The other five types are the bhutaa - these are:
'ether' (akasa), 'air' (vayu), 'fire' (te.1as). 'water'
(hp) and 'earth' (nrtiavi).
The series - 'mind-stuff', 'ether', 'air', 'fire',
'water' and 'earth' - is conceived as comprising evol¬
utionary stages. In the process of evolution (srsti).
'mind-stuff' evolves into 'ether' and 'ether' evolves
into 'air' etc.; the process of' 'dissolution' or
'absorption' (lava) is conceived a3 the reverse process
- 'earth' is absorbed into 'water' and 'water' is ab¬
sorbed into 'fire' etc. As we saw in section (b),(iii)
of this chapter, the result of duukhya-Yoga saua&hi
(meditation) is the absorption of 'mind-stuff' into
pi'fckrtl; the absorption of the bhrutas into each other
and into the 'mind-stuff' is conceived as a manifest¬
ation of this same process.
In Samkhya physics, the earlier stages of evolution
of matter are termed 'subtle' (snksma) in relation to
the later stages of evolution which are termed 'gross'
(sthula); thus 'mind-stuff' is 'subtle' in relation to
'ether' whilst 'ether' is 'gross' in relation to 'mind-
stuff'. The aeries - 'mind stuff', 'ether', 'air',
'fire', 'water' and 'earth' - therefore represents a
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'subtle'-'gross* continuum. 'Subtle*/'gross* is also
a measure of density: the 'gross* i3 regarded as more
dense than the 'subtle'.
Samkhya physics conceives of the physical body as
consisting in combinations of the five bhutas. It terms
this physical body in which the bhutas are combined the
'gross* body. It conceives of an earlier 3tage of
evolution of the body in which the bhutas exist in an
uncombined state and terms thi3 the 'subtle* body. Sine#
Samkhya conceives of the earlier (more 'subtle') and the
later (Acre 'gross') stages of evolution of mat¬
ter as co-existing in time, it conceives of the 'subtle'
body as co-existing in time with the 'gross' body and
the two bodies as connected through the relations of
sr3ti and laya.
The functions of the body are conceived as being
sustained by orana ('energy'). Prena is conceived as
circulating throughout the body and as energising the
'subtle' and 'gross' bodies by means of nadls (liter¬
ally, 'canals' or 'rivers'). The more 'gross' nadls are
the veins, nerves and arteries known to Western physio¬
logy whilst the more 'subtle', which are said to be
invisible, are not recognised by Western science.
Pamkhya physics conceives of the basic structure of
the 'subtle' body as comprising chakras (literally,
'discuses', since they are said to be experienced in
'yoga practice as like spinning discuses), located in the
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spino-cerebral axis, and 'subtle' nadia connecting these
ehakras to each other and to the organs of the 'gross'
body. Each chakra is associated with a type of body-
matter; it is conceived as a reservoir for the uncomb-
ined body-matter of that type and as a control centre
for the body-matter of that type existing in its combin¬
ed. form in the 'gross* body.
In the (standing) human body, the 'earth' chakra.
called the muladhara chakra, is located at the base of
the spine near the anus. The 'water' chakra (svadiathana
chakra) is located further up the sninal column at the
level of the penis. The 'fire' ahskre (mapj-pura chakra)
is at the level of the navel. The 'air' chakra (ana-
hats chakrs) is at the level of the raid-chest. The
'ether' chakra (visuddha chakra) is at the top of the
spinal column, at the level of the throat. The 'mind-
stuff' chakra (a,ins chakra) is at the front of the
cerebrum, at the level of the mid-forehead. The 'subtle*/
'gross' distinction, a measure of" evolutionary stage end
relative density, is thus applied to the 'subtle' body in
terms of a 'high/'low' distinction; in the (standing)
body, the chakra associated with the more 'subtle'
bhuta is located above the chakra associated with the
more 'gross' onuta. (The analogy of a mixture of liq¬
uids of different densities seems appropriate: when
left standing, the liquids separate into strata - the
more dense occupying strata beneath the less dense.)
Each chakra is associated with particular functions
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of the 'grogs* body, "^or example, the visuddha chakra,
control centre for the bhuta 'ether', located at the
level of the throat, controls the functions of hearing
and speech. ITadls ere said to connect this ohafrra
with the hearing and speech organs of the 'gross' body,
along which mana travels to energise these functions.
On the 1 input' side of the 'subtle' body, orana
enters the 'subtle' body through the right and left
nostrils. In the nostrils are said to be the terminal
points of two nadis caJJed the ids and -pinnaia nadis,
which run from the nostrils, through the 'mind-stuff*
aliakra. to the spine and form a douo.Le spiral around
the spine, passing through each chaRra. and finally meet
in the lowest (muladhcre or 'earth') ohakra. By means
of the ida and n trig a la nadis. oram., is transmitted to
the cfaakras.
The 'subtle* and 'groas' bodies are thus interrel¬
ated by means of the movement of i. rs.na from the former
to the latter. This movement of or:.no through the
'subtle' body to the organs of the 'gross' body is
thus identified, in lava yoga theory, with the proceas
of srati (evolution or creation) in the body - the
identical process within the human microcosm to the
process of sarerati within the universal macrocosm.
As we saw in section (b),(iii) of this chapter,
the rationalisation of 'release' in Bamkhya-Yoga is
that the 'mind-stuff' (buddhi ox- citta) is 'absorbed'
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or 'dissolved1 into orakrti. thus reversing the process
arsti (evolution or creation). In Samkhya-Yoga, this
process of absorption (lava) is the effect, of which
the generation of the true conception of the ^irusa.
('real* self) i& the 'mind-stuff' (buddhl) is the
cause. Laya yoga reverses this cause-effect relation:
'absorption' (laya) it regards as the cause, of which
realisation of the 'real* self (called '^iva conscious¬
ness* in laya yoga theory) is the effect.
In laya yoga, absorption is achieved by reversing
the flow of arena in the body. This is done in two
stages. The first stage is the cessation of breathing;
this stops the normal (i. e 'creative') flow of urana
through the body and is thus called rranayama (the 'kill¬
ing' of the arena). In the second stage, laya yoga
theory conceives of a nadi. called, the susumna nsdi,
which runs from the 'earth' chakra (muiadbara chakra)
up the centre of the spinal column, passing through
the centres of the other chakras. up to a point at the
top of the head (sometimes said to be about 4 inches
above the ton of the head). This nadi 5s ordinarily
closed but the lays yoga practitioner learns how to
ooen this nadi and create a reversed (i.e. absorptive')
flow of Tirana through it, up through the chakras to the
top of the head. This 'absorptive' flow of rrana through
the susumna nadi is called sat-ohakra-bheda ('the pierc¬
ing of the 6 chakras') or bhutasuddhi('the purification
of the 'elements'').
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As the prang moves upwards, it takes with it the
body-matter from the chakraa. In order to raise the
■prana from a lov/er to a higher chakra. the la.va yoga
practitioner must absorb the more 'gross' bhuta exist¬
ing in the lower ohakra into the more 'subtle' bhuta
existing in the higher ehakra. This is done by means
of bi.ie .rantrap. hi,1 a means, literally, 'seed'. Every
bhuta has a bi.1 e syllable and, in the process of si'sti
(evolution or creation), tie more 'subtle' bhuta is
said to evolve into the more 'gross' bhuta by first
evolving into the bi,1 a of the more 'gross' bhuta. then
this bL,ja evolving into the more 'gross' bhuta itself.
For example, the oi.la of the 'earth' bhuta is the
syllable "LAM". When 'water* evolves into 'earth', it
first evolves into the sound, or vibration, "LAM" then
"LAM" evolves into the bnrta 'earth.' Thus, in order to
absorb the body-matter from the 'earth' chakra into the
'water' chakra. the practitioner repeats mentally the
mantre. "LA\'" and thereby absorbs the body-matter in the
blurt a 'earth* into the form of the mantra "LAM". He
then raises the sound, or Vibration, "LVM" up the
opsumnn nadi to the 'water' chakra. On entering the
'water' chakra. the bi,1 a "LAM" is absorbed into the
bhuta 'water'. The procedure is then repeated for each
chakra. (I have described e bi.ja antra as a 'sound or
vibration', in the sense that it is a 'sound* when
audibly articulated, cut only a 'vibx!ation' when re¬
peated mentally-i.e. not audibly articulated.)
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Thet which is raised up the susurnn^ nsdi is called
kundallni ('that which is coiled' - i.e. snake or ser¬
pent). In term® of Samkhya physics, it is Tirana and
bhutas which are raised up the spino-cerehral column. In
laya yoga, these processes are 'visualised* in the body
in symbolic form. Thus, when breathing stops and the
prana in the body collects in the 'earth' chakra, it is
•V .
said to 'strike' the'serpent xundalini'. which lies coil¬
ed (bi times) and 'sleeping' in the 'earth' chakra. and
'awaken' kundalinl. ;iundalini then ascends the suaumna
nadi, the bi;ia which ascends from one chaKra to the
next being called the 'body' of kundalini.
V-ithin each chakra. the different schools or Tant-
\
ric texts give different, highly detailed sequences of
'visualisations' for the practitioner. These consist
in deities, in both anthropomorphic and bi.ia syllable
form, mounted upon different species of animals as
'vehicles' and enclosed within ventres (geometric
shapes employed in me&itati ooaroffe (op. cit. )
presents graphic representations of these chakra
visualisations as described in 'Sat-cakra-nirupana*, a
laya yoga treatise which he translates in 'the Serpent
Power'.
In the esoteric language of lays yoga, the 'earth'
(r.ruladhara) chakra is called the 'abode of Sskti' (con¬
sort of Siva - equated with the serpent kundalini; one
of the common names of Siva in South India is 'Nagaraja'
- i.e. 'snake-king') arid the top of' the head is called
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the "abode of Siva1 or sahasrara uadma ('lotus of
1,000 (petals)). The 6 chairras are also called 'lotus¬
es'. The opposition between Siva and Sakti is conceived
in terms of an opposition between the attributes of
'male', 'passive', 'cold' and 'female', 'active', 'hot';
these are the characteristic attributes of, respectively,
■purusa and pralvri i in Saffifcbya. V;hen 8ahti-kutida11 a 1 has
entered the 'abode of Siva', the whole body of the
Practitioner js said to be cold to the touch with the
exception of a small area at the top of the head. The
entering of Ssnti-k..d: lini into the 'abode of Siva' is
described as hae mystic, sexual union of trie god and his
consort.
daya yorra is rationalised in terms of Advaitc
cosmology by the equating of Siva and Sakti with, resp¬
ectively, the rirpun.a and sarnna aspects of the Brahman
(see section (c).(i) of this chapter for an explanation
of the nl rpuna/sarur?a opposition):
"The ultimate or irreducible reality is 'spirit' in
the sense of Pure Consciousness from cut of which as
and by its Power (Sakti), "ind and Patter proceed.
Spirit is one.. Spirit is infinite end formless.,
remaining in one aspect unchanged, (it) changes in its
other aspect as active Power which manifests as
Mind and Body.
In Theology this Pure Consciousness is 3iva, and
His Power (Salcti) who as She is in Her formless
self is one with him. She is the grout Bavif the
..other of the Universe who aa the Life-Force re¬
sides in man's body in its lowest centre at the base
of the 3pine just as Siva is realised in the highest
brain centre, the cerebrum or Ssh&arara-°adms. Com¬
pleted. log-a is the Union of Per end Him in the body
of the Sadheha. This is lava or dissolution, the
reverse of Srsti or involution of Spirit in ind
and Matter"! (Woodroffe, 'The Serpent Power', on.
cit. , Pp. 26-7)
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Advaita thus rationalises laya .voga practice in terms
of a microcosm/maei'ooosm identification between the huifcan
body and the universe. The highest point in the 'subtle*
body (the 'abode of Siva') is equated with the nirguna
Brahman and the lowest point (the 'earth' chakra) is
equated with the earana Brahman in the x'orm of Sakti-
k modal in 1. The procedure of raising Bakti-lmm'r;j.ir-1
up to the 'abode of Siva' is rationalised as the pro¬
cedure of absorption I raya < ox the ..->••» i,- r.s ngunman into
the nlrcunn Brahman. The 'Siva consciousness* (i.e.
the realisation of the 'real* self) attained when Taktl-
ku.ndail- i is absorbed, into the 'abode of Siv 5
equated with the realisation of the self as the nirguna
Brahman. In Advaita terms, this therefore amounts to
the destruction of the 1 a ran a a ring,us (causal Ignorance)
which ordinarily prevents the individual from realising
his 'reel* self as the nirrtuna Brahman.
In the practice of j-a.va yoga, achievement of this
ascent is said to be a slow procedure, whilst the
subsequent descent is said to be achieved much more
rapidly. The practical limitation in performing this
.vog'a is the necessity of holding the breath. With
many years of practice, the sadhala is said to be
able to extend the period for which he can hold the
breath and to be able to raise c;>4-ti-kurdalini pro¬
gressively higher in a progressively shorter time.
When he is able to raise Baiti-1 rndulini to the 'abode
of Siva', he is assured of attaining 'release' on
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death. He then chooaes the time of his own death and,
having raised Sakti-Jatnaalini to the 'abode of Siva' for
the last time, simply remains in this 3tate until his
physical body dies.
!y informants were divided on the subject of whether
lava yoga is itself capable of bringing 'release' or
whether it constitutes simply a preliminary discipline
for the practice of ,1nana yoga. In terrn3 of the Mvaita
rationalisation of laya yoga. it constitutes an adeq¬
uate means of attaining 'release'. Opponents of the
discipline, however, said that it leads to the attain¬
ment of powerful siadhis ('powers' - see chapter,1,
section (c),l) as by-product, more so than is the case
with .Irana yoga. and that the lava yoga practitioner is
likely to be 'side-tracked* on to the worldly goals
which are attainable by means of these giddhis and
away from the goal of 'release*.
The description of lava yoga practice given in
this section is mostly taken from %oodroffe's 'The
Serpent Power' (op. ext. ), supplemented by ilia 'Intro¬
duction to Tantra Shastra' (Madras (l91b), 2nd ed.,
1952) and 'S'akti and S'akta' (Madras (1918), 6th ed.,
1965), The fundamental features of the practice des¬
cribed here are consistent with those described by
M. Eliade ('Yoga', London, 1958), 0.V. Garrison ('Tan-
tra: the yoga of sex', New York, 196-g) and t). N. Bose
and H.HaIdar ('Tantras: their philosophy and occult
secrets' , Calcutta, 1956 (3rd ed.)).
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(9). (li). (C). Bhakti Yoga
Advaita adopts the Samkhya-Yoga rationalisation
of worship of deities: that Isvara is capable of rem¬
oving obstacles from the path of the sadhaka (though
not of granting the attainment of 'release' to the
sadbaks); that, in the disciplines which are necessary
preliminaries to the practice of semaphi proper it Is
necessary tc 'fix the hi op^n' an external object;
and that, by fixing the mind in these disciplines upon
Isvara, He will therefore be pleased with the sadhaka
and remove obstacles from his path;
"It xa not aii tiiat can realise the Formless
Absolute. To them Sri Sank ara says that tne
Supreme is both formless and with form: formless
when viewed in itself and not in relation to the
universe, hence beyond the senses, beyond speech
end rind;. ? nc) with for when thought of in relation
to the world as its creator, sustainer and indwell-
er. Out of His own volition, and projecting Ilia
power of yava. Brahman becomes Isvara and, to bless
the devotees, manifesto *Tiraself in several divine
forms in which the unasales (i.e. worshipper) con¬
templates Him. ♦ These divine forms are not differ¬
ent; they are the manifestations of the Supreme,
and devotion to any one of them accompanied with
complete self-surrender will bring divine grace,
which will lead the sadhaka to .Inane and liber¬
ation. " (Venkataraman, op. cit. , p. 9;
Clearly, there is a lack of f^t between the Mve.ita
rationalisation of bhaxti yoga and Advaita cosmology.
In Samkhya-Yoga, Isvara is conceived as 'male' ('being
pur-us a) and as s being separate from both the purr as
seeking 'release' and the 'mind-stuff' from which 're¬
lease' Is sought. In A&vaitE, in order that the deity
Worshipped in bhakti yoga can be converted into the
S a k11 -kun d. s 11ni of laya voro theory and hence the saguna
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Brahman. it must, be 'female*. In terms of Advaita
cosmology, any deity is siraply an illusory 'project¬
ion' of the Brahman; it has no more reality than the
,jiva. the illusory self from which the aadhaka seeks
release, •'herefore it oan not assist the sedhaka in his
quest for 'release'.
The lack of fit is _inevitable since Advaita re¬
gards bhfci, ti ,v oga as what we might term a'necessary
self-deception* practised in order to progress towards
the true knowledge of the self. Thus, in the texts on
Devi worship, we find passages stressing the reality ef
the deity, si eh as
"for the benefit of the aspiring, of those who
seek for It, Brahman assumes forms, determines
itself in a way as to he cognisable and accessible."
(1Aularnava Tantra', translated A.P.Pandit,
Madras (undated), P. 58)
juxtaposed with passages stressing the nature of si;ch
worship as purposeful self-deception, such as
"The Presence of the Divine in the Porn is de¬
termined in its intensity oy the appropriateness
of that Form, speciality of the worship offered
and by the faith of the worshipper. " (ibid. P. 59)
The practices followed in .Devi worship throughout
India are various out the principal techniques employed
are mantra and .vantra and these techniques also char¬
acterise the form of Devi worship, called -Srividya ,
instituted by Sankara. 4 highly developed set of rat¬
ionalisations of the efficacy of repetition of sequences
of sound-syllables in terms of Advaita cosmology exists
in South India. This is called mantra aastra ('the
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science of mantra*) en ) Sankara and Tyagara;}a are
credited with having "been experts in this discipline.
P. Sambamoorthy ('Great Composers', Book 1, op. cit.,
P. 81) records that Syama Sestri initiated tfuthuswamy
Difcsitar into the cult of Devi bhakti of the Srivldva
form, so that the three principal compoaera of aangita
were, clearly, immersed in the theory and practice of
mantra.
The Mvaita rationalisation of mantra yoga is;
"In each mantra, the relationship between Hada.
Bindu and vara a - the vowel and the consonant -
constitutes the individualistic formation and it
symbolises the form of the De vat a (i.e. deity). A
particular v-ms (letter) is symbolic of a par¬
ticular aspect of Devata.
A mantra, if properly practised, reveals the
mantra Devuiu to the consciousness of the pract¬
itioner".(t. Samalingeswera Rao 'The Rationale
of dantra Sastra*, Madras, 1974, P.29)
To the Western academic, these two statements (that the
mantra symbolises the deity and renders present the
deity) may not appear logically related. It is necess¬
ary to explain that the Sanskrit term for 'symbol' which
is usually employed in this context is 'oratika'. which
literally means 'going toward' (Macdonell, op.cit.,
P. 176). Thus, a symbol (nratlka) both 'signifies' a
'referent' and 'leads toward' this referent. The
theory of mantra yoga rests upon the sane basic concept¬
ion as that of the employment of bi.la mantras in laya
yogai that any form, in its moot 'subtle' state,
exists as a sound or vibration. By replicating the
correct sound or vibration, the practitioner can thus
materialise the form related to the mantra. This is the
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senBe in which a r?wtre 'leads toward* and hence ren¬
ders present a deity. In the employment of bi,ia
mantras in lava yoga, we witnessed the reverse proced¬
ure; by replicating the correct sound or vibration in
the presence of the related form (in this case, a bhuta)
this form is absorbed into the more 'subtle' state re¬
presented by this sound or vibration. These are imp¬
ortant procedures ir the concise of siidhis ('powers*,
over nature and the minds of other men). Toe develop¬
ment of these techniques in the practice of lava yoga
explains wry the practitioner of lave yoga is believed to
acquire ouch powerful sidahis as a by-product of yora
practice.
The use of rantres in £cvi worshi] thus iepresente
an uneasy compromise between the mechanistic Advaita
conception and the Sarkhyr-Yogs conception of Isvara
possessing will and agency end choosing to reveal Him¬
self to the devotee. /*guiri, the Advaita view of uhakti
yoga as purpo3efi.il self-deception as a pr< liminery to
the practice of more advanced yogas is the basis of this
paradox. The same problem arises with the employment
of vantras in fevi worship. 1 antra rreo.no literally
a 'means of holding'. It is a geometrical shape, made
with chalk or coloured powder, of different designs
depending upon the deity .orshipped by means of it, and
it is xisuuily considered necessary to make the yantra
in a continuous movement. It is called the a3ana (seat)
of the deity worshipped. Once the aadhaka has
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'visualised' the deity "by means of the repetition of a
mantra, he instals it in a yantra in order to retain or
prolong its presence.
The transition from Devi worship to la.va yoga is
thus a transition from the 'external' employment of
mantras and yantraa (i.e. physically producing both as
external objects of meditation) to their 'internal'
employment (i. e.'visualising' them in different parts
of the 'subtle' body). There is a unilinear develop¬
ment of techniques of practice from the former to the
latter. The saidana is thus continuous and there is no
point of discontinuity at which we can say that Deyl
worship ends and laya yoga begins.
(0). (ii). (T ) Karma Yoga
bankers conceives of the performance of Vsdic rites
as necessary at two stages in sadbana: at the v ry
beginning and at the very end. He asserts that there
are two necessary qualifications for the commencement
of aadhana:
"(1) that the person having studied ail the Vedas
with the proper accessories, such as grammar, lexi¬
con, etc., is in full possession of the knowledge of
Ve&as,
(2) that either in this life or in another, he must
have performed only the obligatory Vedic duties
(such as daily prayers etc. called nitya karma)
... in such a way that his rind purged of all
good and bad actions. ' (Dasgupta, op.cit., Vol 1,
489)
After the ssdhalco has attained the objective of .inana
yoga - vis. the realisation of the self as Brahman -
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final 'release*is delayed if any karma remains to be
worked out;
''even when the time knowledge has once been attain¬
ed, the body may last for a while, if the individ¬
ual's previously ripened kannas demand it. Thus
the emancipated person may v 1I< about and behave
like an ordinary sage, out yet he is emancipated
and can no longer acquire any new k^rra. 'a soon
as the fruits due to his ripe iarms are enjoyed
and exhausted, the sage loses his body and there
will never be any other birth for hlra .. Such a
man is ce^ed .livarimukti, i.e. emancip-ted while
living". (Desgupta, ibid., Pp. IS1-2)
This idee, combined with the previous state, •ent, implies
that the surl'iap.p who attains t iis state will have only
'good karma' to be ..orbed out.
Sanhara's followers extended tne role played by the
performance of Veuic rites xii aadnans.
•'The performance of */cuic duties is intended only
for ordinary men, but y -t it as believed by many
(e.g. Vacaspati Misra and his followers) that due
performance cf Vodic duties helped a man to ac¬
quire a great keenness for the attainment of right
knowledge, others believed (e.g. Prakuaatua and
his followers) that it served to bring about
suitable opportunities by securi ig good precept¬
ors, etc. and to remove many obstacles from the
..ay so that it became easier for a person to attain
the desired right knowledge. " (Do curta, ibid. ,
r. 490)
The necessity cf having studied ail the Vedas before
undertuting ssihsiVr traditionally restricts the goal of
'release' to male membera of tne dru sman caste. Abbe
Dubois (op. cit. , »p. 174-u) notes that t ie reading of the
Vedas was, in tie xate lath/early 19th century, a priv¬
ilege reserved exclusively for brahman3. This has
become arightly modified in the present century as trans¬
lations of the Vedas nave become aviaiabie in print.
Nonetheless, a Sanskrit education and, particularly,
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the study of the Vedas in the original Sanskrit is still
virtually the exclusive preserve of the Brahman caste.
This is also the case with tne performance of Vedic
rites, the details of which are contained in the Vedas
(i.e. Samhitaa and Brahman&s). Since only Brahman
males are, traditionally, permitted to re&d the Vedas,
this excludes Brahman females from the goal of 're¬
lease'. In fact, r-.y inf nmants regarded it us unthink¬
able that v.omen should n.v ctiee lay.-; or .inane yoga.
They regarded only bhsktl yoga as suitable for women; in
terms of MLvalti thought, this excludes women from the
goal of ' release* in their present Jdves. Only by
being reincarnated ra malts can they attain 'release*.
In this context, it is important to note that
"The main difference between the Vedanta as ex¬
pounded by Gaudnpada and as explained toy Bankera
conststs in this: that SanJcare tried as best he
could to dissociate the distinctive Buddhist
traits found in the exposition of the former and
to formulate the philosophy as a direct inter¬
pretation of the older Upaniscd texts". (Das-
gupta, ibid., ?. 457)
Buddhism, like Jain ism, was .Largely the product of
non-Brahmans; thus it was regarded by Brahmans as a
darsana of the lower castes. In incorporating the basic
ideas of certain Buduhist schools into brahmanicai
philosophy, firstly it -was necessary to conceal, or
deny, their origins in Buddhism; hence Sankara'a
derivation of his system from the older Upaniaads.
Secondly, it wss necessary to place the new system
above suspicion cf Buddhist egalitarianism, In the eyes
of Braiiinana.
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The fo»d»«:©nt»l of Advaita, as found in
6 and a pads' s mnrlt ..rips, contain no logicsi j atlfieation
for the restriction of 'release* to drrhssan males. In
Bonkare's system, the jnteTOquisttea of knowledge of the
Ve&as end rerforntsnoe of xfedlo rites, which effectively
restrict 'release' to Brahmen males, bear no logical
relation to the other fortsa of a?, dhana advocated.
Admit® adopts t>.e ionus of ji.li-vi.a udvooateci by samkhya
•v oga. «Jaiiii\hyt~iOig& iXitcrprets knaves aim,, iy aa ^ega
pre ctices. keferuncea io . - ■ .o in the ur sense
of the ten.s Jueh v.e find in s^ad-hy -Voga texts vju.at
entirely m tLv. cc:.; .ntaries ay xuter * r iter a up.or:
these texts* lor examt i«, •>. h. Guryanureyantt Bestri'a
translation of verse 67 .1 the 'Seeftbyal-arii o' of
lavare risnu, t very t; rly .->••< t.-.ya text, in
"Virtu* fcna the rest having aer.sed to function as
crr acs, "becoone of the att«Indent of perfect
; lador.> (the Spirit) rea«ins iriveated ith the
body, because of the force of rest impressions,
iii<e the whirl of the (potter's, wheel (which
persists for e while by virtue of the to: ientt •
irrparted by a prior ia.tulse). ' (Madras, 19315,
P. J16)
Th- ten;; which '-cistri translates as 'past impreaaionef
Is 3o;'?sI'.ax*a (see sectim (b), (iii oi this oh:.pter).
lie is clea; ■ rvferri;..; 1.. these 'ooufor if-up'
delaying, finel 'release* after the att; in..-nt of t' e
cor;--ot io^iC'.lge f the at if (as uui'naa h Vot the
11 e trei•slbt nr' y comentary is .
"
-:.q hs the capacity to do . KhRMft
except that which baa be run to take effectr: vis id.
T\ IIS; rpv ov r it; .Lies)
heither is the 'law of karma* logically related
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to Advaita cosmology. Like Isvara, it has no more
reality than the rest of the illusory universe of
phenomena, therefore, when the self which is brahman
which is the only reality is realised, logically the 'law
of karma' should cease to operate. The importance
of the role allocated to the 'law of karma' in 're¬
lease' in the Vedanta systems is ultimately explainable
in historical terms: the Vedanta systems supplanted the
earlier systems of dmamsa and Bamkhya-Yoga by en¬
compassing the basic assertions of these earlier sys¬
tems. In Advaita, this process of encompassing leads
to logical paradoxes between Advaita cosmology and
the Advaita rationalisations of the bhakti and Karma
forms of sadhana.
(d) Dvaita Vedanta
(i) Ivaita G osmology
As with Sankara, we have a great many legends but
little historically supported evidence concerning the
life of adhva. S. Dasgupta (*A History of Indian Philo¬
sophy,' Vol.4, Cambridge, 1949, P. 52) and Suzanne Siauve
('La voie vers La Gonnaissance de Lieu selon L*
Anuvyakhyana de ivladhva', Pondicherry, 1957, P. (iv))
give Yadhva's dates as 1197 to 1276 A. L. However,
Dasgupta himself (ibid., 194=9, P. 54:) praises B. N. K.
Sharma's work on Madhva and Sharma (in ' iadhva's
Teachings in His Own lords', Bombay, 1970, P.4) gives
adhva's dates as 1238 to 1317 A.B.
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There has been some discussion (notably, G.A.
Crierson, *Madhva-oharita', 1 Encyclopaedia of Religion
and thics', Vol.8) of the influences of Christianity
upon laahvo, based upon the evidence that his birth¬
place was the ancient city of Ralyanapuram, in which
thrived a settlement of Nestorian Christians at this
time. Basgupta (ibid., \9d) considers this view un¬
justified by either the historical evidence or the
internal evidence of ladhve's writings. 8harms (op.
cit. , °.4) also rejects the view of Christian influ¬
ence upon .adhva and, following the earliest biography
of adhva, locates his birthplace as the village of
^ajaka, 8 miles southeast of Udipi (western varnataka).
adhva'3 main works are his two commentaries on
the 'Brahma-sutras': 'Brahma-3utr&-ohasya' (hereafter
'3. 8. 3. ) and ' Anuvyakhyana * (hereafter ' .V.') end his
commentaries upon 10 main Upanisads (those also com¬
mented upon by Sankara). According to sharma (ibid.,
;'p.4-9), .adhva based himself in Udipi and, like
Gankara, toured both orth and South India disputing
with adherents to rival philosophies, thereby gaining
converts to his own system.
c harms considers that, in the face of 'uslim in¬
vasions, forcible conversions to Isiem and disunity
amongst the Hindu princes during Radhva's lifetime,
the'disguised Buddhism' of Bankara was, in adhva's
view,
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"leading the nation to an unconscious pessimism
of spirit; which he felt to be highly detriment¬
al to the social and political future of his
countrymen.. It was no accident that the seed of
hope for the rehabilitation of the social and
political fortunes of the people planted by
Madhva developed into the mighty kingdom of
Vijayanagar, symbolising the hopes and aspirat¬
ions of a harassed people regaining their strength
and realising their aspirations." (ibid., Ppl-3)
It is certainly the case that the Muslim invasions
precipitated a religious revival throughout South India
which was the direct cause of the foundation of the
Vijayanagar kingdom and empire. (Sharma supplies the
date 1325 A.D. for the foundation of Vijayansgar, al¬
though the date usually accepted by scholars is the
coronation of -arihara on 18th .April 1336):
"The foundation of the (Vijayanagar) empire was
the culmination of a strong wave of religious
revival and political excitement caused by the
Sultanate of Delhi seeking to impose its sway on
the Deccan and farther south in the early fourteen¬
th century." (K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, 'Develop¬
ment of Religion in South India', Bomfcfey, 1963,
P. 125)
The principal luslim invasions took place in 1310-11
and 1327-8 (Sastri, ibid.). Even with the dates which
Sharma given for Madhva (1238-1317) it is impossible to
argue that he constructed his system as an alternative
to the militant monotheism of Islam as a result of these
invasions in the early 14th century. Yet the view that
his system acquired such popularity throughout the 14th
century due to these invasions is highly persuasive.
Madhva's system is summarised in a Sanskrit verse
composed by Vyasaraja (1-^47-1539);
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"Hari is supreme, the world is real, separate-
ness is true, the individual souls are infinitely
graded as superior and inferior, and are depend¬
ent on God, liberation is 3elf-realisation con¬
sisting in the enjoyment of such bliss as re¬
mained latent in the soul. "hire Bhakti (devotion)
is the means to thi3 end. Perception, inference
and testimony are the sources of knowledge -
mundane and heavenly. Rari is knowable in the
entirety of the Vedas and by the Vedas alone."
(translated Carmarkar and ^alamdani, op. cit.,
Pp. 15-17)
This summarises Dvaita cosmology, assertions concerning
sadhana and theory of knowledge. .ladhva himself sum¬
marises his cosmology in the expression nranance (lit¬
erally, the 'complete 5') or 'fivefold difference':
"This fivefold Jifference is the difference that
exists as between Jivas. Jadas (material princip¬
les) and Brahman on the one hand and mutually
among Jivas and Jadas themselves on the other. "
(from Madhva, 'Visnutattva-Hirnaya', translated
Sharina, ibid., P. 68)
This closely follows Samkhya-Yoga cosmology: Isvara of
Samkhya-Yoga is identified with the Brahman of the
Upanisads. Madhva conceives of the opposition between
■iivas (i.e. nurusas of Samkhya-Yoga) and jadas (lit¬
erally, 'inert things') a3 one of cit/acit (Sharma,
ibid., P. 96). Cit/acit (conscious/lacking in con¬
sciousness) is the distinction employed in Samkhya-
Yoga to characterise the difference between ourusas
and matter. iadhva conceives of the Brahman as also
cit (c.f. Samkhya-Yoga, in which Isvara is also cit).
However, he introduces a distinction between the jivas
(i.e. rurusas) and the Brahman (i.e. Isvara): the
former are dependent (upon the Brahman) whilst the
Brahman is independent.
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Madhva takes the view that lives are dependent
(oaratantra) whilst the Brahman is independent from
Ramanuja.. In both systems (i.e. Lvaita and Visistad-
vaita), this view is the basis of the rationalisation
of bhakti as the only effective form of sadhana.
adhva follows Samkhya-Yoga in asserting that matter,
souls and the brahman (i.e. isvara) are real and
eternal entities. Thus, in that the :iivas and the
brahman are eternal, brahman does not create ,iivas (or
the matter comprising the universe of phenomena); thus
far he agrees with Samkhya-Yoga. However, whilst
Samkhya-Yoga conceives of Isvara terminating periods
of universal dissolution or absorption (nralava).
initiating new periods of evolution or creation
(samsrsti) and, beyond this, having only a limited
capacity to intervene in the evolution of matter
(sufficient only to remove obstacles from the path of
the sadhska with whom He is pleased), Jadhva conceives
of the Brahman as actively involved in every stage of
the evolution, or creation, of matter throughout the
universe;
"He enters into matter and energises it to
transform it in various ways and assumes many
forms to control such modifications. "
"The Supreme Being, possessed of infinite powers,
enters into various stages of the evolution of
matter and brings about each and every such mani¬
festation of things, Himself." (B. S. B. i,4 and
ii,3, translated Sharma, ibid., P. 110)
Sharma summarises this conception of the Brahman as
"the active source of the rich multiplicity of finite
reality and the sustaining principle behind it" (ibid. P. 3-y)
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Since the Brahman is immanent in all transformations of
body-matter (bhutas and 'mind-stuff') and controls them,
the Yoga disciplines for the attainment of 'release' can
only be efficacious if the Brahman so wills. Madhva's
cosmology thus denies their independent efficacy.
Since 'bondage' must be tackled at its source in
order to attain 'release', in terms of ladhva's cosmology
'release' can only be attained by the alteration of the
will of the Brahman in respect of the individual ,iiva
or purusa. Thus Madhva asserts that
"The true and i Lnal explanation of bondage is there¬
fore the Vsill of the Brahman." Cbvadasa Stotra',
iii,6, translated Sharma, ibid., P. 87)
and asserts that the only means of 'release' is through
the grace (nrasada) of the Brahman:
"there is no possibility of mukti even by the
power of knowledge, as such, without the grace of
the Brahman. " (A. V., quoted 'adhva, ibid., n. 89)
This amounts to a very different view of the role of
God's intervention in the fate of the individual iiva
from that of Samkhya-Yoga, which conceives of Lsvara as
capable only of removing obstacles from the path of the
seeker of 'release' and not as being able to grant or
withhold 'release'.
ladhva accepts the Bamkhya-Yoga view that 'bondage'
manifests itself as ignorance (avid.va. a.inana) of the
'real' self (.iiva or nurusa) and the equating of the
'illusory' self (i.e. the reflection of the ourusa or
.1 iva upon the 'mind-stuff') with the 'real' self. low-
ever, by asserting that the Brahman is immanent in all
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transform ations of body-matter (bhutas and 'mind-stuff'),
he is able to equate this 'causal ignorance' with the
,iiva's ignorance of his relationship of dependence upon
the brahman. Thus, in adhva's interpretation, the 'reel'
self is the 'dependent' self, the 'iilusory' self is the
'independent' self and the Knowledge (vid.va. .1nana) which
leads the .1iva to 'release' is Knowledge of the 'depend¬
ent' (i.e. 'real') self, hence Knowledge of the relation¬
ship of dependence of the iiva upon the brahman (Sharma,
ibid., Pp.86-7). In this way, sdhva is able to encompass
and re-interpret these Key concepts of >amkhya-Yoga and
Advaita in order to justify his own system.
In "adhva's conception of the Brahman
"The two main characteristics of God in respect
of the Universe - viz. His transcendence and His
immanence - are given equal importance. " (Sharma,
ibid. , P. Ill)
As we saw in section (c), (i) of this chapter, Advaita
conceives of both a transcendent (nlrruna - beyond
attributes) and immanent (scmuna - with attributes)
Brahman but it regards the latter as the 'illusory
projection' of the former, hence stressing the trans¬
cendent nature of the Brahman. The conception of the
immanence of the Brahman is thus radically different
in the two systems: In Advaita the immanent Brahman
is illusory and comprises the whole universe of pheno¬
mena whilst in Ivaita it is real and comprises only the
'ener^iser', 'transformer' and 'controller' of the
matter in the universe and the 'controller' of the fates
of the .iivas contained therein.
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In the transcendent conceptions of the Brahmen,
however, it is difficult to distinguish between those
argued by each system. Madhva attempts to distinguish
his conception of the transcendence of the Brahman
from Sankar's nirguna conception. Interpreting nirguna
as 'without attributes', he argues that
"There can not possibly be anything that is utter¬
ly attributeless." ('Karma-Nirnaya', quoted
Sharma, ibid., P. 104)
Yet he argues that
"The Independent Being must, necessarily, be
infinite in Its attributes." ('Nyaya-Vivarana',
quoted Sharma ibid., P. 96)
Sharma comments
"Since there is no other way left for our limited
■understanding to know the Infinite, we have to
use terms and concepts of empirical understanding
in trying to form some idea of it. Otherwise,
there would be no other way in which we could
form any conception of the Infinite." (ibid., P. 108N
There appears to be little, if any, distinction between
such a conception of the nrahman as 'beyond attrib¬
ution' and Sankara's conception of the Brahman as
'beyond attributes'. In both conceptions, the Brahman
is 'beyond the dualities (i.e. oppositions and distinct-
ions) of thought'•
Hadhva identifies the Brahman as the Hindu god
Hari (i.e. Visnu-Crisna). He founded the Krisna temple
in Udipi, surrounded by 6 maJLhs (monasteries) for the
study of Lvaita philosophy, which is today an important
pilgrimage centre in Xarnataka. Identification of one
of the Hindu god3 as Brahman (i.e. God) raises a problem
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for .ad ova' 3 system:
"The t God ilea independent sovereignty, that ail
beings, different from dim and different from each
other, depend completely upon Him alone, immed¬
iately raises the question of the 3tatu3 and role
of the gods and the religious attitude which the
true devotee should have towards them,"
(Suzanne Siauve, 'Lea Hierarchies Spirituelies;
selon L'Anuvyakhyana de adhva', Pondicherry,
1971, 1.5; my own translation)
Madhva'a solution to this problem is, firstly, to adopt
the avatar theory contained in the 'dhagavad Gita':
viz. that the gods Visnu, Kriana, darayana, Vyasa, Kama,
etc. , are simply different forms assumed by the Supreme
God in different places and different historical periods.
His conception of the 'infinite forms' of the drahman.
discussed above, supports this tneory. Secondly, he
regards those gods which are not avatars of the erahman
(drshma, Sarasvati, diva, Parvati etc. ) as, like men,
jivas. Thirdly, he arranges the most important of these
gods into a hierarchy and assigns to them a role similar
to that of the saints in medieval Christianity: viz. as
intermediaries between men and Hari (hence the theories
discussed above of Christian influences upon adhva);
'The single divine sovereignty is not impaired by
the honours paid to the gods, since they are not
only superior to us but like usi more powerful
but also dependent upon the single supreme power
which impels them, like us, towards 'release'
which they can only obtain by divine grace and
also immersed in 'sin' and its consequences. The
true devotee worships them because they are the
eminent devotees of Vianu .. They teach men the
true devotion - that which gives to the only uor&
all devotion". (Suzanne Mauve, ibid., 1971, Pp.
«3~5; my own translation)
It is tempting to leap to the sociological conclus¬
ion that this hierarchy of gods represents the projection
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on to the gods of the hierarchical inter-caste relat¬
ions existing amongst men. Suzanne Siauve considers
this interpretation, but rejects it in favour of the
following:
"It seems that another hierarchy prevails, the
model for which is the relationship of the guru
to his disciples." (ibid., 1971,P. 5; my own
translation)
The hierarchy of the gods is based upon the criterion of
the relative completeness of the vision of Himself which
Hari grants to each one of them and men worship these
gods in order that the gods may communicate to them
their (to different iegrees complete) visions of Hari.
The forms of iiari are infinite and only lie see3 Him¬
self as He really is. As we move up the hierarchy of
gods, we find that their respective visions of iiari
progressively approach the true, infinite form of
Hari although even the highest god in the hierarchy
does not see the true, infinite form of Hari and sees
only those aspects which Hari permits the god to 3ee.
(from Suzanne Siauve, ibid., Pp.62-6). Thus, as the
aadhaka worships progressively higher gods in the
hierarchy, so his conception of Hari, communicated to
him by the gods, progressively approaches the true,
infinite form of Hari. In this way, the gods perform
the role of gurus in relation to men: as a man seeks
progressively more advanced gurus, so the devotee of
Hari worships progressively higher gods in the hier¬
archy, as his sadhana progresses.
In Madhva's scheme there are essentially four ranks
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of gods. In some of Madhva's writings, the gods Laksmi
(Visnu's consort) and Rama are considered to be outside
of the hierarchy (with Rama conceived as an avatar of
Hari) and in others they are included in the first rank
of the hierarchy. In 'Anuvyakhyana', Laksmi is placed
outside of the hierarchy and Rama is the sole occupant
of the first rank of the hierarchy (i.e. not conceived
as an avatar of Hari). In the second rank are Brahma,
Sarasvati (Brahma's consort), Siva and Parvati (Siva's
consort) - in that order. In the third rank are Indra
and his consort Lama - in that order. In the fourth
rank are all the other gods. (From Suzanne Siauve,
ibid., Pp. 62-4)
Madhva conceives of the state of 'release' as "a
continuity and survival of individual consciousness"
(Sharma, ibid., P. 77). This is consistent with the
Samkhya-Yoga view of 'release' and differs from the
Advaita conception of 'release' as the loss of indi¬
vidual consciousness on participation in 'Universal
Consciousness'. However, like Sankara, Hadhva also
conceives of the state of 'release' as one of bliss
fananda'l and, when added to the Barnkhya-Yoga conception
of the state of 'release', this raises the possibility
that the individual, released ,iiv&3 will experience
different degrees of bliss:
"There is a natural gradation among the released
souls as also disparity in their Sadhanas. The
difference in the nature and quality of Sadhanas
must necessarily have a relation to the result. "
(A. V., quoted Sharma, ibid., P. l4tS)
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However, he distinguishes 'degree of bliss', which
differs between released souls, from'fulfilment',
which does not differ:
"Just as vessels of different sizes, the rivers
and the Ocean are ail 'full' of water according
to their respective capacities even so, in res¬
pect of the Jives. from ordinary unman beings to
god Brahma, their fullness of bliss attained through
Badhanas is to be imderstood with reference to
their varying (intrinsic) capacities. The had-
hanas practised by them such as Bhakti. Jnana
etc. are nothing more than an expression of their
intrinsic potentialities, which are the very core
of their being - going back to beginningless
eternity. Those with limited capacities are
satisfied with limited bliss and those with
comparatively greater capacities reach fulfilment,
with still more". ('Brhadaranyaka dpanisad Bhasya',
quoted Sharma, ibid. , Pp. 149-150)
These conceptions of the state of 'release' and
Madhva's conception of the hierarchy of gods are to¬
gether expressed in Vyasara.ja's summary (see above) as
"the individual souls" (i.e. both men and gods)"are
infinitely graded as superior and inferior" and "lib¬
eration is self-realisation consisting in the enjoyment
of such bliss as remained latent in the soul". The
resultant conception is a blending of a hierarchical
and an egalitarian view of man. Lespite innate differ¬
ences between individuals and the inequalities of
opportunity for the development of the full potential
of the individual, in dadhva's view all men are equal
since they all have equal opportunities to attain
'release'i this is the message of Jadhva to non-Brah-
mans, conveyed by the mendicant Haridasas. On the
other hand, the gradation of the .lives into an eternal
hierarchy justifies the location of Brahmans at the top
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of the hierarchy of castes and offers them a similar,
elite status in the released state. ladhva's recognit¬
ion of the different efficacies of the forms of sadhana
also offers them rewards, in the released state, for the
practice of their exclusive forms of sadhana (i.e.
Sankara's inana yoga and the performance of Vedic
rite^.
JNeither Dvaita nor Advaita is a social philosophy.
As systems of Hindu philosophy, they are concerned with
the questions of 'bondage' and 'release'. however,
whilst Advaita restricts 'release' to Brahman males,
Lvaita makes it available to all whilst providing a
cosmological justification for the hierarchical nature
of Indian society. >nly imamsa had hitherto supplied
the latter: viz. members of the lower castes were suffer¬
ing the consequences of bad karma whilst Brahmans were
enjoying the consequences of good karma.
(d). (ii) Lvaita nationalisations of Sadhana
In terms of Bvaita cosmology, the only efficacious
form of sadhana is that which is capable of altering
the will of Hari in respect of the individual jiva.
Madhva asserts that only bhakti is capable of this. He
defines bhakti as
"That firm and unshakeable love of God, which
rises above all other ties of love and affection,
based upon an adequate knowledge and conviction
of His great majesty, is called Bhakti. That alone
is the means of oksa." ('kahabharata-tatparya-
nirnaya', i,86, translated Bharma, ibid. ,P. 92)
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He conceives of bhakti both as the means of sadhans and
as the goal of sadhona. since he regards it as the source
of the bliss (snanda) experienced in the state of 'relea¬
se ':
"From Bhakti one reaches (mediate) knowledge,
thence again ripe -Bhakti. thence vision (aoaroksa)
and thence again very ripe devotion to the Lord#
Then comes lukti and thereby Bhakti again, which
is of the essence of bliss and an end in itself. "
(A.V., iii,4, translated Sharma, ibid, Pp. 92-5)
This passage summarises the sequence of stages of
Lvaita sadhsna. I shall discuss each of these stages
in turn.
From an initial love of God, the sadhaka strives
for (mediate) knowledge by means of uoasana (literally,
'worship'):
"Such unasana is twofold: one consisting of deep
study, reflection and exposition of Scriptures
and the other of pure meditation. The control of
breath and other aspects of Yogic meditation are all
the accessories to this Dhvana (i.e. meditation)."
(A. V. , quoted Sharma, ibid., P. 125)
(In passing, we note the relegation of the forms of
sadhana advocated by Advaita as the most efficacious to
a very much preliminary and dispensable stage of the
Dvaita sadhana. ) The object of dh.vana (meditation) is
the .Brahman but ladhva stresses that
"the form of Brahman that i3 built up in Dh.yana
by the mind of the Sedhaka is not the same as
Brahman. In : hvana one sees only the reflection
of Brahman on the Jitta (i.e. 'mind-stuff') ..
The meditation of this reflected form of Brahman
is like the worship of an image. It leads [grad¬
ually) to the actual vision of the Lord, by His
own grace." (B. S. B., iii,2, translated Sharma,
ibid. ,?. 139)
The "deep study, reflection and exposition of Scriptures"
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provides the evidence of the nature of the Brahman
(the "adequate knowledge") vthich is assimilated through
dhyana (meditation) and results in the "conviction of
His great majesty". .ladhva regards the main feature
discernable in the Scriptural evidence (i.e. basically
the Upanisads), which is to be assimilated through
d.h.van5. as the infinite form of the Brahman;
"Among all the attributes of Brahman to be medi¬
tated upon, the attribute of Bhumatva or infini¬
tude is the chief one which is to be meditated
upon in unison with the other attributes like
ananda (i.e. bliss)." (B. S. B. iii, 3, translated
Sharma, ibid., P. 136)
Having attained the stage of 'ripe bhakti' by these
means, the sadhaka practises sadhanabhakti. Madhva
attached great importance to the 'Bhagavata Parana'
(Sharma, ibid., P. 155) in which the Supreme God is
Krisna (hence his establishment of the six maths (mona¬
steries) in Udipi around a Krisna temple). The Bhaga¬
vata Purana (VII.5.23) prescribes nine forms of sadhana-
bhaktl. These are:
1. SRAVAhA - hearing the accounts of the childish
exploits (lila) of Krisna
2. K1RTAKA - reciting the names of Krisna in song and
in the heart
3* S A ■' -A" a _ reminding oneself all the time of the
presence of Krisna
4* pADA3EVAHA - showing respect by touching His feet
5* K - adoring Him
V'' H;HA - prostrating oneself before Krisna
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^• pAoYA having the attitude of a servant towards
Him
8. SAKHYA - confiding in Him as a friend
9* ATMAHIVEUAKA - complete submersion in Krisna
(R. V. Joshi, Le Rituel de la Devotion Krsnaite',
Pondicherry, 1959, P.96; my own translation)
By these means, the sadhaka induces Hari to re¬
veal Himself to His devotee. This vision of Himself
which He grants, of His own volition, is called anaroksa
(literally, 'not invisible', 'present') and constitutes
the guarantee, to the sadhaka. that Hari has granted him
'release':
"Release from Samsara (i.e. 'bondage') is possible
only through God's grace. It is bestowed on those
who have had a direct vision of God." (A.V. quoted
Sharma, ibid., P. 89)
and:
"Though He remains unmanifest always, by His own
grace He reveals Himself to the Unasaka (i.e.
devotee),by His own inscrutable power. Without
His choosing to reveal Himself in this way, who
can ever see Him, the limitless one?" (B. S. B.,
iii,2, translated Sharma, ibid., P. 140)
Sharma describes the anaroksa vision of Hari as
"a flash - like revelation of the Supreme at the
fruition of a long and arduous process.. Ultimately,
it is He that must choose to reveal Himself,
pleased by the hungering love of the soul. " (ibid.,
P. 140)
After the anaroksa vision, the devotee is in the
aparoksa or 'realised' (see section (a) of this chapter)
state; this is the Dvaita equivalent of the nivanmukti
state in Advaita. In this state, the devotee practises
premabhakti. Preman means 'love' or 'affection' - thus,
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in contrast with sadhanabhalti. practised in order to
achieve the guarantee of 'release', nremabhakti is the
practice of bhakti without 3uch selfish motives:
"In this state, no consciousness of self remains
in the devotee. He transcends the limited states
of 'I' and 'mine' and lives in a state of supreme
bliss by thinking that he belongs to rrisna and to
nobody else." (Joshi, op. cit. , P. 97; my own trans¬
lation)
Although, in this state of "very ripe devotion",
'release' is guaranteed to the devotee,
"There is no hard and fast rule that release should
take place at the destruction (by death) of that
particular body in and through which the Aparnkaa-
.in ana was attained. It depends upon Prarabdha (i.e.
residual) farma. If its effects have been worked
out (in that body) there is no more delay; but if
they have not been, then he must pass through some
more lives to work thern out." (£. S. B., iii,4,
translated Sharma, ibid., P. 141)
Whilst he accepts Sankara's view that a man who has
attained the realised state will have no bad (nana)
karma to work out, iadhva distinguishes between two
types of good (nunya) karma: the desirable (jLsta) and
the undesirable (anista) :-
"The former is what conduces to deeper and deeper
manifestations of innate bliss in ...oksa. The
latter is whatever is likely to prolong the onset
of complete release." (Sharma, ibid., P. 141)
However, as controller of the universe iiari controls the
law of karma, so that Padhva's conception of the role of
residual kaimia in delaying 'release' gives greater
scope for the grace of Hari in the ^uest for final 're¬
lease ':
"When such a final stage of Bhakti is reached,
after A pa rok s a-vi3ion. God intervenes to neutral¬
ise a portion of prarabdha even and ushers in final
ok3a. " (Sharma, ibid. , P. 142)
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Such desirable (ista) good karrna as will enhance the
experience of olisa in oksa is not removed, but remains
to augment the bliss experienced in the released state
(ibid. ).
In this conception of the role of residual karma in
the realised state, again we witness the blending of a
hierarchical and an egalitarian view of man. On the one
hand, because residual karma can prolong the realised
state for up to several lifetimes, those who can alter
their ksr. a through the performance of Vedic rites be¬
fore attaining the realised state (i.e. Brahman males)
are at an advantage in the quest for final 'release'.
On the other hand, those who can not perform Vedic
rites (i.e. non-Brahmans) can have this disadvantage
removed by the intervention of Hari.
(e) Oonclusions
(i) Purification. "Participation and Transcendence
In the preceding four sections (a) to (d) of this
chapter, I have described the practices which constitute
sadhana and how these have been rationalised in cosmolog-
ical terms. These practices and rationalisations have
evolved over two and a half milienia; it has there¬
fore been necessary to describe them from the perspect¬
ive of their historical development. The darsanas.
Which rationalise and advocate the practices, evolved
through a process of dynamic mutual interaction - viz.
disputations between adherents to different systems
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with the objective of gaining converts. In this situ¬
ation, the success of a darsana depended upon its 'de¬
ductive potential': i.e. the capacity of its general
cosmological propositions to explain three different
categories of particular - (i) the cosrnological prop¬
ositions of other darsanas. (ii) existing forms of
sadhans and (iii) Scriptural texts. For example, the
general cosmologicai proposition which was Gaudapada's
interpretation of the Buddhist ideas of sunya ('absolute
vacuity' - Macdonell, op.cit., P. 517) and viinana ('know-
ledge alone - and not external phenomena - having a real
existence' - ibid., P. 282) was employed by Sankara to
explain (i) Samkhya cosmology, (ii) the Yoga disciplines
and (iii) the main Upanisads.
However, the diversity of the particulars which
constitute the 'expianandum' is so great that, firstly,
they defy such systematisation (for example, the lack
of fit noted in section (c),(ii) of this chapter between
the Advaita rationalisations of the .inana and lava forms
of sadhana. on the one hand, and the bhakti and karma
forms on the other). Secondly, alternative rational¬
isations of the same particular in terms of the same
general proposition emerge. I have attempted to avoid
these in this chapter by avoiding the degree of detail
at which such alternatives emerge. One example, how¬
ever, is the different correlations which different
la.va yoga texts make between the four lowest chakras in
the 'subtle' body and the functions of the 'gross' body
which they control. Such alternative rationalisations
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of particulars occupy indigenous Sanskrit scholars and
their attempts to render them mutually compatible evolve
into new commentaries.
In extracting the fundamental ideas of these
darsenas concerning sadhana and explaining the relations
between them, it has been necessary to apply judgements
of centrality and peripherelity to a vast complex of
ideas. As an anthropologist oy training, I have attempt¬
ed to apply only those judgements made by or accepted by
my informants; I have either employed their abstractions
from and systernatisations of the complex of ideas or
those contained in texts which they recommended to me.
An informant in North India or even other parts of South
India would no doubt employ different abstractions and
systematisations and recommend different texts; as,
no doubt, would a Western Sanskrit scholar.
Such variations are, however, irrelevant in the
present context for two reasons. irstly, I am con¬
cerned with the rationalisation of ssdhana in southern
Karnataka; my informants' views and preferred texts
express this. Secondly, in the present section I
develop my interpretation of this set of ideas to a
high level of abstraction, in terns of which such
variations between different regions and even different
deraana8 would not appear to contradict the general
statements which are my conclusions (although the final
judge ent on this can only be made by scholars who have
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investigated this topic in other parts of India).
In section (a) of this chapter, we encountered a
fundamental problem: contemporary sadnataa view the
set of ideas and practices described in this chapter as
a single system although it basically consists in two
variant and logically irreconcilable systems of inter¬
pretation of the main Upaniseds. From the more detailed
examination in sections (b) to (d), an interpretation of
the set of ideas and practices is now apparent which
solves the above problem and gives us an insight into
the viewpoint of the contemporary sadhaka.
The various differences oetween Lvaita and Mvaita
derive (as the indigenous terminology reflects) from
their interpretation of the identity of the brahman as
either 'self' or 'alter'. If the braljnan is interpreted
as 'self', then sadhana must take the form of self-
manipulation; if the .arahman is interpreted as 'alter'
then sadhana must take the form of influencing 'alter'.
In the former case, 3aahana takes the form of the rem¬
oval of the 'pure' (suddha) from within the 'impure'
(asuddha) and the state of 'release' is characterised
as one of 'purity' (e.g. the concept of suddnabodha -
'pure consciousness' - in .inana yoga and bhutaauddhi -
'purification of the 'elements *' - in lava yoga). In
the latter case, aadhana takes the form of the develop¬
ment of a set of sentiments towards 'alter' and the
state of 'release' is characterised in terms of a perm¬
anent relationship with 'alter' which is mutually
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satisfactory because of these sentiments (i. e. Hari only
wants to spend eternity with those who are deeply in love
with Him and the individual .iiva only wants to spend
eternity with someone with whom he is deeply in love).
I sHall term the former (i.e. Advaita) a 'purification'
model of sadhana and the latter (i.e. Ivaita) a 'parti¬
cipation' model of sadhana.
The'purification' model contained in "dvaita is
derived from that contained in Samkhya-Yoga. In the
latter system, the nurusa is the 'real' self which is
'pure'. The distinguishing characteristic of nurusa
is that it is conscious (cit) in opposition to 'matter',
which is lacking in consciousness (acit). hat is
'impure' is the 'illusory' self which consists in the
'reflection' of the conscious upon that which, of its¬
elf, lacks consciousness (i.e. the 'mind-stuff' -
buddhl or citta). 'Pure' and 'impure' are thus attrib¬
utes of consciousness and the 'impure' consists in the
conjunction of pure consciousness with that which, of
itself, lacks consciousness. In /dvaita, 'pure' is the
attribute of consciousness (bodha or caitanya) which is
real whilst 'impure' is the attribute of consciousness
which is illusory. 'illusion' (mava) itself has no
reality therefore no consciousness; the 'impure' con¬
sciousness which we have in maya (i.e. the .1 iva) consists
in the 'reflection' of the pure consciousness upon the
illusory 'mind-stuff' (buddhi or citta). Underlying
both systems is the idea that the 'impure' consciousness
consists in the conjunction of the 'pure' consciousness
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with that which of itself lacks consciousness and that
this 'impure' consciousness is the source of 'bondage'.
The term 'participation' (model of sadhana) is bo¬
rrowed from Duinont (op. cit. , 1970, P. 55):
"'Participation' is in fact the original meaning
of the word bhakti. There see :.s to be a linguistic
correspondence between the devotee, phakta. and
bhagavsn. the blessed -ord, or better He whose
plenitude is open to participation. "
Lumont notes that the description of bhakti given in
the bhagavata Parana, the text from which ^adhva's
conception of bhakti is derived, has similarities with
non-brahmanical religious practice: viz.
"that both possession, a functional feature of
folk religion, and bhakti. a characteristic of
many sects,.rest upon a common psychological
condition, and that bhakti takes up in more or
les3 sublimated form an aspect of common religion
ignored by brahmanic orthodoxy. " (ibid. , P. 57,
The idea of the self's participation in 'alter' is
common to both the ohakti model of sadhana and non-
brahmanical ecstatic possession cults. The Dvaita model
of sadhana thus represents the particular manifestation
of a more widespread, pan-Indian phenomenon. The Advaita
model of aadhana is also a pan-Indian phenomenon, so
that the argument which follows may be applicable beyond
the confines of Karnataka.
Advaita cosmology ultimately denies 'participation'
as a result of sadhcna. since 'self' and 'alter' are in
reality always one. Yet Advaita sadhana involves
participation' as a fact of experience, 3ince the :iiva.
on realising itself to be the brahman (i.e. 'self' +
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'alter') attains the experience of participation in what
it had previously (though erroneously) conceived as
'alter'. Dvsita cosmology re-interprets the concepts
of 'real 3elf' and illusory self' as, respectively,
'dependent self' and 'independent self' and thereby
interprets 'purification' as 'participation'. Yet
Lvaita also conceives of 'release' as the disjunction of
the real self which is conscious (cit). from the body-
matter, which lacks consciousness (i.e. is acit) -
precisely the procedure regarded as 'purification' in
Sgmkhya-Yogs and -'dvaits.
Badhana and 'reles3ej in Doth systems, thus consist
in the dual processes of 'purification' and 'partici¬
pation'. The cosmological rationalisation of 'release'
however, logically demands a choice between two alter¬
natives: viz. 'Brahman is self' or 'nrshman is alter'.
The adoption of one alternative logically demands the
adoption of one model of sadhana ('purification' or
'participation') and the denial of the other. The two
logically irreconcileable systems of interpretation of
the Upanisads thus amount to a single interpretation of
3adhana: viz. that sadhana consists in the extraction
from the everyday notion of self of that which is the
real self (i.e. 'purification') and some kind of merg¬
ence of this real self with 'alter' (i.e. 'participation"^#
These procedures of 'purification' and 'particip¬
ation' result in the alteration, or re-structuring, of
"the sadhaka' s notion of self. Before practising sadhana.
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the individual's notion of self is based upon logical
categories: 'self' is that v,'hioh is internally exper¬
ience bie (i.e. mind and body) and is opposed to 'non-
self', which is experienceable as external to the self.
The /edanta systems term this notion of self avid.va
(ignorance). Sadhana consists in the erosion of the
boundary between 'self' and 'non-self' contained in this
logical, or avidya, classification: the 'purification'
model locates 'non-self' y.^thln 'se-f' ..hi 1st the 'par¬
ticipation' model extends the boundary of 'self' into
'non-self' (either by identification with or by estab¬
lishment of a close relationship with 'alter'). -iadhana
results in a new classification of 'self' and 'non-self'
which stands opposed to that contained in the logical
(avidya) classification; and this diametrical opposition
between the logical and the Vedanta classifications is
expressed in the o position between avidya (ignorance)
and vidya (knowledge).
The procedures of 'purification' and 'participation'
thus involve the erosion of the boundary between two
fundamental logical (avid.va) categories: 'self' and
'non-self'. This is one sense in which my definition
of 'ritual'(in chapter 1, section (a),) as '^behaviour
directed at eroding the boundaries between logical
categories" is applicable to sadhana. however, the
definition is also applicable in a wider sense: sadhana
involves the erosion of the boundaries between all
logical categories. This is witnessed in the import¬
ance of the procedure of 'transcendence' (of 'dualities')
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in both Bvaita and Advaita sudhana.
In Advaita, the Brahman is conceived as ninuna
(beyond attributes) therefore the meditation upon the
self &3 Brahman involves the transcendence of the opp¬
ositions and distinctions contained in all logical
(avidya) categories. in Lvaita, the attributes of the
Brahman are conceived as infinite and meditation (uo-
asana.) upon the Brahman focuses upon this attribute of
infinitude (bhumatva) which transcends all logical
categories. In the Vedanta systems, vidya is precisely
defined as ' knowled^ e of the urahraan* (and its anti¬
thesis, avidya. as 'ignorance of the Brahman'). Thus
vid.va entails the transcendence, or erosion, of t ie
boundaries between ail logical (avid.va) categories.
In mantra sastra (see section (c),(ii), G of this
chapter), vid.va is said to be conveyed at its most
condensed form by the mantra 'AUi' (see, for example,
'S'akti and h'akti', Voodroffe, op.cit. , Bp.483-90),
The three phonemic elements signify the 3 aspects of
the saguna Brahman; in coamological terms these are
creation (srsti), maintenance (athiti) and destruction
(nrala.ya) of the universe and in theological terms these
are the gods Brahma, Visnu and Giva. As written, the
mantra consists in a succession of three discrete
elements but it is pronounced as a single, nazalised
sound. The pronunciation of the mantra thus imposes
continuity upon the discontinuous succession of discrete
elements comprising it. This is said to symbolise the
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relationship of nirguna to saguna Brahmen.
Repetition of the mantra 'AUM' imposes continuity,
identified with the experience sought through sadhana.
upon the discontinuity of experience as mediated through
logical categories. Although mantra sastra expresses
the Advaita view of the transcendent nature of the
Brahman there is, as we noted in section (d),(i) of this
chapter, little if any difference between the Bvaita and
Advaita conceptions of the transcendent nature of the
Brahman, so that the repetition of the mantra. 'AUM'
serves as an apt paradigm of the concept of 'transcend¬
ence' in both systems.
The idea of the imposition of continuity' upon dis¬
continuity is, as we saw in chapter 1, section (a) of
this thesis, precisely that which levi-ntrauss posits
as underlying 'ritual' in general. In evi-:>trauss's
view, ritual attempts to deal with the resistance of
man towards his thought:
(Sltual)"is /© direct response to neither the
world, nor even the experience of the world; it
is a response to the way in which man thinks about
the world." ('L'Bonne Bu', op. cit. , b. 609, my own
translation)
In ritual, man seeks experience which is 'direct', in
the sense of unmediated through thought. This is pre¬
cisely the concept of 'transcendence' in the Vedanta
systems.
'Transcendence' is obviously functionally related
to 'purification' and 'participation'. In order to
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achieve these, the sadhaka must transcend the avidva
distinction of 'self' versus 'non-self1. The quest for
the experience of life unmediated through thought in the
meditational disciplines of 'transcendence' (in both
Dvaita and Advaita -sadhana) assists the sadhaka in
transcending the avid.va distinction of 'self' versus
'non-self'; erosion of the boundaries between ail
logical categories assists in the erosion of this
particular boundary between logical categories.
The concept of 'transcendence' in the Vedanta sys¬
tems explains the statements by my informants, in
section (a) of this chapter, that the experience of the
Brahman is 'beyond' words and concepts and that, in the
I l
realised state, the sadhaka experiences a cosmology
within which are reconciled the mutual contradictions
existing between written cosmologies. The differences
between vaita and Advaita derive from the interpretation
Brahman as 'self' or 'alter'. Transcendence of the
'dualities' of thought results in the erosion of the
boundary between 'self' and 'alter' and hence the erosion
of the difference between 'arahman as self' and 'nrahrnan
as alter'.
Thus, one objective of sadhana is to transcend
logical categories. v.ritten cosmologies comprise system?
of logical categories, one function of which is to assist
the sad ha": to transcend all logical categories. Once
this transcendence i3 achieved, they are of no more use
to the sadhaka. e has achieved an experience of the
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nature of the self and its relationship to the universe
unmediated by logical categories, hence one in which the
oppositions between written cosmologies are (experient-
ially) reconciled.
(e;. (il) -Jross-ualtUi nl Comparison
The rationalisation of sadhana in written texts
which are used by contemporary sadhakas allows the in¬
vestigator a direct insight into the effect upon the
participant of this set of practices. Together with
statements from practising sadhauas. this constitutes
the only data available by means of which to study
sadhana. since most of the practices involved are per¬
sonal and internal. in other forms of ritual, such as
the Ndembu curative rituals studied by Turner, ritual
activity is communal and consists mostly in the mani¬
pulation of external objects. In the study of such
forms, observational data is the most accessible and
exegetical data is sparse and often self-contradictory
(because, in a non-literate society, it does not exist
in a syatematised form in written texts and must there¬
fore be collected aurally in it; entirety).
However, despite these radical differences in the
forms of ritual action and in the methods appropriate
to their investigation, there are striking similarities
between sadaana and Hdembu curative rituals. These
similarities comprise the three procedures of 'purific¬
ation', 'participation', and 'transcendence'.
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In chapter 1, section (a), I argued that much
Ndembu ritual actiyity consists in the symbolic represent¬
ation of grudges and that Ndembu symbolically represent
grudges in ritual as confusions, or conjunctions, of
certain logical catefories which underlie Idernbu thought.
I also discussed Turner's interpretation of these rituals
in 'Chihamba the Vhite Spirit' (op. cit. ); viz. that
they achieve a ' 6.eregie; cut' in the minds of the ritual
participants which temporarily breaks through the
'habitual patterns formed by secular custom, rational
thinking and common sense' and thereby induce religious
experience. I also discussed Levi-itrauss's inter¬
pretation of these rituals; viz. that they temporarily
obliterate the distinctions and oppositions layed down
by the logical categories through which men perceive
reality - by creating ambiguities, compromises and
transitions between these logical categories. The
element of 'transcendence' in Ndembu curative rituals
is thus readily apparent.
Other features of these Ndembu rituals strongly
suggest the 'purification' procedure. "or example, in
the Ihamba ritual (Turner, op. cit. , 1968, 'hp. 156-197)
the cause of the patient's sickness is©«w$.eived as the
'shade' of a deceased hunter relative punishing hi3
living kins an for failure to make libations of blood
and beer at his grave, for offending the 'shade' by
quarrelling with other kinsmen, or, as the represent¬
ative of a group of kinsmen, for the group's collective
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offence of the 'shade'. °unishment is "believed to take
the form of an upper front incisor tooth of the deceased
kinsman flying about invisibly and fixing itself under the
skin of the victim. This tooth is called ihambs and the
ritual takes the form of the removal of this tooth from
the body of the victim by means of lacerating his skin
and sucking it out by means of goats' horns. Removal
of the tooth is identified by the patient with the re¬
moval of the grudges which he bears against his fellow
kinsmen, which he conceives as the reason for the persis¬
tence of his illness, and Turner identifies the removal
of the tooth with the removal of the grudges borne by
the whole group of kinsmen towards each other. The
Ihamba ritual therefore has the effect upon the par¬
ticipants of the removal of an undesired aspect of self;
a procedure identical to 'purification' in sadhana.
All Ndembu curative* rituals comprise two stages.
The first consists in a series of ritual actions which
culminate in the seclusion of the patient in a hut
separated from the rest of the village. luring the
period of seclusion, the patient is permitted only
limited contact with fellow villagers. The second stage
consist3 in the removal of the patient from seclusion
end his/her reintegration with the fellow villagers.
In all rTdembu rituals, the sickness of the patient is
attributed to the action of the 'shade' of a deceased
relative and the second stage of the ritual celeorates
the estaolishment or restoration of a close relationship
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between 'shade' and patient which persists long after
the ritual. The 'shade' is believed to provide super¬
natural assistance to the patient within this relation¬
ship. The establishment of this relationship by ritual
means is a procedure very like the 'participation'
attained through sadhana (and has even greater similar¬
ities with the type of 'participation' achieved in non-
brahmeniccl ecstatic possession cults, discussed in
section (e),(i) of this chapter).
These correspondences suggest that the interrelated
set comprising the three procedures (of (i) removal of
an undesired aspect of self, (ii) participation in a
desired 'alter' and (ixi) transcendence of logical
categories) constitute a human need which is supplied by
ritual means in very different societies.' "hi 1st sadhana
is a peculiarly Indian institution, the problem to which
it supplies a solution and the nature of this solution
would appear to be more widespread. This should not
surprise US. Present-day sadhakas and the darsana writers
consider the 'truths' contained in the darsanas and
realised by means of sadhana as valid for all men in all
historical periods and not as valid only for Indians or
Hindus.
(e)» (Hi ) Transitions between States
In chapter 1, section (c),(l), I stated that the
Samkhya-Yoga view of man as alternating between klista
vrttis (afflicted states of mind) and aklista vrttis
IBS
(unafflictea states of mind) is fundamental to the
Vedanta systems and their rationalisations of sadhana.
Elista rrttis are states of mind in which experience
is mediated through logical categories; that is, states
avldya (ignorance). Iklista vrttis are states of
vidya (knowledge) in which experience is unmediated
through logical categories. Advaita also interprets
the i<lista vrttis as those in which the experiencer is
conscious of the 'illusory' self and the aklista vrttis
as those in which he :S conscious of the 'real' self.
Dvaita also interprets the klista vrttis as those in
which the experiencer imagines himself to be independent
of Hari and the aklista vrttis as those in which he
realises his total dependence upon Kari.
before practising sadhana. the aklista vrttis are
said to be of very short duration. The practice of
aadhana extends the duration of these states and, on
transition from the sadhaks state to the 'realised'
state, the klista vrttis disappear altogether, thus
leaving the 'realised' individual in a permanent al- lista
state.
Both the transition between klista and aklista
states and the transition between the sauna] a and the
'realised' states are conceived in terms of a trans¬
ition between a state of avidya. in which experience
is mediated through thought, and a 3tate of vidya. in
which experience is 'direct'. The aklista states of the
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non-a Edhale a are in this respect identical to the
'realised* state.
Both akilsta and 'realised' states are 'beyond'
description in words since, in these states, the
•
experiencer transcends the logical categories express-
able by means of words. /.hat is amenable to descript¬
ion is the transition from the kiista to the aklista
state and from the sadhaka to the 'realised' state. The
latter transition is described in detail in the ration¬
alisations of the different forms of aadhana; these
descriptions are th< three 'models for and of' the
transition to the 'realised' state referred to in sect¬
ion (a) of this chapter. In .inane yoga, the transition
is described as the mental experience of that which is
unchanging amidst that which changes. In la.va yoga, it
is described a3 the psycho-physiological experience of
the ascent of kundaiini to the highest point in the
'subtle' body. In bhakti yoga, it is described as the
emotional experience of the Supreme God revealing Him¬
self to His devotee.
In that the transition to the 'realised' state is
of the same nature as the transition from klista to
aklista states, the above 'models for and of' the trans¬
ition to the 'realised' state are also applicable to
the transition from the kli3ta to the akiista states.
This Is an important feature of sadhana: by imitating
the transition to the realised state, the sadhaka
achieves the transition from a klista to an aklista
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state. In bhakti yoga. by worship of an image (either
external or built up in the mind by meditation - dfryana)
of Hari, the devotee attains an aklista state, in terms
of Dvaita thought; worship of such an image imitates
the Hvaita conception of the transition to the 'realised'
state (viz. Hari revealing irnself to is devotee). In
,1nana yoga, by 'fixing the mind' upon a meditational
object which does not alter, the sadhaka imitates the
/dvaita conception of the transition to the 'realised'
state (viz. the realisation of the self as undifferent¬
iated and unchanging pure consciousness) and thereby
attains an aklista state. Similarly, in the more ad¬
vanced stages of hevi worship and the early stages of
laya yopa practice, the sadhaka imagines the absorptive
flow of nrana up the spino-oerebral axis to the top of
the head without actually raising the urana up through
the chakras. "r,his constitutes 'purification' and places
the sadheka in a 3tate in which the T evi will reveal
Herself to him, in the indigenous view, thus placing him
in an aklista 3tate.
The 'man-in-the-world' who does not aspire to the
goal of 'release' seeks, through sadhana. the transition
from klista to aklista states. The temporary attainment
of an aklista state, i.e. of experience unmediated
through thought, has the effect upon the 'man-in-the-
world' of restoring a state of equilibrium which has been
disturbed by thought. The 'renouncer' seeks, through
sedhana. the attainment of the 'idealised' state which
guarantees 'release' from 'bondage' in the cycle of re-
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births. Whilst these two categories of practitioner
3eek different goals, the former transition imitates
the latter transition. le can say that, whilst their
'ultimate' goals differ, they share the same 'proximate',
experiential goals.
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(a) Introduction
Analytically, we can distinguish between two
separate functions of song texts (sahit.va) although it
is usually the case that a particular song text combines
these two functions. One function is informative: as
I said in chapter 1, section (c), (2), these song texts
convey the fundamental ideas of 'renouncers' to 'men-in-
the-world'. Specifically, they convey the basic cosmo-
logical tenets and related advice upon sadhana contained
within the brahmanical systems of philosophy to non-
scholars and non-Brahmans.
The other function of song texts is to effect a
transition, in the listener, from a kiista to an aklista
state. One way in which my informants conceived of the
operation of this effect was that song texts describe
the composer's experience of transition from the
sadhaka to the 'realised' state and induce the listener's
"emotional" involvement in this experience of transition.
This results in the listener's transition from a kiista
to an aklista state. Whilst some song texts expound
philosophies other than those which advocate the bhakti
form of sadhana (as in the case of many sangita song
texts), the 'models for and of' the transition to the
'realised' state which they describe are (with the
possible exception of some vachana song texts - see
section (b) of this chapter) exclusively those of
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bhakti yoga. The exclusive description of the oha> ti
model of transition between states in 3ong texts ia con¬
sistent with ray informants' statements that they induce
the listener's I )Ti ? 'L involvement in the experience of
transition {as opposed to 'psycho-physiological' or
'mental' involvement). This inducement of a transition
in the listener by means of the description of the
composer'a transition, I shall term 'sympathetic trans¬
ition'.
sympathetic transition is, however, only one way
in which my informants conceived of song texts as induc¬
ing an {:■ -■ -i lata state in the listener. A dominant theme
in the song texts of all three genres of devotional
music (vachana. devaranama and sonmlta) is the composer's
suffering in the absence of the Bupreme God and his
de3ire for Him to reveal himself and thereby put an end
to this suffering. This sentiment expressed in the
song texts is called bhakti-xaruna. bhakti means love
of, or oevotion towards, a deity. daruna means 'pathos'
end 'compassion': the expression of suffering is said
to make the Supreme God have pity upon the sufferer,
which induces Him, out of compassion, to reveal himself
to the sufferer and thereby grant him, 'release'. y
informants said that, through the expression of the
sentiment of bhaktl in the song texts, this sentiment is
induced in the listener. They said that the expression
of the sentiment of karuna in the song texts induces in
the listener compassion for the suffering of others and
the conviction that the world is a 'vale of tears1.
I'* 5
This is termed valragya ('indifference to worldly ob¬
jects' or 'detachment') which is regarded as the first
stage arrived at through the practice of sadhana. In
that these themes directly induce the sentiments which
comprise an sklista state (in terms of bhakti philos¬
ophy), I shall term such inducement of an aklista state
in the listener 'direct transition'.
In one sense we should distinguish between 'sym¬
pathetic' and 'direct' transition: the former operates
by means of descriptions of the transition to the
'realised' state whilst the latter does not. However,
according to my informants they "amount to the same
thing" - the creation of the sentiment of bhakti in
the listener. They said that the description of the
experience of the Supreme God revealing Himself induces
the sentiment of bhakti in those who hear this descript¬
ion. All of my informants agreed that bhakti and
karuna are simply "different sides of the same coin"
and some justified this viewpoint with the argument that
the expression of the composer's suffering in the ab¬
sence of the God itself directly induces in the listener
love of the God (i.e. bhakti. )
By regarding all of these themes as having the same
effect upon the listener, it would appear that my inform¬
ants were implying that, through the 3ahitva. they
identify with the composer. Conversely, in all three
genres of devotional music in larnataka, the composer
is never anonymous. Not only is the identity of the
1*6
composer known, but also many legends exist concerning
his personality and incidents in which he was involved
during his life (few of which are supported Dy histor¬
ical evidence). In many cases a legend exists surround¬
ing the circumstances of the (spontaneous) composition
of the song. Life-like paintings of composers and,
particularly, posters of these paintings are very
popular in Karnataka.
This feature of identification with the composer
would also explain why, although I have clearly dis¬
tinguished between the two functions (of informing and
inducing a transition) which song texts supply,none of
my informants classified these as different effects of
the aahltva. Significantly, the informative aspects
song texts very often take the form of the composer
addressing his own mind (manes - synonym of buddhi and
citts. i.e. 'rnind-3tuff': see chapter 2). Thus, the
cosmologicsl tenets and advice upon aadhans contained in
the systems of philosophy appear in the song texts as
realisations experienced by the composer - as person¬
alised rather than as anonymous statements. The song
texts convey this information in the form of personal
experiences and induce transitions in the listener by
describing personal experiences. This would appear to
justify the indigenous viewpoint of not distinguishing
between the informative and transition-inducing functions




I collected only two ex?., mo lea of vschana in 'yacre.
These are very popular compositions (even amongst non-
Lingayats). I translate them below, in the form of
both a literal and a free translation. The reason for
the literal translation is to illustrate the character¬
istic feature of 'grammatical parallelism' found in
vachanea. In 'Speaking of ivt' (op.cit. , ".4'J),
'. C. Rarcanujsn explains this feature:
"Their metre is not syllabic but syntactic, the
reguls -.'ities and returning units are not usually
units of sound, but units of syntax a:,d semantics.
The oral origins of the roetry are clear in it3
favourite structure. The poetics of vachana is
an oral ncetic3. "
' xanrle 1: Vachana by Basava (sung in Letakuranji rsga;
rupaka tala)
..iteral Translation
Heaven - hell - to say - not exist - understand
Truth - speaking - heaven
Lie - speaking - hell
Good conduct - heaven
Bad conduct - hell
Rivera - meeting - god
Yourself - judge
1- ree Translation
Understand that heaven and heli (also 'this world')
do not exist.
Speaking the truth is heaven;
Telling lies is hell.
Good conduct is heaven;
Bad conduct is hell.
God of the meeting rivers,
You are the judge.
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xa.-ole 3. Vachana by Basava (sung in Abheri rage;
adi tala)
Literal Translation
In speech - name - nectar - filled up
In sight - your - form - filled up
In mind - your - memory - filled up
In ears - your - praises - filled up
Rivers - meeting - god
Your - feet - lotus - inside - myself - filled
Free Translation
In speech, my mouth is filled with your sweet name.
In sight, my eyes are filled with your form.
In thought, my mind is filled with the memory of you.
In hearing, my ears are filled with your praises.
God of the meeting rivers,
I want to immerse myself in your lotus feet.
The line 'God of the meeting rivers' (11 <ud a la s ang ama
devs") appears in every composition by Basava: it is
the composer's mudra ('signature', 'stamp') which
identifies the author. It could also be translated as
"God of Tudalasangama", since it refers to the temple of
Siva in the town of Xudalasangama in Bijapur district
(north "arnataka), located at the junction of the rivers
Krishna and Chataprabha. ".very vachana. devaranama and
sangita composition contains the composer'3 mudra.
From an examination of these two examples together
with the many vachanas presented by Ramanujan (ibid.), an
important feature of vachana. which Ramanujan does not
mention, is apparent. In the early lines of the poem,
a syntactical pattern is established by means of
repetition then completely disrupted by the mudra line
which addresses the god. After the mudra line, the
previous syntactical pattern is restored, either
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completely (as ill example l) or partially (as in example
2). The naming of the god thus coincides with the
temporary breakdown of the pre-established poetic struc¬
ture. Although' characteristic of vachanas. this feature
does not occur in the sahitya of devsranama or sanmita
compositions.
Considering the themes expressed in these ex¬
amples, example 1 is primarily informative whilst
example 2 is transition-inducing - describing the com-
t 1 *
poser s attainment of the realised state. In chapter 1,
section (b),(l), I said that the religious philosophy
contained in the vachanas is fundamentally the same as
the Visistavdaita ('modified non-dual') Vedanta of the
12th century philosopher Ramanuja. Ramanuja lived
around 1100 A.B. and died in 1157 (K.A. Nilakanta Sastri,
op.cit. , p. 90). T-e received his early philosophical
training from Yadsva Prakasa, who belonged to the school
of Sankara. He disagreed with his teacher and preferred
the Visistadvaita Vedanta system which was being devel¬
oped by a succession of teachers, including Nathamuni
and his grandson Yamunacarya. The latter was the acharya
(head) of a Visistadvaita math (monastery) in Brigangam
(in Tamilnad). Ramanuja succeeded Yamunacarya as acharya
of the Srirangam math, where he wrote hi3 most important
work, his 'Sribhasya' on the Vedanta-sutras. (from
Nilakanta Sastri, ibid-., Pp. 87-8)
Visistadvaita Vedanta was thus emerging as an alter¬
native to Advaita in the 11th century. It therefore
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does not seem likely that the vachana composers were
directly influenced by Ramanuja; rather both represent
different but contemporaneous manifestations of the
emergence of a bhakti philosophy in opposition to
Advaita and iimamsa. Whilst Ramanuja achieved this
within brahmanical philosophy, the vachana composers
totally rejected brahmanical philosophy and the institut¬
ion of caste in general.
The distinguishing characteristic of Ramanuja's
system is the idea of the Brahman as antaryamin ('inner
guide') - the 'indwellcr* and 'eternal ruler' of both
matter and 3ouls. Whilst the three categories of Brah¬
man. souls and matter are regarded as, in one sense,
separate entities, together they are regarded as con¬
stituting an 'organic unity' in that matter and souls
are conceived as constituting the body of the Brahman
(Nilakanta Sastri, ibid., Pp. 88-9). This can be viewed
as a compromise between the Advaita view that the
Brahman is knowable a3 an aspect of our experience of
self and the Dvaita view that the Brahman is entirely
separate from the self; historically it represents a
transitional stage between the former and the latter.
In most other fundamentals, however, Ramanuja'a system
agrees with .iadhva's: another example of the process
of a later system encompassing the fundamentals of an
earlier system. The Brahman is identified as Visnu-
Kriana, the 3tate of 'release' is regarded as one of
individual consciousness and bliss (ananas) in the
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presence of the Brahman and the means advocated for the
attainment of 'release' is the practice of bhakti (de¬
votion) and unasana (meditation - upon the Supreme God)
- Nilakanta Sastri, ibid.
In examining the cosmological assertions and advice
upon sadhana contained in the vac lianas. I again employ
the larger sample of vachanaa contained in Ramanujan's
collection (op.cit. ). Kamanujan (ibid., P. 91) dates the
earliest vachana composer - Devara Dasiraayya - some time
in the 10th century A.D. This precedes the emergence of
Visistadvaita yet the most fundamental ideas of Visist-
advaita are present in Dasimayya's compositions, suggest¬
ing that the llth/l2fch century movement amongst Brahman
philosophers was, in part, a codification of a set of
ideas which emerged earlier amongst renouncer-composers.
Dasimayya's vachanas express the idea of the mysterious
oneness yet separateness of the devotee and the Supreme
God (e.g. kamanujan, ibid., P. 106) and the idea that
'release' is only obtainable through the grace of God,
which is obtainable only through the cultivation of the
sentiment of bhakti towards Him (e.g., ioid., P. 104).
In the vachana3 of the 12th century composers, the
fundamental tenets of Visistadvaita appear in a more
easily detectable form. .'ahadeviyakka refers to:
"the Absolute hidden away
in the heart" (Ramanujan, ibid., P. 115)
and Allama Prabhu refers to:
"A little bee born
in the heart's lotus
flew out and swallowed
the sky" (ibid., P. 150)
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These are clearly references to the Brahman as antaryamln;
He is regarded as dwelling in men's hearts, in Ramanuja's
writings, and the buzzing of the bee is employed as a
symbol of the Brahman throughout Sanskrit literature.
The mysterious oneness yet separateness of the
devotee and the Supreme God is a recurrent theme in the
12th century vachanaa. For example, Hahadeviyakka says:
"When I didn't know myself
where were you?
Like the colour in the gold,
you were in me.
I saw in you,
lord white as jasmine
the paradox of your being
in me
without showing a limb". (kamanujan, ibid., P. 119)
The vachanas stress the importance of EXPFRIT. ICING
the Brahman and the inadequacy of words and concepts in
conveying this experience. For example, Basava says:
"I touched and joined
my lord of the meeting rivers.
How can I talk to anyone
of that." (Ramanujan, ibid., P. 89)
They ridicule the (Brahman) Sanskrit scholar who
attempts to express this experience in words. For example,
Basava says:
"Sir, isn't the mind witness enough
for the taste on the tongue?
Do buds wait for the garland maker's word
to break into flower?
is it right, sir, to bring out the texts
for everything:" (ibid., P. 89)
This emphasis upon direct experience which is 'beyond'
the 'dualities of thought' is precisely the idea of 'trans¬
cendence' found in Dvaita and Advsita (discussed in
chapter 2, section (e), (i)). Ramanujan notes this and
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comments:
"the Virashaivas returned to what they felt was the
original inspiration of the ancient traditions no
different from true and present experience." (ibid.,
P. 33)
Where the vachanas differ from Ramanuja's Visist-
sdvaita is in their frequent references to laya yoga
theory and practice. This is consistent with their
identification of the Supreme God a3 Siva since, as we
noted in chapter 2, section (c), (ii), B, lava yoga
emphasises the importance of Siva. haya yoga theory
regards Siva as knowahle as an aspect of our psycho-
physiologicaa experience of self. Correspondingly, the
vachanas frequently speak of the human body as a temple
dedicated to Siva (e.g. kamanujan, ibid., Pp.88;153) and
refer to the experiencing of Siva in terms of iaya yoga
theory and practice. For example, Dasimayya refers to
the experiencing of Siva as:
"The five elements
have become one" (ibid. , P. 101)
and Mahadeviyakka refers to the experiencing of Siva as:
"I saw the Great 0ne
who plays at love
with Sakti
original to the world. " (ibid., P. 120)
Allama Prabhu's vachanas draw heavily upun the esoteric
language of the Agamas (the iaya yoga texts) in their
descriptions of the experience of Siva (ibid., Pp. 149-
158). However, in that the vachanas advocate bhakti yoga
as the only means towards 'release', these references to
laya yoga theory would appear to be merely symbolic.
Thus, the form of aadhana advocated in the vachanas
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seems comparable with Levi bhakti (see chapter 2,
section (c),(ii),C), in which the raising of the
'absorptive' flow of rrana up the spino-cerebrai axis is
imagined and not ea^ried out in reality.
Whether or not this represents an exception to my
statement in section (a) of this chapter - that all
devotional song texts in Karnataka describe only the
\ >
bhakti model of transition to the realised state - is
problematic. These vachanas describe the bhakti model
in terras of an analogy with the lava model of transit¬
ion rather than describe the la.va model itself. There¬
fore it seems preferable to adhere to my general state¬
ment in section (a).
(c) Levaranama
I collected ten examples of devaranama compositions
in Mysore; all are extremely popular songs. bach
composition expresses one of three themes and these
themes characterise devaranamas in general. They are;
detailed descriptions of the Supreme God (iiari); the
dependence of all men upon the Supreme God; and the
worship of other gods (i.e. devas). The following
examples illustrate, respectively, these three themes.
Lxanvple 1; nevaranama by Grandera (sung in Kambhoji raga;
adi tala)
The image of Xrisna is standing before my eyes.
All my troubles vanish;
All my wishes for protection are granted.
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On his head is a crown of rubies;
A spot of musk shines on his forehead;
He is unruly, playing the flute and giving suggestive
glances;
His jewelled pendant swinging from 3ide to side on his
breast.
His curly hair is fragrant and beautiful;
Around his neck is a garland of forest flowers and
young leaves of the basil plant;
On his fingers he wears different kinds of gold rings;
And his navel is as beautiful es the lotus flower.
He wears a girdle of precious metal, a gold belt
and all the ornaments;
He is clothed in a garment of yellow silk which shines
as bright as a hundred suns;
On his feet he is wearing gold dancers' anklet bells.
Lord, hirandara Vitthala, have compassion towards me.
Lxample 2i levaranama by Kanaka (sung in ragamalika;
khanda chapu tala )
0 mind, do not De so eager to know everything.
be still.
There is one who protects all of us. Of this there
i3 no doubt.
A tree grows at the top of the hill. (Who waters it.)
When the dam is built, who makes the water pour into it?
It is God who gives us lif e and takes care of us.
He protects us well. Of this there is no doubt.
To all the beasts and birds who play in the forest
Who gives food again and again?
God is like a mother who gives birth to us - He takes
responsibility for us.
He protects us without leaving us. Don't doubt this.
All the frogs you hear who live under stones -
Dho gives food to each one of them?
It is the knower of all things - Lord Adikeshava of
Kaginele.
He protects ail creatures. Of this there is no doubt.
Dxomple 5; Devaranama by Purandara (sung in Vasanta raga;
adi tala)
0 Sarasvati, give me soon the devotional thoughts
that the gods (deva) have.
You who have influence over Siva, Vi3nu and Haya-
griva (lorm of Visnu, as a horse);
1 prostrate myself at both your feet.
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You who are the elder daughter-in-law of Laksmi's
hushand (i.e. Visnu),
^lease come to me, stand in my tongue and teach me
how to sing words of praise (for Him);
Goddess of all knowledge (vidya). elder wife of Brahma,
Give me pleasure (sukha), most distinguished of all
good people.
You are the purifier and restorer of the fallen and I
oeiieve in you as my saviour and protector;
Show yourself to me, the humble devotee of Purandara
Vitthala.
Example 1 is a typical devaranama description of the
Supreme God, in this case Hari in the form of Xriana, and
the description is placed in the context of the God
revealing Himself to the composer, hence effecting the
composer's transition to the 'realised' state. ^xample 2
is typical of the type of devaranama which takes the
theme of man's dependence upon the Supreme God. It
employs examples from nature (the beasts and birds of
the forest) and from the life of the Xannadiga peasant-
cultivator. The theme of water and God as the giver of
water predominates in this composition.
Example 3 is typical of the devuranama addressed to
another god (deva) - i.e. not Hari. Sarasvati, consort
of Brahma, is the goddess (devi- feminine form of deva)
of the Hindu sastras ('sciences') - usually said to
number 72. y informants explained that knowledge of the
Brahman (i.e. vidya) underlies knowledge of each sastra.
therefore Sarasvati is regarded as an appropriate devi
to approach for knowledge of the orshman (i.e. Ilari/
Visnu). Thus, in conformity with Lvaita cosmology she is
worshipped not intrinsically for herself but for the
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knowledge of how to worship Hari which the gods (devas)
possess. In the second charana (verse), I have trans¬
lated sukha as 'pleasure*. however, the use of the
term in the context of a devotional composition also
implies the idea of sukha-duhkha ('sweetening the misery'
of embodied existence; seechapter 1, section (c),(l)).
The themes expressed in devaranamas thus convey the
basic tenets of Madhva's Dvaita Vedanta - the building
up of a mental image of hari through unasana (meditation),
based upon the descriptions of Him given by devotees to
whom He has revealed Himself; the relationship of ab¬
solute dependence of the ,1iva (individual soul) upon
Hari; and the role of the gods (devas) as mediators
between Hari and men.
Having mentioned that the poetic organisation of
vachanas is in terms of 'grammatical parallelism' (see
section (b) of this chapter), it should be mentioned that
both devaranama and sangita poetic organisation is in
terms of metre and rhyme. This is best illustrated by
reproducing one verse (charana) of the previous examples
in the original Kannada. (These examples were dictated
by Vidvan B.8. Vijaya Raghavan, of hysore, in Hnglish
script. I have not altered his transliteration). I
reproduce the first charana of example 1 (i.e. the four
lines commencing "'On his head..."):
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■lastakadalll manikada kirita
laaturi tilaka dindyeaeva iallata
Sistili kolallanoduva vorencta
Kaustubha yedabsiadalli voiiyata
*ach line is reckoned to consist in ten 'syllables'. A
complex system exists in Kannada/Sanskrit literary
poetics whereby, on the basis of the length of the vowel
and the position of the syllable in relation to others
and within the poetic line, a syllable is reckoned to be
'long' or * short' and two 'short' syllables are reckoned
as equivalent to one 'long' syllable. The total number
of syllables in the line ('long' and 'short') is then
converted^by these means, into 'long' syllables and the
number of 'syllables' in the line expressed in these
terms. (I would have liked to indicate long and short
vowels in the above passage but three factors prevent me
from doing so. Firstly, the text was collected orally
from the informant: he tended to dictate all vowels as
long in these circumstance#. Secondly, in singing, all
vowels tend to be pronounced as long by all vocalists.
hirdly, not being a scholar of Cannada language, I am
unable to convert the dictated or sung vowels into the
correct long and short vowels of ordinary speech).
Three types of rhyme occur in 'snnada literary
noetics, .vsti (first sylxaole of the line), prasam.
(second syllable of tne line) and terminal (last syllable
of the line). i have underlined the rhyming syllables
in the above example, which represents a typical
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rhyme pattern in devarename, and sanglta aompositions.
Terminal rhymes always employ an identical syllable.
""rasam rhymes often employ the same consonant with diff-
vowels, such an organisation being more highly evaluated,
by natuve speakers, than simple identical syllables.
Yati rhymes occur only in the second and fourth lines
- in the above example - and employ different vowels,
hote that the r-rssam rhymes are identical in the second
and fourth lines of the example, so that the yati rhymes
here supply the element of variation lacking in the nrasam
rhymes in these two lines. Such a complex yati/prasam
rhyme pattern is typical of devaranama and sangita
compositions and, in discussing the 'poetic beauties' of
a composition, native speakers discussed precisely this
aspect as the most important feature contributing to its
poetic beauty. These features of metre and rhyme are
characteristic of written and Sanskrit poetry, as
opposed to 'grammatical parallelism' which is character¬
istic of Kannada poetry in the oral tradition.
The devaranamas were written by composers trained
in the Sanskrit literary tradition - either Brahmans or,
in the case of lanaka, men who had studied under Brahmans#
The popularity of the dev&ranamaa amongst non-Brahmans
thus represents, in terms of literary forms, the
'hrahmanisation' of the lower castes. Compared with
vachanas. which employed the on-Brahman form of oral
poetry, devaranamaa represent the spread of a brahmanical
form beyond the confines of the Brahman caste. This
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parallels the spread of Lvaita philosophy, through the
medium of these poems, beyond the confines of the Brah¬
man caste.
My informants in Mysore used no other expression than
sahitya "ohave to refer to the effect upon the listener of
the themes conveyed by the sahitya of a devotional com¬
position. In discussing the poetic organisation of
devarenames. particularly the yatl/prasam rhyme patterns,
my informants classified the effect of this upon the
listener as sahitya bhava. In discussing the poetic
organisation of sangita compositions, which is virtually
identical to that of devaranamas. some informants
classified the effect of this upon the listener as
sehitya bhava whilst others classified it as ganam.
(d) -janp-ita
Sangita compositions are of two forms; vsrna
(literally, 'colour') and kriti (literally, 'work'; c. f.
Latin'opus1). I collected 4 varnas and 21 kritia from
Mysore musicians. In one sense, this sample actually
represents a disproportionately large number of varnas.
since, in a sangita performance, only the first item is
a varna (which is a very short piece compared with a
kriti) and most of the remainder of the performance con¬
sists in kritis. Varnas are, however, often played by
music students and every sanglta musician knows at least
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one varna for every raga which he can play, thus poss¬
essing a repertoire of several hundred varnas. y
musician informants said that this is because varnas
'outline' the ragaa in which they are written in a very
condensed form. I shall discuss this aspect of varnas
in greater detail in the next chapter, in which I dis¬
cuss raga bhava.
The words of varnas express the theme of madhura
bhakti: the sexual love of the gonis (female cowherds)
particularly the gori fcadha, for Xrisna. They express
the acute suffering of the gooi in the absence of her
beloved and the desire for irisna to come to her. I
present below a translation of a very popular varna which
I collected in Mysore, composed (in Telugu) by Patnam
Subbramanya Ayyar (1845-1902), sung in ragarnalika. adi
tala:
Having come to you out of xove for you,
It is not right for you to be indifferent towards
me, my beloved.
Charming Lord Venkateshwara,
Come meet me and embrace me.
I have faith in your lotus feet.
Some Sysore musicians offered explanations for the sing¬
ing of a varna at the beginning of a sangita concert.
One explanation was that it 'wins over' the audience by
such a display of 'impeccable sentiments of bhakti'.
Another explanation was that, by thus adopting a female
role in the first item of a concert, the male musician
'attracts' hi3 audience to him.
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The compositional form of the devaranama is termed
kirtana; hence devaranamas are referred to as devar-
anama kirtanas. There is little difference between the
sahitya of devaranama kirtanas and that of jtritis. 3oth
have the tripartite organisation of pallavi section,followed
by anupallavi section, followed by the charana section (or sect¬
ions). In my own translations of devaranamas & . .iti , in this
chapter, I have indicated this tripartite organisation by
separating the constituent sections from each other and
placing the charana. or charanas. closer to the margin
than the previous two sections. Ocasionally, we find
both devaranama kirtanas and kritis which lack an
anunallevi section; example 2 in section (c) of this
chapter - the devaranama by Kanaka - illustrates such a
composition. Poetic organisation in both devaranamas
and kritis is in terms of metre and rhyme (especially
yati/prasam patterns). In both, we find the themes of
detailed descriptions of gods, the absolute dependence
of the devotee upon the god and the desire for the god
to appeal* before the devotee and terminate or alleviate
the suffering which he experiences in the embodied
state.
fhe differences consist in: (i) the more extensive
use of alliteration in kritis; (ii) the tendency for
kritis to express a less fervent type of devotion than
devaranamas (although this is not the case with the early
kritis of Tyagaraja); (iii) the relative rarity, in
kritis. of the theme of the deva as mediator between
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the devotee and the Supreme God (although the example
"below of an early Tyagaraja kriti expresses precisely
this theme and illustrates a thematic content character¬
istic of many of his early kritis); (iv) the use of
a greater number of literary allusions, fully under¬
stood only by those with a knowledge of Sanskrit liter¬
ature, in kritis than in devaranamas. and (v) the
expounding of reiigio-philosophical ideas in kritis
other than those of the bhakti systems of philosophy.
Tyagaraja's early kritis are often called kirtanaa.
Legends relate that, in these early compositions, he
consciously copied the model of the devaranama kirtana
and, in terms of their thematic content, these early
kritis are certainly more closely related to the Kari-
da3a devaranamas than to the kritia of Sastri and
Diksitar. This is illustrated by a comparison of the
following example of an early Tyagaraja composition
(in Telugu) collected in Mysore (sung in Kharaharapriya
raga; misra chsuu tala). which expresses the Laridasa
theme of the deva3 (gods) as mediators between Hari
(in the form of lama) and men, with the devaranama
examples given in the previous section of this chapter
and the example of a Liksitar kriti given at the end of
this section;
Standing by His side, cm't you explain the
corrtct way of serving Him?
0 Sita (Rama's consort) and Lakshrnana (Rama's
brother, in the Eamayana), on either side of the
handsome prince Rama, with his beautiful face
and teeth.
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Are you offering Him salutations with the body? (i.e.
prostrating before Him).
Are you singing His praises with love?
Are your minds filled with thoughts of devotion to¬
wards Him, having forgotten the self?
both of you, please explain Hari to Tyagaraja.
ve have no direct evidence of how Tyagaraja himself
sang these early compositions; nowadays they are ren¬
dered in the same way as other kritla: viz. with im¬
provised and ornamental passages and a great deal of
melodic and rhythmic elaboration of the basic melodic
material.
hilst there is a great deal of difference between
the purely musical aspect of kirtanaa and kritis. as
rendered today, there is thus little difference between
the sahitya (word content) of each type of composition.
In the terminology developed in chapter 1, section (b),
(4), kirtana and kriti 'compositions' are virtually
identical whilst their contemporary 'realisations' are
very different. These minimal differences between the
two types of 'composition' account for the fact that
some informants traced the origins of the kriti back
to hirandars (a view shared by P. Sambamoorthy - 'Great
Composers', book 1, op. cit. , Pp. 34-5) whilst others
said that the earliest kritis were the work of the
Tamil composer Sadasiva Dramhendra (1730-69). The
former view takes account of the similarity of word
content between kirtana and kriti. The latter view
takes account of the fact that the earliest 'compositions'
which are realised today in the characteristic kriti
fashion (i.e. with extensive ornamentation and
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improvisation) are those composed hy Bramhendra.
Bramhendra composed entirely in Sanskrit. I
collected three of his compositions from Jysore music¬
ians. Two are in praise of Irisna and are essentially
more literary versions of the devaranamas. The third
advocates the repetition of the 'Rama narna' ('I praise
Rama') ::ntr;. as the most efficacious means of attain¬
ing the goal of 'release' but also hints that this form
of bhakti yoga achieves the same goal as .inan a yoga -
the yoga advocated in ankara's Advaita darssna.
According to my informants in 'ysore, Tyagaraja's
compositions are so popular today because of their
'poetic beauties' (i.e. principally the subtlety of the
yati/prasam rhyme patterns), because of the sentiments
of bhakti towards nama which ins earlier compositions
express and because of the grasp of the 'mysteries' of
music 63 sadhana which his later compositions express,
within which the opposition between Tvaita and Advaita
is reconciled. In his later compositions, Tyagaraja
thus pursues a set of themes employed earlier by
Bramhendra as the thematic content of the sahltya -
viz. worship of ari in the form of' Rama and the recon¬
ciliation of Rvaita with dvaita and uhakti yoga with
.inana yoga. Tyagaraja composed mostly in Telugu lang¬
uage, less often in Sanskrit. Under his influence, Tel¬
ugu has become the language of sangita; thus non-
Telugu speakers must learn at least some Telugu in
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order to become successful sangita musicians.
Since approximately 60% of the items heard in a
Scnpita concert are Tyagaraja compositions, a study of
the thematic content of sangita compositions must
essentially consist in a 3tudy of Tyagaraja's com¬
positions. This occupies most of the remainder of
this section. sine a I collected only six fyagaraja
compositions during fieldwork in iysore, I employ the
sample contained in 1. .. Purushothaman's 'Tyagopanishad'
(Hyderabad, 1975), a collection of 128 Tyagaraja kritia
translated into nglish by a native Telugu sneaker.
Both the cosmological ideas and advice concerning
sadhana and the development through time of these ideas
in Tyararaja's song texts have been indicated very gen¬
erally by Hambamoort y ('Great Jouiposers', Book 2, op.
cit. ) and t.v. Subba Rao (op.cit. , ^p. 206-220') • in
order to examine the relationship of these ideas to
Tvaita and 'dvaita cosmology and rationalisations of
sadhana. on the one hand, and my informants' statements
concerning music as sadhana. on the other hand, it is
necessary to provide a more specific exposition, based
upon the evidence of the above-mentioned sample of
song texts.
The development of the cosmological ideas and ad¬
vice upon 3adhana contained in Tyagaraja's kritis is
intimately related to the urogress of his own sadhana.
Legends relate that, when he was 18 years old, a
sanyasm ('renouncer*) called Haridas suggested to
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Tyagaraja that he recite trie 'Rama nama' mantra 96 crore
(i.e. roO million) times. Tyagaraja regarded this as a
divine command (other legends relate that he was instruct¬
ed in his sleep in the Haridasa form of worship and way
of life by lirandara) and is said to have completed the
task within 21 years. Sambamoorthy records the legend
('Great Composers', book 2, op. cit. 5p. 252-3) that, on
completion of this task, Rama revealed himself to
Tyagaraja (thus assuring him of his attainment of 're¬
lease' and effecting his transition to the 'realised'
state). Tyagaraja refers to this task and its rewards
in many of his earlier kritis. For example, in his
kritl "Si/' RANT .V Tyagaraja says:
"flaving been born in human form, recitation of
Rama Narna is the only salvation ... as not the
selfless recitation practised by Tysgaraja filled
his heart with the very name and form of Rama and
awakened Love in him." ("Airushothaman, op. cit. ,
P. 326)
(hhe convention of referring to a kriti by means of the
first one or two words of the first line of the sehitya
and the use of capital letters, is adopted from the
Indian writers - e.g. Purushothaman, Sambamcorthy and
suabe -uo. I omit a translation because this segment of
the e&hit.va rarely makes sense on its own).
In his early kritis. such as "ETI JARMAiilDHI", we
find the idea that music is an indispensable adjunct to
bhakti yoga.
"If I cannot hold him, who knows real music and
who revels in it, in my full embrace, till my
heart bubbles with joy, what life is this, 9 Rama. "
(ibid., P.63)
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Kama, viewed as a form (avatar) of' Hari, ia here re¬
garded as very fond of music therefore, oy worshipping
,im with aiU3ic, he can be induced to reveal imself to
his devotee and grtnt him 'release'. This idea is not
peculiar to Tyagaraja. It is the rationale of kirtana
as one of the 9 forms of sadhanabhai-;ti (see chapter 2,
section (d), (ii)) and the reason why, throughout India,
kirtana is regarded as the foremost of the 9 forms of
sadhanabhekti (stated as a fact by U.V. Joshi, op. cit.
^.98) Joshi attributes kirtana in its present *forme
vivante" to the 15th century bengal! saint Gaitanya
(ibid.). The devarenama klrtanas similarly had their
origin in the 15th century. This suggests that they
were the manifestation, in Karnataka, at what was then
a pan-Indian kirtana movement. Tyagaraja's earliest
practice of and views upon sadhana are thus firmly in
the Haridasa mould of this pan-Indian kirtana tradition.
However, in his early kritia we also find suggested
the idea of music as, in some way, altering the in¬
ternal state of the and thereby, of itself,
leading him towards 'release'. In his kriti "NI
BEAJANA G.ANA", Tyagaraja says:
"Where can I find, 0 Kama, your true devotees,
who mellow in the melody raised in your praise;"
(Purushothamaii, ibid. , P. 186)
The idea of music as directly efficacious in sadhana.
as leading the sadhaka titfards 'release' independently
of its effect upon the Supreme God, develops, in his
later hritis. into the idea of music as an independent
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form of sadhsna which is itself sufficient for the
attainment of 'release* and does not require the inter¬
vention of the Supreme God. In his Icr-itj "SV7 h^RAGA",
Tyagsraja says:
"To know the a ada that arises from the -iuladhara
is itself blissful cks.. To know the abodes of
the 3plendorous santa svarss is itself oksa."
(ibid., n, 334)
The santa svsraa are the 'seven notes' of the musical
scale. In South Indian myth, Siva is said to have taught
men the Yoga disciplines as well as music. he have noted
the particular significance of Siva in lava yoga (chapter
2, section (c),(ii),B), haya yoga is particularly
associated, in indigenous thought, with Siva. The
drone-tonic (shad,1a) in music is said to represent Siva.
The other 6 notes of the musical scale are said to have
appeared out of Siva's head, a qualitative difference
is thus indigenously conceived between the drone-tonic
associated with Siva and the other 6 notes. This idea
is • lso expressed in the etymology of the term shad.la for
drone-tonic, which is derived from sad ('six'). In lava
yoga, the 7 'lotuses' of the 'subtle' body are similarly
conceived. A qualitative difference is conceived between
the 'abode of Siva', which is never referred to as a
chakra. and the 6 'lotuses' which are referred to as
chakras. In the kriti " V' . •G< ", Tyagaraja refers to
this homology.
aha means -Literally 'vibration' or 'sound'. The
'absorptive' flow of' orana which is raised from the
nuladhara chairu up the suaumna nadi in la.va yoga is
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conceived in the form of a hi.1a mantra - a vibration or
sound. As I noted in chapter 2, section (c),(ii),C, in
mantra shastra (the science of mantra) the most 'subtle'
form of matter is conceived as a vibration or sound. In
Advsita, the saguna ^rahman - the earliest stage of 'pro¬
jection' of the universe of phenomena out of the Undiff¬
erentiated Absolute (i.e. nirguna brahman). hence the
universe in it3 most subtle' state - is termed the Nada
brahman or aocia (also 'vibration' or 'sound') brahman.
Advaita thus conceives of the earliest stage of 'pro¬
jection' of the universe as identical to the earliest
stage of 'projection' of the forms of matter contained
within it - viz. as a vibration or sound.
In the kriti "SVARARAGA", Tyagaraja asserts an
identity between lada - the vibration or sound which is
the most 'subtle' state of matter - and musical sound
(the santa avaras). This idea develops in his later
kritis into the idea of the saguna brahman as musical
sound. In his middle period, however, the idea is em¬
ployed as a justification of music as functionalxy equi¬
valent to laya .voga. South Indian ragas are conceived in
terms of their distinctive arohana/avarohana: this
consists in a sequence of notes (svaras) ascending from
the drone-tonic (ahad!a) up to its octave (called arohana)
and a sequence of notes descending from the octave of
the drone-to; i® down to t! • drone-tonic (called fvar¬
ohana ). I shall term these, respectively, 'ascent
pattern' (arohana) and 'descent pattern' (avarohana).
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Pvery South Indian raga is conceived in terms of an
ascent pattern combined with a descent pattern, which
is peculiar to that rap:a. The practice of sangita thus
consists in disciplined ascent and descent through the
sspta svaras. such discipline oeing essential in order
to preserve the identity of the raga. (See chapter 4,
section (b)). The practice of la.va yoga consists in
disciplined ascent and descent through the seven 'lotus¬
es' of the 'subtle' body. In the kriti "SVA.KAR/GA",
Tyagaraja implies that that which ascends and descends,
in both cases, is the same thing - kada. - therefore the
practice of sangita is identical to the practice of lava
yoga ana thus leads to the same goal (viz. 'release').
Sambamoorthy ('Greet Composers', book 2, op.cit.,
Pp.246-8) recounts the legend that the mythical, celestial
musician Narada visited Tyagaraja in the disguise of a
sanyasln ('renouncer') and presented him with some
treatises on music. )ne was called '-ivararnava'. In the
kriti. M8V; ihCHGA", Tyagaraja refers to himself as having
understood the 'mysteries' of 'Svararnava' and says that
the work consists in a dialogue oetween -iva ana ^arvati.
Since the kriti refers to this treatise, it is likely
that the treatise will shed light upon the set of ideas
expressed in the &riti. The whole manuscript of this
treatise is not extant but excerpts from it are contained
in the V.alajapet Collection of manuscripts, housed in
the premises of the Saurashtra Sabha, ladurai, Tamilnad.
This collection contains most of the extensive library of
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manuscripts on the theory of music owned by Tyevaraja.
Sambamoorthy examined and catalogued the Walajapet
collection and discovered that the excerpts from 'Svara-
rnava' contain the ascent/descent patterns for the new
ragss 'discovered' by Tyagaraja ,{•discovered' being the
Mysore musicians' term for ail aspects of innovation in
ragas). and a Sanskrit verse which Bambamoorthy trans¬
lates as:
"In the centre of the body is the Prana:
in the centre of the --rana is the dhvani (sound):
in the centre of the dhvani is the nada (musical
sound):
and in the centre of the nada is Badasiva (the
Supreme lord). (Sarribsmoorthy, ibid., P. 247;
Sambamoorthy s parentheses)
The estern scholar is likely to be sceptical about
the-celestial origins of 'Svararnava' and interpret the
evidence in favour of Tyagaraja himself having written
or dictated these excerpts. hatever their origin, how¬
ever, they support my interpretation of the sahitya of the
kriti "SVA KA a40A"• The verse equates prsna with musical
sound (indeed it seems to imply that musical sound is a
more 'refined' or 'subtle' form of nrana); thus the
verse identifies musical sound with that which is
raised up the susumna nadi in lava yoga practice. The
association of the verse with the ascent/descent patterns
of ragas implies the identification of music with laya
yogs on the basis of the disciplined ascent and descent
characteristic of both.
As Tyagaraja's views on sadhana develop, 30 do his
cosmological ideas. In his early days he is a Haridasa
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and expresses Dvaita cosmology in his iritis: Hari, in
the form of Kama, is the .brahman. In the kritis Qf his
middle period, such as "DVAITA1U", we find him question¬
ing Dvaita cosmology:
"Is dvaita easy Or is -dvaita easy. " (Purushothaman,
ibid. , P. 154)
In such kritis as "ETnAVUTfAHA" (ibid., °. 66) and "JNANA
ISAGA" (ibid., ?♦ 128), we find him wrestling with the
problem of reconciling devotion towards Kama with Advaita
cosmology.
in the iriti "'.V i- he begins to find the solut¬
ion to his problem:
"How did they define you and how did they worship
you, those seers among the humans.
Did they describe you as Siva or as Visnu or as Brahma
or did they describe you as the Transcendental One,
the ^arabrahman. the Supreme Self, the Avyaktha
(Universal Soul;?
' a' is the .iivaksharam in the Siva-mantra ' ifama-
sivaya';
'Ra' is the ,1 ivaksharam in the Marayana-mantra ' Om
Uamp 3 arayana"7"!
I bow to those great seers, ) Bountiful One,
who had grasped this truth, that Siva and Visnu are
one." (ibid., P. 41; my own parentheses)
In terms of the insight which it gives into Tyagaraja's
thought, this is a very significant kriti. however, it
requires some explanation. 'Transcendental One',
' ^arabrahr? an'. 'Supreme Self' and 'Universal Soul' all
refer to the Advaita conception of the Brahman. ■Tivak-
s ha ram means the b i ,i s syllable of a mantra (see chapter
2, section (c),(ii),B and G) - viz. the most 'subtle'
form of the ■ antra. "ara is the -indu god of love
(sometimes said to be the son of Drisns and his consort
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Rukmini).
The meaning of the sahitya of the krita "EVARANI"
is therefore as follows. Tyagaraja asks how the writers
of the Upanisads conceived of the Jrahman; whether as
one of the gods of the Trimurti (.•indu Trinity: i.e. Siva,
Visnu and Brahma - here listed in reverse order) or as
the Advaita conceptior of the Formless Absolute. He
states what are the bi.1a syllables of the mantras employed
to praise Siva and Visnu (Narayana), thus implying that
these syllables give a deep insight into the nature of
these gods. The two oiia syllables together form Vara'
and/or 'Rama'. The listing of the Trimurti in the reverse
order suggests that 'Rama' intended. -owever, 'Mara' is
equally significant: the 'truth' conveyed by the kriti
is that Siva and Visnu are merely complementary aspects
of Rama and/or complementary aspects of 'Mara' ('love').
In short, Sivt and Visnu together amount to Rama and love
(of Rama).
Certain logical implications follow from the
adoption of such a viewpoint and they appear in Tyagaraja's
subsequent kritis. If one regards two members of the
Trimurti. which comprises the foremost gods of the Hindu
pantheon, as simply comple entary aspects of a third god
(Rama), then Rama Himself must be a member of the Tri¬
murti. Rama must therefore be equated with Brahma. In
Advaita, the god Brahma is usually explained as the
Brahman, the Ronnieas Absolute, erroneously conceived in
theological terras in popular thought. This identification
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is reinforced "by the similarity of the idea of Brahma
as the creator of the universe to the Advaita conception
of the Brahman as the unitary source, or Great Cause, of
the differentiated universe of phenomena. The ides of
Siva and Vianu as complementary aspects of Rama therefore
inevitably leads to the conception of Rama as the Brahman
of Advaita cosmology. Tyagaraja comes to precisely this
conclusion in his kriti "BITLAV- uA S \ .GITA";
1 Lord Rama, who revels in .-.sua and whom Tyagaraja
worships,
is the same as Brahman, who has the entire 3pace
as his body.
All the worlds that exist in this vast space are
imbued with the Cosmic Consciousness.
All existence is orahnan; Brahman is all exist¬
ence. " (Purushotharaan, ibid., P. 339).
In Tyagaraja's later iritis, his two cosmological
assertions - viz. -.ads (musical sound) as the saguna
Brahman (i.e. the first stage of 'projection* of the
universe out of the ni rguna nraim aan) and Rama as the
Branman of ' dvaita cosmology - combine, for example in
his kriti "IvRlR.SUj-iAa/'.->/• 4", in the view t..at;
"Jada itself is Rama and Rama himself is Bada."
(Purushothaman, ibid. , P. 155)
Thus, his final viewpoint is that Rama is Pads (musical
sound) and is the s agun a aspect of the .;ra':. .an of 'dvaita
cosmology. This reconciles tie Dvaita view of the Brahman
as the Supreme God with the .'dvaita view of the Brahman
as the Formless Absolute. As we saw in chapter 2,
section (c),(i), Advaita cosmology equates the gods of
the frimurti with the saguna brahman. Tyagaraja's alter¬
ation to this conception is to substitute Rama for the
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gods of the rimurti. Both conceptions encompass
Bvaita within Advaita cos. ology: the conception of the
Brahman as the Supreme God is viewed as inferior to the
conception of the arthman as the Formless Absolute but
also as a necessary 'stepping stone' towards the nirguna.
or Formless "bsolute, conception of the Brahman.
Such a rnodificatirn of Advaita cosmology logically
implies a modification of the :inana form of sadhana: in
that the form of the mrwhman (i.e. Its saguna aspect)
is musical sound, the Brahman can only be experienced
through musical means. The 'real self' is thereby de¬
fined as that aspect of musical sound which is unchang¬
ing and undifferentiated. This implies the drone-tonic,
which continues unchanging throughout the musical perform¬
ance.
The same idea is logically implied in Tyagaraja's
equating of the 7 'lotuses' of the human body with the
7 notes of the musical scale. The 'real self' is ident¬
ified with Siva and the drone-tonic. Joncentration upon
the drone-tonic thus amounts to concentration upon the
£>,
this is precisely how my informants in ysore conceived
of sangita as permitting t eir participation in the
jnana form of sadhana.
The idea f music as sadhana of the lava and .inana
forms is widely believe.;, in out! India, to have origin¬
ated with Tyagarsja. This seems unlikely as a statement
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of historical fact, since we find cryptic and obscure
statements on the subject in the sahitya of Bramhendra's
kritis. which were written before Tyagaraja's time.
ore specific statements concerning the identity of music¬
al ascent/descent with ascent and descent within the
susumna nadi in lava yoga and the conception of I'ada as
musical sound are contained in the Larsanopanisad-
Sandilyopanisad and bhyana Bindupanisad. See Y. Subbaraya
Sharma, 'The Greatness of Levi Sri Shatadamba', Banga¬
lore, 1971, np. lll-iiB ror translations of these passa¬
ges. Although these are late upanisad texts, they pre¬
cede Tyaparaje. Thus,Tyagaraja systematised and popular¬
ised, through iis song texts, ideas on the subject
gleaned from earlier texts and was thereby widely con¬
sidered as having been t e originator of these ideas.
T. V. Subba Rao (op. cit. , P. 211) summarises the
development of Tyagaraja's ideas on the subject of music
as ssdhana:
"Tyagar&ja, in the first instance, like many other
bhakti-singers. employs music as a useful means to
promote devotion; he then speaks of it as indispen¬
sable to bhakti; he then leads you'on to worship
music as an end in itself capable of giving you
salvation, and lastly he takes you to the highest
and most perfect regions and reveals that music
or the Spirit of mads is the first cause (of the
universe) and that all else is its manifestation. "
(my own parentheses)
Tyagaraja composed kritis addressed to gods other
than Rama; for example, to drisna, Sita and Lakshmana
(as in the example given earlier in this section), and
Hsnuman. The majority of his kritis are, however,
addressed to Rama conceived as the Supreme God. He
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differs in this respect from Sastri and .liksitar,
whose most popular .;ritis are addressed to, respectively,
Pervati (consort of Siva) and Ganapati (the son . of Siva
and Parvati, who is ^.epicted with an elephant's head.)
These Sastri and Giksitar kritis addressed to devas, un¬
like those by Tyagaraja on this theme, do not adopt the
Haridasa view of worship of a deva - i.e. in order that
the deva may teach the devotee the correct means of wt -
ship of ari. rom Sambamoorthy*s accounts of the circum¬
stances surrounding the composition of such kritia ('Great
Composers', books 1 and 2, op.cit.) it is apparent that,
in the late 18th/early 19th century, sangita composers
toured South India attending the annual festivals of
deities, spontaneously composing kritis addressed to
these deities during the festival and singing them in
the temple dedicated to the deity during pu.ia (communal
worship). Such events led to invitations to perform
at the courts of local princes and often to samasthana
(i.e. 'tenured') posts at these courts. (in chapter 1,
section (b),(3), I noted Dubois' description of Brahmans
singing 'sacred poems of their own composition' during
pu.ia). It would therefore appear that this institution
provided the means whereby visiting musicians could
announce their presence and demonstrate their composit¬
ional- improvi38tional skills to potential patrons.
In the ca e of the annual festivals of devas. such
a social context would tend to produce compositions
praising the deity in itself rather than emphasising
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the deity's mediating role between the devotee and the
Supreme God. Such kriti3 consist mostly in descriptions
of the particular idol (muruti - literally, 'embodi¬
ment?) of the deity contained in the temple at which the
festival was held. They mention aspects of, attributes
of and legends concerning the deity suggested by the
details of the particular idol itself and the images
and icons surrounding it. Such kritis are thus the
product of meditation upon these at the time of year
when the deity is said to be "physically present" in
the idol. It could be argued that such song texts
permit a degree of participation in these annual
festivals for those who are unable to make the pilgrim¬
age, and recall the festival for those who have attend¬
ed it. It could also be argued that popular iritis,
composed in such circumstances, themselves popularise
the festival. One such krlti is Liksitar's "VATAPI
GAKAPATIM", in Sanskrit, addressed to the idol of
Ganapati in the Tiruvarur temple (Tanjore district,
Tamilnad). 3ne suspects that the present-day popular¬
ity of the arnual festival of this idol, must, to some
extent, be due to the popularity of the kriti. I
present a translation of this I- riti (sung in a amsadhwani
rama; adi tala):
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I pray to Ganapati of Tiruvarur -
levered, elephant-faced given of boons.
11 living beings worship at his feet.
He is the protector of the world and all its
creations.
He is praised by sages who are free from passions
as the ca1 se oi ail creation anci the remover of ob¬
stacles.
Long ago, by the sacred sage who was born of the
earthen pot (i.e. Agastnya),
He was worshipped as residing in the middle of the
triangle.
He is worshipped by .mportant gods, such as Siva,
A.a residing in the region of the muladhars chakra.
He is the embodiment of sp>eech and the four-fold means
of production of sound;
He has the form of the syllable "AIL " although his body
has an ugly form.
Tternally, on his forehead, is the sign of the moon;
In his left hand he holds a stick of 3ugar-cane.
His lotus-hand holds the sacred thread and is full of
seeds;
He is toe destroyer of sins and has the form of a demon.
Yet Siva and Guruguha (the composer's mudra) are
pleased by this form
Of Ganapati, decorated by Hamsadhwani (the raga).
In discussing such iritis with my informants,, they
praisetLthe 'poetic beauties' contained in them rather
than the ideas expressed. vhiist none of ray informants
said that they were of inferior Quality because they
lacked the fervent expressions of bhakti or deep
musico-philosophical insights characteristic of Tyaga-
ra3a'3 Iritis, several said that in these kritis the
words are mainly a "vehicle" for the music and many
agreed that a concert consisting entirely of such
kritis would be deficient. In the light of these
statements, it is clear that the thematic content of
Tyagaraja's kritis is indigenously preferred to that of
other composers and supplies the yardstick against -which
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the thematic content of kritis by other composers is
indigenously evaluated.
These differences in thematic content between
Tyagaraja's kritis and those of other sangita composers
may ultimately be attributable to economic differences;
Tyagaraja supported himself by begging and, later, by
gifts from hi3 disciples, whilst composers such as
Sastri and .iksitar sought economic rewards by playing
in the courts of nrinces. The indigenous evaluation of
the thematic content of Tyagaraja's kritis compared
with those of -astri and Liksitar is thus, in a sense,
an evaluation of the xife-style of the 'renouncer' as
higher than that of the samasthana vidvan (court master^
musician).
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CHAPTER F Un; RAGA BHAVA
(a) Introduction (i) Problems of Data-Collection
In this chapter, I examine South Indian ragas from
the perspective of how musicians and music-lovers (ras-
ikaa) in ysore conceive of the effects upon them of
ragas. In the present section, I discuss the problems
involved in collecting the necessary information for such
a study from informants. In the next section, I examine
their fundamental distinction between the effects of
ragas; varna versus rasa.
At the beginning of my fieldwork in Mysore, I
found that sangita musicians would discuss with me such
aspects of their music as the general principles of
improvising in a raga or specific concerts but would
not discuss with me more detailed aspects of the theory
and practice of raga. They advised that I study the
music under a guru (teacher) in order to learn about
these.
Vvhen I asked these musician informants who, in
their opinion, vvas the best vidvan (master musician) to
study under in order to learn about such detailed aspects
of musical theory and practice, most recommended Sri
Rudrapatna.ru Doreswamy, at that time (early 1975)
58 years old. Their reason for recommending Sri Doresw¬
amy was that he was the oldest vidv.n. resident in "ysore,
who was of the guru-disciple 'lineage' descending from
Vina Sheshanna and his disciple V. Venkatagiriappa who
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were, in succession, the senior vina vidvans at the
court of the Maharaja of Mysore. Sri Doreswamy was then
a Reader and Head of the Vina Department of the Govern¬
ment Pine Arts College, Mysore. The musicians who re¬
commended him stressed, however, that it was because of
his musical 'lineage', who were renowned as the best
exponents of the 'true Mysore style' of vine and as
accomplished banskrit scholars well-versed in the theory
and 'mysteries' of music, and not because of his academic
status, that I should seek to become his pupil. The
Principal of the Mysore Government College - the vocalist
Sri V. Ramaratnam - who was of higher academic status
than Sri Doreswamy, was considered by these musicians
to be a very good performer but they regarded Doreswamy's
musical 'lineage' as greater authorities on musical
theory and 'correct' musical practice than that of Sri
Ramaratnam.
Doreswamy trained in vocal music under balem
Doreswamy Iyengar then Chikka Rama Rao but, in his early
twenties, his voice suddenly failed and he thereafter
studied viae under Venkatagiriappa for 12 years; (in the
life-histories of Mysore instrumentalists, such initial
vocal training and sudden voice failure are very common).
At first, Doreswamy refused to participate in daily
sessions with me to discuss the theory and practice of
sanrrita. He said that I would not understand the theory
and practice of the music unless I could perform it. I
therefore underwent initial training in vlna under him,
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in daily sessions.
At first he conducted these sessions exactly as
he would in the case of an indigenous student-perforraer.
As I progressed as a performer, I persuaded him to allow
a period at the end of every daily session in which to
discuss the tneory and practice of the music and this
period became progressively extended. For the last
three months of rny stay in ysore, I attempted to formul¬
ate the content of these discussions into comprehensive
statements about various aspects of tne music, put these
statements to him in our daily sessions and noted his
replies and amendments to them. He did not pe rmit me
to record these sessions on tape. He had a very good
knowledge of I-.nglish and had read Sembamoorthy's
'South Indian Music' in 6 volumes (op. cit. ) and various
articles by estern musicologists on South Indian music.
His opinion of the latter was that Westerners who study
South Indian music think that they have grasped its
principles but, in reality, have fundamentally misunder¬
stood it. He attributed this to the fact that they
either did not study it under a guru of did not fully
grasp what their guru was attempting to teii them. There
fore he demanded that I read back to him every entry
which I made in my notebook during these last three
months of daily sessions.
Whilst my musician informants in ly3ore obviously
'elected' Horeswamy as their spokesman on the details
of musical theory and practice, 1 was not content with
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what could be criticised as heing only one man's view
of the music. After three months of training under
Doreswamy, during which time I attexxded many concerts
with him, I went to other musician informants for
corrchorstion of the details of musical theory and
practice which I was beginning to obtain from Doreswamy.
Y.hilst I continued such interviews with other musicians
for the remainder of my stay in ysore, I was never
successful in obtaining genuine corroboration of or
disagreement with statements made oy Doreswamy. If I
approached a topic from the direction of "It has been
said to me that 'x' is the case; Do you agree." my
informants would ask who had told me thi3. On hearing
that it was Doreswamy, they would then reply that it
must therefore be correct. Often, in such circumstances,
the other musicians were anxious to know what Doreswamy
had said on a particular topic and I found myself in the
role of disseminator of his knowledge and opinions. The
alternative approach - "What is the case concerning 'x' "
- drew the negative response of "Ask your guru". It was
apparent that the only available means of obtaining
genuine corroboration of or disagreement with Boreswamy's
statements would be to move to another part of South
India, become the pupil of another musician and develop
the guru-disciple relationship with him in the same way
as I had done with Doreswamy. Only during the last three
months of my stay in Mysore had I developed my relation¬
ship with Doreswamy to the point where I could receive
replies to questions on any aspect of the music so that,
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clearly, the collection of comparative information
within another guru-disciple relationship could he
attempted only in a subsequent period of fieldwork.
Music-lovers (rasikas), who had usually undergone
some vocal or instrumental training in their youth, were
much more willing to discuss any aspect of the music
with me. "hilst these informants provided a great deal
of useful information on the effects of the music upon
the listener they were, however, of little assistance
in my quest for the 'operative concepts' (i.e. those
concepts actually employed in relation to musical
practice) used by performers. Musical training, par¬
ticularly of children and young people, in Mysore con¬
sists entirely in reproducing what the guru has sung or
played. Jnly the advanced student who embarks upon a
career as a professional musician is, in addition to
being taught the repertoire of his guru, also taught
the operative concepts which his guru employs.
In a subsequent period of fieldwork in a different
part, or parts, of South India, with the performance
skills and information collected in Mysore (and, most
importantly, the subsequent data-analysis), a great deal
of comparative information on the operative concepts
employed by performers could be obtained in a relatively
short time with relatively little difficulty. In the
present thesis, however, the more detailed information
upon which I base my analysis of such operative concepts
is fundamentally that obtained from a single musician.
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Whilst this is by no means a satisfactory situation,
the above description of the circumstances of the data
collection ma ice it clear that bore3wamy was regarded by
his fellow musicians as best qualified to speak for them
and that his views on musical theory and practice were
respected, indeed sought, by his colleagues. Whilst
the detailed information obtained from Doreswamy can
not be regarded as valid for the whole of South India,
it can thus be regarded aa valid for the liysore school.
(a), (ii) Varna and L.asa
Doreswamy translated raga varna as the 'colour',
'personality' or 'individuality' of the raga. The
term raga he translated as 'melodic entity'. In his
view, a raga exists as a 'melodic entity' Dy virtue of
being distinguishable from all other such melodic
entities. if we term the totality of South Indian rag-as.
at any point in time, the ' ratra system* then the most
obvious characteristic of the South Indian raga system
is that it as a system of differences i.e. it is a
relational system within which the individuality of a
component (i.e. a raga) is defined in terms of the
relations of difference existing between it and all
other constituent components. The effect termed raga
varna is thus related to the recognition of the rsga. by
the listener, as a discrete melodic entity distinguish¬
able from all other melodic entities.
Doreswamy translated rasa (literally 'taste') as
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the particular 'emotional state' conveyed to the
listener hy means of the rsga. lie recognised only six
such rasas which can he conveyed by ragas and conceived
of a particular raga as capable of conveying one, two or ,
at most, three such rasas simultaneously. In his
opinion, if a rags is played 'correctly' then it always
conveys a particular rasa or 3et of rasas. or every
rasa or combination of rasas there are therefore many
ragas conveying this emotional state or combination of
such states.
On the basis of these statements, it is clear that
raga varna is an effect which depends for its operation
upon the fact that a raga is distinguishable from all
other ragas whilst raga rasa is an effect which many
regas have in common. In this chapter, I shall argue
that, because a raga is distinguishable as a melodic
entity by the listener, it becomes associated with non-
musical items within the long-term memory of the listen¬
er so that, when the listener subsequently hears the raga.
he/she recalls the non-musical items associated with it.
I shall argue that, although my informants could offer
no explanation of the basis for the finer distinctions
which they recognise between rasas, their explanation
of the basis for a more fundamental distinction agrees
with my own analysis of the correspondence between
characteristic features of a sample of ragas and. the
rasas attributed to them.
musicians and music-lovers (resilas) only use the
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terms yarna and rasa in contexts in which they wish to
distinguish between the two effects. In other contexts,
they employ the term bhavu to refer to either or "both of
these effects. For example, if they wish to know the
rasa or rasas conveyed by a particular raga. they ask
"Villat i3 the bhava of 'x' raga?". to which the reply is
that it is 'a1 ( + 'b' + 'c') rasa(s). If a musician
fails, during the performance of 'x' raga. to maintain
the distinction between it and 'y' rag;a then they say
that he has 'destroyed the rags b ava' and, when asked to
specify, they say that a particular -pravogs (melodic
phrase) had the varna of *y' rare. i'n discussing a
particular composition or performance, they say that it
conveyed the bhava of the raga very well - in this
context referring to v:. rra and rasa together.
(b) .. a; a Varna (i) Systems of 1 ii'fc-rence
In a performance of sangita. every musical item is
said to he 'in' a particular raga. Usually the minimal
length of such an item spans a com;osition together
with its associated improvised sections which precede
it (i.e. the aiarana) and follow it (i.e. the kalpana
svara). Less often we find ragamalika compositions or
improvised sections. Doreswamy translated raga.;.alika
as 'garland of ragas'. such a section or composition
consists in a succession of discrete units, each in a
pariioular raga. Thus, at any point in a sangita per¬
formance what is played is in a single raga, South
Indians have no conception of 'mixed' rap;as - i.e. the
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conception of what is heing played as in two rag-as
simultaneously.
!y musician informants assessed the total number of
South Indian ragaa in current use as various figures
between two and five thousand. however, this figure
included 'common1 as well as 'rare' ragas. Common ragas
are those which are frequently played in concerts. My
informants said that non-vidvans prefer to listen to
common ragas and that only vidvans ('master musicians')
appreciate rare raga3 (which are seldom played in con¬
certs). Several explained this in terms of the vidvans'
ability to recognise finer distinctions between ragas
than those which can be recognised by non-vidvans.
In terms of Doreawamy's conception of the totality
of South Indian ragas as constituting a system of diff¬
erences (see section (a),(ii) of this chapter), these
statements by informants point to the existence of a
'common' and a 'total' system of differences. The common
system of differences comprises 200 to 500 common ragas.
From my discussions with (non-vidvurx) rasikas (music-
lovers), it is clear that, even within this common system,
there are many 'grey areas' in which they are not able
to recognise differences between ragas. What seems imp¬
ortant, however, is that, whilst one such informant was
unable to distinguish between a particular set of common
ragas. another such informant was able to distinguish
between these ragas although not able to distinguish
between a set of common ragas which the first informant
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could distinguish "between. In every such case, these
informants attributed their inability to distinguish
between two common ragas to their own relative unfamiliar-
ity with these rages. Clearly, they felt that they bad
the capacity to distinguish between any two common raga3,
whether or not they had developed this capacity fdr
any particular part of tie common system of differences.
The total system of differences comprises between
two and five thousand ragas. A vidvsn (master musician)
must be able to distinguish between any two ragas within
this total system; indeed, the most common definition
of the term vidvan which I received from informants in
.yaore was 'one who knows all the ragas". Those vidvans
with whom I discussed this subject said that this is
necessary because, at any performance which they give,
they are always other vidvans present. Whilst, they said,
non-vidvana would not notice a performer 'destroying the
bbava' (see section (a),(ii) of this chapter) of a common
raga by means of a uraypga (melodic phrase) having the
varna of a rare raga. other vidvans would notice this.
Indeed, many of the criticisms which vidvans made to me
of the performances of other vidvans concerned precisely
such destruction of raga bhava which was apparent to
them but not to non-vidvans.
Whilst indigenous informants thus conceive of a
system of common ragas encompassed within a total system
of common and rare ragas together, not only do the
estimates of the number of ragas contained within each
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system vary widely between different informants out
also individual informants estimated the total number of
rogaa in each system as between two figures, the differ¬
ences between which varied by as much as 100% or more.
This was the case with estimates made by vidvans as well
as by non-vidvans. V<nether this reflects the existence
of 'grey areas' (i) between the set of common ragas and
the set of rare rag as together with common ragas and (ii)
between the latter and 'extinct* ra>-as (see section (b),
(iii) below) or whether it reflects the existence of
regional variations in the number of ragas in use is a
question which can only be answered by further fieldwork.
It may well be the case that both interpretations are
valid.
During my fieidwork in Mysore, I asked many inform¬
ants how they recognised particular ragas which are
being played. It should be noted that although, in
sangita performances broadcast by All-India Radio, the
announcer informs the audience of the raga. tala and
composition before it is heard, at sangita concerts
the performer rarely addresses the audience and never
informs them which raga or composition he is about to
play or has already played. Prom my informants' replies,
it is clear that we mus^t distinguish between 'recognising'
a raga (in the sense of being aole to distinguish that
raga from all other ragas) and 'identifying' a raga (in
the sense of also being able to name that raga). Often,
non-vidvan3 said that they reoo. nised common ragas
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without being able to name them, they said that they
recalled having heard the raga before although often
they could not remember where or when. In such circum¬
stances, clearly they were distinguishing the raga from
& 11 other rrgas although they were unable to recall the
name of the rage.
Non-vidvans' statements on how they identified
rages (i.e. distinguished them from ail other ragas and
recalled the name of the rsga) emphasised two interrel¬
ated procedures. Firstly, they said that they identify
the rage being played by identifying the composition
being played, which they Know to be in a particular raga.
Secondly, they said that, during aIananas and compositions
with hich they are not familiar, they recognise orayogas
(melodic phrases) which are also employed in compositions
with which they are familiar and that this sometimes
enables them to identify the rare. They recognised such
prayoras although, in most cases, they were unable to
state what they were (in sol-fa notation) or sing them.
When I asked non-vidvan3 "What is 'x* raga ", they
either gave me the 'ascent/descent pattern* of the raga
(the pattern of notes ascending from the drone-tonic to
its octave and descending from the octave of the drone-
tonic down to the drone-tonic which is characteristic of
a particular raga - see chapter 3, section (d)) or
po-s/i that they could not tell me what the raga was
because thej did hot Know its ascent/descent pattern. (It
should be emphasised that no two South Indian ragaa have
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the same ascent/descent pattern, so that the system of
differences between the ragas corresponds with a system
of differences between the ascent/descent patterns of
ragas).
These statements by non-vidvans illustrate the
apparent paradox that they conceive of ragas in terms
of ascent/descent patterns but distinguish between and
identify ragas. during a performance, on the basis of the
characteristic melodic phrases isanchara oraypgas) of
the rr-r-a (if t: ey do not recognise the composition).
My discussions with Doreswamy on how vidvans conceive
of, perform and recognise ragas both highlighted this
problem and provided the solution to it.
Doreswamy conceptualised ragaa in terms of four
interrelated musical parameters; (i) a rohana/ava rohana
(i.e. the ascent/descent pattern of the raga), (ii) ,i iva
svarss (i.e. the starting, resting and finishing notes
of the -pravogas - melodic phrases - employed in the raga);
(iii) sanchara nrsvogas or, in general conversation,
simply 3anchara3 (i.e. the characteristic melodic phrases
of the rsga - these constitute the best-known nraypgaa
employed in the rsga); and (iv) the totality of ore y-
ogas employed in performances of the raga. He constantly
referred to the ascent/descent pattern and .iiva svara
pattern of a raga as 'rules' and 'outlines', contrasting
them with the totality of tr; yogas employed in perform¬
ances of the raga. which he regarded as constituting the
raga itself.
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He regarded both the .iiva svars pattern and the set
of sancharas of a raga as instrumental in ''revealing" or
"expressing" the varna of the raga: (from my field
notes)
"Jiva svaras help to reveal the varna of the raga.
The more you use these, the more intense is the
expression of the raga ...
Just as by playing .iiva svaras you intensify the
expression of the raga. so by playing the sancharaa
you thereby intensify the expression of the raga...
Alter the .iiva svaras - that is, tend to play mostly
notes within the raga which ere not liva svaras - and
the raga is the same but the effect will oe diff¬
erent. What will happen is that the raga bhava will
not come over. "
From these statements, it is clear that Boreswarny re¬
gards raga varna as an effect upon the listener which is
quantitatively variable. He attributes this quantitative
variation to the extent to which the total set of rray-
ogas employed in a performance of the raga abides by the
,1 ivs svara rule of the raga and consists in sancharas of
the raga.
In examining my transcriptions of performances by
Mysore musicians, I have found that the .iiva svara rule
of the rage is broken, though not frequently. Similarly,
*
in the sets of sancharas for particular rages, I have
found that a small number of the sancharas in every raga
which I have examined break the ;iiva svara rule for that
raga. These comparisons of operative concepts
with musical practice suggest that, in a raga. the .iiva
svsra pattern, or 'rule', represents only an approximate
model (of and for) the starting, resting and finishing
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notes of the nrayoga3 employed in the raga. By this I
mean that it is the best possible abstraction from
musical practice and is employed as a 'rule of thumb'
for musical -practice by means of which the majority of
the or; yogas constituting the raga and constituting the
saneharas of the raga can be generated. This inter¬
pretation is consistent with a general statement which
Boreswamy made during our discussions on the relationship
of the 'rules' contained within his operative concepts
of raga to what is played in any performance of the raga:
"A raga is not only a set of rules. It is a set of
rules along with the exceptions to these rules, used
sparingly. fa I have constantly said to you, it is
like learning grammar: you must learn the rules
together with the exceptions."
In the case of ascent/descent patterns, however, in
every performance and set of sancharas of a raga which
I have examined in detail, the praypgaa incorporating
noteie^uences which break the a3cent/descent rule out¬
number the uraypgas which abide by this rule. According
to Doreswamy, in order to abide by the ascent/descent rule
a -pra.voga need not ascend from the drone-tonic to its
octave or descend from the octave of the drone tonic to
the drone-tonic and follow the sequence of notes laid down
by the ascent/descent pattern. A -pra.voga can start and
finish on any note of the raga designated as a starting
or finishing note in the .iiva svara pattern of the raga.
At any point in ascent, a preyoga can change to descent
(and 'vice versa'). Where, in the ascent/descent pattern
of a raga. a note is omitted in ascent but included in
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descent, this note can be included in ascent so long as
the nrsYoga descends immediately afterwards. (To
exemplify the latter procedure, I shall designate the
drone-tonic as "1", the seven notes of the musical
scale as the numbers "1" to "7" and the octave of the
drone-tonic as "l"'. Thus, in a raga having the follow¬
ing ascent/descent pattern:
nra.voga3 containing the note sequence /l 2i 3 2 / are
regarded as abiding oy the ascent/descent Tule but
prayogas containing the note sequence / 1 2 5 4 / are
regarded as breaking the ascent/descent imle.) V,hi1st
these 'supplementary procedures' for the derivation of
nrayppras from the ascent/descent pattern of a rega thus
permit a large number of different orayogas which abide
by the ascent/descent rule, such -prayogas nonetheless
constitute the minority of the oraypgas played in any
performance of the raga and of the sancharas of the raga.
This fact became apparent to me whilst in Mysore
and was the subject of many discussions between myself
and Loreswamy. He termed t r.-yogas which break the ascent/
descent rule of the raga visesha nra.vogas. Visea-ia means
'extraordinary thing' in Sanskrit but has the more usual
meaning, in philosophical discourse, of 'characteristic
difference' (. acdonell, op.cit., ?. 290). On the subject
of why viaesha prayogas occur in ragaa. Doreswamy 3aid:
"If we simply stuck to the ascent/descent pattern
of the rsga throughout a perfor nee of that raga.
(ascent pattern)
1 2 4 5 6 7 1'
(descent pattern)
1' 76 5 4 5 2 1
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the audience would soon become bored."
On the subject of the general relationship between ascent/
descent pattern and visesha ora.vogas. we had the follow¬
ing discussion:
G.G. "Why should you define renus according to their
ascent/descent patterns if these patterns are not
adhered to whilst playing the raga?
R. N. D. Raga consists of the nrevogas which are ACTUALLY
PLAYED (Doreswamy's emphasis). The ascent/de¬
scent pattern is an outline of the raga. It
distinguishes one raga from another, since no
two ragas have the same ascent/descent pattern,
but it does NOT tell you all the jr yogas in the
raga.
G. G. I still don't understand the relationship of
visesha oraypga to raga. it seems to; me that
the use of visesha nraypgas would tend to under¬
mine the system of differences between ragas
because they involve alterations to the ways in
which areyogas ascend and descend, upon which the
whole system of differences is based,
R.N.D. On the contrary, visesha nraypgas help to bring
out the identity of racas. If two ragas are
nearly identical then they can be distinguished,
one from the other, by their visesha oreyogas. "
in another discussion, Loreswamy specified procedures
whereby visesha arayogas are derived from the ascent/
descent pattern of a raga. He termed these procedures
langhana svara. which he translated as 'jumping a note',
and varjya svara. which he translated as 'missing a not©',,
Notating the notes of the raga by means of the numbers
1 to 7, as in the above example, the langhana svara
procedure can be exemplified as follows. If the ascent
pattern of a raga includes the sequence /2 3 4/ then the
langhana svara procedure permits visesha nravogas con¬
taining the note sequence /2 4 3/. (In Doreswamy's own
words: "A note can be omitted in ascent if it is filled
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in inanediately afterwards in descent")• The term 'jump¬
ing' thua appears to imply an analogy with gravity. He
said that this procedure can be applied to any note
within a ri -'a in oruer to generate viaeaha prayceaa. The
The v r.tya svara procedure consists in the omission of a
note which exists in either the ascent or the descent
pattern of the raaa without 'filling it in' immediately
afterwards. Doreawamy said that this procedure can
only be applied to as, (the drone-tonic and it3 octaves)
and pa (the perfect fj"to of the drone-tonic and it3
octaves) and not to any of the other notes in a jo-cg.
In examining my transcriptions of perfoi'mances and
the sets of oancharss cf r- a in the light of these
lonrrham and vnrjys svara rrocedures, two problems are
arparent. Firstly, evwry performance and set cf sancharaa
contains prayegas which can not be generated by these
procedures from the -scent/descent pattern of the ruga;
viz. otea apart from the drone-tonic cr perfect fifth
(and their octaves) which are omitted in ascent and not
immediately 'filled in' in descent (and 'vice versa')•
Secondly, only a small number cf the total set of pra-
•
of83 which can, in theory, be derived from the ascent/
descent rattorn of t .e - e; . ns of the ... .■e.'h.nu and
vnr.lye svara procedures actua-ly occur in performances of
the rap-a or in its 3et of sonchoros.
Concerning the first problem, rra.vogas which can
not be derived by the application of the aunphur.a and
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vnr,1y* avara procedure a to the ascent/descent pattern
of the rap-a constitute only a minority of the a- nchy res
of any ragn or of the rravosrcs employed in any perform¬
ance of the rags. On the subject of atch vlsesha
rrayogaa. loreaw&my made the following statements:
(i) "In a r, • . any combination of notes is permitted,
so long as the rules pertaining to starting and
finishing and resting notes (i.e. the .1 ivn svara
pattern) are maintained. "
(ii) there Secondary' ascents or descents occur in the
ascent/descent pattern, these are always maintained in¬
tact. (In a roga such as Sri rep-a. which has the follow¬
ing ascent/descent pattern -
(/scent pattern) (descent pattern)
1245 flat-7 1* 1' flat-7 542 flet-3 2 1
- the ' secondar3r' descent in the de-scent pattern is con¬
ceived as the portion comprising /flet-d 8 /. This rule
permits i n..yogsa in Sri ram which omit this 'secondary'
des it completely, such as /2 4 5 flat-7 1245/ but
prohibits -prayeras which fail to maintain this 'second¬
ary' descent intact, such as /o 4 2 flat—3 1/ or /5 4 2
flat-3 4 5 /.) Tills operative concert appears to
correspond with musical practice, since I have not found
any orayog&a failing to maintain this 'secondary*
descent intact in any of my transcriptions of perform¬
ances in ri rera. This statement by 'oreswnmy therefore
l>.u iifies itu I ; t i) >cve.
(iii) In some rarss. re find notes en ployed in -r rrhr- a
which do not occur in the ascent/descent pattern which
most informants assign to the r&crt. This occured in 6 of
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the 42 rap a a which I discussed in detail with I-oreswamy
during our daily sessions. He offered three separate
explanations of such anomalies: (a) In the case of
(natursi)-S in Bri rag.a and flet-6 in Ritlgoula rag;- . he
said that rravogas employing these notes occur only in
vamaa (i.e. compositions) and not in present-day
practice. He frequently referred to rrayoras found in
old varnss as 'out of date*'; clearly varnas are not
altered in order to conform with contemporary practice in
the way that kritrs are. The fact that j^s are per¬
formed regularly in front of audiences whilst vt.rnas are
not is ohviousiy related to the fact that Krltia r j
'up-dated* whilst v:mas are not. in the latter case, the
ascent/descent pattern of the raga has changed between
the date of composition of the vsma and the present
day Out erayogas conforming to the old ascent/descent
pattern remain in the varna. (it should be noted that
such old varnaa are memorised and reproduced from memory
in exactly the same way as the other compositions which
the student learns.)
(b) In the case of (natural) -7 in Yadukui© Xambheji
raga and fiat-7 in Nate raya. Loreswemy said that
rimp,"ore3 containing these notes occur rarely throughout
performances in these rages therefore they should be
included "In brackets" in the ascent/descent patterns of
these P: ras. (c) In the case of fiet-7 in m^aliari raga
©rid Hindusthan Behag rags. Loreswamy said that this note
occurs in only one or two oruyogas at the very end of
performances in these r. rs therefore it should be includ¬
ed in "double brecjcets" in the i saent/deaeeat patterns of
these raras. These state enta by IDoreawtmy reveal a
viewpoint in terms of which the total iet of orayogas
constituting the r&gs is regarded as derivable from the
ascent/descent pattern of the rana. Where ane. olios occur
this general principle is maintained by 'bracketing'
these anomolies into the ascent/descent pattern.
When I tackled horearamy on the second problem (the
fact that not all of the iogioaliy possible vlaesha
•preyonaa are actually employed in ragas). he replied that
this has to be the ce3e because many of these logically
possible vlaeahft nraypgaa exist as saneharas in other
ragas therefore to employ them in a performance of the
rage would 'destroy raga bhava*. When 1 asked him the
criterion which"determines the assignment of a v. seaha
nrsy ~h which can logically be derived from two or more
different ascent/de3cent patterns to one or another of
these ascent/descent patterns, hence r gea. as a sanchara.
he replied that it depends upon the cc positions in
which that v. . - a' . or-yog'.. is c:,r loyed. : e explained that
if & well-known composition in 'x' rara employs that
viseaha r-ravoga then, whether or not the rri-yoga cou (.d
also be derived from the ascent/descent patterns of 'y'
or 'z' rages. it will be a sanoharo of 'x' r This
discussion is very important because it illustrates the
fact that it is tnrcugh their employment in popular comp¬
ositions that rr;-yogas of a rag a become suae haras of the
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raga.
It should be noted that the set of sancharas of
every raj:-.a contains nruyogaa which do not conform to
the ascent/descent pattern of the raga and can not oe
derived from the ascent/descent pattern by means of the
lanrhana and var.1 ,vw svnra • rocedures, he sancharas of
a rara ere thus no more closely related to the ascent/
descent pattern of t ,e rum a than are the total set of
•pre yogas employed in the rage. The s one here /non-
sencher,'..: distinction thus cross-cuts the distinctions
made on the besis of degree of conformity with the ascent/
descent pattern.
From the foregoing exposition of Doreswamy's concept¬
ion of the relationship between the ascent/descent pattern
and the pre yogas of a rago. it is clear that he con¬
ceives of ragsa as * transformational systems*; by this
I mean that the operative concepts which he employs are
comparable with these employed by linguists in formul¬
ating 'transformational grammars'• 'John Lyons ('intro¬
duction to Theoretical Linguistics', Cambridge, 1963,
%266) explains:
"Apy grammar which claims to assign both a deep-
atrucbure analysis and a surface-structure analysis
to the sentences it generates is a transformational
grammar .... traditional grammars were transform¬
ational in t is respect."
T oreawamy himself frequently employed the analogy between
rags a end (traditional) grammar, comparing the reiation-
s ip between the a scent/'descent pattern and the -..•ra.vogoa
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of the raga with the relationship between grammatical
rules and the total set of sentences acceptable to lang¬
uage-users.
""he concept of 'transformational system* is applicable
to Loreswamy's conception of riff a if v;e can discern what
Lyons (ibid., .243) itemises as: a deep-structure
analysis, a surface-structure analysis and a systematic
oet of relations between the two. ii the 'deep structure*
/'surface structure' distinction is applicable, then the
elements of leap structure must oe of a di. .'orent nature
from the elements of surface structure. This is indeed
the case, since an ascent/descent pattern consists _n
a sequence of notes ascending from the drone-tonic to its
octave combined with a sequence of notes descending from
its octave to the drone-tonic whilst what is played in
any performance of the raga consists in or yogas. i.e.
melodic phrases w.iich extend below the dro; e-tonic and
ebove the octave of the drone-tonio, the majority of
which start and finish on notes other than the drone-
tonic or its octave arid occupy a pitch range narrower
t an an octave.
Considering trie set of relations which i oreawamy
conceptualised between the ascent/descent pattern (as
deep structure) and what is :i&yed in any performance
of the raga (as surface structure), these are systematic
and can oe expressed in terms of discrete stages nf
derivation or 'transformation' ; vis.
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stage I: From the ascent/descent pattern, conceived a3
a 'rule', are derived a set of oreyoga3 (which I shell
term 'set (a)') which abide by this rule, in accordance
with the supplementary procedures detailed above.
stare 2: From the ascent/descent pattern, another set of
_ Lon o the
Innr"nana and v r.jya svt ra procedures toget er with, the
above supplementary procedures, limited by the factors
of (i) prohibition of may eg us which occur in well-known
compositions in, hence are sancharaa of, other raraa end
(ii) maintenance Intact of the 'secondary' ascents and
descents contained in the ascent/descent pattern.
stape d; 'mother set of ■. 1: ('set (c)') is derived
by the procedure of random association of the notes
contained in the ascent/descent pattern of the rare,
limited by factors (i) and (in) above.
Beta (a), (b) and. (a) together account for the total set
of nraypgaa constituting the raga.
It should be emphasised that these transformational
stages whereby Doreawamy conceives of the totality of
the rrayon s constituting the rag1 (the surface structure)
as derived from the ascent/descent pattern of the r^ga
(the deep structure) do not imply a temporal process.
They are of the type exemplified by Piaget (op. cit.,
Pp. 11-18) as;
"1 ♦ 1 'make' 2; 3 'follows hard on' 2; clearly
the 'making and 'following' here me nt are not
temporal processes."
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roe-i a 'synchronic' perspective (i.e. viewed at any
single period in time), fores*amy thus conceives of the
c outh Indian rare system 63 a system of differences
to etwee?-- .'eep str ctures (i.e. c scent /descent r .--t terns)
inter?, ctir-g "ith • syst< ' of diff t renoea between 3'. •-
f' ■*-; at, r at1.; re n (i.e. t'm nets -f 3- ncv a for ach rj__£,
which are themselves derived from the seta of pop1- lar
compositions in each rarer:he total sets of • r yogas
constituting ratraa are therefore, in his view, derived
from ascent/descent patterns, on the one band, and
compositions, on the ether hand.
Against t;.is deji net,on of ascent/descent pattern
es 'deep structure', it ay be argued that there is one
circumstance in which the ascent/descent pattern is
act- ally - layed and that this amounts to its employment
- t 'surface sti .cture'. urinr; music is. or:..-., the teacher
de u da that the disci rile sing or play the a scent/descent
pattern met., immediately before rendering cry item, in
the re I-ore aw amy acid that this assists the disciple
in producing the correct notes in his rendering which
irm edlately follows. ; ince this is never done in the
context of a performance, it seems to me that it does
net invr dictate the designation of the ascent/descent
pattern as 'deep structure'.
doth Poreawe my and my non-vldvsn infer: ants character¬
ised a r - in ter ..s cf its ecert/dejc. t pattern, there-
toy demonstrating an awareness thet this deer stricture
underlies the surface str ctrre (i.e. the rr- yon 13) of
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the r?,r*.. Doresv my could articulate the systei atic set
of relations between deep and surface str cture whilst
non-vldvnna could not. However, horeswsmy conceived of
prayogas. not ascent/descent patterns, as "expressing"
or "destroying" rape onava: it was the set of at.ncnaras
of b ragf. end its livo sv rr pattern which horeawe..-/
related to the effect terred rora varaa. If we accept
that the ,1iv; avara pattern ia, as iave arg ed, a 'best
possible abstraction from* the set of o uch- rna of the
rap-g. horeawamy's state ents amount to the ,,ew that it
is the aunchsraa of the rami which convey ru■;s varna.
Doreswarny thus relates ryo- v-.rr a tc the system of
differences between surface structures (sets of aanch-
area) end not to the system, of differences between deep
structures (ascent/descent patterns). In ultimately
attributing the system of differences between sets of
saner.art s to a system of differences between sets of
popular compositions, ores v. amy* 3 explanation of rooo
V'. rnr- corresponds with those of non-vi v ns. who stressed
the importance of the interrelated procedures of (i)
recognising 3ancharas and (ii) recalling the popular
compositions in which they occur, in their identification
of rrtras.
(b>. (11) The Tistrib"tLcn of nan- ' :■ r-cterAatic "hrases
It should oe noted that the distribution, in a
performance, of --re yog a 3 which ere not oancrn.ro r myoma a
or the rufra is not random. t confer is to a pattern
"id 03
which itself can be viewed as an aspect of a more general
pattern discernable in the distribution of oreyogsa
within a perfornance.
loreswamy 3aid tnat, in any kriti. only a small
number of the aancharaa of the rega are employed there¬
fore, in order to learn all of the sanoharas of a page,
the student must learn at xe&st o jopular krltia in the
rsga. He said that varna compositions
"attempt to give a very condensed, definitive
outline of the rsga; the*composer attempts to
compress all of the sancharaa of the ra s into a
varna".
He said that learning varna compositions thereby assists
music students in learning ragas. Obviously, in view
of his statements, mentioned in section (b), (i) of this
chapter, about the appearance of out-of-date uravcgaa in
varnas. we should modify this statement by noting that
older V'-.rni.a are of such assistance to music students
only after their guru has pointed cut to them the out-of-
date nravogas contained in them. )
Doreawamy said that, in the axarana (improvised
passage, having no taia - i.e. metrical framework, -
percussion accompaniment or aahit.va - i.e. words) which
precedes a kriti. the performer must incorporate all of
the saneharas of the raga. Thus, in teaching me how to
play alarana. Dore3wamy 3imply gave me the 3et of
saneharas for each ruga and said that I must experiment
with them and build them into a different, improvised
passage every time I played an alanano. He said that,
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in the ajapans which precedes an improvised nallsvi. the
performer employs all of the .>sncharas of the rage and
also departs from this 3et of sancharas. significantly,
whilst the alaoana which precedes a kriti is of only 2
to 5 minutes' duration, the a la-pana which precedes an
improvised tailavi Is of at least 10 minutes' duration.
Toreswamy said that, in the improvised pr ,i : r<vi its¬
elf, the performer plays all of the ahnolifcuces of the rage
and also departs from this set of ssnrthHrsaf attempting
to play every logically possible combination of the notes
contained in the rago without destroying raga hhava.
Significantly, the usual length of a kritl (without
its associated improvised passages) is approximately 3
minutes whilst the length of an improvised pa.i isvi 13
approximately 8 to 10 minutes or more, he find some
lon8 kritis of 10 minutes' duration, for example, the
Tyagaraja kriti 'TaDA-O lAIIAhuhu.-' .VULu' in Sri raga. cdi
tela, which I collected from Loreswamy during fieidwork
(tope 0, side 1, track 3 of my edited collection). how¬
ever, Doreswamy said that this kriti serves as a model
for T/S-lavi improvisation in the sense that, in improvis¬
ing a oallavi. a performer will copy the form of thi3
krlti and the treatment of the raga found in this kriti.
A detailed examination of my transcription of the above-
mentioned performance of this kriti by Doreawamy re¬
veals prayog&a which depart from the saneharas of the
rags. These occur towards the end of the kriti. after
approximately 5 minutes of the performance. This is
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a very popular kriti. so that, in view of Doreswamy's state¬
ment that t.ra.von as which occur in popular kritis are san-
charaa of the raga. this raises a problem. Significantly,
however, each such departure from the sancharas of the raga
occurs once or twice only, in the context of a musical cli¬
max, whilst the sancharas themselves are repeated many
ti .es throughout the kriti. Doreswarny's statements on this
subject are therefore consistent if we interpret them as
follows: In short, popular kritis. all of the nraypgas emp¬
loyed are r ncharas of the rags. In long, popular icritls.
all of the nrayogas employed frequently are thereby sancha¬
ras of the raga whilst rraypgas occuring seldom are not. All
such long kritis. horeswemy said, serve as models for "gBallavi
improvisation although he recommended * .ND/.hO '>• AJUaHAVULU'
to me for this purpose because of its "excellence".
The length of a short kriti can be extended by
the inclusion of an ornamental passage termed a chitta
svara between the anupailavi and charana sections of the
kriti. An example of such a kriti collected from
Doreswamy during fieldwork is the Tyagaraja kriti
*SHOBKILLU - '°TA. SVAKA' in Jag.anmohini rage, runaka
tala (tape A, side k, track 4). Such a passage is set
to the same tsla (metrical framework) as the kriti.
accompanied by the percussion instrument and sung to
sol-fa syllables. Significantly, some vidvans and
rasikas argued that such passages should not oe inserted
in Tyagaraja kritis precisely because they employ san¬
charas of the raga other than those employed in the
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kriti itself. Performances of kritis can also be ex¬
tended in duration by the inclusion of an improvised
passage after the krlti. This is called the k a Inana
avara. It is set to the same taia as the kriti. is
accompanied by the percussion instrument and is sung to
sol-fa syllables. Loreswamy said that the performer
models his /alcana svaras upon the later parts of
rallavi improvisations and long kritis. The performer
thus departs from the set of aanchara3 of the rams
during such passages.
'khat ail of these examples and statements illustrate
is that, the longer is a musical item in a single
played in a performance, (i) the greater is the number
ssnoharaa of the rags employed in it and (ii) the
more likely it is to depart from the set of saneharas of
the raga. e would tend to accept point (i) sa non-
problematic on the basis that, the longer is a musical
item, the more basic melodic material it must employ,
however, the system of differences between ragaa restricts
the basic melodic material available. Beyond a certain
length (which we might approximately determine as & minu¬
tes, although this would depend upon the amount of
*
repetition employed) it must ue argued that the perform¬
er will run out of melodic materiax, if we accept the
proposition employed to explain point (i) above. He
must therefore employ r ray-pus which are not aancharos
of the rsga if he extends the musical item beyond the
limits imposed by the system of differences between
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ragas. On the other hand, he must not employ praypgas whioh
are sancharas of other ragas (i.e. 'destroy raga bhava').
Whilst the ability to do this is a skill highly valued by
vidvans. it must thus be argued that it is not done simply
as a demonstration of skill.
Logically, since ra> as contain a minimum of 5 notes in
in the octave, any nravoga which contains 5 or more notes in
V
the octaVe will be a sanchara of a raga. departure from the
ssncharas of the raga played which do not 'destroy raga bhava'
must therefore contain no more than 4 notes in the octatre.
9uch'non-»sanchara * nravogas thus tend to i olve a range of
pitch movement which is greater than that found in most san¬
chara prayogas. In chapter 5, I argue that, in sangita. in¬
creasing range of pitch movement is employed in order to cre¬
ate musical climax. Thus, *non-sanchara'praypgas tend to be
employed at such climactic points in the musical item.
To conclude, the distribution of non-sanchara nraypgas
in a performance is not arbitrary. They tend to appear only
after all of the sancharas have been employed and in the con-
text of a musical climax.
(b). (iii): Liachronic Considerations
A question arises from the examination of how the san¬
charas of a raga convey the effect termed raga varna. The
sancharas of a raga. at any period in time, are determined
by the popularity of the compositions in that raga at that
period in time. However, compositions change (resulting in
different versions of the some composition at any period in
time), new compositions emerge and the relative popularity
of compositions alters through time. Correspondingly,the set
of sancharas of any raga must change through time. Loreswamy
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was perfectly aware of this feet and would often discuss
with me r>ra yogas which used to be s&ncharea of a re &
but no longer were (for example, the case of out-of-date
r-ray op a 3 in old Yurnaa. discussed in section (b), (i)) as
well as alterations which had taken place to the ascent/
descent patterns of raaas through time. Bo far, 1 have
only considered the ra, a system from a 'synchronic' view¬
point (i.e. its characteristics at a given period in
time). y study would therefore be incomplete without
a discussion of the system front the 'diachronic' viewpoint
(i.e. how it changes through time).
The fact that rap;as change through time raiset '' e
question of how 3uch change is brought about in such a
way that there is any degree of conformity, at any period
in time and throughout Bouth India, to the contemporary
ascent/descent pattern and -cr^yogas of any rara. Mysore
vidvans and res.eas conceived of such changes being
brought about through the collective judgement of the
vidvina. The vidVo-ns are mostly ..em They have been the
disciples of another vidvan for anything from 7 years
(the notional minimum) to 20 years or more. Their
training ends when their ;:uru reckons that they have
attained vidvsn status. After this, they receive no
more training - they are, in the eyes of all vidvans.
their notional equals.
The more famous vidvans travel extensively through¬
out Bouth India giving performances. Through such con¬
tacts, the less famous ysore vidvens *eep m touch with
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personalities end practices outside* Xarnatuka. 411-
Ir.die r.aulo tends to broadcast only iocsl vxdvena in
regional programmes. Network broadcasts, during my stay
ifi ysore, were heavily biased in favour of adras music¬
ians. These broadcasting patterns thus disseminate
Cadres practices throughout South india and the practices
of the cities to the surrounding regions.
I am unable to assess precisely the extent of region¬
al variations in the practice of rages. However, Mysore
v idvans frequently complained that Hadras vidvans whom
they listened to on All-India Radio employed the * wrong*
■1iva svyma. in the other hard, they rarely made this
criticism of live performances by visiting adras
vidvans. This suggests that conformity in ruga practice
tends to be greater on a regional basis than on a pan-
South Indian basis. it also suggests that vidvens
adapt their raga practice to the regions in which they
travel to perform.
>n the other hand, the 'ysore vtdvena frequently
told me that the details of rogas (i.e. ;iiva svsras.
sancharas etc.} are uniform throughout South India. They
regarded the playing of the 'wrong' live svarea by
ladras vidvans on 11-India Radio as 'mistakes' by
these performers and not as manifestations of regional
variations in rsga practice. huoh refusal to recognise
the existence of regional variations seems related to
the fact that, cn a pan-south Indian oasis, V. •: ■/. :.s
have a strong sense of being a collective oody of peers
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with restricted membership and entry requirements who ere
capable of making a collective judgement on ell musical
matters. inly an innovation by a viavun will be consider¬
ed by other vldvans and the collective body of vidvans
considers itself -rid is considered by non-vidvans as
capable of passing a unanimous judgement upon whether
such an innovation should be accepted or tfujected. Ince
accepted or ^ejected, ail members of the collective body
regard themselves as obliged to abide oy this decision,
"hilst the discussions and decisions of the xperts'
Committee of the usic •'cadem/ of '"adras concerning such
changes within rages is not what South Indians are
referring to when they talk about vidvans passing a
collective judgement, the 1 xperts' Committee is certainly
one manifestation of such an attitude amongst South
Indian musicians.
It would seem that the existence of these attitudes
acts 83 a counteroaxance to regional variation and
permits the remas to evolve through time with the
minimum of dissension. This results in a relatively
high degree of uniformity, at any period in time, through¬
out South India in the details of the races as performed
by different schools in different regions. In this
way, e performance of, for example, 3hairevi raga by a
a Hyderabad or .adras musician Is recognised as being
in Bhairavi raga by audiences in ysore or Trivandarem,
In this crucial respect, rara practice is uniform through¬
out the different regions; regional variation is not
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so great as to interfere with the pan-Iouth Indian
system of differences between ragas.
Loreswamy said that, if two common rscsa become too
alike, one of them ceases to oe popular and thus becomes
a rare rapa and that, if two rare rap as become too alike,
one of t em disappears altogether and becomes an 'ex¬
tinct' rega. he said that if, on the other hand, a
'gap* comes to exist in the system of common rasas, so
that a new melodic entity could be inserted which would
be distinguishable from all of the other melodic entities
existing within the system of common raga3. then a new
rams is 'discovered' (his own terminology) to fill this
'gsr', a rare rags becomes a common raga because it fills
this gap or an 'extinct' rage, the ascent/descent
pattern of which exi3ta in musical texts, is revived
for this purpose.
As an example of two rams being too similar to be
both con on rages. Voreswamy said that Saurashtru,
which was a cor on rt; - in the mid-12th century, has
today become a rare Vf - a due to the increased popularity
of Ohakravakam, which was a rare rune in the 1.-th century
but is a coa -on rap a today. The ascent/descent patterns
of these two ra; as are:
Sauree tra 1 fiat-2 5454671' (Ascent
Chekravaksm 1 flet-2 6 45671' pattern)
Saurashtre 1' 7 6 flat—7 6 5 i 5 flat—2 1 (T eacent
Ohakrevakem 1* 76545 fiat-2 1 pattern)
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In Saurashtra, flat-7 is rendered as a ge. .Li: a ( a
continuous pitch movement) between 6 and a pitch approx¬
imately half-way between 6 and flat-?. Thus, oreyogas
which abide by the descent pattern in each ra. a are
distinguishable from each other only by this 'quarter-
tone ' "shake" (boreswaxny's own term) on 6 in ^eurashtra
contrasted with its omission in Ohakravakam. Accepting
that .iiva svare patterns are 'best possible abstractions
from' the sets of aanoharas of rage3. s comparison of
the .1iva svara patterns of these two ruga a as specified
by Loreswamy gives some indication of the degree of
similarity or difference between their respective sets




resting notes; 6 4 6 flat-2 3467
Finishing notes; flet 3 4 6 flst-2 3 4 6 7
(It should be noted that 1 and 5 - in those re ma a employ¬
ing 5 - are starting, resting and finishing notes in
every ruga. )
The only differences between these .1iva svara patterns
are the use of fxat-2 as a starting, resting and finishing
note in Chakr&vakam but only as a finishing note in
}
Saurashtra and the use of 7 as a starting, resting and
finishing note in Chakravakam but as none of these in
Sauraahtra. ^uch minimal differences between the two
■live avera patterns are indicative of minimal differences
between the sets of saneharas of these two rages.
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To illustrate the esse of a new raga entering the
system of com, on ramus in order to fill & gap brought
about through changes within rsgaa. Loreswamy gave the
example of Jonpuri raara. He said that this rara has,
in the present century, aecome a onthern ruga. being a
South Indian adaption of the orth Indian raga Darbari
Panned©. c 3aid that -Jonpuri filled the gup existing
between the common -outhern ramus Bhuvana Gandhari,
Ararita Vahini and 'uddha Deshi. The ascent/descent
patterns of these four rages today are;
(Ascent pattern)
Bhuvane Gandhari 12 4 5 i'iat-7 1'
Jonpuri 1245 fiat-6 fiat-7 1*
Amrite Vahini 12 4 5 fiat-6 fsat-7 i'
Buddha leshi 1 2 4 5 6 i'la t-7 1'
(Descent pattern)
Bhuvana Gandhari i' flat-7 flst-6 o 4 fiat-3 1
Jonpuri 1' fiet-7 fiat-6 5 4 flat-3 2 1
Amrit® Vahini 1* fiat-7 fiat-6 4 f'lat-6 2 1
Buddha ueshi 1* flat-7 G 5 4 flat-3 2 1
ov.ever, according to the xperts* Committee of the usic
Academy of Jadras ('Summary of the haga Lakshana*, adras,
1952, P.13), in the 19th century the ascent/descent
pattern of uddha Ceahi was precisely the same as that
of contemporary Jonpuri, Thus, in the present century
the 6th scale-degree of Buddha Leshi has changed from
fiat to natural. This has created a gap which has been
filled by Jonpuri raga.
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Boreswamy's examples illustrate the fact that,
whilst rag a a change 'internally* (i.e. in their ascent/
descent patterns, .iiva avara patterns, and sanohara
rra.yogsa) and 'externally' (i.e. in their location with¬
in the rara system as common, rare or extinct which is,
as we have seen, ultimately attributable to their relat¬
ions of difference with other rages at any period in
time), a system of differences between racas exists at
any period in time# The maintenance of this system of
differences at eny period in time is thus an import nt
factor in raga change.
However, whilst Boreswamy's examples explain u
the system of differences is maintained in the face of
changes which occur in individual rages and how changes
in one rare thereby bring about reciprocal changes in
otner rages, they do not explain the originating factor
in raiist orange# Since ascent/descent patterns (i.e. deep
structure^ are altered in order to make them conform
with changes to the senohara m of as of rag-as (i.e.
surface structures), obviously it is in the set of popular
compositions in a rare, from which its set of sanchara
prayogas is derived, that the original change takes
place. As their relative popularity alters and new
compositions enter the collective repertoire, so the
set of aancharas derived from them altera. It is also
the esse that different compositions are popular to
different extents in different regions. In accounting
for regional variations in the Jiva 3vara pattern of a
0
r&ga, variations in the set of compositions from which
the sanchara oreyogas. hence the .1 iva avers pattern, are
derived presents itself as the most ixkeiy differentiat¬
ing factor. 'hnus, the system of fiffereneea between
ragas. changes through time within rag.as and regional
variations in r&ga practice ail appear to be attributable
to the single factor of the current set of popular com¬
positions in the rams*
W. (iv) / ssocxitiom i -f avecta of the prreciaticn of
Fro. my discussions of n,, . varr.a \iuth non-vidvans
in lyaore, it is clear that this effect depends for its
operation upon the listener's recognition of what is
played as a distinct melodic entity. home of these in¬
formants said that, hilst listening to a performance of
a raga. they recall previous performancea which they
have heard of the same ra. The aspects of such previous
perfor uncus which they said that they recalled consist¬
ed in sensations, moods, tooughta, mental images,
personalities (both performers and friends or relatives
present during the performance) and the words or literary
themes of the composition performed. lost of my inform¬
ants, however, did not refer to specific past perform¬
ances of the rage; they simply said t .at, every time
they nee a particular rage. tn@y recalled such things.
All of rny Informants found it difficult to describe to
me these 'recalled things', often Jumping from moods
and sensations to events, to mental images and to
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analogies with non-musical situations in their attempts
to describe ther.%
The set of 'recalled things' which one informant
attempted to describe to me for a particular rage, was
usually different from that which anot er informant
attempted to articulate. Sometimes common 'recalled
things' occurred between two informants * descriptions
for the same mia. «any informants said that, whilst
listening to a performance of a ran a. they recall the
literary themes or isolated lines or phrases from the
aanitya (words) of popular compositions in the ran a.
Several times, two informants named the same compos^on
as & 'recalled thing' for the same ratra. lany informants
named particular performers as 'recalled things' and often
two informants mentioned a particular past performance
by a particular performer « a 'recalled thing'. hi1st
certain of the 'recalled things' are thus 3hared with
other individuals, particularly in situations in which
they have attended many concerts together, for the most
part-the sets of 'recalled things' for a particular
rags are peculiar to the individuals who experience such
recall.
Prom these discussions with informants, it was appar¬
ent that the set of 'recalled things' for a particular indi¬
vidual, consists in the compounded memories of ail the previous
times that this individual has heard this raga. ("hilst
a good musical memory is obviously directly related to
easy recognition of re =•• i.s. it does not appear to be the
case that a good general (i.e. non-musical) memory en¬
hances the experience of 'recall'. iy informants appear¬
ed to value vague and indistinct . ,-nsations experienced
in such circumstances more highly than specific recoll¬
ections). The most important finding from such discuss¬
ions was that these (non-vidvan) informants rarely
entioned such sets of 'recalled things' for rare ramas;
most of their reported experiences of such recall relented
to nerformances of common ramus. This correlates with
the finding that r.on-vinv na can esually only recognise
common ragas. This correlation is significant. It
suggests the interpretation that, because a rags is
distinguishable, by the listener, from all other ragas.
it can be associated with non-musical items in the .List¬
eners long-term memory. If it is not thus distinguish¬
able, it can not oe thus associated. This would explain
why non-vidvuna rarely experience such recall in the
case of rare ragas. Thus, tne listener'3 ability to
distinguish between ragas determines the permi3sabie
degree of resemblance Detween ragas and accounts for
the experience of 'recall' which is called vara verna.
The different abilities of vxctvans and on-viaverts in
t is respect is directly related to the emphasis placed
upon the development of musical memory in sanmita train¬
ing ana counts for the existence of both a common and
a total system of differences between ramus.
My musician informants agreed that only those who
have been brought up in 'musical surroundings' - i.e. in
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families which contain vidvana or raslices (music-lovers),
the members of which frequently attend aangita concerts
- can experience rap.a vama. They stressed that it is
unimportant whether or not the listener knows the names
or ascent/descent patterns of the common ra;« as. They
said that, so long as the listener has spent a great
deal of his time "immersed" in the music, he is able to
experience this effect. These informants agreed that a
child who does not come from a musical family can still
become a v Id.van provided that he becomes "immersed" in
the music; that an adult who ha3 been "immersed" in the
music all his life but never attempted to perform c^n
still 'become a vi.d.v n, but that an adult who has never
been "Immersed" in the music can never become a vidvan.
Thus, the vtnm of a rare re a can only be exper¬
ienced by a v- i-v-.i. whilst the v:.,rna of a common ra- a can
only be experienced by a rasika - one who has spent a
great deal of his time "immersed" in the music. Diff¬
erent members of society have different opportunities
to "immerse" themselves in the music. consideration
of the question of which members of society have such
opportunities and thereby experience rags vr. rna leads
to a consideration of where sansrita is performed and
for whom.
(b). (v) The hocial Gontext of dangita Performances
In towns and cities, concerts of samit a take place
at which an admission fee is charged. These mostly take
place under the auspices of pana sabhaa (concert
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societies); these ere voluntary organ!setions of the
estero type, in which a committee of prominent local
Brehmana organises and funds the concert, which tales
place in a local hall. Only the best-known (throughout
outh Indie) performers are engaged to play and the music
is often relayed by loudspeaker to the crowds who stand
in the street outside. >ne concert society was active
in ysore during the period of my fieidwork; the
audiences, appeared to be exclusively Brahman cm the
occasions when I attended concerts there.
however, moat con, ito concerts in tyaore take
piece in the houses of rich Brahmans. The householder
engages the musicians, pays their fees and invites the
(usually exclusively Brahman) audience. Luring the
annuel festival of Sterna* rich Brahxnans in towns and
cities ensge musicians to perform public concerts,
usually in the compounds of their houses, which ail *
'clean* castes (i.e. not lai'i Jans - the 'unclean' or
'outcaste' aroups at the bottom cf the caste hierarchy)
can attend and at which no ad: isalon fee is charged.
At t is festival, the rich patrons compete with one
another to engage the most famous musicians and thereby
obtain larger audiences than their rivals. ven when
such s concert is given indoors, loudspeakers relay the
music to the crowds who stand in the street outside.
luring other annual festivals, such aa . ivali,
the Siva festival and the Ganapeti festival, sangita
conoerts take tlace within the context of total events
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within temples and ashrams, at which Jartana singing
and the performance of Vedic rites by temple priests
also take place. Such events take place mostly in
towns and cities, Harijana are excluded but loudspeakers
relay the music to those outside. At the time of my
fieldwork, All India Radio (Bangalore and Mysore
stations) played 3engita and kirtana (i.e. devaranama
and vschana) in the early morning and, less frequently,
in the evening. Most of the music heard on these stat¬
ions at other times was secular film music. In several
Brahman temples in Mysore, relatively unknown local music¬
ians performed 3angita and Kirtana every day at sunset.
At Brahman weddings in Mysore, it is customary for the
bride's father to engage sangita musicians to enter¬
tain the guests and, at the more opulent of these events,
the music is relayed by means of loudspeakers to those
outside the compound. In rural areas, there are very
few sangita concerts although villagers flock to the
towns and cities during annual festivals and thus have
the same opportunities as urban-dwellers to listen to,
or also see, sangita concerts at these times.
Thus, only urban-dwelling members of the Brahman
caste have the opportunity to Doth see and hear sangita
concerts all year round and thereby become 'immersed'
in the music. The opportunities for non-Brahmans to
see and u r concerts decrease the lower i3 their caste
status. The only _.::ception is the case of the families
of the barber caste (of the Sudra group of castes) within
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which the posts of temple musician are passed on
patrilineally. In recent years, 3ome Muslim musicians in
South India have attained fame as nagasvaram (a type of
oboe) performers but the only nag&svaram and tavil (the
accompanying drum) performers in Mysore holding temple
posts are members cf the barber caste. The main duty
of the temple musicians consists in providing musical
accompaniment for the temple idol (rnuruti) on its
annual procession through the streets. They play sangita
and several are taught the ragas and compositions by
Brahman musicians - a tradition which extends back at
least to the beginning of the 19th century. Doreswamy
said that he had taught several promising young temple
musicians and arranged for them to attend sangits con¬
certs regularly (at a local fiana sabha - a concert
society) in order to 'immerse' themselves in the music.
It is, however, only PI.E10E;I7LSS of the barber caste who
have 3uch opportunities to immerse' themselves in san-
gita. We find no (non-performing) rasika group within
the barber caste; raslkas. who are able to experience
raga vsrna. are predominantly Brahmans. Members of
other castes have regular opportunities to hear sangita
but rarely do they have the opportunity to 'immerse'
themselves in the music to the extent necessary to
enable them to distinguish between some hundred common
raga3.
(b). (vi) Raga in Xirtana Performances
All castes and rural- as well as urban^-dwellers
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have equal opportunities to hear and see kirtana (i.e.
devaranama and vachana') performances and to participate
in bha.iana (communal worship of the kirtana form) meetings
at which kirtanas are sung. A definitional problem
exists, however, on the question of whether or not
kirtanas are in ragaa. Certainly, whoever i3 the per¬
former, the melody to which a kirtana is sung is said to
he in a raga. whether a single raga or ragamalika (i. e. <sl
sequence of different ragas). In towns and cities, we
find Brahman vocalists who have trained in sangita hut
who specialise in singing devaranama kirtanas. altnough
they often include short kritis. particularly early
Tyagaraja kritis. in their performances. They are
full-time professionals and are paid to perform in Brah¬
man temples and at bha.iana meetings in Brahman houses.
When they sing kirtanas. they usually include a short
aleoana and repeat each line of the composition several
times, rendering the line more complex with each
repeat. Their audiences do not usually Join in the
pallavi (refrain) during their performances. They employ
the same accompanying instruments as sangita vocalists:
viz. the tambura (the 4-stringed drone instrument) and
mridangam (double-faced hand drum). They are careful
to 'preserve raga bhava' in their melodic development
and spontaneous improvisation. Their audiences are pre¬
dominant 1;' Brahman.
Most kirtana ^mgers, particularly those in rural
areas, have had no training in sangita. Very few earn
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their living totally by performing and their audiences
tend to be from the Sudra group of castes. They do not
have the ability to improvise in a raga and preserve
its 'melodic individuality'. Neither do they precede
songs with an alanana; nor do they perform kritis.
They employ a smaller number of repeats of the lines of
songs, although they do develop the melodic line with
each repeat. Their audiences usually 3oin in the sing¬
ing of the -pailavi (refrain) after every charana (verse).
They employ different accompanying instruments from those
of Brahman vocalists. They use a portable harmonium or
ekatar (the single-string lute found throughout India)
as drone instrument and cymbals or sometimes the Norin
Indian tabla (hand-drum) set as percussion accompani¬
ment.
Sangita vidvan3 and rasikas say that such non-Brahman
kirtana singers 'destroy the rag a bhava' when they
elaborate the melodic line in repeats. However, all
of the regular attenders at bhajana meetings with whom
I discussed this, several of whom were Brahmans who
attended bha.iana meetings at which sangita-trained
performers regularly sang, said that the inclusion, in
kirtana performances, of alauanas and the type and extent
of repetition and melodic development used in kritis
distracts the listeners' attention from the sahitya
(words) which are, they agreed, the essential feature
of kirtana. :v!y Brahman informants said that they tended
not to listen to kirtsna singers who lack sangita train-
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ing "because such performers 'destroy the raga "bhava' "but
agreed that, whilst a listener who does not regularly
hear the rages performed 'correctly' by sangjta-trained
musicians is not bothered by such destruction of the
varna of the rage, a listener who has often heard the
ragas played 'correctly' is disturbed by this.
Thus, in front of a Brahman audience, kirtanas are
performed in ragas. so that they have the effects upon
the listener of raga varna and raga rasa (since the
ragas are performed 'correctly'). However, even the
Brahman klrtana audiences regard the purely musical
aspects of the kirtana performance as simply a ''vehicle
for the sahitva". If the alarana - the exploration of
the sancharas of the raga by the performer - is too
long and the melodic development too complex, then the
performance ceases to be what we might term 'musical
declamation' and receives adverse criticism. In both
Brahman and non-Brahman kirtana performances, the
sahitva bhava effect must therefore be predominant.
The conclusions of the discussion in section (b), (v)
of where and for whom sangita is performed were that this
form of devotional music is performed predominantly for
a small, mostly urban, mostly Brahman elite. Inly
members of this elite can 'immerse' themselves in the
music to the extent necessary to experience raga varna.
The afyove discussion of Brahman and non-Brahman kirtana
performances reinforces this conclusion; because non-
Brahman kirtana audiences are not disturbed by the des-
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truction of the vama of the re.?a. tnis indicates that
they do not experience raga varna.
(b). (vii) lowers' /dialysis of ^aga
The conception of raga articulated by vidvans and
rasikas in ysore which I have presented in this section
differs from the pan^Tndi an analysis of rsya offered by
Harold ""owers ('*n historical and comparative approach
to the classification of ragas'. 'Selected Reports' of
the Institute of ' thnomusicology, University of Calif¬
ornia at os Angelos, 1970, vol. 1, ho. 3, Pp. 1-78).
Powers argues that scale-type and pitch-relationships,
which are the aspects of raga focused upon in 8am-
bamoorthy's 'aouth Indian dusic' in 6 volumes (op. cit. ),
tell us little aDout what Powers terras the "melodic
'Gestalt'" of a raga (lMorth or Gouth Indian).
"The melodic 'Gestalt' - the svarupa of the raga - is,
as we have seen, a function of the ''raga-image .
the chava. as that 'image' is displayed in the music
itself. The 'image' in turn is a function of the
interlocking of 'specially treated scale-degrees* -
called ,1 iva svaras in outh Indian T;arlance, and vadi
and samvadi in the North - with the 'phrases' (san-
caras) and 'usages' or 'motives' (nrayogas) which go
to malce un the contours' of the music. These
'contours' - the North Indian term is calan - are
located in the pitch continuum within certain reg-
istral boundaries which we have called 'registers'
(murcchanas). There can be two, and for that matter
more than two, such 'registers' within which the
'phrase-contours' (sancara-ki'ama) can operate, and
these 'registers' (within which are found the
important scale-degrees and also the fixed-pitch
immutable tcnic, and the fifth if that scale-degree
is present) in turn may lie at any level with respect
to the harmonic centers, vis, the tonics at either
extreme of the 'central octave', producing charac¬
teristic 'tessiturae' for each raga. Put another
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way, there is a harmonic octave, he nded by drone-
tonics, and one or more melodic octave-species which
usually are not co-extensive with the harmonic octave.
Both types of octave may be sub-divided into smaller
pitch-areas." (ibid., Pp.45-6)
A problem with this approach is that the Sanskrit
terms which he employs as key concepts are either those
employed exclusively in iNiorth Indian music theory or,
in the case of such terns as sancara (i.e. a an diara)
s*1*1 nraypga. which are common to the terminology of
both North and South, they are used in their North
Indian sense. Clearly, this is an attempt to explain
South Indian practice in terms of North Indian theory.
Svarune seems translateable into iouth Indian theory as
raga vsrna but none of the other North Indian terms
has a precise South Indian equivalent.
The data from which he derives most of his analysis
of 'register' in South Indian ragas is the Tyagaraja
kriti 'ENDU DAGINABO' in Todi rasa, obtained from a
written source (C. s. Ayyar, '108 Kritis of u>ri Tyag-
araja', Madras, 1955, Pp. 30-52). He concludes that;
"each of the two sections, the ma' -lavi and the
anuna-i-lavi. is based on the 'nuc! ar register'
flat-6 up to flat-3, in different octaves. Thus
there are two octave-spanning 'registers' for
South Indian Todi, one from flat-6 and one from
flat-3, each including the 'nuclear register',
spanning flat-6 up to ilat-3. The psychological
effect of octave transposition of oasic phrases
contrasted with the half-octsve tr nsposition of
overall register for their extensions is one of the
strengths of this raga. " (ibid., P. 24)
The first problem raised by th: s analysis is that such
octave transposition of basic phrases between the r>allavi
and anupallavi sections of a kriti is characteristic of
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many Tyagaraja iritis (in ragas other than Todi) and a
large number of kritia which I collected and heard during
fieictwork, in many different ragas. exhibit this feature.
Eoreswamy regarded this feature as an aspect of kriti
compositional form, as opposed to raga. and conceived of
it as related to the ganam. as opposed to the raga
bhava. effect.
The second problem raised by this analysis is that
other ; riti3 by iyagaraja in Todi rage do not exhibit
the 'fiuclear register' discerned by Powers in 'KNDU
TAGINABO' (and I suspect that the charana - final -
section of any version of this kriti would also contra¬
dict his analysis). In examining my transcription of a
performance by Doreswamy of the Tyagsraja kriti 'RAJU
V1 ' IP. JU' '■ tu', in Todi rarra. runaka tala. (tape C,
side 2, track 3), I found a large number of different
'tessiturae' ('average pitch ranges', that is, excluding
motivic extensions) employed, few of which spanned
flat-6 to flat-3 or 'vice-versa' and could isolate no
'nuclear register'. I can thus only characterise the
'register' of this composition by saying that it occupies
a total range from flat-6 below the drone-tonic to flat-3
above the octave of the drone-tonic. These 'registral'
differences oetween the two kritis 'ENEU DAGIKADO*
and ' H.AJU VT I r JUT'" U' are comprehensible in terms of
Doreswamy's statement that we find only a small number
of the sanchc.ras of the raga in any single short kriti.
If it were desired to employ a single composition to
characterise a raga. then a varna (comrosition) would be
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more appropriate since, according to --oreswamy, the
composer attempts to incorporate all of the saneharas of
the rare into a Yarns. Sambamoorthy ( reat Somposers',
book 2, op. cit., 13) has drawn attention to this feature
of short Kritis v^ith reference to those composed by
Tyagaraja;
"Instead of compressing all the beauties of a raga
in one and the same composition and thereby making
it very weighty, he (Tyagaraja) has spread the
various features of the ragas over a number of his
compositions. This has enabled music students and
scholars to have a fuller and detailed picture of
the ragas. His numerous compositions in Todi,
Bhairavi, averi, Shankarabharana, Xalyani, Muk-
hari, Arabhi, iohana and Saurashtra will bear out
this point. "
Thus, a large sample of kritis in different ragas would
disprove Powers' assertion of 'octave transposition' as
a feature of particular ragas and a large sample of
kritis in the 3arne raga would disprove his assertion
of 'Nuclear register' as a characteristic feature of ragas.
In his emphasis upon the importance of .1iva svaras
in South Indian music, Powers agrees with the statements
made by ! oreswamy. lie attempts a very interesting
comparison betw en Uorth and Sruth Indian ragas having
the same name. His thesis is that, vhilst the "melod-
icslly neutral" scale-degrees (i.e. those which are not
.iiva svaras in the South or vadi or samvadi in the
North) may differ in their locations between Northern
and Southern ragas with the same name, the "important
scale-degrees" (i.e. those which are .iiva svaras or
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vadi/samvadi) do not. However, as in the case of his
analysis of 'registers', his interpretation of his data
sample raises some problems.
For example, he states that:
"the differences in scale-type between Northern
and Southern Todi reside in the melodically
neutral scale-degrees 4 and 7, the important
scale degrees 6, 3 and 2 are flat in both Northern
and Southern Todi." (ibid., n. 30)
I am not competent to assess the dates of his North Ind¬
ian source material. His source for the jiva
of South Indian Todi xafia (ibid., P. 18?), however, is
Subbarama Eiksitar's 'Sangita sampradaya pradarsini',
published in 1904. Eoreswamy warned me against using
this source (or the numerous publications in Xannada
language employing this source) as a reflection of
present-day practice. He said that Biksitar refers to
late 19th century practice and that all So th Indian ra¬
ges have changed considerably since that time.
Comparing the ascent/descent patterns of the South
Indian ragas Todi, Hindola and Sri extracted by Powers
from Diksitar's book (ibid., Pp. 15-18) with those given
to me by Eoreswamy, we find little difference; in a
period of 80 years or so, these ragas have not changed
to the extent that their ascent/descent patterns are
unrecognisable. However, comparing the ,iiva svara
pattern for South Indian Todi given by Diksitar and
reproduced by Powers in the above quote with that given
by Doreswamy, which was:
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Starting and resting notes: flat-3 4 flat-6
Finishing notes: flat-3 4 flat-6 flat-7
we find a great deal of difference. Doreswamy said that
the amsha svaras (the most 'prominent' notes: see section
(c), (i) of this chapter for a discussion of the amsha
iivara concept) of this rage are flat-3 and 4, Thus, 4
is no longer a "melodically neutral" scale-degree whilst
flat-2 is no longer an "important" scale-degree. Whilst
flat-7 has not changed completely from "melodically
neutral" to "important", it can certainly no longer be
regarded as "melodically neutral". The differences be¬
tween the two .1 iva svara patterns are much greater than
could be accounted for by regional variation between
Madras and Mysore practice; they clearly indicate change
through time.
This historical comparison would appear to invalid¬
ate Powers' argument. It may be the case that his
North Indian sources are of the same age as his South
Indian ones, in which case we can argue that both North
and South Indian Todi were identical in terms of their
"important" scale-degrees in the late 19th century. How¬
ever, Powers' whole argument is based upon the premise
that the pattern of "important" scale-degrees of a raga
is more durable through time than its scale-type. These
comparisons of late-19th century practice with present-
day practice in South India suggest the opposite: viz.
that the ascent/descent pattern, which incorporates
scale-type, is more durable than the 1iva svara pattern
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of a Southern rags.
(tO. (viil) Social function
uaga varna is a musical effect restricted to the
small, rasika ''elite who are predominantly members of
the Brahman caste. Raga varna supplies what we may term
an 'in-group' function. It consists in recall, by
individual members of the rasika group, of experiences
which took place within this group. The greater the
number of concerts that a group of rasikas have attended
together, obviously the more 'recalled things' they have
in common when a rags is played, therefore the greater
the extent to which this experience of recall is a
shared experience between members of this group. Such
shared experiences contribute towards the solidarity
of the rasika £lite; indeed, they contribute towards
the transformation of a 'collectivity' of concert-goers
into a 'group' - manifesting internal cohesion and mutual
identification in opposition to outsiders. This fact is
obviously recognised by rich Brahmans who organise and
finance both private and public concerts of sangita (see
section (b), (v) of this chapter). The guests whom
they invite comprise wostly relatives and business/pro¬
fessional associates and their families (even in public
concerts, special areas close to the performers are
reserved for invited guests). The solidarity and survival
of Doth kin-groups and economic networks is thereby
maintained partially by these means.
--ap:a vl rna contributes towards 'in-group' solidarity
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(a function in respect of society) and supplies 're¬
call' (a function in respect of individuals). However,
since it is not indigenously conceived as replicating
any reward of the practice of sadhana. it may justifiably
be argued that a discussion of this musical effect is
out of context in this thesis, which examines the ration¬
ale of devotional musxc as sadhana. There is, however,
a consideration which has, up to this point in the
thesis, necessitated an examination of this effect:
viz. in any performance of devotional music in which
the r--:gas are played 'correctly', the rsga varna effect
is always present, therefore the nature of this effect
and the mechanism whereby it operates must clearly be
understood in order sharply to distinguish it from the
rags rasa effect, which is of central concern in this
examination of devotional music as sadhana.
isL aaga Haaa (i) Indigenous Goneents
in the Indian theories of literature, drama and
dance, 9 rasas (literally, 'tastes') are recognised.
These are: sringara (love); vira (bravery); ka runa.
(pathos); adbhuta (thrill); sarita (peace, calm), hasva
(fun); bhavanaka (horror, fear); bibhatsa (revulsion,
abhorrence) and flsudra (fierceness, anger). /-ceording
to Doreswamy, bha.vanaka. bibhatsa and raudra are not
expressed by musical means. He said that has.va (fun)
is expressed by musical means in secular music, but never
in devotional music. The 5 above rasas which can be
expressed by musical means he termed the 'main' rasas.
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Ananda (joy, bliss) and ohsktl (devotion) he termed
'minor' rasas, explaining that: (from my field notes)
nanda comes under sringara rasa and vira res a.
Bhakti itself comes under karuna rasa. In hhakti
rasa, the devotee tries to forget himself and
tries to he one with the deva (deity). So he
invokes the deva'a sympathy through pathos.
Therefore bhakti always implies karuna rasa."
In that ananda is thus regarded - as a rasa which has
the characteristics of both sringara and vira - I shall
consider it as a separate rasa. Boreswamy always
referred to such ragas as having ananda rasa and not
as having sringara and vira rasas together. In that
bhakti and karuna rasas are regarded as the 'opposite
sides of the same coin', I shall consider both together
as a single rasa - bhakti-karuna. Loreswamy referred
to the rasa of such ragas as bhakti. haruna or bhakti¬
ke runa. employing these terms interchangeably.
Two discussions which I had with TDoreswamy on
the distinction between raga varna and raga rasa
assist in further clarifying the distinction at this
point in my argument. Firstly, he said that anyone
unfamiliar with raga music, such as a European or any
non-Indian, would experience the rasa, or rasas, of
a raga the first time that he heard it but would not
experience the varna of the raga until he had 'immersed'
himself in rag a music for many years. becondly we
discussed the following statement by P. Sambamoorthy
concerning Vasanta raga:
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"Ideas of (l) loneliness, (2) forest life, (3)
communion with nature, (4) far away from the
hustle of town life and (5) on a boat in mid¬
stream can be suggested by this raga." ('South
Indian Music', book 4, Madras, 1975, ^>.377).
Boreswamy said that these are the themes of the sahit.va
(words) of two popular Tyagaraja compositions in this
rsgg. At first he said that only words can express
these ideas and that Vasanta raga itself can only
convey bhakti-karuna rasa. After some discussion,
he said that, since most rasikas are familiar with these
compositions, hearing Vasanta raga would recall to them
the words or literary themes of these compositions.
But he stressed that these themes are (in his own words)
"not expressed by the raga itself" and that they are
"simply., what the listener ASSOCIATES VvITfi (his emphasis)
the raga. "
These statements by Boreswamy emphasise that raga
rasa does not operate by means of the system of diff¬
erences between ragas (otherwise it would take years
for the listener who is unfamiliar with raga music to
experience raga rasa). Clearly, Boreswamy regards
varna and rasa as two separate effects of raga and not
as different aspects of the same effect. If the latter
were the case, there would be as many rasas as ragas
or each raga would be assigned a unique combination of
rasas. This is not the case, since many ragas are con¬
ceived as having the same rasa or combination of rasas.
Boreswamy said that there is a fundamental dis¬
tinction between bhakti-karuna and the other five, which
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he called 'lighter' rase-s-. he conceived of this dis¬
tinction 88 correlating with two musical distinctions:
viz. (i) that bhakti-karuna rasa correlates with the
more extensive use of 'flat' notes whilst the 'lighter'
rasas correlate with the more extensive use of 'sharp'
notes; and (ii) that bhskti-karuna correlates with the
more extensive use of remakes than is the case with
the 'lighter' rasas.
The 'flat'/'sharp' (komal/tivra) distinction was
applied by Doreswamy to the scale-degrees 2,3,6 and 7.
By 'flat', he meant flat-2, flat-3, flat-6 and flat-7;
by 'sharp' he meant (natural)-2,3,6 and 7. Boreswamy
characterised bhakti-karuna raras as 'extensively'
using 'flat' notes in two senses: (a) that, within
the total set of notes employed in them, (i.e. their
scale-type) these rages tend to employ 'flat' notes
rather than 'sharp' notes; and (b) that the 'flat'
notes tend to be more 'prominent' (i.e. used in more
'important' locations - i.e. as .iiva svaras - in these
raras than the 'sharp' notes.
Gam.akas are continuous pitch movements carried
out over distances of between a 'quarter-tone' and two
'whole-tones'. In their simplest form, they are move¬
ments from one pitch to another; in their most complex
form, they employ several pitches as 'turning points'
(i.e. in changing from ascent to descent or 'vice versa')
and pass through and 'touch' (i.e. momentarily rest
upon) several other pitches. The terms 'turning point'
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and 'touch' were those usecL "by Doreswamy himself in dis¬
cussing gamakas with me. Whilst rags3 are indigenously
conceived in terms of sets of pitches which form con¬
sistent intervals with the drone-tonic (I hereafter
term this concept intervalic pitches') these pitches
are rendered in musical practice either as such inter¬
vene pitches or as continuous movements between inter-
valic pitches (i.e. gamakas). Doreswamy characterised
bhakti-karuna ragas as using gamakas more 'extensively'
than 'lighter' ragas in the sense that more of the
notes of the raga tend to be rendered as gsmakas in
bhakti-karuna than in 'lighter' ragas. Notes (svaras)
in a raga which are rendered as gamakas are termed
gamaka 3varas.
Doreawamy was unable to articulate any musical dis¬
tinctions which correlated with the distinctions between
the 'lighter' rasas. He said that he "simply knew" what
the ra3a. or combination of rasas, conveyed by a
'lighter' raga. was. He said that he knew this not
only because he had been tomd this by his gurus _n his
youth but also because every raga had a particular
emotional effect upon him as a listener (whether he
himself or another musician played it) which he was able
to describe as a particular rasa or combination of
rasas.
P. Sambamoorthy says:
"ragas admitting of plural amsha svaras are capable
of portraying more than one rasa. " (U lieat Composers'
book 2, op. cit. , P. 135)
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/g.iSha svara means the most prominent note, apart from
the drone-tonic and its octave or the perfect fifth
and its octaves, employed in a particular raga. When
I discusned with him the above statement by Sambamoorthy,
Doreswamy said that amsha svara 3imply refers to the
vadi (i.e. most prominent note) of horth Indian music,
that the vadi concept has no relevance to South Indian
music and that South Indian ragas are to be understood
in terms of the .live, svara rather than the amsha svara
concept. However, for each of the 42 South Indian
ragas which I discussed with hxm in detail, he was
able to name the :amsha svara(s) without difficulty
(although every time I asked him what were the a asha
svara(s) of a particular raga. he raised his eyebrow
and said that I would not understand South Indian ragas
in terms of the amsha svara concept. )
Amsha svara. or vadi, is a simpler concept than
,1 iva svara: the former only distinguishes a note as
'prominent' or 'not prominent' whilst the latter dis¬
tinguishes a note as 'starting and resting' („iiva).
'finishing' (nyasa) or neither (alna). Frequently,
Doreswamy 3sid that amsha svaras are simply notes which
are both ,iiva (i.e. starting and resting notes of
musical pfrvcises) and nyasa (i.e. finishing notes of
musical phrases) in a particular raga. In the 42
ragas for which he gave me amsha svara (a) and .iiva
svara pattern, there are several examples which do not
conform to this definition: notes which are ,iiva but
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not nyssa are given as a rasha whilst notes which are
hoth .iiva and. nyasa are not given as amsha. V hat is
interesting about this definition, however, is that, by
means of it, Doreswamy attempts to encompass the amaha
svara concept within the .iiva avara concept. This
suggests the viewpoint that, whilst overall note pro¬
minence (amsha) is an indigenously recognised feature
of South Indian ragas. the more detailed prescriptions
and proscriptions contained in the .live svara pattern
are of greater importance as 'rules of thumb' for
performing Southern rages.
Doreswamy thus conceives of the fundamental res a
distinction of bhakti-karuna/'lighter' as conveyed by
differences of scale-type and differences in the amount
of continuous pitch movement. Sambamoorthy states
that rasa distinctions are conveyed by the number of
prominent notes in the raga; this suggests the
possibility that particular rasas are conveyed by
particular prominent notes. The latter viewpoint
appears to be supported by Doreswamy's statement that
the usage and prominence of 'flat', as opposed to
'sharp', scale-degrees in a raga conveys the fundam¬
ental rasa distinction of bhakti-karuna./'lighter*.
"
ollowing the method adopted in section (b) of
this chapter, I wish to check these statements against
musical practice. Such an examination supplies the
only means available for answering two important
questions. Firstly, aiJe there any musical distinctions
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which actually correlate »ith raaa distinctions: If
so, then clearly rasa is conveyed by races and not con¬
ventionally associated with races. If not, then it
can be argued that the rasa, or combination of rasas,
is, like the name of the raga. associated with the
raga through a learning process. iecondly, which of
the above musical distinctions best correlates with
raaa distinctions? Although this question can only
be answered for the fundamental rasa distinction of
bhakti-karuna/'lighter*. the answer is likely to
provide guidelines for further research into the
communication by musical means of' the finer rasa
distinctions (i.e. those made between the 'lighter*
rasas).
(c), Cii) Problems of banypling
It is obviously only possible to check these
statements against a sample of South Indian ragas.
I employ, as a sample, the detailed information which
I collected from Loreswamy concerning 42 South Indian
ragas. "ith the exceptions of Ganamurti and Saurashtra,
Boreswary classified all of these rages as 'common',
as opposed to 'rareragas. Despite the compromise
nature of this sample, which I discuss shortly, it
is nonetheless representative of the types of raga
commonly heard in sangita concerts in terms of rasas,
scale-types, types of ascent/descent and ,iiva svara
pattern and proportion of rare to common ragas.
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Due to restrictions of space in this thesis, I
am faced with two alternative types of analysis of
this sample: viz.
(i) The direct analysis of musical practice (i.e.
analysis of all collected recordings of the rare.
which could oe extended to other recoi'dings from
music archives), which would oe possible for only a
very small number of rap.as; or
(ii) The analysis of musical practice as described
by Doreswamy (i.e. analysis of the scale type, ,iiva
svarg pattern and nan: aha svaras which he ascribed to
the rapa), which would be possible for all 42 rsgss.
The direct analysis of all 42 ragas. with possible
inclusion of archive recordings, would not be possible
within the confines of the present study.
The direct analysis of a very small number of ragas
supplies far too small a sample to justify any statis¬
tical significance for its conclusions. The use of
indigenous descriptions is, however, only valid if we
know the relationship of the informant's verbal des¬
cription to musical practice. 1 have examined the
relationship, in a number of ragas. between the scale
type, .jiva svara pattern and gamaka svaras which
Doreswamy ascribed to the raga and recordings of
performances by 1 oreswamy in the raga. In ail cases,
Doresv/amy's verbal descr >tion was the best possible
abstraction from musical practice. This justifies
his own viewpoint that the relationship of such (verbal)
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'rules' to musical pract..^ is that of 'rule' to
'rule + exception used sparingly' (see section (b),(i)
of this chapter). His verbal descriptions are thus
statistically significant statements about musical
practice. Any conclusions drawn from these descript¬
ions are therefore statistically significant.
The 42 South Indian rag&s which 1 discussed with
Boreswamy were, in the order in which we discussed them:
Mayamalavagoula, Kalahari, .,iohana, Calyani, Bilahari,
Hamsadhwani, Junjuthi, ^edarara, /Dhogi, Shankarabharana,
Begada, Aarnbhooi, fadukula Kambhoji, Sti, Jaganmohini,
Ganamurti, Xharaharapriya, data, lamavardhini, Goula,
Saurashtra, Hindola, Hindusthan Behag, Bhairavi,
Navarasa Kannada, Bouli, "rabhi, Todi, Vasanta, Jenpuri,
Kuntalavarali, Hamsanada, Kedara goula, Shanmukhapriya,
Dhanyasi, Hama, Ghakravakam, Yamuna Kalyani, Bhimplas,
Nata Buranji, Ritigoula and Cannada.
For each raga, Doreswamy gave me the set of notes
employed, the ascent/descent pattern, the ;i iva svara
pattern, the amsha svare(s). the gamaka svaras. the
types of gamaka employed in rendering these gamaka
svaras and the bhsva (i.e. rasa(s)). along with other
occasional pieces of information. He dictated to me
the set of sanchares of the raga and played an alaoana
containing these sancharas in the sequence in which he
had ..ated them (which I recorded on tape). l or
each raga. he or B. S. Vi jayaraghavan, a 'ysore sangita
vocalist who specialised in singing kirtana. gave me at
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least one composition. They dictated the words, trans¬
lating each word individually then explaining the mean¬
ing of the song. They dictated a prescriptive trans¬
cription of each composition in sol-fa notation. In
the case of Eoreswamy, he then showed me in detail
how each line of the composition was to be played on
the vinm (including ga.mak.as). They al3o performed each
composition (which I recorded on tape.)
This sample of 42 re as represents a compromise
between the ragas which Doreswamy and t/l^jayaraghavan
considered that, as a pupil, I should learn (viz. the
first 15 rages in the above list) and my own attempts
to obtain sas pies of as many different types of raga-
as possible in the time available. Ay main concern was
to obtain information on ragas having different numbers
of notes, different scale types and different types of
ascent/descent pattern. I was also concerned to obtain
information on the most -popular rages, sue' as Todi
and Bhairavi. This led to some friction with Bores-
v/amy since he considered these rages ''too difficult
for a beginner" due to the complexity of the gamakas
which they employ.
(c). (iii) Aiusha Bvara and Rasa
The first analysis which I carried out of this
data sample was in order to test Sambamoorthy's assert¬
ion (reproduced in section (c),(i) ) that there is a
correlation between plural amsha svaras and plural rasas.
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Of the 42 rap'as. 27 are ascribed a single rasa. 14
are ascribed two rasas and 1 is ascribed three rasas.
In 32 ragas. the number of amsha svaras ascribed to
the raga corresponds with the number of rasas ascribed
to the raga; the one raga ascribed three amsha svaras
- Xalyani - is ascribed three rasas. 4 ragas have more
rasas than amsha svaraa and 6 ragas have more amsha
svp.t-ph than rasas. This high correlation prompted me
to search for a correlation between particular notes
as amsha svaras and particular rasas but no correlation
appeared which was significant.
(c). (iv) 'Flat'/'bharp' bvaras and Rasa
Next I tested Boreswamy's assertion that bhakti-
karuna ragas are associated with 'flat' notes whilst
'lighter' ragas are associated with 'sharp' notes.
I firstly tested his assertion that this correlation
is manifest in terms of note prominence (i.e. that
'flat' notes tend to be more prominent in bhakti-
karuna re;,'.as and 'sharp' notes tend to be more prom¬
inent in 'lighter' ragas). Considering amsha svaras
only, ragas with bhakti-karuna rasa having only 'flat'
amsha svaras. ragas with 'lighter' rasas having only
'sharp' amsha svaras and ragas with both bhakti-
karuna and 'lighter' rasas having both 'flat' and
'sharp' amsha avaras would corroborate Doreswamy's
statement whilst other combinations would not. V.ithin
the sample of 42 ragas. only 13 ragas thus corroborated
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his statement whilst 24 did not.
However, Boreswamy had said that 'flat' notes tend
to be more prominent than 'sharp' notes in bhakti-
karuna ragas etc. , not that the amsha svarss - the
most prominent notes - in bhakti-karuna ragas are
always 'flat'. There were several cases in the data
sample of the fourth scale-degree as amsha svara.
In terms of Doreswamy's definition, the fourth scale-
degree is neither 'flat' nor 'sharp'. V,hi 1st I
therefore had to redkon ragas having only the fourth
scale-degree as an amsha svara as not corroborating
Doreswamy's statement, clearly, if a quantitative
scale of 'note prominence' were adopted, such examples
might well be found to corroborate his statement in
terms of their notes which are prominent but not amsha.
I therefore adopted the following 'prominence
scale'. For the 8 notes being examined (i.e. the
'flat' and 'sharp' varieties of the scale-degrees
2,3,6 and 7), where the note did not appear in the
raga I assigned it the value '0'. I assigned the value
'l' to notes 'bracketed' or 'double bracketed' by
Doreswamy (see section (b), (i) of this chapter) in
the ascent/descent pattern of the raga and to bhashanga
svaras.
(The bhashanga svara concept requires some ex¬
planation. Within my sample, the number of notes
contained in a raga ranges between 5 and 9. However,
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whatever the number of notes contained in a raga.
the raga is assigned to a melakarta. or 'parent
scale', containing 7 scale-degrees, i.e. santa svaras
(see Sambemoorthy, 'South Indian Music', book 3,
Pp. 32-68 for an explanation of the system of 72
melakartaa). There is a great deal of dispute a ongst
South Indian musicians and musicologists concerning
the assignment of ragas with more or less than 7
note3 to a particular melakarta. hen there are more
than 7 notes, the additional notes are designated
as bhaahanga. which boreswamy translated as "'foreign',
to the melakarta". in terms of the criterion that
they are used less prominently in the raga than the
other notes contained in the raga which constitute
alternative scale-degree locations. For example,
baurashtra raga (the ascent/descent and ;iiva avara
patterns of which are given in section (b),(iii)
of this chapter) contains 8 notes, including (nauaral)-
7 and flat-7. Neither (natural)-7 nor flat-7 are
,1lva svaras of the raga but flat-7 occurs only in
descending prayogas whilst (natural)-7 occurs in both
ascending and descending nravogas. (Natural)-7 is
therefore more prominent than flat-7, therefore the
7th scale-degree is regarded as (natural)-7 and flat-7
is regarded as the ohashanga svara in this raga. )
I assigned the value '2' to notes which are aina
in a raga (i.e. they are contained in the melakarta
to which the raga is assigned but are not employed as
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starting, resting or f^^hing note3 of nrayogas in
that raga; (natural)-7 in Ssurashtra raga is thus
alna). I assigned the value '3* to notes which are
employed as finishing notes(i.e. nyasa) in the
praypgas of a raga but not as starting or resting
notes (i.e. .iiva). I assigned the value '4' to notes
which are employed as starting and resting notes
(i*e» -iiva) but not as finishing notes (i.e. nvasa)
in a raga and assigned the value '5' to notes which are
employed as starting,resting and finishing notes
(i.e. .liva and nyasa) in a raga. I assigned the value
'6* to notes in a raga which Loreswamy designated as
amsha.
I then extracted the notes in every raga which are
•flat' or 'sharp' varieties of the scale-degrees
2,3,6 and 7 scoring between '4' and 'S' on this 'prom¬
inence scale'. I then divided the sample of 42 ragas
into 3 categories, viz.
(1) A set of 15 ragas. having one or more rasas, none
of which were bhakti-karuna;
(2) A set of 20 ragas having bhakti-karuna rasa only:
and
(3) A set of 7 rasas having bhakti-karuna together with
other, 'lighter' rasas.
My findings are that within category (l) (ragas
having 'lighter' rasas only), the 'prominent' (i.e.
sco. between '4' and '6' on the 'prominence
scale') 'flat' and 'sharp' notes occur the following
number of times:
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flat-2 — 0 (natural)-2 — 9
flat-3 - 1 (natural)-3 - S
flat-6 - 0 (natural)-6 - 7
flat-7 - 3 (natural)-7 - 6
TOTAL » 4 'flat1 notes TOTAL =» 31 'sharp' notes
Within category (2) (ragas having hhakti-karuna rasa
only), the occurrences of the 'prominent' 'flat'
and 'sharp' notes were:
flat-2 - 4 (natural)-2 - 8
flat-3 - 6 (natural)-3 - 5
flat-6 - 6 (natural)-6 - 4
flat-7 - 9 (natural)-7 - 4
TOTAL » 25 'flat' notes TOTAL * 21 'sharp' notes
Within category (3) (ragas having "bhakti-karuna along
with other, 'lighter' rasas), the occurrences of the
'prominent' 'flat' and 'sharp' notes were:
flat-2 - 0 (natural)-2 - 3
flat-3 - 0 (natural)-3 - 7
flat-6 - 1 (natural)-6 - 6
flat-7 - 2 (natural)-7 - 3
TOTAL s= 3 'flat' notes TOTAL = 19 'sharp' notes.
Prom this examination we can conclude that there
are significantly more 'flat' notes employed as
'prominent' notes in hhakti-karuna ragas than in
'lighter' ragas. Category (5), in which the occurrences
of '■nrrminent' 'flat' and 'sharp' notes are somewhere
between the proportions found in the other two categ¬
ories, confirms this finding. Another significant
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finding is that, in category (l), flat-2 and flat-6
do not occur as 'prominent' notes whilst, in category
(2), they occur frequently. In category (3), flat-2
does not occur as a 'prominent' note whilst flat-6
occurs once only as a 'prominent' note. "this suggests
that the employment of flat-2 and/or flat-6 as 'prom¬
inent' notes determines the rasa of a raga as bhakti-
ka runa. All of these findings are confirmed when v;e
assess 'prominent' in terms of a score between '3'
and '6' on the 'prominence scale'.
I next tested Ooreswamy's assertion that bhakti-
karuna ragaa tend to employ more 'flat' than 'sharp'
notes (irrespective of 'prominence'). I examined the
correlation between the total set of notes employed in
a raga and the distinction between bhakti-karuna and
'lighter' rasas. I present the results of this exam¬
ination below. The categories of raga and method of
presentation of data are identical to those adopted in
the previous examination of the relationship between
'prominent' notes and rasas.









TOTAL a 8 'flat' notes TOTAL = 47 'sharp' notes
Category (2) (bhakti-karuna rasa only)
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TOTAL = 25 'sharp' notes
The findings of this examination are identical to
those of the examination of 'prominent' notes. 'Plat'
notes are uncommon in rsgas having only 'lighter'
rasas, very common in ohakti-karuna ragas and, in
ragas having bhakti-karuna along with other, 'lighter'
rasas, their frequency of occurrence is somewhere
between those found in the 'bhaktl--karuna only' and
'lighter only' categories. Flat-2 and flat-6 do not
occur in category (1) ('lighter' rasas only), they are
very common in category (2) ('bhakti-karuna only')
whilst, in category (3) ('bhakti-karuna + lighter')
they occur but not frequently.
These findings confirm Loreswamy's statements
about the correlation between the bhakti-karuna/'lighter'
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distinction between rasas and the distinction "between
'flat' and 'sharp' notes. They further specify that
the occurrence and prominence of flat-2 and flat-6
determine the rasa of a raga as bhakti-karuna.
During the course of this analysis, it became
apparent that, within the sample of 42 rag£-, -here were
several examples of ragas having the same set of notes
but classified, according to their rasas- into differ¬
ent categories (i.e. (l), (2) or (3) above). This
suggested the possibility that, by comparing these
ragas. a consistent feature might become apparent
which accounts for the attribution of different rasas
to the same set of notes.
Three ragas (Junjuthi, Navarasa Kannada and
Kedara Goula) employ the set of notes /l 2 3 4 5 6
flat-7/. Junjuthi has sringara rasa (i.e. it is
category (l);)Navarasa Kannada has vira and adbhuta
rasas (i.e. category (l) ); Kedara Goula has bhakti-
karuna rasa (i.e. category (2) ).
Three ragas (Kannada, Arabhi and Shankarabharana)
employ the set of notes /I 2 3 4 5 6 7/. Kannada has
ananda rssa (i.e. category (l) ); Arabhi has vira and
adbhuta rasas (i.e. category (l) ); Shankarabharana
has bhakti-karuna and sringara rasas (i.e. category
(3) ).
Three ragas (Bilahari, Yadukula Kambhoji and
Kambhoji) employ the set of notes /I 2 3 4 5 6 flat-7
(natural)-7./. Bilahari has vira ra3a (i.e. category
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(l) ); Yadukula Carobhoji has bhakti-karuna and sringara
rasas (i.e. category (3) ); Kambho^i has bhakti-
karuna and ananda rasas (i.e. category (3) ).
Two ragas (Ilindu3than Behag and Begada) employ
the set of notes /I 2 3 4 augmented-4 5 6 flat-7
(natural)-7/ iindusthan Behag has sringara and
adbhuta rasas (i.e. category (1) ); Begada has bhaktj-
karuna and vlra rasas (i.e. category (3) ).
In the case of each set of notes, we have ragas
in category (1) (non-bhakti-karuna) and ragas in
categories (2) or (3) (bhakti-karuna. with or without
other rasas) sharing this set of notes. I compared
various aspects of the bhakti-karuna and non-bhakti-
karuna ragas sharing the same set of notes. A signi¬
ficant finding which emerged from this analysis was
the greater number of gamaka svaras (i.e. notes
realised as continuous pitch movements) in the bhakti-
karuna than in the non-bhakti-karuna ragas within
each group of r a a sharing the 3ame set of notes.
(c), (v) Gamaka and hasa
In describing the gamaka svaras for each of the 42
ragas in my sample, Loreswamy distinguished between
two types of gamaka: kamnita and varika. He explained
this distinction in terms of the interrelation
between the system of IS s>utis (pitches) in the
octave conceived by Mysore musicians and the system of
12 svaras (pitches produced by the frets of the vina)
in the octave.
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Doreswamy recognised x9 srutis (intervalic' pitches,
i.e. each pitch forms a constant interval with the
drone-tonic,)in the octave between which gamakas are
executed. 12 of these iritervalic pitches are those
also conceived as the locations of svaras; the other 7
he termed gamaka srutis ('gamaka pitches') and expl¬
ained that they can only occur in gamakas. The 12
3vara pitches ere those produced by the frets and open
strings of the vina (lute) and the 7 gamaka sruti3 are
pitches roughly mid-way between those sounded by the
vina frets (which are produced on the vina by means
of deflecting the string, thus raising the pitch
produced, on a fret which itself produces a lower
pitch than that desired). The gamaka srutis can only
be 'touched' or be the 'turning points' (see section
(c),(i) of this chapter for the definitions of these
terms) within gamakas and are never sustained, whilst
the svara pitches can be sustained.
In most circumstances, the open, top melody
string of the vina sounds the drone- tonic. The only
exception occurs in the case of a small number of
desya ('folk') regas. such as Junjuthi. These ragas
have a restricted pitch range (no higher than the 7th
3cale-degree above the drone-tonic) therefore the drone-
tonic is shifted to the a fth fret on the top melody
string of the vina (which ordinarily produces the
perfect fourth above the drone-tonic) when playing
these ragas and the drone instrument is re-tuned to
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produce this pitch. Doresw&my said that these desya
ragas are "not the true Garnatic (i.e. South Indian)
ragas; simply lighter items with which to conclude
a concert". The use of the term 'lighter' in this
context is interesting, since these ragas all have
'lighter' rasas (i.e. they are non-bhakti-karuna).
One ra3ika informant aptly described them as the
"sweet after the meal". No nallavls or long kritis
exist in deaya ragas. Since they are indigenously
tegarded a3, in a sense, outside of the main system
of ragas and rarely performed, I shall therefore ignore
them for the purposes of the present discussion and
concentrate upon the main ragas.
Referring to the open, top melody 3tring of the
vina. which (nearly always) produces the drone-tonic
as '0' fret, I list below the intervals with the drone-
tonic produced by the fret pitches of the vlna and the
gamaka srutis. By '1st fret' etc., I refer to the
intervalic pitches produced when the top melody string
is fretted. I also present the values (in cyclic
cents) of the 19 srutis. expressed in terms of the
intervalswi>ich they form with the drone-tonic. The
derivation of these values is explained in my paper
'The Mysore System of Vina Pitches' (part of a sub¬
mission for the degree of M.Mus. Department of Music,
University of York, September, 1977).
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Sruti number Description Value (cyclic cents)
1 0 fret, drone-tonic, 1 0
2 framaka sruti 44. 4
3 1st fret, flat-2 112
4 2nd fret, (natural)-2 204
5 framaka sruti 249. 3
6 3rd fret, flat-3 294
7 4th fret, (natural)-3 391. 7
8 eamaka sruti 431.4
9 5th fret, 4 498
10 6th fret, augmented-4 598.4
11 camaka sruti 640. 9
12 7th fret, 5 702
13 mamaka sruti 748.6
14 8th fret, flat-6 798.4
15 9th fret, (natural)-6 895
16 gamaka sruti 945. 9
17 10th fret, flat-7 996
18 11th fret, (natural)-7 1099. 3
19 gamaka sruti 1142. 7
The conception of 12 svaras must clearly be dis¬
tinguished from the melakarta conception of sapta
(7) svaras. The 7 svaras are 'scale-degrees'. The
72 melakartas (heptatonic scales) are generated by
different combinations of the 12 svara pitches produced
by the frets of the vina by the following means. The
scale-degrees l(sa - the drone-tonic) and 5 (pa -
perfect fifth) are common to all melakartas. Two
alternative locations of the 4th scale-degree (ma)
exist: the perfect fourth (called suddha ma - 'pure'
Ma) produced by the 5th fret of the vina; and the
augmented fourth (called prati-ma - 'alternative' ma)
produced by the 6th fret of the vina. Three alterna¬
tive locations of the 2nd (ri), 3rd (£&), 6th (dha) and
7th (ni) scale-degrees exist. The 2nd scale-degree
may be located on the 1st, 2nd or 3rd fret of the vina
(i.e. it may be flat-2, (natural)-2 or flat-3 in the
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terminology so far employed, which is adapted from
Powers' study - op.cit., section (h),(vii) of this
chapter); and the 3rd scale-degree may "be located on
the 2nd, 3rd or 4th fret of the vina (i.e. it may "be
(natural)-2, flat-3 or (natural)-3. Himilarly, the 6th
scale-degree may be located on the 8th, 9th or 10th
fret of the vina and the 7th scale-degree may be
located on the 9th, 10th or 11th fret of the vina.
Provided that ga (the 3rd scale-degree) is always
located above ri (the 2nd scale-degree) and the same
is the case for dha and ni (the 6th and 7th scale-
degrees), this results in 72 logically possible
melakartea.
It 3hould be noted that this nelskarta classifi¬
cation does not correspond with the 'flat'/'sharp'
(komal/tivra) distinction employed by Doreswamy.
Doreswamy termed the highest alternative location of
ri (the 2nd scale-degree), which is on the 3rd fret
of the vina (i.e. flat-3^ a 'flat' (komal\ note and the
lowest alternative location of ga (the 3rd scale-
degree), which is on the 2nd fret of the vina (i.e.
(natural)-2), a 'sharp' (tivra) note.
Doreswamy thus employed 4 separate types of
division of the octave \ ;ich he systematically
related to each other. These were:-
(i) a system of 19 srutis (intervalic pitches);
(ii) a system of 12 svaras (vina fret pitches);
(iii) a system of 7 svaras (scale-degrees, located
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as different vina fret pitches in different
nelakartas) and
(iv) a system of * 'flat' notes opposed to 4 'sharp'
notes (a sub-category comprising of 8 of the
18 svaras contained in classification (ii) above).
Loresv/amy defined the kamnita garnaka as a contin¬
uous pitch movement between one of the 12 intervalic
pitches produced by the vina frets and an adjacent
garnaka sruti. V.here, as in the case of the 3rd fret of
the vina. this gamaka can not be obtained by deflecting
the string upon the 3rd fret, it is obtained by
deflecting the string upon the 2nd fret and producing
both the adjacent gamaka sruti (sruti 5) and the pitch
of the 3rd fret (sruti 6) by this means. The distance
between a vina fret pitch and an adjacent gamaka
sruti. which is not a consistent interval although it
i3 always les3 than the interval between two adjacent
vina frets, is indigenously termed "one sruti".
Thus, Loreswamy often referred to the kamnita gamaka as
the "one sruti shake" (by 'shake' he meant 'continuous
pitch movement', i.e. gamaka). Since the vina frets
produce a set of 12 intervals which are each approx¬
imately 100 cents - the value of the even-tempered
semitone in the European scale - and the gamaka srutis
are roughly half-way between the two adjacent pitches
produced by the vina frets, we can say that kampita
gamakas- cover a distance of a 'quarter-tone' in the
pitch continuum.
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Doreswamy defined the varika gamaka as a contin¬
uous pitch movement between any two of the 12 inter-
valic pitches produced by the vina frets which are
employed as notes in the raga. These svaras need not
be adjacent, although the physical limitations of the
vina restrict the pitch range of a gamaka to approx¬
imately a major 3rd. (Vocalists also restrict the
the range of their gamakas to approximately a major
3rd, although they experience no 3uch physical
limitations. ) nor example, in a raea having the notes
1, 2 and 3, varika gamakas can occur between 1 and 3
as well as between 1 and 2 or 2 and 3. Varika gamakas
thus cover a distance of at least a 'semitone' and at
most two 'whole tones' in the pitch continuum and are
thus carried out over larger distances in the pitch
continuum (and usually pass through more intervening
pitches) than kamnita gamakas. joreswamy classified all
gamakas as karirpita. varika or a combination of the two
types.
I list below the kern-pita and varika gamaka svaras
which Loreawamy ascribed to each raga in the sample
which shares the same set of notes as another raga.
In stating, for example, that (natural)-3 is a varika
gamaka svrra in Junjuthi raga,Doreswamy explained that
this means that this note is reached by means of a
continuous pitch movement from a note in the raga which
is below this pitch (i.e. in this case, from 1 or 2).
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Group A (notes: 123456 flat-7)
Kaga Ganpita gamukas Varika gamnkss Gasels)
Junjuthi 2,4,flat-7 2,3,6 'lighter'
[lavarasa Kannada 3,flat-7 4,flat-7 'lighter'
Gedara Goula 2,flat-7 all 7 notes 'bhakti-
xaruna'
Group 3 (notes: 1234567)
its??a -v£.:ipita uamakas Varika rs. skaa uasa(s)
Kannada 2,6 all 7 i^tes 'lighter'
Arabhi 2,6 2,4,6 'lighter'
• ihankarabhersna 2,6,7 all 7 notes 'lighter'
+1ohakti-
1 aruna*
Group G (notes: 123456 flat-7 (natural)-7)
Rag a Campita ramakas Varika Kanakas asa(3)
Bilahari ;>5,6 2,3,6 'lighter'
Yadukula d.. ohoji 2,4,flat-7, 7 all 6 notes *iighter'+
* bhakti-karuna'
Kanbhoji 2,4,6,flat-7,7 all 8 notes Tighter'+
' bh a K. t i- a runa'
Group T (notes: 1 2 54 augmented-4 5 o flat-7(natural)-7)
Gaga 'arnpita Kanakas Vsrida Kanakas asc (s)
dindusthan iehag augnented-4,7 all 9 notes 'lighter'
Begada 2,4,7 all 9 notes 'lighter'+
'bhakti-karuna'
In groups A and G, the greater number of gsmaka
svarss in the ragas having bhakti-karuna rasa than in
the non-ohakti-karuna ramas is clearly evident. In
groups 2 and I), this correlation is less clearly mani¬
fest, in both the latter groups, the rags3 having bhakti-
karuna rasa have only one more kampita gamaka svara than
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the non-bhakti-karuna ra.; as, Nonetheless, these
findings corroborate Eoreswamy's statement that bhakti-
karuna-rasa correlates with the employment of a greater
number of gamaka svaras than is the case with rages
having only 'lighter' rasas.
(c'). (vi;. Discussion of the Findings
The above findings indicate firstly that, amongst
the 8 'flat' and 'sharp' notes considered, some are
better differentiators between bhakti-karuna and 'lighter'
rasas than others. In order to compare these notes as
rasa differentiators, it is helpful to quantify the
extent to which they differentiate between bhakti-
karuna and 'lighter' rasas within the sample of 42
ragas. Such a 'factor of differentiation' can be cal¬
culated for each 'flat' note by dividing the number of
times that it appears within ragas having bhakti-karuna
rasa only, in the sample, by the number of times that it
appears within 'lighter' ragas. Conversely, for a
'sharp' note the 'factor of differentiation' is obtained
by dividing the number of times that it appears in
'lighter' ragas by the number of times that it appears
in rap as having ohakti-karuna rasa only. The same pro¬
cedure can be applied to the findings on 'flat' and
'sharp' notes as 'prominent' notes in ragas. These pro¬
cedures result in two rank orders: (i) a rank order of
the 8 'flat' and 'sharp' notes as differentiators between
bhakti-karuna and 'lighter' rasas calculated in terms of
their APPEARANCE in ragas; and (ii) a rank order
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calculated in terns of their PKO!'I.^T.j\rOl. in raras. The
two rank orders are as follows;
(i) Rank order in terms of annearance of notes
Note No. of annear- o. of a-p-pear- Factor of
ances in bhakti - ances in different¬
karuna ragas 'lighter' ragas iation
flat-3 10 0 infinity
flat-6 10 0 -infinity
flat-3 11 1 11
flat-7 12 7 1. 7
(natural'1-3 8 13 1. 6
(natural)-7 6 9 1. 5
(natural)-2 10 13 1. 3
(natural)-6 9 12 1. 3
(ii) Rank order in terms of •prominence of notes
Note ho. of times o. of times Factor of
-prominent in -prominent in different¬
bhakti-karuna 'lighter' iation
ragaa ragas
flat-2 4 0 infinity
flat-6 6 0 infinity
flat-3 6 1 6
flat-7 9 3 3
(natural^1-3 5 9 1.8
(natural.1-6 4 7 1. 75
(natural^1-7 4 6 1. 5(natural, -2 8 9 1. 125
Prom these two rank orders, a composite rank order
can "be derived by adding together, for each note, the
factor of differentiation calculated for the appearance
of the note and that calculated for the prominence of
the note. such a composite factor of differentiation
is directly comparable with doreswarny' s conception, in
which the appearance of the note (i.e. 'scale-type1)
and the prominence of the note are assigned equal weight
as differentiators between ohakti-karuna and 'lighter'
rasas.
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Prom the composite rank order, it is clear that
it is primarily the 'flat' notes which convey the
distinction between bhakti-karuna and 'lighter' rasas.
This rank order suggests that one property of the 'flat'
notes which conveys bhakti-karuna rasa may be the
dissonance which they produce in conjunction with the
pitches produced by the drone instrument.
In terms of lelrnholtz'a theory, dissonance is
directly associated with the frequency of the 'beats'
produced when two pitches are sounded together: when
the two pitches are within a certain, close range of
proximity, these 'beats' are associated by the listener
with 'unple santness':
"The unpleasantness seems to arise in part from
the mental irritation of trying to follow a
succession of abrupt and rapidly repeated changes,
and in part from the purely physical irritation
produced by a succession of rapidly alternating
stimuli" (Sir James Jeans, 'Science and fusic ,
Cambridge, IS67, Pp. 50-51).
Helmholtz attempted to test this theory by calculating
the amount of dissonance that it implied for different
interviIs. e first assumed a somewhat arbitrary law
for the amount of dissonance produced oy the beats of
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two pure tones at an assigned distance apart, then
calculated, "by simple addition, the total dissonance
produced "by all the heats of all the harmonies of the
pairs of notes. Since ■'•his depended on the proportions
in which the different harmonics entered into each
tone, Relmholtz employed those proportions found in the
violin tone.
Helmhoitz's calculations of dissonance were hased
upon that produced hy two violin strings: one sounds
G above middle C continuously, whilst the pitch of the
other ranges from this C to the C two octaves above
middle C. The resultant diagram of magnitude of dis¬
sonance is reproduced by Jeans (ibid., 159; fig. 53).
I reproduce this as diagram (i). According to Jeans
(ibid.), a better test can be made by employing the
exact experimental results of iirues to give the dis¬
sonance of pure tones, but the final result is much the
same as that obtained by Helmholtz.
Liagram (i) is not a good incicator of the relative
dissonance of notes in ssngita because the tambura
sounds tonic and perfect fifth, not simply the tonic,
as in Helmholtz's calculations. This can partially
be compensated for by superimposing upon diagram (i)
the same of calculations with the perfect 5th
regarded as the drone. I have done this in diagram (ii).
The dif ^iculty arises in assessing the relative dis¬
sonance produced by the tonic and the perfect fifth
contained in the drone. I have assessed the two
Diagram Cii) ; Halmholtz's caUalatioK of tjissonanc<- for tonic, oily
a a c(rowg_ witi» fAfe -Sawn <■ aq|ca.|q.tto«S j'or
p*rf<tc.t fifth drone, sufxzrj .
ta W h-3 ^3 j>-£» i?-7 tj-7
P 10.3 ram Ciii): I7?a onifac/e oj-^disaanaiic^^^orjf^^li^vig^
•frtt Pitches aomideei 101 f<t a tarnIntra droit
1 b>? ^2. b-3 £-3 4 #-4. 5" b-6 b-7 g-7 J.'
, Vina f-ret pitches
; C a leu latioits
^or aniy









sources of dissonance as equal and calculated the com¬
posite dissonance as half the sum of the two magnitudes
of dissonance. This is not entirely arbitrary. The
tambura is tuned to shad.ia (drone-tonic; 2 strings),
the note an octanre Deiow shad,1a (l string) and the
perfect 5th of the latter (l string). d. Ghaitanya
Leva ('Psychoacoustics of Music and Speech', adras,
1967, Pp. 67-57) measured the tonal spectrum of a
tambura in this tuning, calculated the strengths of
the constituent frequencies and expressed the most im¬
portant of these in terms of energy ratios to shaa;ia = 1.
The perfect fifths one and a half octaves above shad.ia
(energy ratio to shad.ia = 86.47) and two and a half
octaves above shad.i a (energy ratio to ahad .i a = 32.65)
were the strongest constituent frequencies. The strong¬
est tonic frequency was the note one octave above
shad.ia (energy ratio to shad.ia = 17.66). Since the
tonics are sounded by more strings but the perfect fifths
are stronger, it seems reasonable to give these notes
equal weight in a study of dissonance involving the
tambura.
In diagrams (i) to (iii), I have marked the loca¬
tion, in the one octave pitch continuum, of the vina
fret pitches. In diagram (ii), I have marked the com¬
posite dissonance (calculated as half the sum of two
magnitudes of dissonance) for each vina fret pitch
pi - d ■ rainst the tambura drone. In diagram (iii),
I have isolated the (composite) magnitude of dissonance
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for each vina fret pitcu, in order to facilitate their
comparison.
Helmholtz's calculations are based upon assumptions
concerning European listeners. It may be the case that
the 1 outh Indian listener's perception of dissonance
differs from that of the ■uropean listener. In the
aosence of comparative experimental data, I shall assume
that t ey do not differ b t this weakness of the present
study must be borne in mind when interpreting the sig¬
nificance of the findings. .Another weakness of the
present study is that the proportions in which the
different harmonics enter into tonal 3pectrum of the
violin are likely to be different from those of the vina
and tambura. The dissonances produced by the combina¬
tions of violin tones are thus likely to be slightly
different from those produced by the combination of
vina and tambura tones.
ven a precise calculation of the dissonances
produced by the combination of vina fret pitches and
ta:..bura pitches nay not give a completely accurate
indication of tnose produced in vocax, violin, venu
(flute) or nagasvaram performances. This is not only
because of the different proportions in which the
different harmonics are represented in the tonal
spectrum, but al3o because the values of the intervals
employed may differ. I have suggested (G. Geekie, 1977,
op. cit. , Pp. (xii)-(xv)) that the locations of some
ylna frets represent compromises between two intervals,
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each of which is expressable as an aliquot small
number frequency ratio. Vocalists and violinists
may well produce these 'aliquot* intervals rather
than the compromises between them which the vina
produces. Purther research is necessary on all of
these questions. The findings of the present study
should therefore be regarded as tentative.
Regarding the 3 'sharp' and 'flat' notes in
terms of rank ordering of dissonance:
(a) Plat-2, flat-5 and possibly flat-3 are signifi¬
cantly more dissonant than the other notes;
(b) (Natural)-b is significantly less dissonant
than the other notes; and
(c) the four remaining notes are approximately
equal in terms of dissonance.
This rank order of dissonance exhibits a high
degree of correspondence with the composite rank order
of rasa differentiation (i.e. rank order (iii) above^i
In both rank orders, flat-2, flat-5 and, to a lesser
extent, flat-3 'stand out from' the other 5 notes,
"ost significantly, (natural)-3 is_> of the 'sharp'
notes, the best rasa differentiator; it is also
significantly less dissonant than the other 7 notes
These correspondences justify the adoption of the
theory that the bhakti-karuna/'lighter' distinction
between rasas is, in part, based upon the perception
by the listener of variable amounts of dissonance
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produced by the notes contained in the raga in
conjunction with the notes produced by the tamburfc.
The theory of the different magnitudes of disson¬
ance produced by 'flat' and 'sharp' notes in conjunc¬
tion with the tambura drone a3 a differentiator
between rasa^itself may supply an explanation of the
amount of gamaka as a differentiator between rasas.
• irstly, gams leas consist in continuous pitch movements
through those part's of the pitch continuum which lie
between the 12 vina fret pitches. According to diagrams
(i) and (ii), these are highly dissonant parts of the
pitch continuum. The more gamakas are employed in a
raga. the greater is the amount of dissonance thereby
produced. Secondly, Jeans' attempt to explain why
•beats* are unpleasant" (reproduced above) equates
'dissonance' with rapid change of tonal features.
Compared with notes rendered as fixed pitches, gamaltas
can certainly be characterised as having rapidly
changing tonal features. The two hitherto unrelated
rasa differentiators - viz. 'flat'/'sharp' notes and
amount of ganaka - may thus be reduceable to a
single acoustic parameter: viz. dissonance, defined
as 'rapidly changing tonal features'.
On the other hand, it may be the pitch movement
itself, rather than the dissonance produced with the
tambura pitches,which is perceived by the listener as
that aspect of a gamaka which denotes bhakti-ksruna
rasa. T. V. lubba kao (op. cit., .?• C3) states that the
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"emotional content" of a ohukti-karuna raga is
"sorrow". It may therefore be that a 'wavering'
pitch movement signifies 'sorrow' to the South Indian
listener, irrespective of the factor of dissonance;
this theory would have to be tested by experimental
means. However, if this interpretation is correct, it
raises the possibility that 3uch 'wavering' pitch
movement also signifies 'sorrow' in speech intonation
by native speakers of the Bravidian languages.
Ohaitanya Beva (op. cit. , Pp 206-263; 'Psycho-
physics of Speech-.ielody') has examined emotional
signification by means of the intonational factors of
pitch level, pitch range and 'inflection' (i.e.
changes in pitch) for Telugu speakers. However, he
produces three different sets of findings, each based
upon a different theory of perception and related
method of analysis. Only in his 'period by period
analysis\ based upon a theory of 'infraconscious
perception', doe3 he find that the number of 'inflect¬
ions' in the speech utterance significantly correlates
with emotion. Moreover, the number of 'inflections' in
the utterance, which he examines, is not directly
comparable with the amount of continuous pitch movement
in the utterance, which we would wish to examine for
the purpose of the present study.
his findings thus neither support nor contradict
the theory that the listener's assignment of meaning
to gamakas is consistent with his assignment of
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meaning to 'wavering' pitch movement in 3peech inton¬
ation. In view of the theoretical problems of per¬
ception r_ised in his study, it is difficult to suggest
any experimental techniques for the testing of this
theory. The distinctions made between the 'lighter'
rasas may well be consistent with the distinctions
made in the signification of these emotions in speech
intonation. However, in the absence of any statements
by informants of what these distinctions are, such a
comparative study of the signification of the 'lighter'
emotions in music and speech would encounter the same
theoretical problems of perception raised in Chaitanya
"Deva's study.
The conclusions of the present study of raga
rasa can therefore only be that;
(i) the distinction between b hahti-k a run a and 'lighter'
rasas (i.e. 'sbrrowful' and 'non-sorrowful' states)
is conveyed by ragas and not simply associated by
the listener with ragas t irough a learning process;
and that
(ii) variations in the degree of dissonance and amount
of continuous pitch movement are the two musical
features which convey this distinction between
emotional states.
However, these findings offer an explanation of
the apparently paradoxical finding (in section (c),
(iii) of this chapter) that there is a high correlation^
in the sample of 42 rages, between the number of rasa3
and the number of amsha svaraa ascribed to a raga but no
correlation between specific rasas and specific amsha svaras.
If a raga contains two amsha svaras. one being rendered
as a gamaka and the other as a fixed pitch, the listener
will assign to the alternation between the two amsha svaras
the meaning of alternation between a 'sorrowful' and a 'non-
sorrowful ' state (i.e. between bhakti-karuna and a 'lighter'
rasa). In this situation, it is not only the interval which
the note produces with the drone pitches but also how the
note is rendered that signifies emotion to the listener. We
would therefore be likely to find a high correlation between
the number of amsha svaras contained in the raga and the
number of rasas ascribed to it but unlikely to find a cor¬
relation between specific amsha svaras and specific rasas,
other than that which we have discovered between the two
very dissonant notes (flat-2 and flat-6) ana bhakti-karuna rasa.
(c).(vii) Raga Rasa and Sahitya Bhava
In section (c),(vi), I concluded that ragas actually
convey emotional states to the listener. This raises, the
question of whether the relevant musical features (i.e. dis¬
sonance and continuous pitch movement) simply operate as signs
to which the listener learns to supply the relevant emotional
states as referents or whether they directly alter the state
of the listener. I can find evidence for both the 'signifier-
signified' and 'direct affect' interpretations. Thi3 suggests
that bet mechanisms operate together and that the processes
invol/ed in the conveying of emotional states by musical
means are therefore complex.
That dissonance produces tension in the ^outh Indian
listener is a plausible hypothesis which can be tested by
experimental means. That the listener learns to supply the
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meaning of 'sorrow' to this musically-induced tension is
also plausible. On the other hand, we have considered the
point that the listener's assignment of the meaning 'soaflPow'
to 'waverint^pitch movement may be consistent with (and pos¬
sibly even derived from)his assir oment of meaning to this
feature in speech intonation. The latter point supports the
interpretation that raera rasa operates by means of the listen¬
er's 'programmatic'(in the musieological sense of the tern)
interpretation of musical patterns whilst the former point
supports the interpretation that it operates by means of his
'programmatic'interpretation of musically-induced experiences.
There is,however,no evidence to support the view t-iat even
the most basic aspects of the emotional states involved(i.e.
'sorrow'and'absence of sorrow')are created in the listener with¬
out the listener'8 active participation in this process in the
form of the supplying of an interpretative'programme'of meanings.
The emotional state termed bhakti-karuna does not simply
consist in 'sorrow'. It also contains the more specific emot¬
ions of 'compassion' and 'love' and is associated with specific
notions concerning a Supreme God and the relationship of
individuals to this Supreme God. These meanings, both spec¬
ific emotions and associated ideas, are, clearly, supplied by
the South Indian listener; they can certainly not be explained
in terms of direct musical effect.
Similarly, the explanations which my informants
gave of a five, 'lighter' rasas contain specific
emotions and assc :ated ideas which are, clearly,
supplied by the listener as meanings of musical patterns
and musically-induced experiences. These all
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related to the experience of the 'realised' state as
conceived in the ohakti liio&el of sadhana. They
expl ned sringar;. as the emotion of love towards the
Supreme God experienced when He reveals ilmself to
His devotee. ihey explained viiu. as the freedom from
fear experienced when the upreme . od revels Himself.
This emotion is often associated with the supreme God
in the form of drisna; the epithet vira {'the brave
one') is often applied to frisna, particularly in
devotional song texts. 'nanus specifically refers to
the experience of bliss in the 'realised' state as
conceived in the Vedanta laraanas (see chapter 3. )
y informants explained nanda as the bliss experienced
when the Supreme God reveals himself. They described
adbhuta as the "physical thrill" experienced by the
devotee when the God first reveals himself and santa
as the calmness of mind experienced by the devotee
after He has revealed himself.
The hhn'/1.i-kgruns/' lighter' distinction is thus
interpreted by the listener as the distinction between
the emotional experiences of absence and presence of
the upreme God. In considering why the listener
supplies this set of meanings for the musical distin¬
ctions of degree of dissonance and amount of continuous
pitch movement, the expression of the opposed emotional
experiences of absence and presence of the Supreme
God in the song texts (see chapter d) presents itself
a a the moot plausible explsc at ion. it would thus
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appear that the song texts supply the meanings in
terms of which the emotional significations of ragas
are interpreted "by the listener.
This view is supported by some statements which
raaika informants made. They said that there ought to
be a close correspondence between the emotions expressed
in the words of a kriti (i.e. its sahit.va bhava) and
the rase (s) of the rag., in which the kriti is
composed. I asked boreswamy about this. .as view was
that some 'masterpieces' certainly exhibit such a
correspondence but that others do not and that
it is , misleading to regard such correspondence as
a 'rule'. In my collected sample of I ritis. there are as
many exceptions to this 'rule' as there are instances
of it. onetheless, the otion of such correspondence
expressed by informants points to the listener's
percention of the relationship between sahitva bhava
and raga rasa. This supports the view of the song-
texts as the source of the 'programme' of meanings
supplied by the listener for the emotional states
conveyed by ragas.
This view is also supported by the proportions in
which the 6 rasas are represented in my sample of
42 ragas. Bhakti-karuna rasa occurs 27 times whilst
the 'lighter' rasas occur 51 times (sringara 10
times; vira times; ananda 8 times; adbhuta 4 times
and santa once only) in the set of rasas ascribed by
Doreswamy to the set of 42 ragas. Such a roughly even
balance between 'absence' and 'presence' of the
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Supreme God is witnessed in the themes contained in
the leirtana and sangita song-texts.
(?)«(vill) ixaga Kasa and kirtana
then sangita-trained vocalists sing kirtana
then, sL nee they adhere to the conventions of raga in
their performances, it must he argued that they
convey raga rasa. whilst kirtana singers with no
sangita training do not adhere to the more complex
conventions of raga (viz. the 'rules' concerning .liva
svaras. gamaka svaras and sanchara oraypgas). it must
nonetheless he argued that they convey to the listener
distinctions uetween emotional states hy musical means.
Firstly, they employ different scale-types, involving
different degrees of dissonance produced in conjunc¬
tion with the drone instrument, in vocal melodies.
Secondly, although they do not employ the complex,
prescribed gamakas of sangita. they certainly employ
'wavering' pitch movements when rendering sustained
'
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notes at climactic parts of their performances. It
must therefore he argued that, hy these means, they
convey to the listener at least the distinction be¬
tween 'sorrowful' and 'non-sorrowful' states,
Since the kirtana song-texts are dominated hy
the themes of the emotional experiences of absence
and presence of the Supreme God, it is logical to
assume that the kirtana listener supplies these meanings
to the 'sorrowful' and 'non-sorrowful' states conveyed
hy musical means within the kirtana performance. The
same mechanisms of emotional signification by musical
means and interpretation of these emotional states
in terms of the ideas supplied by song-texts thus
appear to operate in both kirtana and sangita per¬
formances.
(d) Conclusions
The conclusions of sections (c),(vii) and (c),
(viii) are that we should consider together 3ahitya
bbava and rap;a rasa as an integrated cultural mechanism
by ..eans of which the listener is enabled to experience
a desired effect within a performance of devotional
music (whethe. kirtan^or sangita). having considered
the basic practices which constitute this musico-
literacy mechanism and the basic indigeneous ideas
in the context of which these practices are enacted,
in the present section I draw conclusions from these
about the social functions of this cultural mechanism,
both in respect of individuals and in respect of society.
In terms of my argument in chapter 1, section
(c), (i), this mechanism supplies the function in
respect of individuals of 'equilibration'; i.e. it
serves to compensate for the undesired effects upon
the individual of life in society (collectively
termed dukkha). In terms of my analysis of the
rationale of the bhakti form of sadhana in chapter 2
section (e), (i), the nature of the 'equilibrating'
effect supplied by this mechanism is the experience of
'participation'; i.e. the experience of 'mergence'
with 'alter'. In terms of Tyagaraja's exposition of
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the rationale of kirtana as sadhana in his early song-
texts (see chapter 5, section (d) ), this musico-
litearory . echanism operates in two distinct ways:
viz. (i) by influencing the ~ uprer.e God to show, himself
to the devotee; and (ii) by having a direct effect upon
(e.g. "mellowing") the devotee.
Considered together, these observations suggest
the interpretation that this mechanism supplies a
solution to the problem of the emotional isolation of
the individual from his/her fellow men. In the context
of the fantasy relationship with the Supreme God, the
individual can experience and express strong eraotions
which might have disastrous personal and social
consequences in the context of a relationship with
another human being. As one instance of this, we can
consider the prevalence in song-texts (e.g. of varna
compositions - see chapter 3, section (d) ) of the
theme of madhura bhakti (i.e. the adulterous love of
the gp-pis for Tirisna). My informants explained this
as symbolic of the true devotee's love of the Supreme
God. however, this theme is extremely popular with
female vocalists in Mysore and their audiences mostly
comprise married women. This suggests the interpre¬
tation that such compositions enable the projection
of these strong emotions on to a supernatural being.
Otherwise, they would be suppressed (which leads to
a state of emotional isolation) or find expression
within relationships with other individuals (. lich
leads to undesirable personal and social consequences).
t
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The experiencing of these strong emotions is necessary
in order to influence the bupreme God to show Himself
to the devotee, in terms ofthe hhakti view of sadhana.
Such projection of strong emotions is t~us positively
evaluated in indigenous thought and can be viewed as
supplying important social functions in respect of both
the individual and his/her society.
In addition to such channeling of strong emotions,
the musico-literacy mechanism also induces in the
listener compassion for other human beings. The basic
emotion signified is 'sorrow', but this is indigen¬
ously viewed as resulting in 'love' (bhakti). This
suggests the interpretation that 'sorrow' expressed by
another individual (i.e. composer and/or performer ),
but given a general reference to all of humanity,
Induces the listener to have compassion for all fellow
humans, buch generation of concern for the emotional
well-being of others counteracts tendencies towards
emotional isolation. V.e can also argue that it has a
positive effect upon the listener's relationships with
other individuals, particularly those with whom he/she
attends performances of devotional music. These must
also be regarded as important social functions in
respect of both the individual and his/her society.
In the light of this discussion of the nature of
the 'equilibrating' function supplied by the bhava
aspect of devotiona-x. music, it is possible to si ?ify
further the nature of the undesired effects upon the
individual of life in society which this cultural
mechanism counteracts (viz. 'emotional isolation'). It
is m the case that the dufokha state consists in
being strongly attracted towards another being but
noo having these emotions reciprocated. This i3, in
fact, the desired result of participation in devotional
music (viz. the sentiment of bhakti towards the
Supreme God without the selfish desire that this sen¬
timent be reciprocated). uather the duhkha state'
consists in not being attracted towards others or
concerned for their emotional well-being. Such
inability to feel for one's fellow men inhibits
spontaneous social interaction and prevents the indiv¬
idual from experiencing the benefits of such inter¬
action. To employ a mecha ical analogy, this cultural
mechanism 'lubricates the moving parts' of South
Indian society and thereby benefits the individual
members as well as the society as a whole.
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(a) Introduction
The word gana means 'song' in Sanskrit. Speaking in
English* rriy vidvan and rasika informants referred to ganam
as the 'aesthetic', as opposed to the 'emotional' (bhava)
effect of the music upon the listener.
I obtained many statements from informants which rel¬
ated specific aspects of musical patterning and the cons¬
truction of musical instruments to aspects of the practice
of inana and la.ya yoga. These statements elaborate the views
expressed or implied in the texts of Tyagaraja's kritis
concerning how music substitutes for the .jnana and laya
forms of scdhana. discussed in chapter 3, section (d).
In section (b) of the present chapter, I argue that these
statements amount to a well-articulated indigenous
conception of music as soahana in terms of the 'purification'
model of s- Ghana explained in chapter 2, section (e), (i).
In addition, my informants regarded certain 'ecstatic'
gestures enacted by the listeners - particularly vidvan
listeners - as evidence of the experiencing of ganam. From
the observation of such behaviour, it was possible to
isolate the musical features which elicit these ecstatic
gestures and to discuss both the ecstatic behaviour
pattern and the musical contexts in which it was enacted
with informants. In section (c), I discuss these musical
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contexts and. statements made by informants.
In section (d), I combine the observations made in
sections (b) and (c) into a set of conclusions concerning
the Ranam experience.
(b) Music as 'PurifNation*
(i) The Prone-Tonic
As I stated in chapter <5, section (d), the term
shad.ia. which refers to the drone-tonic, is derived from
a Sanskrit root meaning 'six*. The explanations of thi3
term which 1 received from informants were based upon
different symbolic associations of the number six; viz.
(a) Some informants related shad.ia to the six systems of
r indu philosophy (the sad-darssna). The experience of the
Brahman is the source and objective of the six philosoph¬
ical systems. It would therefore appear that the relation¬
ship between the drone-tonic and the six other notes is
conceived as homologous with the relationship between
knowledge of the Brahman and knowledge of the six philo¬
sophical systems.
(b) Many informants of-ered the explanation that shadia
is so-called because it is "like the buzzing of a bee 1
(sat-pads - literally, 'eix-footed', in Sanskrit). As I
mentioned in chapter 3, section (b), the buzzing of the
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bee is emrloyed es a symbol of the Brahman throughout
Sanskrit literature. 'coording to my informants in ysore,
the characteristic 'buzzing' timbre of the drone-instrum¬
ent employed in sanglta (the tambura). which is obtained
by placing silk threads between the strings and the
cux'ved bridge of the instrument, replicates the experience
of the Brahman by sounding like the buzzing of a bee.
In this conlext, it is interesting to note that the
double-headed barrel-drum ( the mridungam ) employed in
ssngita is tuned to shad;ia and the note an octave above,
"to the right-hand face of the drum, .hich produces the
upper note, 20 or so split reeds are inserted between the
skin and the rira (meettu) of the drum. These cause the
drum to produce a 'buzzing' timbre when shad.ia is sounded
- i.e. when the resonance of the instrument is not
suppressed by means of the technique of 'damping' the
drum skins. The iorth Indian tibla does not have this
feature.
(c) Some informants related shad.i a to the six chakraa
of the 'subtle body' (see chapter 2, section (c), (ii), B
for an explanation of the chakras and chapter 3, section
(d) for a discussion of the employment of this correspon-
danoe in Tyagaraja's song-texts). The relationship
between shad.i a and the other six notes is conceived as
homologous with that between the »abode of Siva', or
sahasrera lotus, and the six chakras. In view of the myth
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(mentioned in chapter 6, section (d)) that the other six
notes emerged out of Siva and that p>a (penohama) - the
perfect fifth of shad.la - represents Parvati (Siva's
consort), I pressed these informants for correspondences
between specific notes of the scale and specific chakras
but they were unable to articulate any such correlations.
It is important to note that only one of the other six
notes is identified with a deity (i.e. Parvati). The tambura
has four strings, which are usually tuned to shad.ja (2
strings), the note an octave below shadia (l string) and
the perfect fifth of this note (1 string). In the Advaita
rationalisation of laya yoga. Siva and his consort ( akti)
are identified with, respectively, the nirguna and saguna
aspects of the Brahman. From this set of ideas, it seems
logical to deduce that the first and fifth scale-degrees
(the notes sounded by the tambura) together signify the
Brahman, in both Its nirguna ana saguna aspects, whilst
the other five scale-degrees signify the universe of
phenomena which is the illusory 'projection' of the 3rshman.
Some informants with whom I discussed the problem of
how the drone-tonic conveys the experiences of .inana
yoga stressed that the tambura does not 'refer to' or
'signify' the Brahman. They described the sound of the
tambura a3 the "manifestation in 'gross' sound" of the
Brahman. They explained that the conception of the ->rahman
as Ilada or Sa'oda (i.e. as a vibration or sound - see chapter
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3, section (d) ) refers to 'subtle' or 'unstruck' sound,
of which musical sound is the 'gross' manifestation.
The way in which most of my informants conceived of
the drone-tonic as conveying the experiences of .1 ana yoga
was as follows. In a concert of sangita. the tambura
sounds continuously - before, w;hilst and after the vocal¬
ist (s) and/or melody instrument(s), which produce the other
five notes, are heard. They said that this replicates the
periodic creation, or 'projection', of t e universe of
phenomena out of the a.uhiaan followed by its dissolution,
or absorption, into the brahman. They related the fact that
the drone-instrument sounds whilst the melody instrument(a)
- and/or the voice(s) - play to the experience of the
Brahman as 'pure undifferentiated consciousness' which
underlies our illusory consciousness of self. Therefore,
they said, by 'fixing the mind' upon the drone-instrument,
which sounds shad.ia, the listener practises .inana yoga.
Thus, both the timbral properties of the drone-
instrument and the way in which it is employed in a per¬
formance are symbolically related to uv&ita cosmology and
the Advaita rationalisation of .nana yoga. The character¬
istic 'buzzing' timbre of the drone-instrument renders it
distinguishable from the melody instrument(s). The act of
distinguishing the drone instrument from the melody
instrument(s) is interpreted as the distinguishing of
that aspect of consciousness which is the 'real self'
(i.e. 'pure consciousness' - suduhaboaha) from those
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aspects of consciousness which are 'illusory self'. The
act of 'fixing the mind' u on the drone-instrument is
interpreted as the 'restraint of the modifications of the
pudflhi' (i.e. the restraint of kliata states of mind "by
the prolo gation of the aklista states of 'pure' conscious¬
ness) in ;j: ana yoga (see chapter 2, section (c), (ii), A).
Distinguishing the drone-instrument and 'fixing the mind'
upon it are thu3 indigenously interpreted as experiencing
the 'real self' and prolonging this experience of the
'real self - viz. sadhana of the 'purification' type.
It appears that Advaita cos ology and its rationalis¬
ation of ,inana yoga supply an interpretative framework -
a 'programme', in the musicological sense of the term -
in terras of which the musical atterns are interpreted by
the listener as signifying the experiences of ;jnana yoga.
In terms of thi3 explanation, if a listener were not
conversant with Advaita cosmology and its rationalisation
of rjnana yoga, then distinguishing and ' fixing the mind
upon' the drone-instrument would not constitute sadh-na
for such a listener.
However, this explanation is at variance with the
statements made by some informants. They said that even a
listener who is not aware of this set of symbolic associat¬
ions experiences he rewards of the practice of .inana yoga
when he listens to a sangita performance, although they
agreed that a listener who is well-versed in Advaita
cosmology experiences these rewards to a greater extent
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than one who is not. These statements may ultimately sup¬
port the explanation of music as the .Inane form of sadhana
operating by eana of the 'programmatic' interpretation of
musical patterns if it is accepted that all South Indians
have some knowledge of the symbolic associations between
the drone-instrument and the experiences of sadhana by
virtue of their participation in a common culture. "e
might argue that every South Indian listener interprets
a drone-instrument and a 'buzzing' timbre a3 an 'important'
or 'auspicious' musical feature although he may not know
precisely why this is the case, whereas a foreign listener
would not necessarily interpret these musical features in
this way. Further detailed research involving Indian and
non-Indian listeners would be necessary in order to invest¬
igate this problem.
'irtana performances by aanp:ita-1rained vocalists, in
which the tamoura is employed as drone-instrument, can oe
viewed as conveying the same experiences (of sadhana of the
jnano form) as sangita performances, dirtana performers who
lack sangita training employ the ekatar (a single-stringed
lute) or portable harmonium as drone-instrument, -in the
harmonium, the drone is continuous throughout the perfor¬
mance, although it lacks the 'buzzing' timbre characteristic
of the tambura. It might be argued that the 'reedy' timbre
of the portable harmonium is perceived by the South Indian
listener as comparable with the 'buzzing' timbre of the
tanibura. Further research, both fieidwork and acoustical
analysis, would be necessary to test this. In the present
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context, what seems important is that kirtana singers use
melodic figures on the harmonium to supplement the voice,
in the portable harmonium, there is no timbrel difference
between the melody notes and the drones, since both are
produced bj the seme set of reeds. In sangita. this timbrel
difference is fundamental to the interpretation of the drone-
instrument as the 'real self. Therefore it must be argued
that the harmonium less cxearly replicates the experiences
of .inana yopa than does the tumours. Vidvans advise students
of vocal music against employing the portable harmonium as
accompaniment in place of the tardour a. However, these vid-
vans who specified to me a reason for this advice pointed
tc the restricted set of itches and impossibility of prod¬
ucing gamakaa on the portable harmonium.
The ekater also lacks this 'buzzing' timbre. The perfor¬
mer pluc. s the ekatar 3trixg, which sounds shad.ia. to mark
the pulse of the vocal melody whilst he sings. During pauses
in the vocal melody, he raises the pitch of the string by
depressing it between the tuning peg and the bridge on the
arm of the instrument. Usually such passages simply consist
in a continuous pitch movement up to the second, third or
fourth scale-degree above shad.i a and back again, although
skilled performers can replicate parts of the vocal melody
by these means. Is in the case of the portable harmonium,
no timbrel difference is maintained between melody and drone.
In conclusion, on the eketar the drone is not continuous
throughout the performance ana, on both the enatar and the
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portable harmonium, no differentiating, 'buzzing' timbre is
evident in the drone. 3oth instruments therefore le3S clear¬
ly symbolically replicate the experiences of jnana yoga
than is the case when the tambura is employed. If such
kirtana performances can be conceived as conveying to the
listener the experiences of .inana yoga, then they obviously
do so to a significatnly lesser extent than is the case in
performances in which the tumoura is employed, .usic as
a ad hana of the .hiana form is thus basically a feature of
sangita or kirtana performed by sangita-trained vocalists
and not of kirtana performed by vocalists with no sangita
training.
(b),(ii): Aacent /Dc sc ent
A number of statements 'which ray informants made related
musical ascent and descent to the ascent and descent of
-■■-■akti-iundsj.ini in lays yo„ practice. These statements
replicate and specify Tyagaraja's ideas on this subject (see
chapter <3, section (d)).
In order to explain ray informants' statements, it is
necessary to explain the terminology and concepts which
they employed. The vidvans employed the term stha.vi (octave)
and conceived of most ragas as tristhayi (i.e. operating
within '3 octaves'). They defined these three octaves as
ranging from an octave below shad.ia to two octaves above
shadja. They termed these three octaves 'lower, middle and
upper' - viz. maudra sthayl. madhya athayi and tara athayi.
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The exceptions to the tristhayi rap-as are the desya ragas
(explained in chapter 4, section (c), (iii)), which do not
extend into the tara sthayi.
Most performances of ragas occupy a range of less than
three octaves: usually from the 4th, 5th or 6th scale-degree
in the mandra sthayi (lower octave) to the 4th or 5th scale-
degree in the tara sthayi (upper octave). Gorrespondixigly,
despite the above precise definitions of the three stha.vi.
in practice the pitch ranges to which they refer are 'tele¬
scoped'. usicians described passages which spanned the
lower part of the middle octave as well as the upper part
of the lower octave as mandra sthayi. passages which extend¬
ed slightly above or belowf the middle octave as madhya sthayi
and passages which occupied the upper part of the middle
octave as well as the lower part of the upper octave as
tara sthayi. I shall hereafter refer to these pitch ranges
as 'tessiturae' and reserve the term stha.vi. or 'octave',
for the pitch ranges precisely defined above in terms of
shad.ja and its octaves. Diagram (iv) clarifies this term¬
inology.
Many informants (vidvans as well as raoikas) explained
these three tessiturae in terms of the difficulties experien¬
ced by vocalists in singing them. They explained the middle
tessitura as the range within which the vocalist can com¬
fortably sing; the lower tessitura as the range within which
the volume of sound produced by the vocalist tends to be
reduced because it approaches the lower limit of his/her
Civ) ; Re|ati»rt-*liij» oj- 't CSS/fa 71 'concept a j-























vocal range, and the upper tessitura as the range within
which the vocalist strains to produce the notes - thereby,
they said, conveying excitement to the listener. (I discuss
below the element of 'strain' involved in singing in the
upper tessitura), it should oe noted that vocalists select
an absolute pitch for shad.ia which suits their vocal range
and that the absolute pitch of shauja varies with every
performer (vocalist or instrumentalist).
All of my informants offered an idealised description
of ascent/descent through these three tessituras in Sc^rita
performances. They said that every item in a s mitu per¬
formance consists in discrete sections in each of which the
melody starts in the lower tessitura, slowly as©ends through
the middle tessitura to the upper tessitura, then rapidly
descends bach to the lower tessitura, lany informants
explained such musical patterning in terms of a correspond-
ance with the slow ascent of gi-.-.u eax^n to the 'abode
of ixva' in laya yoga practice, followed oy its rapid des¬
cent back to the muladhara ohakra.
These informants conceived of a causal relation3din
between such musical ascent/descent and ascent/descent
v\ thin the spino—cere oral amis and justified this concept¬
ion in terms of the symbolism of the construction and
ornamentation oi the vina (see diagram (v)). Knowledge of
this symbolism was widespread amongst my informants -
Doth viavana and rs sixes. t the end of the instrument
which contains the tuni.g pegs is a carved head (v.hich
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some informants described as that of a serpent and others
described as that of a lion). This carved head is said to
•represent th . muled hart chair ra at the base of the human
spine. ft the other end of the instrument is the large
wooden body, which serves as the noin resonating cavity
one ■.hie' is carved out of a single "bloclr of wood (of the
jackfruit tree). This wooden body .3 said to represent the
human cerebrum. The block from which it is constructed is
so carved that the core runs lengthwise (i.e. following
the dir ction of the strings) and, at the end of the
instrument, this core forms the extremity of1 the instrument.
This extremity is said :o represent the 'abode of iva',
or 1 lotus of 1,000 petals', of laya worn a theory, ..hic'i is
located at the top of the h man head. The arm (dandi) of
the vi ;e is at id to represent the spinal column, the 04
frets on the vin;,. .rm being j 11 to represent the - i bones
which, according to lindu anatomy, comprise the spine.
The top melody string of the -/ina is called sorani
(from the Sanskrit root s... r - 'f lowing ', f running'; iacdon-
ell, op. cit. , h 5-xO). * 11 notes above flat-b in the middle
octave (ma .h.yu sthayj) are clayea on this string. This
string is saiu to represent the susia.aia num. the canal in
the centre of the 3 ine by means of which, according to
laya yoga theory, iakti~kuaa,.mni ascends and descends
the spinal column.
hi the 'table', which forms the top of the body of the
instrument, on either aid. of the strings, are two ornate
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circles. They are painted or inlayed with wood, plastic or
carved ivory. Two designs of South Indian vina are indig¬
enously recognised, although there are mini.al differences
between them: via. the Tanjore vina and the :ysore v.. a.
"in the Tanjore vina. around each ornate circle is a concen¬
tric circle of aptroximately uO small holes which obviously
affect soun production. On the ysore vina. the concentric
circles of holes are omitted, sothat the two circular dec¬
orations are urely ornamental, tome informants said that
these circles repr sent the human eyes v.hi 1st others said
that they represent the human nostrils or, more precisely,
the terminal points of the idi and t-ii. rui_ m.dis of the
'subtle' physiology (see chapter s, section (c), (ii), B
for an explanation of these terms).
s the viae ascends in pitch through the middle tessit¬
ura up to the highest pitches reached in the upper tessitura,
the fingers of his left hand, which fret the sum, i string,
progress along the arm (ennui) towards the bridge on the
wooden body of the instrument. This is said to represent
the ascent of haiti-kuiiuu lini towards the 'auouu of aiva'.
In improvised passages, some younger vina players ascend
into the octaves beyond tura athayi. employing tie. fingers
only as a point of contact with the string, without the
assistance of frets (which extend only as far as the note
two octaves above ahad.ia). 'This has only become possible
in recent years with the introduction oi amplification of
vinas by means of the microphone pickup. Although ail
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vina players employ such amplification, the older vidvans
criticised such ascent into the octaves above tara sthayi
us 'showing off' and not in the best tradition of 0 .rustic
music. ( t concerts i have attendee, at .hich this was done,
however, the auaiences expressed great ap; reciation or such
passages.) s the vina player descends in pitch from the
upper tessitura (or higher) down through the middle tess¬
itura, the fingers of his left hand"""progress back along
the dc hiui (arm) tower , s the .am;, uiisre cnak.ru enu of the
instrument. This is said to represent tne descent of dakti-
kunuaiin1 back to 'her' usual abode in the muladhara chakra.
A similar set of symbolic associations exists concern¬
ing the Carnatic flute, or trisna venu - a short transverse
flute with o holes. The 6 holes are said to represent the 6
choleras, so that ascent and uescent in pitch, on this ins¬
trument, is also symbolically identified with the ascent
and descent of bakti-Kunaaiini.
As in the case of the drone-instrument, several infor¬
mants with whom I discussed this problem asserted that,
whilst familiarity with this set of symooiic associations
and with lays yoga theory increases the experience of the
ascending-descending sequence of tessiturue as the laya
form of sadhana. even the listener who is not familiar with
these ideas experiences such musical patterning as sadhana.
These assertions are subject to the same qualifications as
those made by informants concerning the drone-instrument:
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viz. whilst a particular South Indian listener may not he
aware of the precise significance of such ascent-descent,
by virtue of his participation in >outh Indian culture he
is aware that a musical pattern comprising slow ascent
followed hy rarid descent is 'important' or 'auspicious'
whilst a foreign listener would not necessarily interpret
such a pattern in this way.
ly informants stated that the singing of notes in the
upper tessitura conveys excitement to the listener (see
above). They attributed this effect to the strain involved
in producing these pitches. This may oe the case with un-
traineu singers, out vxrivans exhibit perfect voice control
in t1 is range, it may, of course, be argued that, when the
performer sings in the upper tessitura, he thereby evokes
sympathetic strain in the listener, it can not, however,be
argued that strain on the part of the perforaer - in the
case of a vidvan - i3 involved. The same may be argued of
high pitches on the vina. The relative closeness of the
frets to ne another and the relatively greater distance
between the unfrettea string and the frets in the upper
octave involves relatively greater difficulty in producing
the highest pitches, several informants related the diffic¬
ulties of producing these pitches on the vina to the ecst¬
atic sensations which they experience when they hear them.
However, vina viavans exhibit perfect control in this ran¬
ge, so that the listeners' ecstatic sensations might be
attributable to the effect of high pitch but not to the
effect of strain in note production.
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'whilst the description which informants gave of the
use of the drone-instrument in aengite corresponds with
musics 1 pr ctice, I find that the description which they
(both vi Ivans a d raaikaa) gave of the a seen ing-uescending
sequence of tessiturae is not adequate when compared with
nus cal pr ctice. Figures 6, 4 and 5 in section (c) of this
chapter re intended to illustrate so..n ti patterns. lowever,
-they o.lao serve to illustrate the present problem. _l_u. fig-
ure 3, which is the complete naifavi section of a krltl.
the highest : itches are reached in lines 3 and 0 of the
transcription. Thereafter, the range of pitch movement
inert ases through downward extension. The complete nusical
section can thus be characterised in terras of gradual
increase, followed ay rapid decrease, in the range of pitch
move.aent but not in terms of gradual ascent, followed by
rapi descent, in patch. This is also tile case with the
musical sections transcribed in figures * and 5.
I igure 6 is . transcription of an saw wane. The i,... nana
can certainly be characterised in terns of gradual sscent
to the highest .itches, although the subsequent descent
can not be described as 'rapid'. During the period in which
the highest itches are played, there is a concentration
of long g-amakes (continuous pitch movements). Luring long
r&: akas. -Listeners tend to make ecstatic gestures irresp¬
ective of whether or n t they correspond with high -pitches.
Thus, in the musical sections transcribes, in figures
3,4 and5, it can be argued that excitement is uuilt up in
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the listener by nee .s of increasing range of pitch movement
- a musical feature which is distinguishable from rising
pitch. In the musical section transcribed, in figure 6, the
enactment of ecstatic gestures by the listeners can be
attributed to the appearance of the long •• irzi Kr. 3 - a musical
feature which is also distinguishable from high pitch, "one
of these tr: scribed sections entirel corresponds with the
ic.t •Used description supplied by informants of ascent-
descent through tessitur&e or supports their ex;la ation
of ecstatic sensations induced by the single musical feat¬
ure of high pitch.
everal stst ements which n informants made also
contradicted the explanation that uiUsicai ascent and des¬
cent causes simultaneous ascent and desce..t of 'something'
in the listener's spino-cerebral axis, lost of them refer¬
red to or admitted to having some knowledge of the relation¬
ship between musical scent-descent and a scent-descent in
x 1 ,y l jisHo&h anu, me. uieoussing t-ae ipues oi n in the 1 os iract,
said that the listener experie ces the ascent and descent of
'something' in the spmio-cerebrai uaIs iiich corresponds
with ascent and it.xx.t in pitch, however, -..hen discussing
their own Ca eriences ..hen listening to -n—;nita.. none of
them described such an experience, xather they tended to
distinguish between ex eriences as the pitch gradually
rises and experiences when the highest pitches are reached.
They sa id that, as the witch gradual,y rises, they feel
• rad.ualay more tense and excited. They sard that, when the
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'frig ust ..itches' are reached, they experience ecstatic
sensations, (.eater- in this section, I argue that they emp¬
loyed the expression 'highest pitches' to refer to a 'mus¬
ical climax'. . .eaauhiie, it should he noted that the .List¬
ener can only know after the event v.he.. the highest pitches
pitches have been reached. The musical element eliciting
the response should therefore be termed 'relatively high
pitches' rather than 'highest itches'.no^ever, since the
latter expression was used by my informants when speaking
i' nglish, 1 employ it throughout ti is chapter. )
rii attempting to describe their ecstatic sensations
to me, they employee, a small set of terms and analogiesiviz.
(a) 1 elevation' ; a sensation oi rising upwards, a surge of
energy upwards in the oociy (particularly from the top




(d) 'ecstasy', 'bliss', 'joy', 'aesthetic delight or pleas¬
ure'; and ganam.
Of these four groups, group (d) represents simple labelling
of the experience whilst groups (a), (b) and (c) represent
analogies with the experiences of a.uhana: (a) is an analogy
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with laye yogs; (b) is an analogy with both layo and .in ana
yoga; and (c) is an analogy with the 'realised' state.
Informants also used the above set of terms and anal¬
ogies to describe their ecstatic experiences in musical
contexts which do not coincide with the highest pitches in
a musical section. They conceived of certain 'ecstatic'
..gestures as evidencing these experiences. From observing
the behaviour of the listeners during performance;, it was
clear that they tend to enact the3c; ecstatic gestures
mainly in three musical contexts: viz. during the 'resolv¬
ing line' of a sangati pattern, during the 'climax' of a
mrldsnmsm solo and during long g anal; a 3 in an elc-mna. rr,hey
enact the ecstatic gestures when these musical contexts do
wot coincide with the highest "itches. Significantly, how¬
ever, in all of my musical examples collected in Mysore the
appearance of the highest pitches occurs together with a
high concentration of long gamakss (in a1 moana) or immed¬
iately precedes the resolving line of •• ssnpati pattern
(in compositions).
From these observations, it would seem that the ecst¬
atic sensations and gestures ere associated with the other
musical features rather than with high pitch. Y.hilst e
might conceive of rising pitch as inducing increasing
excitement in the listener through the mechanism of symp¬
athetic strain, it is difficult to imagine how maximum
excitement in the listener can be causally related to the
ecstatic sen ations and gestures, hi the other hand, as I
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argue in the next section of this chapter, we can conceive
of a causal relationship between the other musical features
associated with the ecstatic sensations and the nature of
the ecstatic gestures themselves.
rom the above discussion it is evident that, from araon-
i st a cluster of musical features which tend to occur toget¬
her or In juxtaposition in Tiiusical practice, my informants
- particularly resikaa - isolated one musical feature (viz.
ascent and descent through t^ssiturae) to rej. resent uix of
the cluster. This musical feature exhibits a correspondence
with the experience which is the reward of the practice of
the xaya form o- si.dha.na - viz. ascent and descent of
„ ' ti---,ans.^.iini. L,y means of this correspondence, the whole
ciuster of musical features is thereby related oy the lis¬
tener to the practice of the lava form of aaohana. The
ecstatic experiences of the- listener which are induced by
the cluster of musical features are thereby related oy him
to the rewards of practice of the laya form of aadhana.
The question obviously arises, in the present context,
of the extent to which nirtana performances can oe aaia to
convey to the listener the experiences of aadnana of the
laya form. Si ce it appears that -angita communicates the
experiences of the xaya form of saonana oy virtue of the
listener's 'programmatic' interpretation of musicaliy-
induced experiences as experiences in laya yoga, a discus¬
sion of the extent to which this happens in kirtana perfor¬
mances is more appropriately left until the nature of these
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rrai3 cal. y-ind.ucea experiences has been discussed more fully.
1 therefore discuss this topic at the end of section (c),
(iii).
(c). (i) Metric-Ihythuic Organisation
. lexmitlonnl Tobii.na
In sections (c), (ii) to (c), (v) of this chapter, x
consider all of the musical contexts in which the listeners
enact ecstatic gestures, i conclude that the corumon factor
in all of these contexts is a feature of metric-rhythmic
organisation in sangita.
The main problem in the 3tudy of these aspects of the
temporal organisation sangxta consists in ,.hut
Grosvenor .Cooper and Leonard U. i.ieyer ('The Lhythmic
Structure of -lusic', Chicago, 1960, P. ;J) call the ' archi¬
tectonic ' organisation of music:
"That is, just as letters are combined into words,
words into sentences, sentences into paragraphs,
and so on, so in music individual tones oecome
grouped into motives, motives into nhrases,
phrases into periods, etc. "
Equating the study of rhythm with the study of grouping
(ibid., P. 8),Cooper and .leyer state:
"Khythmic grouping is a mental fact, not a physical
one. There are no hard and fast rules for calculat¬
ing what in any particular instance the grouping is.
Sensitive, well-trained musicians may differ...
Furthermore, grouping may at times be purposefully
ambiguous. " (ibid. , P. 9)
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Precisely this -problem arose when I discussed the group¬
ing of notes with vidvans. Me context of such discussions
concerned the jive svara patterns of rages (see chanter 4,
section (b)N. Jive svaras are defined as the starting and
resting notes of orayomas (melodic phrases) whilst nyssa
svaras are defined as the finishing notes of nraypgns. In
order to assess whether or not, in any particular instance,
the ,jiva svara rule has been broken, we must be able to
distinguish 'resting' from 'finishing' notes. This necess¬
itates being able to isolate discrete rrsyoges from the
continuous stream of notes played in a performance. The
only rule which vidvans articulate for the deduction of
the ,1 iva svsra pattern from the compositions in a r.-.-gs is
that notes employed to start music:! sections - re ,1 iv: svaras
of the rage and notes employed to terminate musical sect¬
ions ere nyesa svsras. they are here regarding the total
musical secti n as a rrsyora.
In discussing viseaha preyog-s of rages, vidvcna isol¬
ate the note se.uence which breaks the .<scent-descent rule
of the raga. 'tag on' varying numbers of other notes before
and after the visesha note sequence and refer to this as
p visesha grayega. In dictating to me the sancbsra preyogas
of ragas. 7 oreswamy classified as a T rw.y r a seouerces of
between two and e proximately thirty notes. The longer
Trayogas obviously comprise severs 1 rhythmic levels. In
discussing these longer ss richera t rayores with Doreswemy,
he would often isolate for discussion constituent parts
and call these rrsypgas. I once asked him to define the
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term mraypga: he defined it as "what S0U1TDS (his own emph¬
asis) in itself co nlete".
These discussions with vidvans illustrate the archit¬
ectonic organisation of the music and the non-formalisation
of the indigenous concepts of grouping. Cooper and 'eyer
supply definitive analyses of rhythmic grouping in estern
art music, "but the justification of these analyses is (i)
their status os 'cognoscenti' within the 'estern art trad¬
ition and, dependent upon this, (ii) their subjective judge¬
ment, as listeners, of rhythmic grouping. 1 could not claim
such a justification for an analysis of rhythmic grouping
in sangita. As an outsider, I am thus not able to specify
the rhythmic groups contained v.ithin specific examples.
Another problem ir: discussing metric-rhythmic organis¬
ation in sangita is that the indigenous terminology and
concepts constitute an adequate code by means of which
vidvans can communicate about metric-rhythmic fe; tures of
the music with each other but they are not adequate for the
explanation of these features to 'estern readers. I there¬
fore adopt Cooper and Meyer's fundamental terms and concepts
for the purposes of such an explanation. Their most basic
concept is that:
"Three basic modes of temporal organisation can be
differentiated. They are ouise, meter and rhythm. "
(ibid.,P. 3)
Cooper and .leyer define 'pulse' as:
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"A pulse is one of a series of regularly recurring,
precisely equivalent stimuli... pulses mark off equal
units in the temporal continuum, ihough generally
established and supported by objective stimuli (sounds),
the 3ense of pulse may exist subjectively. /. sense
of regular rulses, once established, tends to be con¬
tinued in the mind and musculature of the listener,
even though the sound has stopped. " (ibid.,P. 3)
vh.ilst pulses arc by definition ungrouped, the human mind
tends to impose groupings upon them:
"although pulse con theoretically exist without
either meter or rhythm, the nature oi the human mind
i- such that this is o rare occurrence in music. " (ibid.)
Cooper and Teyer employ the term 'pulse* to mean both 'an
isolated stimulus within a series of such stimuli' and'a
sense of regular pulses at a particular rate' conveyed by
a piece of music. In order to ovoid confusion, it is prefer¬
able to refer to the former as a 'pulse stimulus' and the
latter as a 'pulse' or 'rate of pulse'. I have.altered the
following quotations from Cooper and eyer to conform with
this terminology.
They define 'metre' (anglicised spelling of 'meter*) as:
"the measurement of the number of pulse stimuli
between more or less regularly recurring accents.
Therefore, in order for meter to exist, some of
the pulse stimuli in a series must be accented -
marked for consciousness - relative to others.
Vvhen pulse stimuli are thus counted within a metric
context, they are referred to as 'beats'. Beats .hiah
are accented are called 'strong', those which are
unaccented are cal ed 'weak'." (ibid. , P. l)
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ketre is architectonic, therefore ''it l'olio..3 that moat
compositions present a hierarchy of metric organisations''
(ibid. , P. 5).
The definition of 'metre' depends upon the definition
of 'accent' but the latter is problematic:
one cam ot at present state unequivocally what
makes one tone seem accented and another not. For
while such factors as duration, intensity, melodic
contour, regularity and so forth obviously play a
part in creating an impression or accent,none of
them appears to be an invariable and necessary
concomitant of accent... since accent appears to be
a product of a number of variables whose interaction
is not precisely known, xt must for our purposes
remain e basic, axiomatic concept which is under¬
standable as an experience out undefined in terms of
causes." (ibid. ,P. 7)
They therefore define 'accent' as:
"a stimulus (in o series of stimuli) which is MAPKFT)
FOE C Oh SCI >UShESS in some way. It is set off from
other stimuli...The difference between accented and
unaccented beats lies in the fact that the accented
beat is the focal point, the nucleus of the rhythm,
around which the unaccented seats are grouped and
in relation to which they are heard. ' (ibid. , P. 8)
They define 'rhythm' as:
"the way in which one or more unaccented beats are
grouped in relation to an accented one ' (ibid. ,P.b)
%
They specify two separate senses in which rhythm is indepen
dent of metre:
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(i) "unaccented notes may be >rouped in relation to an
accented one without there being regularly recurring
accents measuring metric units of equal duration" (ibid.)
(ii)"rhythm can vary within a given metric organisation"(ibid. )
In the study of both metre and rhythm, they distinguish
between 'accent' and 'stress', defining the latter as "the
dynamic intensification of a beat, whether accented or un¬
accented" (ibid. , P. 8).
Cooler and Meyer admit that some of these distinctions
and def nitions 'may seem unusual or contrary to current
use (ibid., P. ;). Some of their more detailed distinctions
(e.g. of metre) would he inapplicable to South Indian con¬
cepts. In emrloyihg their set of definitions, firstly, I
refer only to the above definitions and no" to other def-
intions ana usages within the theory of estern art music;
secondly, the use of the above definitions does not imply
acceptance of all of the defihitions and distinctions
contained in Cooper and Meyer's booh as applicable to
Gametic music. As I proceed to illustrate, the above set
of terms and concepts exhibit sufficient correspond nee
with the South Indian vidvans' concepts to enable me to
er.ploy them in explaining South Indian theory ; nd practice.
(c).(i).B Indigenous Concents
The South Indian concept of tale is comparable v.-ith
tre' as "efine above. lays means 'rhythm', V? ythmic
organisation' and 'rhythmic improvisation' therefore it is
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only the concept of laya in its narrower senses v.hich is
comparable v.ith the concept of 'rhythm' as defined above.
,r\lse stimulus' and 'pulse', as defined above, have no
precisely equivalent Mouth Indian terms. However, in the
Mouth Indian concept of tala. the term aksharak&la. like
the term 'pulse', refers to the marking off of e .ual units
in the temporal continuum.
e can distinguish between two metric-rhythmic cont¬
exts in Carnatic music;
(a" In ait, nam, and ten ... passages, ..hick precede compos¬
itions and which re not accompanied uy percussion instr-
uments, vldvar.a conceive of these being no metric organ¬
isation. In aii nana, there is rhythmic orga iaation and
there is alternation between a sense of pulse and no
sense of pulse. Different rates of pulse, in no simple
ratio to each other, occur in succession. In tanam. there
is rhythmic organisation and a sense of pulse most of the
time, the rate of pulse being constant throughout with
slight accelerando ana ri tarda ado.
(u) .hen a percussion instrument is _.j.ayi g. (either solo
or in accompaniment) vidvens conceive of there being
pulse, rhythmic organisation ana metric organisation.
v id van 3 employ complex concepts of .net re. They employ
concepts of pulse only when a metre (tela) is in perstion
and express these concepts or pulse in terms o- concepts
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of tret re. The only concepts of rhythm which they articul¬
ate concern the distinction between notes sung with the
consonant end vowel end notes sung with the vowel only.
This distinction is maintained in instrumental usic. The
'vowel only' notes are grouped in relation to the preced¬
ing 'consonant and vow/el' notes.
Tetre and °ulse
'Then a tala (metre) is in operation, the measurement
of the number of pulse stimuli but; sen the re t1 rly re¬
curring accents is expressed in terms of ah -,h: r f -Is
(literally, 'units of time') - su; lly ibbrevisted by
the musicians to aksharaa. The period of time between two
adjacent pulse stimuli is cal.ed 'one akshare' and the
pulse stimulus itself is referred to as 'the beginning of
an ak3hsraThe duration of one akshara is notionelly
absolute although, in my recorded examples, it varies
between approximately one hundredth and one two hundredth
of r.s minute between different music: 1 it us.
The grouping of the akshares into ac'ce; ted ('strong*)
end unaccented ('weak') beats v ries with the articular
trie and tempo (kala) of this talc employed in he musical
item. Tale is architectonic and the n-ruber f metric levels
v; ries between different tclas. The most common ta1r is
cdi trlc therefore I use this tela to exemplify ta1c in
general.
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The complete mi sical item in which a tale is in oper¬
ation end its constituent sections are conceived as
comprising1 complete averta s (cycles or measures) of the
tala which are isochronous. The averta comprises a fixed
number of aksharas and a fixed pattern of 3trong and weak
beats occurring at the beginning of aksharas. Throughout
most of a musical item, the strong beats are 'accented*
(i.e. 'marked for consciousness') by means of the pattern¬
ing of musical stimuli, "t certain parts of the musical
item (e.g. the 'climax' of the solo percussion section -
discussed in section (c),(ii) of this chapter), they are
not accented by musical stimuli. It such times, they are
marked for consciousness by means of the hand movements
of one of the performing vidvsns.
h en the strong beats are accented by musical stimuli,
the listeners - particularly the vidvan listeners - usually
also mark them by means of hand movements and/or back and
forwards movements of the head and torso. This is called
'keeping', or 'marking', the tala. During those parts of
the musical item in which the strong bests are not accen¬
ted by musical stimuli, the listeners tend to enact the
ecstatic gestures. These consist in closing the eyes,
making irregular, rolling movements f.ith the head and/or
irregular, circular movements of the torso from the waist
upwards. PanIkss say that making these gestures increases
the degree of ecstasy experienced at such times. They
also say that they 'lose the tale' - i.e. they are unable
to keep marking the fixed pattern of strong beats - at
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such times. Vidvan listeners say that they never lose the
to.la yet they enact these ecstatic gestures to a greater
exte t than non-vidvans.
In tala, beats are thus 'nr. rked for consciousness'
(i.e. 'accented') by musical stimuli, by rnental-musculat-
ory stimuli (in the case of the listener who rlcs the
tale) and by visual stimuli ( in the case of the percuss¬
ionist who watches the other performer marking the tala
for him by means of hancl movements during the 'climax'
of his solo). Cooper and Meyer's flexible definition of
'accent' permits us to classify together ail three types
of accentuation as 'metric accents'.
Three tempi (kola) are employed for tslas: 'slow'
(vi Iambi to lea la). 'medium' (mauleys kola) and 'fast'
(druta kala). In theory, medium tempo is t ice the speed
of slow tempo and fast tempo is twice the speed of medium
tempo. However, in all of my recorded ex mples, the tolas
layed in fast tem.no are somewhat less than t ice the speed
of those played, in medium tempo and the tains played in
slow tempo re somewhat more than half the speed of those
played in medium tempo, lost kritia. henc. most musical
it.as, are in medium tempo. This is consistent with the
indigenous conception of one akshara as an absolute unit
of time contrasted with the actual variation in the dur¬
ation of one nkshsra between musical items.
At fast tempo, one avert; (cycle or measure) of di
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tele, comprises 3 r/kshrres. These are grouped '4 + 2 + 2'.
Vidvans describe tales in this v<ay. T'.ach of the three
rrroups is called an an pa (literally, 'limb'). The grouping
is marked by stronger gestural accents st the beginning
of the first, fifth and seventh aksharas of the averta.
In marking the tala. the listener marks the beginning of
each of the other aksheras by means of smaller gestures
and body movements and the beginning of the i'irst, fifth
and seventh aksharas by means of significantly 1 rger ones.
At mediui tempo, one ■ /arta of adi tals comprises 16
aksharas* These are grouped '8+4 + 4'. In keeping the
tala. the listener marks the beginning of every second
skshars (1st, 3rd, 5th etc.) and mar 3 the beginning of
every anga by means of significantly 1 rger gestures. The
tala thus acquires an additional metric level, compared
with fast tempo - viz. a grouping comprising 8 aksharas
in which the beginning of the first sh. v is accented
whilst the beginning of the second ' 1 ■ rn is unaccented.
At s low tempo, one -.v. rt. of -nil t .la comprises 62
aksharas. which are grouped *16 + 3 + 3'. In keeping the
tala, the listener marks the beginning of every second
A sham (1st, 3rd, 5th etc. ) and marks the beginning of
every an; ;, by means of significantly larger gestures.
Ho- ever, both vidvans rid raoikas say that, in keeping
• Tj t la at slow tempo, they 'count' ( which we may define
as 'marling for consciousness by means of mental, as opp¬
osed to musculator , stimuli') every fourth kshars. This
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raises the ^rohlem of inconsistency between the indigenous
theory and practice of tala.
■On the one hand, vldvans and rnsikas say that adi tela
'is' '4 + 2 + 2* at all tempos. In terms of this concept¬
ion, at slow tempo the lowest level metric grouping comp¬
rises four aksharas. the first being accented end the foll¬
owing three being unaccented. On the other hand, they say
that tale 'is' the hand movements empl-yed to mark the
tola. In terms of this conception, at slow tempo the
lowest level metric grouping comprises two aksheras. the
first being accented and the second unaccented.
The logical interpretation of this apparent inconsis¬
tency is that tala consists in the intersection of both
parameters ( hich I shell refer to as respectively the
'mental' and the 'musculatory'). In terms of this inter¬
pretation, at slow tempo sdi tala has both a lowest level
metric grouping of two f ksh; res and a higher level metric
mrouping comprising tvo lowest level units (viz. 4 ekshoras).
An/r.'- a of tolas are classified according to the number
of lowest level metric units at fast tempo (i.e. units
comprising one alesha ra) which they contain: an an udrut a
comprises one such unit; a druta comprises tvo such units;
and a laghu comprises three or more such units, fidi tala
is thus described as having a lagbu. followed by a first
druta. followed by a second druta.
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Viavans refer to the lowest level metric unit of a
tala - whatever the tempo (i ala) of the tela - as ail
' akshare'. When asked to distinguish this concept of
ekshnra from the concept of one akshara as a unit of ab¬
solute time, vidvans refer to the former concept by making
the hand movement involved in marking this level of tala.
Clearly, these are separate indigenous concepts referred
to by the same term. The concept of akshara as lowest
level metric unit (1. l.m. u. ) is derived from the concept
of akshars as an absolute unit of time ( by means of the
formula: 'at fast tempo, a unit comprising one al-sherr:f).
The indigenous terminology reflects this derivation (sinoe
a unit of absolute time is always referred to as an
ai.3hera but a 1. 1. m. u. is also referred to by means of
*
e hand gesture). In this thesis, I shall therefore reserve
the terra akshara for a unit of absolute time and refer
to the derived concept of uksh re as ' 1.1. m, u. '.
In diagram (vi), X have represented the indigenous
concepts of metre and pulse by reference to the three
tempos of adi tala. as discussed above.
Rhythm
.All Carnatic music is sung to either:
(i) the literary text of the composition being rendered; or
(ii) the 'as ri ga ma' syllables employed in notating the
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music (so-called because, in ascending order, the 7 notes
of the scale ore den: ted 'so ri ga me pa dha ni')j or
(iii) (in alanana). the syllables comprising the name of
the deity to which the composition which follows dd-
resoed (nowadays, this is only done in the vocal accompan¬
iment of performances of bharata notyam - i.e. da.wce-mime) j or
(iv) (in alonena performed in other contexts), a small
set of syllables favoured by the performer himself ( a
favourite such set of syllables used by lysore vocalists
t ny time of fieldwork was ' sa ga ri ne '); or
(v) (in tanam), a small set of syllables used only for
singing tenon (e.g. 'ta nam', 'nan to'); or
(vi) mrid-.:r:~am .latis. (These are vocal representation is of
the sounds produced by the ridnw. which are employed
in not-:,ting sequences of m.ridangai strokes: e.g. ' tha dhi
na jham* - see Dharmala Ramamurthy, 'The Theory and Prac¬
tice of -ridanga', iwdras, 1973, ?. 39. ) These syllables
are chanted during parts of oWarata natyam performances
by the nattuvanur. or 'dance master', where they serve as
cues for the performer in executing complex sequences of
steps. They also constitute the song-text of the "'l avi
and anunollavi sections of tiliana compositions. These
are U3ed as accompaniment in bharata r; atyam (in which
case the syllables also serve as cues for dance steps)
but are also performed in sangita concerts (both vocal
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and instrumental).
In instrui u tal lusic, the performers say that they
' si-, i . their head' all of these. Some- instrume: talists
'ove their lips .hilst they play and e few vina players
si :g aloud the literary text of compositions vhiist
■performing them on vina. ks sikas say that, if they are
familiar ith the literary text of ... cc. .position, they
'sing it in their head' - either throughout or during
the most frequently-repeated parts - when they hear an
instrumental rendering of it.
Both elody instrumentalists and percussionists
conceive of themselves as representing literary text "by
means of instrumental sounds. In mridangam playing, this
is done "by approximating the sounds produced by the
instrume: t, "lich are classified in terms of consonant-
vowel combinations (see above), to the syllables of the
literary text, "ccording to Ramarrmrthy (op. ait., P. 33),
this technique is c lied thaththakara and is contrasted
ith the technique of konugolu. which consists in playing
the instrument in terms of mridungan latis (see above)
alone. In thaththalcara. the stroke itself represents the
consonant (single or conjunct) whilst the period between
the stroke and the succeeding stroke represents the vowel.
On vina. the consonant is represented b means of a
stroke by a right hand finger on the vina string. Doreawamy
said that, ideally, vina strokes should be used only in
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these locations; all other notes should he either
'hammered on' or 'pulled'by the left hand fingers in order
to re-present the vowel. He 3aid that, in order that some
otes he heard, it is necessary to insert extra vi.na
strokeB. Such extra vina strokes, he said, nonetheless
represent the vowel.
In Sanskrit (i.e. Bevanagari) and the Dravidian scripts,
the diacritical marks which represent the vowel are appen¬
ded to the character representing the consonant which
■precedes it; the vowel part is thus grouped with the
preceding consonant. On vina, either a single struck note
or e struck note followed hy a series of 'hammered on'
and./or *pulled* notes is conceived as representing a
syl3 ihle of literary text. In the former case, the stroke
represents the consonant whilst the continuous witch which
follows renresents the vowel. In the latter case, the struck
note represents s consonant and vowel whilst the unstruck
notes which follow represent the continuation of the
vowel. According to Cooper and reyer's definitions, the
struck notes (or, in singing, the 'consonant and vowel'
notes) ere thus 'rhyth. icelly accented' in relation to
the unstruck notes (or 'vowel only' notes) since they are
the focal points of the rhythm "around which the unaccented
heats are grouped and in relation to which they are heard"
(op. cit. , 3).
Tn the musical representation of literary text, the
honemic organisation of the text thus imposes -articular
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rhythmic groupings upon musical notes, hhilst, as I have
argued, the specification by a foreign researcher of
particular rhythmic groups raises serious methodological
problems, where a literary text is in operation the text
itself a is leys one ol the factors operating in the indig¬
enous listeners' perceptions of rhythmic grouping.
here these is no literary text, the 'sa ri ga ma*
syllables employed in notation determine rhythmic grouping
in the same way as literary text, for example, iatisvaras
are short compositions ..hich lack literary text. They are
played by students of n;;its and performed as accomp¬
animent at bharata notyam concerts but are never perfor¬
med in , :. • 11a concerts. They are notated ana sung with
'so ri ga ma* syllables. In rendering a ,iutisvara. the
vina player ornaments the notated version but such addit¬
ional notes must be 'hammered on' or 'pulled' and not
struck. Similarly, when a vocalist thus ornaments a
,j- tisvare in performance, he renders the additional notes
with the vowel part of the notated 'sa ri ga ma' syllable.
"he use of the consonant-vowel distinction to repres¬
ent the rhythmic grouping of musical notes is witnessed
in improvised passages, such as alar ana. For example, when
the researcher plays to a vxdvan a recording of a--.; ; aa
p,la yen v in a and asks him to articulate the particular
phrases which he hears in 'sa ri ga ma' notation, he
does so in terms of the struck notes and classifies
wistruck notes as ornamentations of the previous struck
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note. lie thus represents the struck note as a consonant
and vowel and the unatruck note which follows (or unstruck
notes which follow) as the continuation of the vowel. If
he wishes to specify the unstruck notes in notation, he
does so by means of a scribble, representing pitch move¬
ment through time, above the character representing the
struck note, .usic students frequently employ this device
as an aide-memoire.
It is only the consonant-vowel (i.e. phonemic)
structure of the literary text which constitutes a factor
in the rhythmic grouping of musical notes. The semantic
and grammatical groupings inherent in the text are not
conceived as factors in rhythmic grouping. Discrete
semantic and grammatical elements in the text are split
up, run together and often truncated in order to fit the
rhythmic organisation of the melody.
(c). (ii; solo deiju.,sie^ . c .ions
In .very concert of sangita. the mrldangam player
(along with additional percussionists, such as nhatim -
clay pot - players, who are sometimes included in the
sangita ensemble) performs a solo section towards the end
cf the concert. This soio occurs at the mu of the oallavi
improvisation, in concerts in ihich there is no iwhavi
improvisation, a Iriti with kainana svara is pioyed at
this -point in the concert, a lengthy (improvised) i.aipana
v: is played after the composed kriti. after which
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follows the mridsnp'am solo. Pallavi and mridargam solo,
or composed kriti. improvised kalnanr svora and mridanyem
Solo, ere set to the same tela. (Although sanr-ita compos¬
itions set to a sequence of talas exist in musical texts,
during the "hole of my fieldwork period in South India
r did not v>ear such e composition played. )
'dl to la is the most frequently performed. Ither
frequently performed to ns are: runakc tain (2+4);
trlputr tale (3+2+2); eka tola (4); khanda chanu tala (2+3);
8n<3 misra charu tola (3+4). hccasionally, compositions in
dhruva talr (4+2+4+4), ma thya tala (4+2+4), .jhanpa t v la
(7+1+2) and eta tola (5+5+2+2N are heard. " ith the
exception of these rarely heard, longer tolas, the
duration of on overta of a tola ranges from about 2 to
about 12 seconds. mhe tela of a particular composition is
fixe" b the composer; the nerformer can not render the
composition in any other tala.
Tvery senmite ensemble contains a principal performer,
who is either the most famous or oldest member and whose
instructions on any aspect of the performs ce are obeyed
by the other performers. I did not attend any performance
in which a percussionist was principal performer; horeswamy
said that this is very rare. In all o'* the performances
which I attended, the principal performer marked the tala
for the mridanyam player during his solo section and,
particularly during the 'climax' of the solo, the
mridev •" m olsyer kept his eyes fixed upon, the principal
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performer's hand movements.
Anart from some advice u>ou the maintenance of the
instrument from Vidvtn hag&ohushana of ysore, „ho
frequently accompanied Doreswamy, I did not study mridan-
gam. Lacking knowledge of the technical terminology of
the instrument, I was thus unabxe to obtain prescriptive
transcriptions from mridam am players and discuss these
.ith them. The present study is therefore illustrated by
a (descriptive) transcription of the last 70 seconds of
a . u'i.iajigam solo played by Hri nagaohushana to terminate
a naliavi improvisation in ohairavi raga played by Bore-
.n any during a concert given in Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh)
on 25th scomber, 1975. doth musicians were particularly
pleased with this performance, Saying that it was the
best concert they had given during my period of fieldwork
id that the pal- wi improvisation and i.n id mam solo were
e celient examples upon which to oase my studies.
"~Ja .i: vis are composed by musicians themselves or
passed down in guru-disciple 'lineages'. Doreswamy said
that toe n. 1-svi employed in this performance is "an old
one' which he had learned from his guru and that he did
not know the name of its composer, ''al^avis are preceded
by long a la nan as. At the start of the oa iiavi i;,r rovisat-
ion, ysore instrumentalists sing the ral. avi before impro¬
vising upon it with their instruments. Figure 1 is a
transcription of the m l.i avi sung by Bore at. amy in this
erforr.ance. The raimvi is in adi tela, sio.. tempo, most
Fic/UTe.l'.PalUviinBh -ira i Rditfl-laiysiOUJ-te-mJ>«S* =IS1aksliara95
(j(cytoabsolutep>ifch^
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-psllavis and kritis followed by a percussion solo which I
heard in ysore were in this tala and tempo (kala).
The -oallfc'vi comprises only a single avarta of the tala*
The later part (comprising Shankari karunakari bhriravi)
comprises a refrain which is regularly returned to
throughout the pallavi improvisation whilst the earlier
part (comprising sharanagata .ianatima pu.ia) is usually
rendered once only. In vocal pallavi improvisation, the
refrain is always rendered with the same melody and the
literary text whilst the improvised parts are rendered
with 'sa ri ga ma' syllables. In the performance trans¬
cribed in figure 1, Doreswamy sings the refrain, followed
by the complete PGliavi. then plays the pallavi impro¬
visation (on vina).
The meaning of the literary text is: "Upon we creatures
of passion who worship you with this hymn of praise; Siva,
have compassion, sustainer of the sun." The addressing of
Siva is regarded as particularly apt, since Bhairavi
(literally, 'terrible' or 'fearful') is the name of one
of Siva's consorts as well as the name of the raga.
In figures 1 and 2, I have ordered the transcriptions
in such a way as to illustrate the metric organisation.
A complete line of the txanscription represents a complete
avarta of the tela. Unbroken lines through the stave rep¬
resent the distinctions between the ancas of the tala.
Broken lines through the stave represent the distinctions
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between the 'counted units' of the tola. I have notated
one ak.3hara as one quaver, so that the 1. 1. m. u. is repres¬
ented as one crotchet. I have joined together the 'tails',
representing note-values, of all notes occurring within
the same 1.1. m. u.
In figure 2, I have transcribed the last 70 seconds
of the mridangam solo by Sri dagabhushana which followed
3ri Doreswamy's •pallavi improvisation, (note that, , ithin
the 25 minutes between the singing of the nallavi and the
end of the mridangam solo, the tempo has increased from
130 to 200 aksharaa/quavera per minute. ) In transcribing
the vine, I adhere to the following conventionsi
(i) Whatever the absolute pitch of shad.ia. it is notated
as 'middle C' of Turopean notation and its approximate
location with the Turopean absolute pitch system is
indicated above the transcription.
(ii)The 'crossed note', or 'x', on the stave signifies a
pitch which is not as high as that signified by the staff
line or space on which it is located. Thus, 'crossed B
flat', in figure 2, signifies the gamaka sruti which is
sruti number 16 (see chapter 4, section (c),( v) for the
precise value of the interval).
(iii) Straight lines within the stave signify continuous
pitch movements (i.e. gsmakas) and their direction ^i. e.
ascending or descending). In the 'crossed B flat' example,
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this pitch is reached in a continuous movement from A.
(iv) The 'vT, upright or inverted depending upon the
direction (upwards or downwards) of the 'tail' of the note
to which it is added, signifies that this note is sounded
hy striking the vina string with a finger of the right
hand. Theabsence of this sign indicates that the note is
produced by 'hammering on' (or, within a gamaka. 'pulling')
with the fingers of the left hand.
(v) When a tala is in operation, the vina player strikes
the tala strings of the instrument (which sound shad.ia,
the perfect fifth and the upper octave of shad.ia) at the
beginning of the first akshara of every anga of the tala.
Since the location of the tala strokes does not vary, I
have not notated them.
In transcribing the mridangam. I have markdd only the
timing of the strokes and not the strokes themselves. The
mridengam is capable of producing a wide range of timbres
and pitches (as discussed in section (c),(i),B of this
chapter). These are classified into 7 basic strokes
(see T. R. Herihara Sarma, 'The Art of Mridangam', Madras,
1969, Pp. 1-7). Dharmala Ramarnurthy (op. cit. , Pp. 36-7),
however, presents a more detailed classification of 22
such 'tonal/timbral' strokes. In passing, we note that
this conception of 7 basic strokes and 22 strokes corres¬
ponds with the conception of saota svaras (7 scale-degrees) ati4
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22 srutis (intervalic pitches) in the octave employed by
vocalists and melody instrumentalists. (Ail schools rec¬
ognise 22 logically possible s rut is in the octave. In the
opinion of Doreswaray's musical 'lineage', however, only
19 are employed in South Indian ragas. whilst all 22 are
employed in North Indian ragas. See G.Geekie, 1977, op.
cit. for a more detailed discussion of the conceptions
of 19 and 22 srutis in the octave. ) Lacking the necessary
training in rnridangam. 1 am unable to relate the strokes
heard in the transcribed example to even the 7 basic
strokes therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, a
transcription of the timing of the strokes must suffice.
Y.here strokes are significantly dynamically stressed in
relation to other strokes, I have marked this with the
inverted *v', as in the vina transcription.
When I played back the recording to Sri Nagabhushana
approximately one week after the performance, he pointed
out the portion from the end of the first druta in the
3rd avarta of the transcription to the end of the laghu
in the 7th avarta (i.e. where the vina starts to play the
refrain) as the 'climax' of the solo. He agreed that it
was during this part that the listeners had enacted
ecstatic gestures.
Comparing the 'climax' with the preceding portion and
the refrain which follows, one distinguishing character¬
istic is the lack of a fixed pulse in the 'climax'. In
the 'climax', the lowest level metric unit is sub-divided
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into 2,3,4 or 6 equal parts and these different rates of
pulse alternate with portions in which the timing of the
strokes is complex (e.g. the beginning of the 'climax')
- presumably too complex to convey a sense of pulse. In
the portion which immediately precedes the climax, the
1. l.rr.u. is regularly sub-divided into 3 equal parts -
thus presumably conveying a sense of fixed pulse.
When these is a 3ense of fixed pulse, the listener
can predict the occurrence of the metric accents oy
counting pulse stimuli but,when the sense of fixed pulse
is lacking, this technique of prediction is not available
to him. .e can therefore assume that the listener will
experience greater difficulty in predicting the occurrence
of the metric accents during the 'climax' than during the
portion which immediately precedes it.
The refrain, which follows the 'climax', has "been
repeated many times throughout the performance and always
repeated within the same part of the avarta. The rhythmic
accents contained in the repeats of the refrain thus
exhibit a consistent relationship to the metric accents.
Ve can conceive of the refrain as encoding the pattern of
metric accents so that, by remembering and predicting the
pattern of rhythmic accents in the refrain, the listener
thereby predicts the occurrence of the metric accents.
This constitutes an alternative to counting pulse stimuli
as a technique of predicting the occurrence of metric
accents.
3C8
Another distinguishing characteristic of the 'climax*
is thst, during most of it, strokes do not coincide with
the met L ie accents. In the preceding portion, there are
only two examples of this whilst, in the 'climax', there
are 3d examples within the space of 60 metric accents. In
the preceding portion, although Sri Nagabhushana may accent
or stress other strokes, the listener can nonetheless
synchronise the terminal oints of his unilinear body
movements with the strokes which coincide with the metric
accents. This must assist the listener in predicting the
occurrence of the metric accents - i.e. in 'keeping the
tela' (in the indigenous terminology).
Presumably, the occasional lack of a stroke coinciding
with a metric accent does not disrupt this procedure.
However, when, as in the 'climax', most of the metric
accents do not coincide with strokes then presumably it
must be more difficult for the listener to predict the
occurrence of the metric accents. If the relationship of
the strokes to the metric accents were consistent through¬
out the 'climax' then presumably it would be relatively
easy for the listener to predict the occurrence of the
metric accents. However, since this relationship frequently
changes throughout the 'climax', then obviously it must
be very difficult for the listener to 'keep the tala'
during the 'climax'.
Combining the above observations: contrasted with the
preceding and succeeding portions, during the 'climax' of
0'J9
the mridangara solo,
(a) the listener must experience great difficulty or im¬
possibility in predicting the occurrence of the metric
accents and
(b) even if he could predict the pattern of metric accents,
most of the time this would be of little assistance to him
in predicting the temporal organisation, or 'timing', of
musical events.
During the preceding portion, the prediction of the
pattern of metric accents would appear to assist the
listener in predicting the timing, since the metric accents
nearly always coincide with a stroke and often coincide
with a stressed or accented stroke or a change in the
pattern of strokes, 'redicting the occurrence of the
metric accents is thus a rational means of predicting the
timing during this portion.
During the 'climax', the listener could 'pick up' and
follow the pattern of metric accents by watching the hand
movements of the rincipal performer, in that this pattern
of metric accents would be of little assistance to him in
;redicting the timing, the listener's behaviour (viz. clos¬
ing his eyes, thereby not watching these hand movements)
during the 'climax' constitutes a rational response to
the situation. rorn an over;. 11 viewpoint: since, during
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the 'climax', it is virtually impossible to predict the
timing, the abandonment of temporal prediction at this
time constitutes a rational response by the listener to
the situation.
In the view of my informants, the ecstatic gestures
are (a) the "expression" of an ecstatic state (i.e. the
effect, in relation to which the ecstatic state is the
cause) and (b) a means of increasing the degree of ecstasy
experienced (i.e. the cause, in relation to which increas¬
ed ecstasy is the effect). The two views are perhaps re¬
concilable in terms of the interpretation that the body
movements are conceived as constituting a 'gestural
analogue' of the listener's cognitive state. By this I
mean that, when he predicts, he enacts gestures which he
conceives as appropriate in that they are regular and
unilinear; when he does not predict, he enact3 gestures
which he conceives as appropriate in that they are irreg¬
ular and 'non-unilinear' (i.e. they must be described in
terms of 2 or 3 spatial parameters). Paraphrasing the
indigenous viewpoints in these terms, (a) the cognitive
processes of the listener result in a decision on his part
to enact the relevant gestural analogue and (b) the enact¬
ment of the gestural analogue is an integral port of the
listener's ecstatic experience.
Considering the overall form of the mridangam solo,
in the portion which immediately precedes the 'climax',
the fastest rate of pulse in the whole solo is reached
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(vis. one quarter of an akshara. represented as a
demi-semiquaver); this is characteristic of the form of
mridangam solos. Yve can therefore presume that, from the
experience of previous mridangam solos, the listener is
aware of this relationship between maximum rhythmic
density and the occurrence of the 'climax*. This suggests
that the appearance of such rhythmic density operates as
a cue to the listener that the 'climax' is immanent.
Concerning the extent to which performers' interpret¬
ations of the situation conform to the interpretation
developed in this sectirn, in the context of a discussion
of sanputi patterns (see section (c),(iii) of this chap¬
ter) Doreswamy said (from my field notes):
"not only in compositions but also in the solo
section of the mridangam player. ..the audience has
great difficulty in following the tola as what he
plays becomes more complex and he uses all his
skill in blurring the distinctions between the
different ang&s of the tala
Doreswamy suggested the comparison without any prompting
from me. In that no indigenous term exists which unambig¬
uously refers to architectonic levels of the tala lower
than the unga, it is perhaps permissable to translate
"angas", in this context, as "constituent units". Trans¬
lated in this way, the above statement i3 consistent with
the interpretation which have developed.
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(c). (iii) Sangati Patterns
Lac terra sang s.ti is derived from the Sanskrit gati
('gait1, 'course', 'motion' - tacdonell, op. cit. , P. dl)
and may he translated literalry as 'same motion'.
Bangstis are metric lines which are sung to the same
words and are of the same iength (viz. 1,2 or 4 avartas
of the tala). In a ssngati pattern, a number of ocsagatis
are arranged in a sequence, each usually being rendered
t ice consecutively before the next sanrati appears. The
sangatis within a sangati pattern are numbered in sequence
('first sangati'. 'second sangati' etc.) in notated vers¬
ions of a kriti. T ores-, amy ale dictated kritis to me in
terms of such numbered sangatis.
As the sangatis progress, some parts of the succeed-
ing sangati replicate the melody f the preceding ssngati
whilst others develop it. Three consistent features of
•eIodic development are. gradual increase in the highest
pitches reached, gradual increase in the range of pitch
movement and gradual increase in rhythmic density.
The composer Tyagaraja (see chapter 3, section (d))
was, according to Sambamoorthy ('Great Composers', book
2, o . cit. , P. 29) and T. V.Subba ^ao ('studies in Indian
Lusic', cp. cit.,P.147), the first to employ songsti
patterns in devotional compositions. Bubba Rao (ibid.)
states that, before this time, they were only employed
in pallavi improvisation by s:.m- sthana (aourt) viavans
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(see chapter 1, section (b), (3)). Since Tyagaraja's
time, all versions of the saaigita compositions of his
predecessors and contemporaries have become embellished
with sangati patterns (Subba Eao., ioid.,P. 1<±3).
Sambamoorthy ('South Indian lusic', book 3, op.cit. ,
np. 151-5) presents diagrammatic models of different types
of melodic development in different sangat--. patterns. I
discussed this passage with Doreswamy. he was sceptical
of the value of such an attempt to (in his own words)
'reduce such patterns to a set of rules' and said that
students would, in their compositions and spontaneous
improvisations, produce very poor sangati patterns if
they observed such oversimplified 'rules'.
Boreswamy's more detailed criticism of hambamoorthy's
models was that they do not include the 'resolving line'
which concludes many :angati patterns. He said that such
a resolving or concluding line'1 (his own terms) is not
a sangati. that both its rnatu (\ ord-content) and dhatu
(purely musical aspect) are different from those of the
sangatis which precede it, and that where a resolving
line is not found, it is usually the case that two
separate sangati patterns have been merged together, so
that what is, effectively, the resolving line of the first
se.ngati pattern is at the same time the first sangati (or
'fundamental theme', in Sambamoorthy's terminology) of the
second sangati pattern.
<3 <34
In a transcribed sample of Id krltis collected from
Doreswamy (G.Geekie, ' 1. inal Report* on Social Sciences
Research Council grant to. HR 2372/1, September, 1976,
unpublished, Pp. 66-179), there is variation in the type
and extent of melodic development found in the sangati
patterns and only approximately half of them have what
Loreswamy identified as a resolving line. A comprehensive
analysis of the types ox melodic development empl yed,
particularly where there is no resolving line, would be
desirable.
However, for the purposes of the present argument I
wish to illustrate only very general features of melodic
development in sa gati patterns. This can be illustrated
by three short saru-ati patterns occurring in very popular
hrutis (i.e. popular in ysore), as performed by Doreswamy.
The recordings were ootained v.itn only fieldworker and
performer present and without percussion accompaniment.
Comparing compositions recorded in this context with the
same compositions recorded in performance cmdcAts by
Doreswamy, x find that there is little difference in the
composition itself, although the associated improvised
passages differ greatly. Doresv.any said that the improv¬
ised passages can only be performed 'correctly' with
percussion accompaniment (where a tola operates) and
before an appreciative vidvsn audience. Since the asngati
patterns presented in this study are composed, as opposed
to being spontaneously improvised, it seems legitimate
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to employ them &s examples of both 'fieldworker-performer'
and 'concert* performance contexts.
figure 5 is a transcription of such a performance of
the complete nallavi section of a I riti (in Sanskrit) by
ysore Vasudevacharya (1865-1961) in Goula raga. adi tala
(medium tempo). Figure 4 is a transcription of the complete
pal_avi section of a kriti (also in Sanskrit) by uthus-
;:amy Hiksitar (1776-1335) in data raga. eka tal^ (medium
tempo) and figure 5 is a transcription of the crura lit vi
section of the same kriti (i.el the section which immed¬
iately follows the psliavi section).
T"ks t a la comprises only one anga - a laghu comprising
4 lo res level metric units(1.1. nuu. s). t medium tempo,
each 1. 1. m. u. comprises 2 akshara3 - represented as two
quavers. In the transcribed example in figure 4, each
sangati comprises two avartas of eks tela whilst the
resolving line comprises one averta. in figure 5, each
sang; ti and the resolving line comprise two avartas of
cka tala. In order to illustrate the organisation of
these musical examples in terms of such metric lines, I
have assigned each metric line (whether sangati or
resolving line) a separate stave in my notation.
During the sangatis. the listeners mark the metric
accents by means of the (downward or for- ard) terminal
points of hand and/or body movements. It should also be
noted that, in these musicau examples, the tala strings
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of the vina are sounded at the beginning of each anga of
"th® tela (indicated in figures 3,4 tnd5 by 'bar'lines).
Luring the resolving line, the listeners tend to stop
marking the metric accents and to enact ecstatic gestures.
Y/hen (as in figures 3 and 4) an early sangati is played
after the second appearance of the resolving line in
order to terminate the musical section, they resume
narking the metric accents.
Loreswamy conceived of the ecstatic gestures of the
listener as a response to the ''blurring of the distinct¬
ions between the constituent angas of the tala ' (see
section (c),(ii) of this chapter), kaaikas said that they
tend to lose the tala towards the end of such sangati
sections. However, they attributed their ecstatic
experiences at such times to the appearance of the
'highest pitches' and conceived of their ecstatic gestur¬
es as the outward expression of these experiences. In
section (b), (ii) of this chapter, I discussed this
conception of the musical section in terms of an
ascending-descending se uence of' tessiturae and concluded
that, from amongst a cluster of musical features, the
listener selects the feature which most closely corresp¬
onds with experiences in the iaya form of sadhnna.
The inconsistency between Lores .amy's and the rasikas'
explanations of the ecstatic gestures can be related to
the different terminological and conceptual tools avail¬
able to each. Yidvans are familiar with the conception of
oo7
f musical section in a kriti as comprising numbered
sangetis followed by a resolving line. Pew rasikas are
adept at analysing a musical section in these terms,
even if they are familiar with this conception. Their
only available conceptual tool for describing the
later part of a sanest! section is the conception of
'when the highest pitches are reached'. Since the latter
conception points to a correspondence between musical
structures a d yogic experiences which is often alluded
to in the song-texts, rasikas explain their ecstatic
gestures in these terns.
Considering Doreswamy's explanation of the listeners'
ecstatic gestures, it is obviously not literally true
th;t the boundaries between the constituent angas of
the tala are 'blurred' in the resolving line, since the
tale strokes of the vina continue to mark these boundar¬
ies during the resolving line. Interpreting his state¬
ment in terms of the 1.1. nuu. s of the tala. the fixed
pulse of the sangatis continues and musical stimuli
continue to coincide with most of the metric accents
throughout the resolving lines in the transcribed examp¬
les in figures 3 to 5. Whilst the results may be the
same, the techniques of 'blurring* the metric accents
obviously differ between sangati sections and mrldGRp-am
solos.
Comparing the resolving line with the preceding and
succeeding portions of the saner..ti section, two distinguish-
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ing characteristics are (a) the different -iterary text
and (b) the different melody of the resolving -Line. To
illustrate tie former, - have placed beneath the stave
the literary text - the textual syllables being located
precisely where loreswamy indicated, in his prescriptive
transcriptions, that 1 should 'sing them in my head'
when rendering these exam les on vina. To illustrate the
latter, I have inserted a line (between arrows) above the
stave where a melodic motif is common to one or more
sangatis and the resolving line, where the timing of
this motif differs between its appearance in the sangatis
and its appearance in the resolving line, I have broken
the line above the part of the motif in which the
timing varies (this occurs in figure 4).
V.'e can conceive of the pattern of rhythmic accents
vithin a sangati as deriving from the intersection of
textual accents (i.e. consonants in vocal music, repres¬
ented by strokes in vina music) and what we may term
'melodic accents'. Examples of melodic accents in figure
3 occur at the beginning of the second druta and at the
beginning of the 1. 1. m. u. which immediately precedes it
in line 1 of the transcription. These do not coincide
with textual accents and they are not (in line l)
dynamically stressed. Accentuation, in these examples,
can be conceived as arising from location at the turning
points of melodic contours.
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in the absence of an exhaustive set of criteria for
determining melodic accentuation which are cross-cultur¬
ally valid, it is not possible to specify patterns of
melodic accents in figures 6 to 5. The only aspect of
rhythmic accentuation which the foreign investigator can
specify are the textual accents. In figures 6 tc 5,
although the distribution of the consonants in the resol¬
ving lines is in no case completely different from their
distribution in the s.-meatis. in all cases there are
parts of the metric line in which the distribution of
the consonants in relation to the metric accents differs
between a arm a tis and resolving line.
In figure 6, as the section proceeds, the melodic
contours of the auiretiu progressively develop. This must
affect the rhythmic grouping of the metric line by the
listener. For example, in .lines 1 and 2 of the transcrip¬
tion, the melodic motif rendered as /Pra Na I<ia/ seems
.likely to be perceived as a discrete group whilst, in
-lines 5 and 6 of the transcription, it seems likely that
this same motif will be rouped together with the succeed¬
ing motifs into a higher level rhythmic group, or 'phrase',
which spans the complete lenhu of the metric line.
Again, it is problematic for the foreign investigator
to attempt to specify melodic accents, hence rhythmic
grouping. It is therefore problematic for me to attempt
to assess whether or not the rhythmic grouping differs
0<±U
between the ssnrmtis and the resolving line. /II that I
can 3tate is that resolving lines tend to exhibit the
St- "e rhyth :ic density as the sangatis which immediately
precede them; thus the higher architectonic levels of
rhythmic grouping which emerge in the later sangatis
would also appeei"- to be present in the resolving line of
a sangeti section.
Pith very occasional exceptions (such as /Pra Na Ma/
in lines 3 and 4 of figure 3), the textual accents exhibit
consistent relationships, in the sangatis. to the metric
accents. As the sangatis progress, the repeated pattern
of textual accents thus supplies a highly stable - hence
predictable - factor within the developing patterns of
rhythmic groupings.
This observation suggests the int rpretation th t the
listener employs the repeated pattern of textual accents
in the sanratis as an encoding device: i.e. he employs
iA to encode, hence predict, the occurrence of the metric
accents rather than predicting their occurrence by
counting pulse stimuli. If this interpretation is correct
then, in the early sangatis (i.e.before the pattern of
textual accents is well enough established in the listen¬
er's memory to serve as an encoding device), the listener
will tend to predict the occurrence of the metric accents
by counting pulse stimuli whilst, in the later sa: gat is
(i.e. when the pattern of textual accents and its relation¬
ship to the pattern of metric accents is sufficiently
6-i-x
established in the listener's memory for him to employ
the encoding device) the listener will tend to predict
the pattern of metric accents by recalling and predicting
the pattern of textual accents. It may therefore be poss¬
ible to test ny theory of 'encoding' by experimental
means with South Indian listeners.
"hen the resolving line appears, the pattern of
textual accents changes. The encoding device is no longer
available to the listener therefore presumably he must
resort to counting pulse stimuli if he wishes to predict
the pattern of metric accents. In terms of this argument,
the fact that parts of the resolving line exhibit the same
pattern of textual accents as the sa.n atis whilst other
parts exhibit a nev pattern is significant, here the
pattern of textual accents is the same, particularly at
the beginning of the resolving line, the listener will
presumably be liable to make the mistake of thinking that
another sane ati - and not the resolving line - is being
played. This v. ill also presumably be more likely to
happen in instrumental performances (in which the liter¬
ary text is not articulated therefore the listener can
not perceive from the ne line of text that the resolving
line has commenced).
If, when the resolving line first appears, the list¬
ener thinks that it is another sannati. he will presumab¬
ly continue with the encoding technique until the depart¬
ure from the textual and melodic features of the s atis
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is sufficiently significant for him to realise his
mistake. The yoti (first syllable of the metric line)
and nrasam (second syllable) rhyme patteims of Sanskrit
poetics, which are unfortunately not well represented in
figures 3 to 5, thus presumably contribute to the diffic¬
ulty experienced by the listener in distinguishing the
first appearance of the resolving line in vocal performan¬
ces, since the initial textual syllables of the resolving
line are often identical to those of the senmatia.
In a vins performance, if the listener does not
immediately distinguish the resolving line and commence
counting pulse stimuli from the 3troke on the trIn
strings at the beginning of the resolving line^he can not
with certainty pick up the pattern of metric accents
until the beginning of the next ansa of the taia (when
the next strokt on the fala strings occurs).
In a vocal performance, these tala strokes are not
available to assist the listener in picking up the pattern
of metric accents but the vocalist usually marl s the
commencement of the angas of the tala'. by means of hand
movements. In such circumstances, these visual signals
occupy the same role as the auditory signals (i.e. tala
strokes) in vin a performances.
e also have to conceive of the probability that,
where a melodic motif is repeated in consecutive- sangatis.
t e listener employs the melodic accents within this motif
<3 x<3
to encode metric accents. £ or example, in figure 5, the
same motif occurs at the end of the laghu in every s saigati
- thus appearing 6 times in consecutive av.rtas. This
motif encodes the metric accent at the beginning of the
last 1. 1.m. u. of the laghu and cues the strong metric
accent at the beginning of the first druta. The same
motif occurs in the resolving line but is there located
in a different part of' the averts. It therefore seems
feasible that the listener recognises the motif in the
resolving line and mistakenly regards it as cueing the
strong metric accent at the beginning of the first druta.
As in the case of' the .yeti/pri sun rhymes, by the time he
has realised his mistake he has missed the opportunity
to count pulse stimuli afforded by the appearance of the
(auditory or visual) signal which indicates the beginning
of the next metric line and must wait for a subsequent
signal in order to pick up the pattern of metric accents,
in figures -i and 5, a melodic motif from the sanratis
similarly appears in the resolving line and is there
located in a different part of the averts. The prevalence
of this feature in my musical examples thus reinforces
my interpretation of its significance in creating diffic¬
ulties for the listener in predicting the pattern of
metric accents.
The conclusions of this discussion are that, by means
of both textual and melodic repetition, the listener is
induced to encode patterns of metric accents within
repeated patterns of rhythmic (i.e. textual and melodic)
3-±4
&ccents. Whether or- not ho employs thi3 encoding device,
the listener marks and predicts the occurrence of the
etric accents with the assistance of unilinear body
movements, 'hen he is not employing the encoding device,
the mental stimuli which govern these musculatory
movements ere his own measurements of pulse stimuli
(which are mostly, but not all, supported by musical
stimuli). hen he employs the encoding device, the
musculatory movements are completely governed by his
-perception and recognition of a pattern of rhythmic
accents supplied by musical stimuli. In employing the
encoding device, the listener thus relies entirely upon
musical stimuli to govern the timing of hi3 unilinear
body movements.
'then the pattern of rhythmic accents changes in the
resolving line, the listener must rely upon his own
measurements of pulse stimuli if he wishes to predict
the occurrence of metric accents. By various musical
and literary devices, he is hindered from doing so. In
this situation, the listener's abandonment of prediction
of the occurrence of the metric accents constitutes a
rational response.
If he did mark the pattern of metric accents during
the resolving line, this would enable him to predict
fairly successfully the timing of musical events, since
the metric accents in the resolving line tend to coincide
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with, musical events. Thus, if the listener did not abandon
the counting of pulse stimuli during the later sangatis
then he would be able to predict, with a reasonable
degree of success, the timing of the resolving line. The
listener's difficulty in predicting the timing of the
resolving line thus derives from his rational response to
the textual and melodic repetition which precedes it.
As in the case of the solo percussion section, the
behaviour of the listeners during the resolving line can
be viewed as a gestural analogue of their cognitive state
and their ecstatic experiences can be conceived as comp¬
rising a combination of the cognitive state (i.e. non-
■nrediction of the timing of musical events) and the
gestural analogue (i.e. irregular, non-unilinear movements).
The sanr/ati section parallels the solo percussion
section in that the appearance of the portion eliciting
the ecstatic response is cued by the gradual build-up to
a musical climax, in the mridangam solo, the immanent
appearance of the 'climax' is signalled to the listener
by means of rhythmic density. In the sangati section, the
immanence of the resolving line is signalled by this
feature and also by the reaching of the 'highest pitches'
and a relatively wide range of pitch movement.
!y discussion of the role of textual repetition in
sangati "sections raises the question of the role of
OiO
repetition in musical forms in which literary text is
interspersed with 'sa ri ga ma' syllables. The two main
examples in Garnatic music are the last (i.e.'charana and
avara') section of' a varna composition and vt llavi impro¬
visation. In section (c), (ii) of this chapter, I discuss¬
ed the role of the refrain in vallavi improvisation and
concluded that it encodes the pattern of metric acce: ts.
As the nal avi improvisation progresses, unrepeated parts
(rendered with ' sb ri ga ma' syllables) of increasing
length alternate with repeats of the remain and the
patterning of rhythmic accents in the unrepeated parts
manifests progressively more complex and variable relat¬
ionships ith the pattern of metric accents. )ften, towards
the end of the longer unrepeated parts, the listeners
cease marking the metric accents and enact the ecstatic
gestures, 'hen the refrain appears, they recommence
marking the metric accents.
The last section of a varna constitutes a shorter and
more formalised version of the above. The charana. which
comprises one „ v\.ilc of aai tala or two evartas of shorter
talas. constitutes the refrain which appears before and
after each (unrepeated) i,ttu,~ aaai svura (usually referred
to by musicians as simply 'svsra'). There are usually
four svaraa: the first is the same .length as tie charana.
the second usually twice this length, the third two or
four times this length and the fourth four times this
length. The svaras are sung to 'sa ri ga ma' syllables
and, as they progress, the patterning of rhythmic accents
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: anifesta progressively more complex a J. variable relat¬
ionships with the pattern of metric accents.
It is difficult to ooserve or assess the listeners'
responses to the temporal organisation of varnas. Only
one varna is ever performed in a concert by .lysore music¬
ians. It is the first item, so that the listeners have
rarely settled down or 'warmed up' and, if amplification
is used, the sound engineer has rarely balanced the equip¬
ment before the varna ends.
The longer, unrepeated parts of cel.,avi improvisations
parallel the mridangam solo in that, towards the end of
both, the listener finds it difiicult to predict the
occurrence of the metric accents and, even if he could,
this would usually afford him little assistance in pred¬
icting the timing of musical events. The listener's
abandonment of temporal prediction and enactment of
ecstatic gestures can thus be viewed as a rational resp¬
onse in both musical contexts. Also in both contexts, when
the refrain, which encodes the pattern of metric accents,
follows, the listener is thereby enabled to resume marking
the metric accents.
hong kritis which contain multiple charanas can be
viewed as a development of the vlma form. Loth the melody
and the literary text of each cm,n.na become progressively
longer and the patterning of rhythmic accents manifests
progressively more complex and variaoxe relationships with
£18
til- pattern of metric accents, before and after each
charana. the same early ssnpati from rhe -eallsvi section
of the kritl appears as a refrain. >ueh iritis can thus
be viewed as extensions of the varna form with the unrep¬
eated parts set to (unrepeeted) .Literary text. Towards
the end of the longer cha ranas. listeners cease marking
the metric accents and tend to enact ecstatic gestures,
'hen the refrain appears, they tend to recommence marking
the etric accents. These responses ere understandable
in terms of the argument developed for pel-avi improvis¬
ation.
The vast majority of music.-. 1 contexts in hich a tela
operates either conform to the above models or comprise
sen; ati sections, ' hi 1st there is not sufficient space
in this thesis for a detailed analysis of the melodies
of kirtana compositions, from the evidence of the examples
of this form which i collected in J.ysore it is clear that
kirtanaa do not exhibit the formal features of the above
models or the sennatx section. The poetic lines are
asually repeated only two or three times each, with
significantly less melodic development as the repeats
progress than is found between adjacent sangutis. Differ¬
ent verses {charanaa)are usually sung to the same melody
(with minimal variations to accomodate slight differences
in the number of textual syllables between the comparable
lines of different verses).
't the end of chapter o, section (c), 1 mentioned that
some informants classified the effect upon the listener
of the yati/nrr. sam rhyme patterns as sohitys bhsva "hi1st
others classified this as £snsm. This divergence of views
is understandable. On the one hand, the rhyme patterns
can be viewed as playing a role in the gunam experience:
viz. they help to create difficulties of temporal predic¬
tion for the listener because, in san; ati section, they
assist in concealing from him the fact that the resolving
line has commenced. On the other hand, they can be viewed
in relation to the literary text 'per sef - hence as an
aspect of sehity; ohava.
)n the subject of the relationship between poetic and
musical organisation in South Indian devotional music,
an interesting point is that the poetic organisation of
the vachana (see chapter 3, section (b)) parallels the
musico-literary organisation of the stnn.ti section. In
the vachana, we can conceive of the listener encoding
syntactic relationships in the temporal organisation
of the poetic line, '"or example, in example 2 in chapter
o, section (b), by the third cr fourth line of the oem
it seems likely that the listener will be able to predict
that the first grammatical unit of the next line a ill be
a noun in the locative case. It is perhaps the case
that such repetition induces the listener to rely upon
the patterning of external stimuli, rather than his wvn
cognitive rroc sses, to determine the relatio: ships between
grammatical units. The contrasting syntactic organisation
of the mudra li ;e which follows and the subsequent complete
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or partial return to the previous, 'established' sequence
of grammatical units suggests the possibility of responses
by the listener which are comparable with those found in
■ ■ ■.t— ti sections.
Sambamoorthy ('Great Composers', book 2, op. cit. , P. 26)
states that a characteristic feature of Tyagaraja's
kritia is that they are mostly in medium tempo whilst those
of his predecessors and contemporaries are mostly in slow
tempo. This feature seems related to Tyagaraja's employment
of sang ti patterns. The longer is the metric line, the
longer it takes for the relationship between the repeated
pattern of textual accents and the repeated pattern of
metric accents in the sangatls to become established in
the memory of the listener. Accepting this argument, it
follows that a very good musical memory is required in
order to appreciate sangati patterns in slow tempo compos¬
itions.
On this subject, Doreswamy said that non-vidvans
prefer kritis in medium tempo whilst only vluvans tend
fully to appreciate kritis in slow tempo. Since great
emphasis is placed, in -ariki-ta training, upon the develop¬
ment of the student's musica j. memory (both short- and long-
term), this statement ay Doreswaray would appear to support
my suggestion of an intrinsic compatibility between medium
tempo and amm ati patterns for the non-vidvan listener.
The same argument may assist in explaining the
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decreeing popularity of longer ti-los since Tyagaraja's
day. /-gain, the longer id the avert a the more difficult
it is for the relationship between the repeated pattern
of textual accents and the repeated pattern of metric
accents in a s;. :.r i ti pa. tern to become established in the
listener's memory. Longer talis are thus unsuitable for
sangati patterns. Tyagareja's introduction of son ati
patterns into devotional compositions is thus consistent
with the subsequent decrease in the number of new compos¬
itions in the longer tolas.
(c). (iv) Alapana and. Tanam
host compositions and all improvised mi.. i vi„. in
sangita performances, are preceded by Mnranas. in the
performances which I attended, the duration of the alarana
ranged between 50 seconds and 30 minutes. The duration
of an alanana is proportional to the duration of the
musical item which it precedes: long xritis and -pai^avis
are precedes oy long ai-aponas and short Iritis by short
alapanas. During the alanana. only the vocalist (s) and/or
the melody instrument(s) play, accompanied by the tambura
(drone-instrument). There is no percussion accompaniment.
■'Manana3 of longer than approximately 2 minutes'
duration contain a t._ nam passage. n item consisting in
uanavi improvisation with preceding ■ i. ran, . in a s- wita
concert, is referred to as ' alapana. tana.; and uixavi'.
whereas an item of the same length consisting in uxaX• & 1 i U j
tan am end : riti folic • ed oy a k.. ipum svara is referred
to simply as a 'kriti' or as ' alara;u- and kriti' . Thus,
the term a 1 apart a. in some- contexts, includes t a n but,
in other contexts, excludes tanam. 1 shall therefore
refer to the part of the alar-ana which is not tan am as
the 'alanana proper'. The alarana proper always precedes
the tanam passage and the tanem passage is always followed
by the rallavi (of a kriti r nlmvi improvisation).
I>oreswamy conceived of the siaguna proper as compris¬
ing four stages:viz.
(i) akshiptika ('introduction'), consisting in (in his
own words) 'a few flash ora.yogas to give the idea of the
rag a in a very brief v.ay',
(ii) raga vardhini ('developing the raga'). consisting in
three stages - in the lower, middle and upper tessitura
respectively;
(iii) makarini ('climax'), in which, according to Lcres-
v amy, the fastest note speed, greatest range of pitch
movement and highest pitches are reached; and
(iv) nuktayi ('ending'), consisting in (in his own words)
'a slowing down and conclusion, always ending on shad.;]a
(the drone-tonic)".
L>oresvvamy conceived oi tanam is comprising ruga
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v? rdhini. makerini and muktayi stages. He said that "anam
is of recent origin - perhaps two centuries old. He said
th t, traditionally, tnnan should be .layed in three tempi
- doubling the first tempo the douoling it again - but
that, nowadays, this practice tends not to be folio.ed.
he said that, nowadays, different performers play tanam
in different tempi and that.,, in different items in the
same concert, a performer will often play the ta mm
passages in different tempi. He employed a fourfold
classification of tempi for tanam. From slowest to
fastest these were:
/ a;ja tanam : "like an elephant, majestic"
aswa tanam : "like the trotting of a horse"
mar.Hooka ten am : "like the hopping of a frog '
vidyut tanam : " high speed, like lightning"
The descriptions (from my field notes) were made by hore-
swumy - note t; at the name of the animal or natural phen¬
omenon is employed to characterise the tempo.
In alanana proper, horeswamy conceived of there being
"no rhythmic patterns". The only rhythmic concepts which
ysore vidvnns employed in relation to a In imw proper were
(a) a distinction between notes of long duration and notes
of short duration in the snwehara rrayogas of the raga and
(b )the classification of accented/unacce ted notes in
terms of the consonant/vowel distinction (discussec. in
section (c), (i), B of this chapter).
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Tn glfT^-nt. proper, in the subjective judgement of the
researcher, there are five distinguishable rhythmic con¬
texts. Since these correspond with observable differences
in the behaviour of the indigenous listeners, it can be
argued that they also distinguish between these rhythmic
contexts. These distinguishable rhythmic contexts are:
(i) (hen there is a sense of pulse. At such times, indig¬
enous listeners mark a pulse by means of slight unilinear
movements, mostly of the head and torso.
(ii) ' hen there is a sense of accelerando or ritardando
-i.e. a sense of a pulse changing at a fairly constant
rate. At such times, the listeners continuously adjust
the rate of their movements in order to synchronise the
terminal noints of these unilinear body movements with
the musical stimuli which they hear.
(iii) Y.hen the melody instrument(s) and/or voice are
silent and only the tambura is heard, '.hen only the tam-
bura is heard - between musical sections and in such short
periods of 'melodic silence' in alauana proper - the lis¬
teners tend to enact ecstatic gestures - i.e. closing the
eyes, irregularly rolling the head and making irregular,
circular movements of the torso from the waist up.
The four tambura strings are plucked in sequence at
a fairly constant rate (from observing the hand movements
tambura players, I assessed this as between 50 and 30
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pluclcs per minute).Vidvans say that the tsmburs should he
played in such e way that it supplies no sense of pulse.
Tv;o factors which they pointed to as important in achiev¬
ing this were (a) plucking the string at a point approx¬
imately two-thirds of its vibrating length from the bridge
and (b) t technique of pulling then releasing, rather than
striking, the string.
In the subjective opinion of the researcher, the
tarabura su plies no pul3e. The acoustic spectrum of the
instrument certainly changes through time: Chaitanya Deva
('Tonal Structure of Tambura', op. eit. ,Pp. 44-5) states-
"coreful listening to the instrument .ill show that
the tones of the instrument (especially some of the
harmonics) are not heard continuously but in spurts"
However, these changes are irregular and tend not to mark
Particular points in time for the consciousness of the
listener. Since there is neither pulse nor rhythm during
such periods of 'melodic silence' they should, strictly-
speal ing, be termed an 'arhythmic context'.
(iv) Another discernable rhythmic context occurs when the
voice or a melody instrument is heard but the timing of
musical events supplies no sense of pulse. In these
contexts, there is 'rhythm' - i.e. there are accented and
unaccented notes and. the unaccented notes are perceived
by the researaher as grouped in relation to the accented
notes - but no pulse. In such ccontexts, the behaviour of
the indigenous listeners suggests that they ore searching
for a pulse hut failing to find one. They vacillate
between (a) marking accented notes by means of unilinear
body movements - constantly adjusting these in the attempt
to make the next terminal point of the body mov raent
correspond with the next accented note and (b) making the
ecstatic gestures of irregularly rolling the head, closing
the eye3 and making irregular, circular movements of the
torso. They never entirely adopt the one or the other
response pattern.
(v) inother discernable rhythmic context'occurs when
there is a long gamoks: comprising recurrent, continuous
pitch movements, hilst it may be contended that this
amounts to a 'melodic', rather than 'rhythmic', con'ext,
the distinction between gamakas and sequences of fixed
pitches has a bearing upon rhythmic perception. Cooper
and ''eyer's definitions are based upon sequences of
fixed pitches: i.e. they conceive of temporal organisation
in terms of points in time which are marked for t e
consciousness of the listener by means of sudden and
significant changes in acoustic parameters (basically,
pitch and/or loudness) and intervals between such points
in time.
This concurs with the South Indian vidvans' conception
of temporal organisation in terms of the consonant/vowel
distinction: the consonants (end their instrumental rep¬
resentations) are conceived as occurring at points in time
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whilst the vowels (and their instrumental representations)
ore conceived as 'filling in' the intervals between such
points in time. However, ramalas involve changes in
acoustic par eters which are less sudden and less sign¬
ificant than those found in sequences of fixed pitches.
Therefore it must be argued that temporal organisation
within a gamska is less clearly manifest to the iistener
than temporal organisation within a sequence of fixed pitches.
This is illustrated in diagram (vii), which is traced
from a part of the electrokymograph from which figure
is derived. This portion of a lapana proper played oft
vina is of approximately 4 seconds' duration. It contains
three struck notes which are marked 'stroke' (these com¬
prise the perfect 5th of shad.ia twice followed by the
upper octave of shad.1 a) and two ramakas. The first gamaka
is a simple pitch movement from the perfect 5th up to fiat-
7 and back to the perfect 5th. The second ramika is more
complex: it consists in a movement from the perfect 5th
uj to the octave of shad.ia and back to approximately flst-
7, folio, ed by a relatively fast movement up to naturaI-7
then a relatively slow movement up to the gamaka sruti
above natural-7, the string being damped immediately
after the garnaka sruti is reached.
from the audio waveform, the electrochynograph isolates
changes in two acoustic parameters: vis. (i) loudness and
(ii) pitch of the fundamental tone produced by the vina.













vina strokes are clearly discernable as points in time in
diagram (vii). In relation to these, the jamais as produce
much less clearly aiscernable increases in loudness. Within
the gamakas. a period of maximum loudness within a period
of steadily increasing then decreasing loudness is evident.
The period of maximum loudness occurs in the region of
the 'high turning point' of the gamaka (i.e. .here pitch
movement changes from ascent to descent), 'here there is
no 'high turning point' - as in the later part of the
second grmaka - the period of maximum loudness occurs at
the end of the steepest part of the upwards pitch gradient.
From the second gamaka. it is evident that the approximate
region of the 'low turning point' (i.e. where pitch move-
mo.- .t changes from descent to ascent) is the least loud
part of the , amaka.
From these observations, we conclude (a) that, compared
with struck notes, gamakas less clearly mark points in
time for the consciousness of the listener by means of
sudden and significant changes in loudness and (b) that,
within a gamalca. the region of the 'high turning point'
is significantly dynamically stressed in relation to that
of the 'low turning point', it is also evident from dia¬
gram ^vii) that, the steeper is the upwards pitch gradient
in a ranaka. the louder is the sound produced. On the vina.
this would appear to be due to the fact that, in producing
t ga; .aka, the string is pulled against the fret. This
action produces friction, which vibrates the string. The
faster is this action (hence the steeper is tne upwards
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pitch gradient), the more suddenly the friction is prod¬
uced hence the louder is the gamaka.
Only two points within garnakas constitute significant
and sudden changes in pitch: via. the 'high' and 'low
turning points'. Since the 'high turning points' are
significantly dynamically stressed in relation to the
'low turning points', if any part3 of a gamaka constitute
points in time which are marked for the consciousness of
the listener by means of perceptible changes in acoustic
parameters, then it is likely to be the 'high turning points'.
It may be the case that,the greater is the distance
in the pitch continuum covered in a gamaka. the greater
is the amount of evidence supplied to the listener of
the direction of pitch movement (i.e. whether upwards or
downwards) and, consequently, the easier it is for the
listener to perceive changes in the direction of pitch
movement (i.e. to perceive the 'turning points' in the
gamaka). In figure 6 (which i3 a transcription of a
complete alanana proper) and figure 7 (which is a trans¬
cription of the first part of the tanam passage which
follows), it is evident that the most common distances
in the pitch continuum covered within long gamakas are
half a semitone (i.e. 'one sruti'. in the vidvan3' term¬
inology) and one semitone. Given such small pitch distan¬
ces, it might therefore be argued that it is very ftiffi-
cult for the listener to perceive the 'high turning points'
of these gamakas.
It is certainly the case in these musical examples
that, the greater are the distances in the pitch continuum
covered in a gamaka. the steeper are the upwards pitch
gradients hence, on the vina, the louder are the regions
of the 'high turning points' of the gamaka and, consequent¬
ly, the more likely they are to be perceived by the listen¬
er as points in time. Again, the relatively narrow ranges
of pitch movement employed in moat long gamakas in alaoana
proper justify the assumption that they tend not to mark
points in time for the consciousness of the listener.
Despite the above observations, even if it i3 still
maintained that the listener perceives the 'high turning
points' of the long gamakas as points in time - i.e. he
perceives temporal organisation within these gamakas - it
must be argued that (a) most of the intervals between these
'high turning points' are such that they supply no sense
of pulse and that (b) even where these intervals could
be conceived as supplying a pulse, this usually bears
little or no relation to any rate of pulse supplied by
the musical events which immediately precede the gamaka.
Figure 6 illustrates these observations. Figures 6 and
7 represent an attempt to obtain a very accurate indicat¬
ion of the timing of musical events in contexts in which
the timing is not governed by an underlying metrical
framework (i.e. when no tala operates). I obtained an
electrochymograph transcription of a recording of an
alapana and tanam passage using a 16 channel Siemens
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'Oscillomink* in the Department of Linguistics, Edinburgh
University.
As I stated in section (c),(iii) of this chapter,
vidvans state that such improvised passages can only be
performed 'correctly' in the context of a performance
before an appreciative vidvan audience. None of my field
recordings made in such circumstances were entirely free
of background noises, appreciative noises by members of
the audience or performing musicians etc. which might
obscure parts of the transcription. I therefore employed
a commercial recording which was made in a professional
studio before a vidvan audience but which succeeded in
eliminating such noises from the recording. The portion
which I employed for the electrochymograph transcription
is an alanana in Nsta raga which precedes the kriti
'Sarasiruhasana Priye' by Puliyur Doraiswamy Iyer, perfor¬
med by 'Mysore* V.Doreswamy Iyengar (vina) on EMI ECSD
£491, 1971. Doreswamy Iyengar studied with R. N. Doreswamy
(my own guru) and the latter recalled that their guru -
Venkatsgiriappa - referred to the two Doreswamys as "his
two eyes" and heirs to his tradition and style. The styles
of the two vidvans are closely related, being contempor¬
aries within the same guru-disciole 'lineage*.
It was not always possible, from the loudness graph
alone, to discern the timing of musical events, particul¬
arly within gamakas and periods of rhythmic density. In
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timing from changes in the fundamental pitch graph. A
certain amount of filtering was necessary in order to
eliminate from the transcription the high, uneven harmon¬
ics occurring in the acoustic specti'um of the accompanying
tambura. since these interfered with the fundamental pitch
graph. No fundamental pitch registered below approximately
400 cycles per second - presumably this is due to the low
proportion of fundamental pitch relative to harmonics of
the fundamental contained in the acoustic spectrum of vlna
tones below approximately the major 2nd above shad.ia.
The recorded musical item comprises 80 seconds of ala-
pana proper, 135 seconds of tanam, 210 seconds of the kriti
and 70 seconds of kalpana svara. The most suitable speed
for the electrochymograph transcription was found to be
2. 5 centimetres per second at half speed (i. e. 5 cm p. sec.
at full speed). In presenting the transcription, I have
omitted the last 80 seconds of the tanam passage since this
portion contains no relevant features which are not con¬
tained in the preceding portion. The 134 seconds of
electrochymograph transcription analysed in this section
thus occupies S.70 metres of continuous graph. For display
purposes, I have traced the relevant information from the
graph (viz. fundamental pitch line - where this exists -
and the points at which musical events commence - where
this can be determined) on to tracing paper then reduced
the size by Xerox reproduction.
In figures 6 and 7, I have reproduced the continuous
pitch of approx. 360 cycles per second, (a 3lightly high
P above middle G - in terms of the European absolute pitch
system) produced by the tambura and, above this line, the
pitch contours of the vina discernable from the electro¬
kymograph. Whilst these pitch contours are not strictly
necessary in presenting an analysis of temporal organis¬
ation (although they were necessary in determining it),
they serve to indicate precisely where the 'high turning
points' are. They also give some indication of the
loudness of these 'high turning points' in relation to
each other since, as I argued above, a steeper upwards
pitch gradient indicates a louder 'high turning point'
(although other factors - e.g. the loudness and proximity
in time of the preceding stroke - also determine their
loudness).
A
On the continuous line representing shad.ia. I have
marked absolute time (in seconds) from the first 3troke
on the vina which commences the alapsna. Immediately
beneath this line, I have represented, by means of strokes,
the points in time at which the commencement of musical
events can be discerned on the electrochymograph. Where
the musical event is a stroke by a right-hand finger on
the vina string, I have added the inverted 'v' 3ign.
kere the precise points in time at which musical events
commence can not be determined from the electrochymograph
(e.g. towards the end of the long gamaka between 108 and
109 seconds in figure 7), I have omitted the strokes and
marked the approximate points of commencement of musical
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events on the stave below.
On the continuous stave, I have supplied an aural
transcription. The notational conventions are the same as
those employed in figures 1 to 5 with the exception of
timing and tala strokes. The timing of musical events is
indicated by placing the sign representing the note in
the aural transcription directly underneath the stroke
representing its commencement as a musical event. In the
case of gamakes. the stroke indicates the point in time
at which the pitch indicated in the aural transcription
is reached. In order to differentiate taia strokes from
strokes on the melody strings, I have marked all three
tala strings together and bracketed those which are not
struck.
Above the stave I have indicated the intervals (in
seconds) between the 'high turning points' of long
gamakas. In attempting to assess what pulse - if any -
is supplied by the musical events which Immediately
precede these gainakas. we again encounter the problem
discussed in section (c),(i),A of this chapter (viz. the
methodological problems inherent in the foreign investig¬
ator attempting to specify the rhyt raic organisation
perceived by the indigenous listener). Vie can not specify
precisely which musical events are perceived as accented
in relation to others. In order to assess the rate of
pulse (if any) supplied by a piece of music, we must know
which musical events are perceived as accented in relation
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to others because it is primarily from the evidence of
the timing of these accented musical events that the
listener determines rates of pulse.
However, strokes on the melody strings of the vina
represent consonants and are notated as consonants in 'sa
ri ga ma' notation. Whatever other notes are perceived by
the South Indian listener as accented (e.g. by virtue of
their durations or locations within melodic contours), it
therefore seems permissable to assume that these struck
notes on the melody Strings are perceived as accented. An
examination of the intervals between these strokes there¬
fore supplies some indication of pulse - or the lack of
it - supplied by the musical events which precede the long
gamakaa. I have therefore indicated the Intervals (in
seconds) between these strokes (immediately beneath the
row of strokes which indicate the commencement of musical
events, in order to distinguish these intervals from the
intervals between the 'high turning points' of gsmakas).
In order to supply continuity between the analysis
of the musical events preceding the gamaka and the analysis
of the gamaka itself, I have indicated the interval between
the vina stroke which immediately precedes a long gamaka
and the first 'high turning point' of the gamaka. Where
gamaka is 'pulled' from a note which is 'hammered on'
the fret, I have indicated the interval between this
'hammered on' note and the first 'high turning point' of
the gamaka as well as the interval between this 'hammered
on' note and the preceding struck note (e.g. the gamaka
from 43 to 44 seconds in figure 6).
Considering the intervals between the 'high turning
points' cf the gamakas in figure 6, where there are three
or more 'high turning points' within a gamaka it is rarely
the case that the two or more consecutive intervals pro¬
duced ere identical and in the majority of cases there
are significant differences between these consecutive
intervals. It must therefore be argued that the timing
of these long gamakas rarely supplies a sense of pulse.
Considering the relationship between the pulse (if
any) supplied by the musical events which precede the
gamska and any pulse supplied by the timing of the gamaka
itself, only a small minority of the gamakas analysed in
figure 6 exhibit any continuity of such 'previously-
established' pulses. The one clear example of such contin¬
uity is the gamaka at 71 seconds. Following a period of
accelerando (from intervals of 0.81 seconds to 0.64 seconds)
from 67 seconds to nearly 70 seconds in the transcription,
there occurs an interval between struck notes of 1. 20 sec¬
onds, which can be viewed as twice the interval of 0.60
seconds - hence continuing the accelerando. The interval
of 0.31 seconds between the struck note from which the
gamaka is 'pulled' and the last 'high turning point' of
the gamaka is almost precisely subdivided in a 1:2 ratio
(i.e. 0.10 seconds between the struck note and the first
'high turning point' and 0. 21 seconds between the two
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'high turning points'). The interval between the last
'high turning point' of the gamaka and the struck note
which follows is 0.29 seconds, so that we can assume a
sense of fixed pulse continuing through the gsmaka on to
the struck note which follows it.
From listening to the recording, this example certain¬
ly (in the subjective opinion of the researcher) sounds
as if a fixed pulse continues throughout. Other gamakas
in figure 6 less clearly continue a 'previously-establish¬
ed' pulse (considered both in terms of subjective listen¬
ing and in terms of the electrochymograph-derived analysis).
In the gamaka from 6 to 7 seconds, the interval of
0. 51 seconds betv/een the two struck notes which immediately
precede the gamaka would appear to be replicated by the
interval between the struck note from which the gamaka is
'pulled' and it3 second 'high turning point' (viz. 0. 52
seconds) and the latter interval is almost precisely sub¬
divided in a 1:2 ration (i.e. 0.18 seconds between the
struck note and the first 'high turning point' and 0.34
seconds between the first and second 'high turning points').
Thereafter, the intervals of 0. 24 seconds between 'high
turning points' might be construed as continuing the
interval of approx. 0. 50 seconds and subdividing this
interval in a 1:1 ratio. However, it must be argued that
such compxexity approaches the point beyond which the
listener can not discern and predict temporal organisation.
From listening to this example, in the subjective opinion
of the researcher the sense of pulse seems to 'disappear'
ooo
towards the end of the gamaka. The same (in terms of
subjective listening and objective analysis) may be
argued of the gamaka from 25 to 26 seconds.
The other long gamakas in figure 5 exhibit greater
complexity in their temporal organisation and in their
relationships to the temporal organisation of preceding
musical events than the examples discussed. It must
therefore be argued that they do not continue a 'previously-
established' sense of pulse.
From these observations, we conclude tlaat, given
that figure 6 represents a typical example of alauana
proper, most long gamakas employed in alapana proper tend
to 'dis-establish* any 'previously-established' sense of
pulse. Combined with the previous observations made in
this section, we conclude that it must be very difficult
or impossible for the listener to discern and predict the
timing of long gamakas in alanana proper.
Consistent with this observation, from my observations
of the behaviour of indigenous listeners during such long
gamakas. I noted that:
(a) they do not enact the regular, unilinear gestures,
which they employ to mark and predict the timing of musical
events, during these long gamakas; and
(b) they tend to enact the irregular, ecstatic gestures
during these long gamakas.
According to the vidvans with whom I discussed these
responses, gamakas are "pleasing to the listener" (a
frequently-quoted phrase by these informants) in themselves
and are more effective when sandwiched between sequences
of fixed pitches. Several rasika informants stated that
they experience ecstatic sensations when they hear
gamakaa.
Comparing the 5 rhythmic contexts discussed in this
section which occur in alapana proper:
(l) The listeners tend to enact the irregular, ecstatic
gestures when they con not perceive pulse (viz. when the
melody instrument or voice supplies rhythm without pulse,
when a long gamaka appears and when only the tambura is
heard).
(S) men they can perceive pulse (either fixed pulse or
accelerando or rltoraando), they enaot the regular,
unilinear gestures hy means of vhich they mark this pulse
and thereby predict the timing of musical events.
In all of the musical contexts in alapana proper in
which they enact the ecstatic gestures, their response to
musical patterning can be viewed as s state of non-predict¬
ion of the timing of musical events. This can be viewed as
a rational response by the listener since he can not
predict the timing when he perceives no pulse.
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Tanam consists in 'stretches' of progressively longer
duration. During the 'stretches' there is, in the subject¬
ive judge ent of the researcher, a sense of pulse. Often
this pulse sounds 'ragged'; that is, the intervals between
the musical stimuli which support this pulse are often
prolonged or shortened. At the beginning of the 'stretch',
an accentuation pattern - of one strong followed by one
weak beat - is perceived (by the researcher). As the 'stre¬
tch' progresses, an alternative accentuation pattern,
which is identical to the established pattern but out of
phase with it, appears and the patterning of musical even¬
ts seems (to the researcher) at times to support the one
accentuation pattern and at times to support the other.
The 'stretch' ends in a long gamaKS with recurrent
pitch movements identical to those most commonly heard in
the preceding alauana proper. In the early stages of the
tanam section, this gamska is followed by a period of
'melodic silence' during which the tambura alone is heard.
The periods of 'melodic silence' are progressively short¬
er as the tanam section proceeds.
During the 'stretch' of tanam. indigenous listeners
mark the strong beats of an accentuation pattern by means
of the terminal points of unilinear body movements (the
slap of the hand against the thigh and/or the forward
extremity of movements of the head or torso). When an
alternative accentuation pattern appears, at first they
continue to mark the established pattern. When the pattern¬
ing of musical events more clearly supports the alternative
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accentuation pattern for a certain length of time ( a few
seco&ds ), they change the phase of their gestural accent¬
uation to make it correspond with the alternative accent¬
uation pattern. In a long 'stretch' of tanam. they often
change phase in this way more than once.
At certain points within a 'stretch' of tanaml many
indigenous listeners apjjear to 'lose' (i.e. be unable to
mark the strong beats of) the accentuation pattei'n. They
appear to have difficulty in marking a pattern of strong
beats then they cease marking any such pattern by means
of unilinear body movements and tend to enact irregular,
ecstatic gestures (viz. rolling the head and/or making
circular movements of the torso). Af'&er a few seconds,
they 'pick up' an accentuation pattern and again mark the
strong beats by mean3 of unilinear body movements. Vhen
the long gamaka appears at the end of the 'stretch', they
enact the ecstatic gestures. During the periods of
'melodic silence' which follow, they continue, but prog¬
ressively reduce the scale of, these irregular, ecstatic
gestures.
Doreswarny described tanam as (from my field notes):
"/'lanana with some rhythmic patterns. The phrases
will have an odd number of svaras - 6, 5,7 etc. -
and the last note will have a specific accent.
Special syllables are used for singing tanam -
/Ansntananta/ and /Tomta/ - no other .iatis are
used. On vina, strokes are used instead of syllables.
Special striking and fingering techniques are adopted
for playing tanam on the vina. The tala strings are
sounded at regular intervals to enhance the effects
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Figure 7 supplies a transcribed musical example again¬
st which to compare Doreswamy'a description. It is also
a very typical example of tanam in terms of the features
with which I am presently concerned. Underneath the stave
of the aural transcription, I have indicated the accent¬
uation pattern which is established at the beginning of
the 'stretch' and what, in the subjective judgement of
the researcher, the alternative accentuation patterns
appear to be.
Towards the end of the first 'stretch', a 'raggedness'
appears in the puxse. At 90 seconds, after the stroke on
shad.ia. we can either regard what follows as the prolong¬
ation or shortening of an interval between two musical
stimuli which support the pulse. This depends upon whether
we regard the tala stroke or the 3troke on the melody
string which precedes it as indicating a strong beat.
Thereafter, the patterning of vina strokes would appear
to support either accentuation pattern. On the transcrip¬
tion, I have therefore marked neither as a continuation
of the established pattern.
It is evident from his behaviour that the indigenous
listener attempts to interpret the 'stretch' of tanam in
terms of a repeated accentuation pattern throughout and
changes the phase of his gestural accentuation in order
to sustain this interpretation if musical stimuli more
clearly support, for a certain length of time, an alter¬
native accentuation pattern. In terms of Cooper and eyer's
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terminology, the listener attempts to discern 'metre'.
The performer, on the other hand, does not conceive of
the production of such musical patterning in terms of
metre. Regarding Doreswamy's above description as express¬
ing the performers' conception cf tanam. it is clear that
thgry conceive of tanam in terms of a sequence of dis¬
similar rhythmic groups, each comprising odd numbers of
beats with the accent on the last beat in eacli group.
Following such a 'rule of thumb', the performer will
produce a sequence of musical sti2nuli which will at times
support the accentuation pattern marked by the listener
and at other times support an alternative accentuation
pattern which is the same as, but out of phase with, the
one marked by the listener.
We might ask why, given such ambivalence of the phase
of the accentuation pattern, the listener does not simply
double the rate of his gestural accentuation - thus mark¬
ing the perceived pulse without grouping the pulse stimuli
into strong and weak beats. In the example in figure 7,
this would involve marking a pulse of between 300 and 333
beats per minute. From subjective experience of marking
pulses by gestural accentuation, this is too fast a rate
for the listener to maintain. The listener is thus forced
to group pulse stimuli and thereby to choose between
alternative groupings.
At the beginning of each 'stretch' of tanam.
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(i) tala strokes and strokes on the melody strings support
the strong beats of the accentuation pattern which the
listener marks by gestural accentuation;
(ii) 'hammered on' notes support the weak beats; and
(iii) 'pulled' notes, of themselves (i.e. when neither
struck nor sounded together with the tala strings),
support neither strong nor weak beats.
Ve can conceive of each of these a3 a probability relat¬
ionship which is discerned by the indigenous listener.
At the beginning of the 'stretch', these probability
relationships may be described as high.
As the 'stretch' progresses,
(i) both types of stroke frequently occur on the weak
beats of the accentuation pattern which the listener
marks by gestural accentuation and, occasionally, in
locations which are neither strong nor weak beats,
(ii) 'hammered on* notes occur on strong beats or in
locations which are neither sti'ong nor weak beats; and
(iii) 'pulled' notes (of themselves) occasionally occur
on weak beats and, less frequently, on strong beats.
The three probability relationships discerned by the
listener at the beginning of the 'stretch' thus become
lower as the 'stretch' progresses.
When the three probability relationships are high,
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then (a) it is easy for the listener to interpret the
'stretch' of tanam in terras of a repeated accentuation
pattern and (b) the listener can predict with a high
degree of success which category of note (viz. 'stroke',
'hammered on' or 'pulled') will appear at particular
locations within this accentuation pattern: the pattern
thus enables fairly successful temporal prediction.
As the three probability relationships become lower,
then (a) it lecomes more difficult for the listener to
interpret the 'stretch' of tanam in terms of a repeated
accentuation pattern - one difficulty being that musical
stimuli equally well support the pattern marked by the
listener and an alternative pattern which is out of
phase Yifith it - and (b) prediction of the occurrence of
categories of note (viz. 'stroke', 'hammered on' and
'pulled') by means of the prediction of the occurrence
of the strong and weak beats of an accentuation pattern
is progressively less successful.
We can thus conceive of the listener abandoning
gestural accentuation, thereby abandoning temporal predic¬
tion, when the three probability relationships are so low
that the assistance in predicting temporal organisation
which an accentuation pattern affords is nil. "e can thus
interpret the listener's irregular, ecstatic gestures
during the 'stretch' of tanam as evidence of his abandon¬
ment of temporal prediction and regard this behaviour a3
a rational response to such a situation.
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This interpretation is consistent with Doreswamy's
above statement on the production of tanam sections. We
can conceive of the typical 'raggedness' of the pulse as
contributing towards the listener's difficulty of temporal
prediction since (a) this renders it more difficult for
the listener to discern an accentuation pattern (as in
the example at 90 seconds in figure 7 discussed above)
and (b) it renders the marking of an accentuation pattern
a less successful means whereby the listener can predict
the timing of musical events (since the musical event
often occurs Just before or just after the gestural accent
enacted by the listener).
The listeners' behaviour during the long gamakas at
the end of each 'stretch' of tanam can also be regarded
as a rational response to the situation. These gamakas
employ the same pitch contours as those most extensively
employed in the preceding alarana proper. In that (i)
they are continuous pitch movements and that (ii) they
tend to operate within a relatively narrow range of the
pitch continuum, then it must be argued that the listener
experiences relative difficulty in discerning and predict¬
ing their temporal organisation. Abandonment of temporal
prediction can thus be viewed as a rational response on
the part of the listener.
Thece are only three examples of long gamakas in fig¬
ure 7 and we can discern from the electrochymograph the
precise timing of only tv/o of these (viz. from 93 to 94
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seconds and from 131 to 132 seconds). Any conclusions
drawn from such a small sample must therefore be regarded
as tentative. In comparison with the long gamakas in fig¬
ure 6, the timing of the long gamakaa in figure 7 is less
complex and it seems likely that the intervals between
the 'high turning points' of these gamakas more clearly
supply a sense of pulse than dc most of the examples in
figure 6, The example from 93 to 94 seconds can be regard¬
ed as continuing a pulse in the region of 0.36 to 0.40
seconds (i.e. 150 to 167 beats per minute) which has been
supplied throughout the later part of the preceding 'stre¬
tch' and accelerating this pulse to 0.32 seconds. The
example from 131 to 132 seconds might be regarded as
continuing the established pulse (of 0.36 to 0.40 seconds)
and decelerating this pulse to 0.48 seconds and possibly
0.50 seconds. Y.hilst they might thus continue a previously-
established pulse, these examples alter this pulse (by
speeding it up or slowing it down).
It must be argued that it is difficult for the listen¬
er to 'follow' (i.e. adjust the rate of his gestural acc¬
entuation in order to make his gestural accents coincide
with the musical stimuli which support) an accelerating
or decelerating pulse in a long gamaka because the loud¬
ness diminishes as the gamaka progresses. Combining this
observation with the above observations upon these gamakas.
we can concldde that the listener must experience great
difficulty in discerning and predicting their temporal
organisation, though possibly not quite so much difficulty
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as he experiences during most of the long gamakas in
the preceding alanana proper. Abandonment of temporal
prediction during these gamakas can thus be viewed as a
rational response by the listener.
The melodic motif comprising four notes (via. perfect
5th, perfect 4th, major 3rd and perfect u-th) which first
appears immediately oefore the second long gamaka (i.e.
just before 6 seconds) in figure 6 frequently occurs in
this location throughout figures 6 and 7. There are
several examples, however, of a long gamaka not preceded
by thia motif and of the motif not followed by a long
gamaka. There is thus a high probability, but no absolute
certainty, that the motif will be followed by a long
gamaka. It seems likely that the indigenous listener
quickly discerns this high probaoility relationship and
thereby recognises the motif as a cue which indicates
that a long gamaka is very likely to follow.
Moreover, it seems likely that, once the relationship
between the cue motif and that which it signals as imman¬
ent is established in the memory of the listener, only
the first part of the cue is required for this purpose,
the remainder being redundant. It might be argued that
this happens at 63 seconds in figure 6 and at S3 seconds
in figure 7. Such employment of a 'refrain' and 'truncat¬
ed refrain' is typical of alauana proper and tanam
sections.
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To summarise the argument of section (c),(iv) of
this chapter: I have compared all of the musical contexts
in alapana proper and tanam in which indigenous listeners
enact ecstatic gestures. All of these contexts have in
common the element of extreme difficulty or impossibility
for the listener in discerning and predicting the timing -
a situation to which the non-prediction of the timing and
its gestural analogue (viz. irregular, circular movements)
can be regarded as a rational response.
(c). (v) Tension and its Release
In sections (c), (ii) to (c), (iv) of this chapter,
I have considered all of the musical contexts in which
indigenous listeners enact the ecstatic gestures. My
findings are that, in all of these musical contexts,
the listener experiences difficulty in predicting the
timing of musical events and that the irregular, circular
body movements may be viewed as evidence that the listen¬
er has temporarily abandoned temporal prediction.
However, when I discussed with Doreswamy the listen¬
ers' ecstatic gestures, he regarded them as (i) indicat¬
ing that the listener has 'lost the tala' (i.e. is no
longer able to mark the strong beats of a repeated metric
pattern); and (ii) indicating the release of the 'tension'
that has been built up in the listener by means of the
patterning of preceding musical events: (from my field
notes)
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"The artist tries to build up to a climax and
resolve back to the normal tempo. The audience
attains s state of tension while the climax is
being worked up to. They feel comfortable and
relieved when the resolution takes place. In
compositions, these patterns cf climax and
resolution have already been framed, hut, in
alapana, the artist has to cautiously do this,
so as to create the desired effect and impress¬
ion on the audience. If there is no resolution
after the climax, the audience will not be able
to experience the desired effect."
In terms of the argument developed in this chapter,
it could be argued that such 'tension' is causally
related to the difficulty of temporal prediction.
This might explain the enactment of the ecstatic
gestures in alapana proper and tanam. but neither in
sangati patterns nor in the mrldangam solo would it be
adequate.
It i3 difficult to correlate observed behaviour with
internal states such as 'tension' and 'relaxation*.
However, the sudden transition between the two states
(viz. release of tension) often corresponds with involun¬
tary motor responses which are observable: e.g. the
exhalation of breath, dropping the shoulders, slackening
the jaw. Prom y observations of the behaviour of indig¬
enous listeners, these motor responses are most evident
in musical contexts in which the musical element which
elicits the ecstatic gestxires is cued (i.e. in the
rnridanoam solo, the sangati pattern and when a long
gams he, in alapana proper or tanam is preceded by a cue
motif). This can be regarded as consistent with the basic
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assertions in Boreswamy's above statement: viz. (i) that
'tension' is related to musical climax and (ii) that
alenana is in some way different. Concerning (i), in
the mrtdangsm solo and the sangati pattern the musical
element which elicits the ecstatic response is cued by
the build-up of a rrusic&l climax. Concerning (ii), in
alspana proper and tanam the 'cue element' i3 not a
musical climax; it is a particular melodic motif.
In considering why the motor responses which indicate
release of tension should be most evident when the musical
element which elicits the ecstatic gestures is cued, an
explanation is possible if we follow Meyer ('"^motion and
Meaning in Music', Chicago, 1956) in regarding such
'tension' as 'suspense':
"Suspense is essentially a product of ignorance
as to the future course of events... From the out¬
set ignorance arouses strong mental tendencies
towards clarifieation which are immediately
affective...The longer doubt and uncertainty
persist, the greater the feeling of suspense
will tend to be... The greater the buildup of
suspense, the greater the emotional release upon
resolution.'1 (op. cit. , Pp. 27-8)
In terms of Meyer's ideas, we can regard the 'cue
element' as arousing particular expectations in the list¬
ener as to the future course of musical events: viz. that
the 'ecstatic element' will appear. The longer the delay
between the recognition of the cue and the appearance of
the 'ecstatic element', in the mridanoaro solo and the
sangati pattern, the longer doubt and uncertainty persist
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concerning when the 'ecstatic element' will appear and
the greater the buildup of suspense in the listener. In
aIsnan a proper and tanam. there is additionally the doubt
and uncertainty as to whether the 'ecstatic element' (i.e.
a long gsmakay which usually follows the cue motif will,
in any particular instance, appear. Since a sangati
pattern often lacks a resolving line (i.e. i3 followed
by another sangati pattern), we can conceive of such
doubt and uncertainty as to whether or not the 'ecstatic
element' (i.e. the resolving line) will appear as also
being present in the case of sangsti patterns. The
'ecstatic element' thu3 constitutes the 'resolution'
(in both Meyer and Doreswamy's terminology) which ends
doubt and uncertainty and thereby releases the built-up
suspense, or 'tension'.
In terms of this interpretation, the two aspects of
the ecstatic gestures which Doreswamy recognised (viz.
indicating the losing of the tala and indicating the
release of tension) have a common origin (viz. the
listener's expectations concerning the future course of
musical events). In the one case, the listener has certain
short-term expectations concerning the metric-rhythmic
organisation of musical events (viz. that the timing of
the next few musical events will or will not be predict¬
able). In the other case, the listener has certain longer-
term expectations concerning the form of the musical item;
viz. when the metric-rhythmic organisation will enable
prediction of the timing of musical events (i.e. before
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the 'cue element' appears) and when it will not (i.e. at
some point after the appearance of the 'cue element').
I have employed Meyer's ideas - which he has develop¬
ed as an interpretation of the rationale of restern art
music - to clarify these aspects of Carnatic music. The
assumption that all of the ideas contained in Meyer's
book (op. cit. ) are applicable to Carnetic music would,
however, be misleading. He regards the 'intellectual
aesthetic response' (i.e. Van am' in South Indian theory)
as simply feeling or 'affect*, which he defines as
'emotion-felt', (i.e. 'bhava' in South Indian theory)
raised to the level of consciousness:
"some listeners, whether because of training or
natural psychological inclination, axje disposed
to rationalize their responses, to make experience
self-conscious; others are not so disposed. If
intellectual activity is allowed to remain
unconscious, then the mental tensions and the
deliberations involved when a tendency is
inhibited are experienced as feeling or affect
rather than as conscious cognition. "(ibid.,31)
In South Indian aesthetic theory, the 'emotional compon-
ent' (bhava) may be defined as 'what the rsma does to
the listener' whilst the 'intellectual-aesthetic compon¬
ent' (ganam)may be defined as 'the listener's response
to what the performers do with the raga' (viz. construct
musical forms).
whilst the probability of occurrence of formal
elements, delay in the fulfilment of exp ectaticns and
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suspense in the listener are interrelated variables in
both Carnatic and Western art music, these features are
related to other areas of musical experience in different
ways in the two musical traditions, "e therefore can not
expect all of Meyer's ideas to be applicable to Oarnatic
music.
(d) Conclusions
In section (b) of this chapter, I examined a set of
indigenous beliefs concerning the operation of music as
bbdhana of the 'purification' type. I concluded that
these beliefs evidence the listener's 'programmatic'
interpretation of musical patterns and musically-induced
experiences as experiences in sadhana. In section (c) of
this chapter, I examined these musically-induced experien¬
ces and concluded that they amount to the listener's
rational response to a musical situation (viz. the
difficulty of predicting the timing of musical events).
In conceptualising the relationship between these two
sets of conclusions, it is useful to adopt Meyer's dist¬
inction between 'referential' and 'absolute' meaning in
music. Meyer defines 'referential' meanings as "meanings
which in some way refer to the extramusical world of
concepts, actions, emotional states and character" (op.
cit. ,?.!). lie distinguishes three types of referential
meaning: viz.
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(1) "Image processes": "music may give rise to images and
trains of thought which, because of their relation
to the inner life of the particular individual, may
eventually culminate in affect", (ioid. , P. <256);
(<i) "Connotations": "those associations which are shared
in common by a group of individuals within the
culture. Connotations are the x'esuit of the associat¬
ions made "between some aspect of the musical organ¬
isation ana extramusical experience." (ibid. , p, 253); and
(d) "Moods": "the listener may become aware of how the
musical passage Reels' in relation to his own
designative emotional experiences and the ooserved
behaviour of others... music depicts those modes
of oehaviour, conventionalized for the sake of more
efficient communication, which were called *designat-
ive emotional behaviour'... Just as communicative
behaviour tends to become conventionalized for the
sake of more efficient communication, so the musical
communication of moods and sentiments tends to
become standardized. Thus particular musical devices
...become formulae which indicate a culturally
codified mood or sentiment... a mood arouses image
processes already associated in the experience of
the individual with the particular mood response,
and these image processes are the stimuli which
actually give rise to affect." (ioid., Pp. £66-9)
Meyer's definition of 'image process' corresponds with
the- aspect of musical experience termed ' raga varna' in
South Indian aesthetic theory. His definition of 'mood'
corresponds with 'raga rasa' and his analysis of the
mechanisms underlying the communication of mood in music
(idid.,P. 268) arrives at similar conclusions to those of
chapter 4, section (c) of this thesis (in particular:
"because moods and sentimenta attain their most precise
articulation through vocal inflection, it is possible for
music to imitate the sounds of emotional oehaviour with
some precision" -ibid.; c. f. my suggestion of correspond¬
ences between the communication of emotional states in
speech intonation in the Providian languages and in raga
rasa).
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Furthermore, Meyer regards moods as giving rise to
'affect' (i.e.'emotion-felt') through the medium of image
processes: these two types of musical meaning are conceiv¬
ed as interrelated in their operation. Similarly, in
South Indian aesthetic theory, raga varna and raga rasa
are together classified as raga bhava and whilst vidvan3
are, in certain contexts, precise in drawing a distinct¬
ion between the two, rasikas tend not to make this distin¬
ction when discussing their experiences of listening to
ragas.
The type of referential meaning discussed in this
chapter clearly corresponds with Meyer's definition of
'connotation'. In his analysis of the mechanisms under¬
lying the communication of extramuaical connotations, he
concludes: «■
"once the oeliefs of a culture are understood, most
associations appear to possess e certain naturalness
because the experiences associated are in some sense
similar. No matter how natural a connotation may
seem to be, it undoubtedly acquires force and
immediacy through cultural experience''. (ibid. , ^p. 262-3)
Meyer defines 'absolute meaning' as:
"meaning (which) lies exclusively within the context
of the work itself, in the perception of the relat¬
ionships set forth within the musical work. " (ibid. ,P. 1)
His analysis of the mechanisms underlying the communicat¬
ion of absolute meaning is most succinctly expressed, in
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the statement: "one musical event...has meaning because
it points to and makes us expect, another musical event. "
(ibid. ,P. .35).
£ -lying Meyer's set of terms and concepts to the
ganam asnect of musical experience, we can state:
(i) Unilinear body movements evidence the assignment of
absolute meaning (in metric-rhythmic terms) to musical
stinmli; the ecstatic gestures evidence the abandonment
of such assignment of absolute meaning.
(ii) The ecstatic gestures are enacted (a) during periods
of 'melodic silence' when the tambura alone is heard and
(b) in other melodic contexts which are collectively
referred to by rasikas as "when the highest pitches are
reached".
(iii) The listener assigna to his ecstatic response pattern
the extramusical connotations of the experiences of the
'realised state' in the lava and .inana forms of sadhana.
(iv) Such assignment of extramusical connotations is
reinforced by similarities between the form of the musical
organisation or experience eliciting the ecstatic response
pattern and the form of the associated extramusical
experience. These are (a) that the employment of the
drone instrument within a musical performance to suprly
a fixed point of reference in the pitch continuum corres¬
ponds with the conception of the 'real self' in ,1nana yoga
as that aspect of consciousness which does not vary through
time; (h) that the region of the 'highest pitches* in a
musical section always corresponds with or immediately
precedes the appearance of the musical element which
elicits the ecstatic response pattern - this corresponds
with the conception of the 'real self in lays yoga as
experienced when the sensation of iaktl-kundalinl reaches
the highest point in the spino-cerebrel axis of the pract¬
itioner, and, it would appear, (c) that the listener's
abandonment of concentration uj cn the timing - i. e. the
alternation in time between dualistically-conceived
musical elements (such as: pulse stimuli and the intervals
between them; strong: and weak beats, and accented and
unaccented notes) - corresponds with the 'transcendence'
('of dualities') aspect of the 'realised state' (discussed
in chapter 8, section (e),(i)).
"Tailst none of my informants directly associated the
enactment of the ecstatic gestures with the 'transcenden¬
ce' aspect of sodhana. such a similarity between the two
experiences is evident from the observations upon the
ganara aspect of musical experience made in this chapter.
Correspondences (a) and (b) above are consciously artic¬
ulated by informants and referred to in Tyagaraja's song-
texts. Vidvans and rasikaa refer to these correspondences
as 'mysteries'. The use of such a term when discussing
(in English) these perceived similarities would appear
to suggest an indigenous viewpoint that recognises the
existence of similarities without necessarily specifying
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what they are. To what extent vidvans and raalkas recog¬
nise correspondence (c.) above should be examined in detail
through further fieldwork. It is, however, conceivable
that different individuals are to different extents aware
of this correspondence.
In terms of my argument in chapter 1, section (c), (1),
the ganam aspect of musical experience supplies the function
in respect of individuals of 'equilibrati n' - thereby
counterbalancing the undesired effects upon the individual
of life in society. Prom the discussion of ganam in this
chapter, this is obviously the case in the sense that the
listener associates the experiences evidenced by the
ecstatic gestures with the experiences of the 'realised
state' which themselves supply such equilibration since
they comprise experiences unmediated by thought (as 1
observed in chapter 2, section (e), (iii)).
The same 'equilibration' function appears, however,
to be supplied through the mechanism of absolute musical
meaning. The patterning of musical stimuli elicits the
learned response patterns of prediction followed by non-
prediction of the timing of musical events. The ecstatic
response pattern evidences a state in which musical
experience is unmediated by the thought-processes of
formulating and testing predictions concerning the timing.
In relation to the response pattern of marking a repeated
pattern of strong beats, the ecstatic response pattern can
thus be characterised as 'unmediated by thought'. It can
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therefore be viewed aa counterbalancing thought which is,
in intellectual-aesthetic terms, the undesired effect upon
the individual of life in society (as conceived in both
Dvaita and Advaita Vedanta).
Throughout my discussion of gsnam. I have considered
only the terminology and concepts employed by informants
in Mysore - particularly B.N.Doreswamy. Sambamoorthy
('A Dictionary of South Indian ,'usic and ..usicians', Vol.
2, '.adras, 1S59, Pp. 176-7) employs a slightly different
terminology. From his very general exposition of the
underlying concepts, however, they appear to be identical
to those employed by my Mysore informants. I discussed
Sambamoorthy's terminology with Doreswamy before leaving
Mysore.
Sambamoorthy explains Kanam as;
"music performed; includes vocal music and music of
stringed and wind instruments like the Vina and
Venu (flute)." (ibid. , P. 176)
Boreswamy said that this is a definition of aangita - the
music which elicits the ganam response from the listener.
hat Boreswamy meant by ganam - vis. the response pattern
peculiar to aangita - is termed gaxia rasa by Sambamoorthy,
although he clearly distinguishes ganu rasa from rag;a rasa
and refers to the latter as nava rasas (i.e. the 'nine
rasas' discussed in chapter 4, section (c),(i):
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"In addition to the nava rasas. Sringara. Hsa.ya,
Karuna. Raudra. Vira. Bha.vanaka. Bibhatsa. Adbhuta
and Santa, there is such a thing as Qana rasa, which
is the exclusive domain of music. Gana rasa is pure
aesthetic pleasure experienced by listening to a
performance of music. (ibid. ,P. 176)
Doreswamy insisted that bambamoorthy'a terminology is
wrong. It should, however, be noted that ganam, or gana
rasa, is very rarely mentioned and never discussed in
detail in the literature on bouth Indian music. I mention¬
ed this to Doreswamy and he explained that the details
of this topic are passed on from guru to disciple. He
regarded this as appropriate since, he said, the elicit¬
ing of the ganam response is an artistic skill which only
the guru can teach and not a suoject upon which 'rules'
can be written and published in books, it is understand¬
able that different guru-disciple 'lineages' should employ
different terminologies in the absence of any terminology
standardised by published literature on the subject. I
mention Sambamoorthy'a terminology simply to enable the
reader to relate my discussion of ganam to the available
literature on the subject.
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CHUTES BIX: SUMMARY ANI CONOLUSIQN
(a) Conclusion
In this thesis, I have examined the motivations and
rewards felt hy persons who participate in performances
of devotional music in Mysore. These motivations and
rewards are expressed in terms of indigenously-conceived
similarities between musical experiences and experiences
in sadhana. A detailed study of the theory and practice
of sadhana. of song-texts, of musical practice, of the
observed behaviour of the listeners and of statements made
by participants reveals that these motivations and rewards
may he defined, in Xluckhohn's (op.cit.) terminology, as
the capacity of the music to "promote the maintenance of
their equilibrium on the part of individuals". My concl¬
usion is that devotional music adapts the individual to
cope more successfully with his own reactions to life in
society.
(b) Summary of the argument
In illustrating thi3 conclusion, I have examined in
detail the relationship between South Indian aesthetic
theory and the musical behaviour and experiences to which
it refers. In chapter 2, I outlined the set of religio-
philosophical ideas and meditational practices in terms
of which this aesthetic theory is expressed. The aesthetic
theory conceives of the experience of devotional music
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in terms of three components: aahitya bhava. rt-ga bhava
and ganam.
(b), (i): ;ahitya bhava
The aesthetic theory specifies that the experience
of the literary themes of devotional compositions leads
the individual towards the experience of the Supreme God.
In chapter 3, I examined this conception of sahit.va bhava.
The song-texts express the suffering of the devotee in
the absence of the God and contain descriptions of the
God revealing Himself. These literary themes are conceiv¬
ed as evoking in the listener an emotional state called
bhakti-karuna. Bhakti is devotion towards the God, karuna
is pathos and compassion evoked by contemplation of the
misery (duhkha) induced in the individual by life in
society in the absence of the God. 'aruna thu3 motivates
the listener to experience the Supreme God whilst the
cultivation of the sentiment of bhakti is regarded, in
the bhakti systems of philosophy, as the only means of
Influencing the God to reveal Himself.
The devotee's emotions are channeled into a relation¬
ship with the Supreme God which is characterised by (a)
the dependence of the devotee upon the Supreme God and
(b) giving of oneself to the Supreme God with no consider¬
ation of His reciprocating. In considering the relation¬
ship between this component of the aesthetic theory and
the experiences of the listener, it appears that the
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relationship with the Supreme God is regarded by the
listener as an appropriate channel for emotions which
can not be experienced or expressed in society 'as it
really is'. The relationship with the Supreme God appears
to supply an adaptive mechanism whereby the experience and
expression of these emotions, which are important for
the maintenance of the equilibrium of the individual,
can take place. The thematic content of the song-text3
can thus be vie?/ed as arousing and channeling emotions
in the listener which can not easily find an outlet in
everyday life in society and thereby adaj^ting the individ¬
ual to such everyday life.
(b), (ii) Raga bhava
The aesthetic theory specifies that the experience
of the raga supplies the listener with a 'taste'(rasa)
of the emotional states of desire for and/or experience
of the Supreme God. Following Meyer (see chapter 5, section
(d)), I have termed this the communication of 'moods' by
musical means and have classified this feature as an
aspect of the 'referential meaning' of devotional music.
Although I am -unable, at this stage, to specify all
of the 'formulae which indicate a culturally coflified mood
or sentiment' (in Meyer's terms) involved in such commun¬
ication of different rasas, in chapter 4 I was able to
specify differences between musical formulae which
communicate the distinction between the emotional states
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of absence (bhakti-karuna) and presence ('lighter' rasas)
of the Supreme God.
Following Meyer's argument (see chapter 5, section (d)),
we can only regard such musical formulae as communicating
moods to the listener and not as themselves giving rise
to emotional states in the listener. The communication of
moods gives rise to such emotional states through the
intermediary mechanism of what Meyer terms 'image processes'.
We can conceive of image processes as operating in
two distinct ways in devotional music. Firstly, the listen¬
er specifies the communicated mood, on the basis of his
stock of knowledge of the thematic content of the song-
texts in general, as an emotional state experienced in
sadhana. Image-processes associated with song-texts are
thereby brought into operation. Secondly, the listener
recognises the melodic formulae employed in a piece of
devotional music as constituting a performance of a part¬
icular raga. Image-processes associated with previous
performances of this raga are thereby brought into
operation - this aspect of musical experience is termed
raga varna in South Indian aesthetic theory.
The song-texts themselves arouse and channel emotions
which the listener can rarely experience or express outside
of the performance context whilst the image processes
associated with previous performances of the raga recall
such emotions experienced in past performance contexts.
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Together, song-text end raga supply an adaptive cultural
mechanism whereby such emotions can he channeled.
(b).(iii): Ganam
The aesthetic theory specifies that the experience
of the form of sangita performances i3 similar to the
experience of the attainment of the 'realised' state in
"the .1nana and lsya forms of sadhana. In chapter 2, section
(e),(i), I observed that the latter experience is indig¬
enously characterised as 'purification* (viz. experience
of the 'real self') and 'transcendence' (of the 'dualities
of thought').
In chapter 5, I examined the ganam experience in terms
of the observable responses of the listener, which are
indigenously conceived as evidencing the experiencing of
ganam. to musical organisation. I concluded that the
listener's behaviour is explainable in terms of his
rational response to a feature of musical organisation:
viz. the abandonment of prediction of the timing of
musical events when such prediction becomes difficult.
I argued that the listener supplies experiences in
sadhana as extramusical connotations of this response to
musical organisation. The listener supplies such connot¬
ations from his stock of knowledge of the song-texts in
general, which express these associations.
The extramusical associations are reinforced by
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correspondences between the form of the musical organis¬
ation or experience eliciting the ganam response and the
form of the extramusical connotation. These correspondan-
ces are:
(a) between the drone instrument supplying the fixed point
of reference in the pitch continuum and the 'real self'
supplying the fixed aspect of consciousness of self in
-1nana form of a aahana;
(b) between the region of the 'highest pitches' in a
musical section and the experience of the 'real self'
attained when psycho-physiological sensations reach the
highest point in the spino-cerebral axi3 of the practit¬
ioner in the lava form of s;- dhana; and
(c) between abandonment of temporal prediction in music
and the 'transcendence of the dualities of thought' which
is a feature of all forms of sadhana.
In the indigenous rationalisation of 3adhana. the
identification of the notion of self with thought-process¬
es (i.e. the 'dualities of thought') is conceived as the
undesired effect upon the individual of life in society.
Transcendence of thought-processes is therefore prescribed
as the means of avoiding thi3 undesired effect. Translated
into Kluckhotm's terms, it is the dissociation of the
notion of sdlf from thought-processes which promotes the
"maintenance of their equilibrium Gn the part of individ¬
uals
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From the conclusions of my discussion of ganam. it
appears that, by means of the combination of absolute
and referential musical meanings in sangita. the listener
is enabled to carry out such a dissociation of the notion
of self from thought-processes within the musical perfor¬
mance. It is not simply the case that musical experience
constitutes an analogue of 3uch dissociation. Rather,
because musical experience constitutes an analogue of
such dissociation and is invested by the listener with
referential meanings concerning the experience of self,
such manipulation of the listener's notion of self within
the musical performance is rendered possible.
In chapter 1, section (a), I argued that, from a
survey of anthropological literature on the subject of
ritual, the view emerges that ritual is a social instit¬
ution which contributes to the maintenance of the equi¬
librium of individuals by inducing in them a temporary
conceptualisation of reality which is the logical antithes¬
is, or reversal, of the 'everyday' conceptualisation based
upon thought. In terms of this view, sangita constitutes
a form of ritual activity. Sangita thU3 constitutes
ritual activity not only in the sense that its literary
content refers to supernatural beings or powers but also
in the sense that its purely musical content enables such
manipulation of the listener's conceptualisation of reality.
Precisely why the adaption of the individual to the
conditions of life in society should necessitate such
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dissociation of the notion of self from thought-processes
is a question which is beyond the scope of this thesis
and is possibly best answered from the viewpoint of psy¬
chology. In chapter 1. section (a) and in chapter 2,
section (e), (ii), I argued that this phenomenon is not
peculiar to southern Indian society. It appears to have
a wider distribution, so that an explanation in universal-
human, rather than in particular-societal, terms may be
appropriate. Since it might be argued that a monograph
produced within an academic discipline should point
towards areas of enquiry for other academic disciplines,
I end this monograph with two types of answer to the above
question which may be relevant.
Firstly, it might be argued that the close identific¬
ation of the individual's notion of self wiith his thought-
processes entails two problems for the individual.
(a) The individual's notion of self, or 'self-image', is
subject to change brought about by changes in thought-
processes. Since the latter clianges are influenced by
events in social life, close identification of the notion
of self with thought-prooesses renders the individual's
notion of self vulnerable to the vicissitudes of social
life.
(b) In order to avoid problem (a), the individual may
evolve rigid thought-processes in order to preserve a
satisfactory notion of self. However, it may be argued
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that the vicissitudes of social life necessitate flexible
thought-processes in order that the individual may cope
with changes in his circumstances. The preservation of a
satisfactory notion of self by these means may thus reduce
the individual's ability to cope with such changes - i.e.
his efficiency in formulating and implementing strategies
for survival.
In terms of these arguments, the dissociation of the
notion of self from thought-processes both assists in the
preservation of a satisfactory notion of self and increases
the prospects of survival for the individual and his/her
dependents.
Secondly, an answer may be possible in terms of
Aldous Huxley's conception of the nature of consciousness-
alteration by means of what he terms 'spiritual exercises\
('The Doors of Perception', Harmondsworth, 1959, Pp. 21-2).
From the proposition that "the function of the brain and
nervous system and sense organs is in the main ELIMINATIVE
and not productive", he argues (a) that such reduction of
sensory perception is causally related to survival and
(b) that languages and systems of thought encode such a
redxiced awareness of sensory stimuli. In terms of these
ideas, it might be argued that the perceptual frameworks
(viz. raga end tala) which the listener imposes ppon
musical stimuli entail his reduced perception of these
musical stimuli. By inducing the listener to abandon these
perceptual frameworks, it could be argued that sangita
brings about an increase in the quantity of musical stimuli
perceived by the listener during such periods of abandon¬
ment. Such an argument might explain why the performer
departs from the set of sanchara r-ravogas during perfor¬
mances of a raga (see chapter 4, section (b)) as well as
the ganam experience. Both features of sangjta might be
explainable in terms of the desired associated increased
awareness of sensory stimuli on the part of the listener.
Such an argument is possibly justified by the conception
of the Brahman as infinite and thought-processes as
limiting in the indigenous rationalisation of aadhana.
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GLOSSARY
It has not been practical to employ diacritical
marks in the main text of this thesis. Indian words used
in the main text are therefore transliterated in their
most common non-diacritic form (as dictated by informants
or emrloyed in relevant literature).
Most of the Indian terms employed in this thesis are
of Sanskrit origin. Where the term is a Sanskrit word, I
have indicated this in the glossary by "8k". Where there
is reasonable certainty that the term is derived from a
Sanskrit word, I have indicated this by "cf Sk". The
absence of these prefixes indicates a Kannada or Telugu
word.
The system of transliteration from Levanagari and
Kannada scripts is explained in diagram (viii). Whilst
Macdonell's system (op.cit.,xii) usefully represents
pronunciation, its use of italics and diacritical marks
other than dots or lines renders it impossible to execute
on a standard typewriter. I have therefore employed the
National Integration Language Series system, which does
not employ italics, and simplified the diacritical marks
for the typewriter.
The meanings given in this glossary cover only the
usages in this thesis.
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acharyg (8k acar.va): teacher, title of the head of a
monastery.
acit (Sk acit)i lacking the attribute of consciousness
adbhuta (Sk adbhuta): wonder; physical thrill
Mikeshava (Sk adikesava): name of Visnu
adi tala (Sk adi tala): most common metre in South Indian
music - comprising 4 + 2 + 2.
Advaita (Sk advalts): non-duality; philosophical system
based upon thi3 principle.
Agaraa (Sk agama): text on lays yogs.
a,1 no chakra (Sk a.lna cakra): part of the 'subtle' body,
located on the level of the mid-forehead.
a,i nana (Sk a.inana); ignorance
akasa (Sk akasa): the 'element' (bhuta) 'ether'.
aklista vrtti (Sk aklista vrtti): state of mind which leads
towards fi&ndaje in the cycle of rebirths.
akshara. aksharakala (Sk aksarakala): unit of time
akshiptika (Sk aksiptika): the introductory part of an
r" alapana proper
alanana (Sk alapana): improvised section, in a a:,ngita
item, which precedes the kriti.
Allama Prabhu (allama prabhu): 12th century A.D. composer
of vachanas.
alpa svara (Sk alpa 3vara):scale-degree in a raga which
is not prominent - i. e. on which prayogas do
not start, rest or finish.
amsha svara (cmsa svara): most prominent 3cale-degree in
a South Indian raga.
anahata chakra (Sk anahata cakra): part of the subtle'
body, located on the level of the mid-chest.
ananda (Sk anan.da): bliss, ecstasy.
angs (Sk aAga): constituent unit of a tala.
enista (Sk anista): undesirable, displeasing.
sntaryamin (Sk antai yamirx): the inner guide
anudrutafSkanudruta): constituent unit of a tala comprising,
at fast tempo, one akshara.
anunallavi (Sk anunallavi): the second section of e kriti.
Anuvyakhyana (Sk anuvvakhyana): philosophical text hy
Madhva.
ap (Sk an): the 'element* (bhuta) 'water'.
aparoksa (Sk ausroksa): situation of the Supreme God rev-
ealing Himself to His devotee.
apavarga (Sk anavarga): liberation; eternal existence in
the presence of Hari.
arcana (8k arcana): form of devotion consisting in
adoration of Krisna.
arohana (Sk archana): pattern of notes ascending from
' shad.ia to its octave which, together
with its avarohajia. characterises a
particular raga.
asana (Bk ssana): posture, seat.
aiahram (Sk aarama): hermitage, 'retreat' for the pursuit
of sadhana.
astika (Sk astike): accepting the authority of the Vedas.
asuddha (Sk aauddha): impure, unclean
asws tanam (Sk asva tenam): the tempo for tanam which is
faster than ga.ia tanam but slower than mandooka
t an am.
ata tala (ata tala): metre comprising 5+5+2+2.
Athsrva Veda (Sk atharva-veda): the fourth Veda.
Atmabodham (Sk atnabodha): philosophical text of the ^dvaita
school, attributed to Sankara.
atman (Sk atroan): notion or experience of 'real self'.
atmanivedana (Sk atma-nivedana): form of devotion
consisting in complete submersion in Krisna.
avarohana (svarohana): pattern of notes descending from
' the octave of shad,1a to shad.ia which,
together with its arohana. character¬
ises a particular raga.
avarta (Sk avarta): complete cycle or measure of a tala.
avatar (Sk avatar): incarnation (of a deity).
avidya (Sk avidya): ignorance (of the 'real self').
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Av.vaktha (Sk aviakta): Universal Soul; Advaita conception
of the Brahman.
Badarayana (3k badarayana): author of the Ve&anta-sutras.
Baasva (basava): late 12th/early 13th century A.D. composer
of vachanaa.
Baul (haul): mendicant singer of devotional songs in
Bengali language.
Bhagavad Gita (Sk bhagavad-gita): poem, in which Krisna
explains ohakti ypp,\., forming an episode
in the Mahabhareta.
Bhagavan (Sk bhagavan): worshipful (as a term of address).
Bhagavats Purana (Sk bhsgayata-purana): philosophical
text of the bhakti'schools.
bha.1s.na (Sk bha.lana); adoration, worship.
bhakta (SB; bhakta): devotee
bhakti (Sk bhakti): devotion
bhakti-karuna (Sk bhakti-karuna): devotion, pathos/compassion.
bhakti yoga (Sk bhakti-yoga): devotional form of soclhana.
bharata nat.yarn (Sk bharata natya): dance/mime pex'formed
to aanpita accompaniment.
bhashanga svara (Sk bhasaAga svara):note employed in a
raga which is not con¬
tained in the melakarta
to which the raga is
assigned.
bhava (Sk bhava); feeling, emotion, sentiment
bhayanaks (Sk bha.yaneka): horror, fear,dread.
bhopa (Sk bhoga); enjoyment.
bhumatva (cf Sk bhumon): abundance, infinitude.
bhuta (Sk bhuta): 'element', in Samkhya physics.
bhutasuddhi (Sk bhuta-suddhi): the technique of absorption
of the elements , employed in laya yoga.
bibhatsa (sk bTbhatsa): revulsion, abhorrence, di3gust.
bija mantra (Sk uT.ia-mantra); type of mantra consisting
in one syllable with nasalised vowel.
bindu (Sk bindu); (specifically) the diacritical mark
indicating nazalisation in Indian scripts, (in
general) any diacritical mark.
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bodha (Sk bodha); consciousness.
Brahma (Sk brahma): name of a deity.
Brahman (Sk brahman): entity discussed in the Upanisads;
"
interpreted in later philosophical texts as
'Supreme Being' or 'Supreme Impersonal Spirit'.
Brahman (Sk. brahman): the priestly caste in Indian society.
Brahmanas (.Sk brahmana); philosophical texts which debate
T_ the significance of the Vedas
for the purposes of sacrifices.
Brahma-sutra-bhasya, B. S. B. (Sk brahma-sutra-bhas.ya):
philosophical text by Madhva in the
form of a commentary upon the Brahma-
sutras.
Brahma-sutras (Sk brahma-autra): Vedanta-sutras - philo¬
sophical text by Badarayana which summarises
the general views of the main IJpanisads.
buddhi (Sk ouddhi); consciousness of the self ss manifested
through thought-processes.
caitanys (Sk csitanya): consciousness.
Gaitanya (Sk caitanya): 15th century A.D. Bengali saint.
calan (Sk calana): (in Powers' usage) the 'contours' of
a (Worth Indian) raga.
Carnatic (music) (Sk karnataka sangita): pertaining to
1 sangita.
Oarvaka (Sk carvaka); philosophical system which denies
the authority of the Vedas.
chakra (Sk cakra): discus; part of the 'subtle' body
employed in laya yoga.
charana (Sk oarana): verse; name of the final section of
r~
a hrit i.
chaya (Sk chaya): (in Powers' usage) the 'image' of a
(Worth Indian) raga.
ohitta svara (chltta svsra): ornamental passage added to
'' '
a kriti - by the original or
a later composer.
cit (Sk cit): consciousness.
citta (Sk citta): consciousness of the self as manifested
through thought-processes.
crore (cf Sk koti): ten million.
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dandi (Sk danda): arm, of a lute (vina).
daraana (Sk darsans): philosophical system.
Dasakute (Sk dasa-kuta): Haridasas who lived as mendicant
singers.
d■ aya (Sk d~sys): form of devotion towards Krisna consis¬
ting in the attitude of a servant tow¬
ards his master.
deaya raga (Sk deafva rags): raga of 'folk' origin - i.e.
adapted to raga music from music which is not
conceived in terms of ragas.
deva, devata (Sk deva. devata): deity.
Devanagari (Sk devanagari): standardised Sanskrit script
based upon Hindi script.
Devara Daaimayya (devara dasirnayya): 10th century A. D,
composer of vachanaa.
deva ran ama (Sk devara-narna): k irtana composition of the
haridasa school.
devi (Sk devi): goddess.
Devi bhakti (Sk devi bhakti): worship of Siva'3 consort.
dha (Sk dhaivata): abbreviation of dhaivata - the Gth
scale-degree.
dharma (Sk aharms): duty, correct conduct.
dhatu (Sk dhatu): purely musical aspect of a devotional
composition.
dhruva tala (dhruve tala): metre comprising 4+2+4+4.
dhvani (Sk dhvani): sound.
dhyana (Sk dhyana): meditation.
Bravidian (Sk gravida): language-group comprising Kannada,
r~ Telugu, Malayalam and Tamil.
druta (Sk druta): constituent unit of a tala comprising,at
fast tempo, 2 aksharas.
druta kale (Sk druta kala): fast tempo.
duhkha (Sk duhkha): misery, suffering.
Dvaita (Sk dvalta): duality; philosophical system which
posits the separateness of the self
and the Supreme God.
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ekadasi (Sk ekadasi): eleventh^ eleventh day of the moon,
on which Vianu. is worshipped.
eka tsla (Sk eka tala): metre comprising 4.
ekatar (Sk ekatara): single-string lute.
ettugadal svsra (ettugada svara)t unrepeated part in the
~T final section of a varna
composition.
ga (Sk gandhara): abbreviation of gandhara - the 3rd
scale-degree.
ga.ia tanam (Sk ga.ia tanam): the slowest tempo for tanam.
gamaka (gamaka): continuous pitch movement.
gamaka sruti (gamaka sruti): interval formed with the
drone-tonic which is only employed in gamakas.
gamska svara (gamaka svara); scale-degree in a raga which
is rendered as a continuous pitch movement.
ganam (Sk gana): the 'aesthetic', 83 opposed to 'emotional',
effect of ssngita upon the listener.
Ganapsti (ganapstl); name of the elephant-faced deity
' Ganesha, son of Siva.
gana rasa (Sk gana rasa): (in Sambamoorthy's terminology)
ganam.
gana sab ha (Sk gana sabha): concert society.
Gsudapada (Sk gaudanada): author of Mandukyakarika.
Gayatri mantra (Sk gavatri mantra): verse in Rg Veda 111,
lxii, 10 - employed in the sandhva rite.
ghatam (ghatam): large clay pot employed as a percussion
' instrument in ssngita.
gopi (Sk gor i): cov.herdess.
Govinda (Sk govinda): disciple of Gaudspada and guru of
Sankara.
guna (Sk guna): fundamental constituent of matter.
guru (Sk guru): teacher.
Hanuman (Sk hanumat): monkey-faced deity, ally of Rama
in the Ramayana.
liari (Sk hari); name of Visnu-Kisna.
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Haridasa (Sk hari-cfasa): servant of Hari - singer-saint
expounding Madhva's philosophy.
Harijan (Sk hari-jansya): 'vinelean' or 'outcaste* groups
at the bottom of the caste
hierarchy.
hasya (Rk hasya): fun.
hatha yoga (Sk hatha-yoga): physical discipline of
' meditation.
ida nadi (9k Ida nadl): canal leading from the right
nostril to the base of the spine - recognised
in leya yoga theory.
Indra (Rk indrc): chief of the Vedic gods.
ista (Rk ista): desirable.
—rr-
Isvara (Pk Tsvara): ruler, Supreme God.
Isvara Krisns (Sk isvara krsna): author of Samkhyakarika.
.1 ad a (Sk ,1ada): inert, inanimate.
Jaimini (Rk ,1 airainl): author of Miraamsa-sutra.
.1 angaria (Sk ,1an-gama): priest of the Lingayat sect.
.japa (Sk ,1ana): murmured prayer.
,1ati (.iati): syllable onomatopoelcally denoting a
mridangam stroke.
,i at isvara (.iatisvsra): compositional type employed in
bharata natyam accompaniment.
;ihanpa tala (.ihainna tola): metre comprising 7 + 1+2.
.1 iva (Sk riiva); 'soul' - that aspect of consciousness which
endures through the cycle of rebirths.
.Hvaksharam (Sk .ilvakshara): bi.ia syllable of a mantra.
jlvanmukti (Sk iTvanmukti): state of 'liberation* during
embodied life.
,1iva svara (Sk .liva avara): (specifically) a scale-degree
a raga upon which melodic phrases may start
or rest, (in general) a scale-degree of a raga
upon which melodic phrases may start, rest or
finish.
:inana (Sk inana): knowledge, true or superior knowledge.
.jnana yoga (Sk ~lnana yoga); mental discipline of meditation.
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kala (Sk kale ): tempo.
kalrana svara (Sk kalpana svara): improvised section which
follows a kriti.
Kama (Sk ksma): name of a goddess, consort of Indra.
ksmpita gamaka (kamnita gamaka): a gamaka involving pitch
movements of approximately half of an even-
tempered semitone.
kamya karma (Sk kamya karman): rite performed to secure
enjoyment in subsequent lives.
Kanaka Dasa (Sk kanaka dasa); 16th century A. D. composer
devaranamas.
Kapila (Sk kanlla): mythical founder of the Samkhya
system of philosophy.
karana a.jnana (Sk karana a.1 nana): causal ignorance - source
r" of the illusory conscious¬
ness of the universe of
phenomena.
karma (Sk toman); rite; the (delayed) effect of this rite
upon the fate of its performer.
karma yoga (3k karma yoga); the quest for 'liberation'
through the performance of Vedic rites.
karuna (Sk karuna): pathos, compassion.
kevala (Sk kevala): the 'realised state in Yoga philosophy.
khanda charm tala (khanda chatm tala); metre comprisingrr~ 2+6.
kinnahra (Sk klmnara): celestial being; lute-like instrument
"~~1 described by Abbe Dubois.
kirtana (Sk kTrr.ana): form of devotion consisting in
singing the praises of irisna, form of devotional
composition.
klista (Sk klista): afflicted, wretched.
— rr—/
komal (Sk komala); 'flat*, of lower pitch.
konugolu (konugolu): technique of playing the mridangam
without imitating literary text.
\
Krisna (8k krsna): incarnation of Visnu.
—in
( -k krti) :Q0mpo3itional form peculiar to sang ita.
kundalini (8k kundalirii): (female) snake.
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laghu ( laghu): constituent unit of a taia comprising,
at fast tempo, 3 or more akaharas.
Lakshmana (Sk laksmana): name of the younger brother of
Rama.
laksmi (Sk laksmT): consort of Visnu, goddess of prosper-
, ity and beauty.
langhana avara (Sk laAghana svara): omitting a scale-
degree in ascent then including it in
descent immediately afterwards.
laya (Sk laya): absorptioil, dissolution.
laya yoga (Sk laya yoga): psyeho-phyaiological discipline
of meditation.
lila (8k lila): play, childish exploit.
lingam (8k liAga): Siva's phallus (as an object of" "" "
worship.
Lingayat (Sk liAgsyat): member of cult or caste-like
group devoted to Siva.
ma (Sk rnadhyama): abbreviation of madhyama - the 4th
scale-degree.
mad.hura bhakti (Sk madhura bhakti): love of the go's4a -
particularly Sadha - for Krisna.
rladhva (Sk madhva): originator of the Dvaita Vedante
system of philosophy.
madhya ksla (Bk. madhya kala) i medium tempo.
madhya athayi (Sk: madhya sthayi): middle octave.
Mahabhairata (Sk mahabliarata): epic dealing with the wars
of the Bharata kings.
F/iahadeviyakka (rnahadeviakka); 12th century P. D. composer
°f vachanas.
makarini (makarini): the climax of an alaparia proper or'1 tanam section.
makuta (Sk mukuta); ornate headdress.
manas (Sk manasa); mind, consciousness of the self as
manifested through thought-processes.
mandooka tanam (Sk m&nduka tanam); the tempo for tanam~ ri which is faster than
lawa tanam but slower
than vid.vut tanam.
mandra athayi(Skroandra athayi): lower octave.
Mandukyakarika (3k mandukya-karika): Gaudapada's comment-
ary upon the Mandukya Upariisad; the earliest
text of Advaita Vedanta.
manipura chakra (Sk manloura cakra): part of the 'subtle'
' body, located on the
level of the navel.
mantra (Sk mantra): syllable, word or sentence regarded
as efficacious in altering the self
and/or the external world.
mantra sastra (Sk mantra aastra): the science of mantra.
mantra yore (Sk mantra yoga): discipline of meditation
employing mantras.
Mara (Sk mara): the god of love.
Maratha (maratha): caste-group of the kahatriya ('warrior')
yarns. dominant in many parts of west¬
ern and southern India.
math (Sk matha): monastery.
ma thya tala(<f Sk mathuya bala); metre comprising 4 + 2 + 4.
matu (cf Sk mati): literary aspect of a devotional compoft-
ition.
mays (Sk rn~y~): illusion.
maettu (nettu): leather rim on the right-hand face of a
r*r— mridangam.
melakarta (melakarta): heptatonic parent-scale to which
a raga is assigned.
Mimamsa (Sk mimamsa); school of philosophy which posits
' that the Vedas are the only valid
source of knowledge.
'imamsa-sutras (Sk mimamsa-sutra)i philosophical text by
1 Jaimini.
mis re chapu tola (misra chapu taia): metre comprising <5 + 4.
moksa (Sk moksa): release or liberation from the cycle
of rebirths.
mridangam (Sk: mrdafuara) ? double-aided barrel-drum employed
in sangita.
mudra (Sk mudra); signature, stamp.
muktayi (muktayi); the ending of an alapana proper or tanam
section.
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mukti (8k mukti): release or liberation from the cycle
of rebirths.
rrruladhara chakra (Sk rauladhara cskra): part of the 'subtle*
body, located at the base of the spine.
■rareehana (8k murchana): (in Powers' usage) the 'register'
of a North !ndian raga; (in Sambamoorthy*s usage)
a scale derived by modal 3hift of tonic from
another scale or one of the ten types of
ornament at i on.
mnrutl (Sk murti): embodimexit, idol.
Muthuswaray Liksitar ( muthusvami dikaxtar): sangita cora-
r~~poser (1770-1835).
Mada (8k nada): vibration, sound, musical sound, nasal
sound represented in Indian scripts by a
semicircle.
nadi (Sk nadi;; canal, river, vein, artery.
Nagaraja (Sk nagara.ia): serpent-king - name of Siva.
nagasvaram (8k naga-svara); double-reed wind instrument.
Narada (Sk narada); mythical, celestial musician.
Narayana (8k narsyana): name of Visnu.
nastika (Sk nastika): rejecting the authority of the Vedas.
nattuvanur (nattuvanur): dance-master.
P, /
nava rasa ('k nava rase): the 9 rasas of Hindu aesthetic
theory,
ni (Sk nisada): abbreviation of nishada - the 7th scale-~
'
degree.
nirruna Brahman (Sk nirgunu Brahmen): the Brahman in its
' true form - viz. beyond attrib¬
utes.
nirvikalpskacaitenya (Sk nirvikaiuaka-caitanya): undiff¬
erentiated consciousness.
nitya-ksrms (Sk nitya-k&rman): necessary rite, failure
to perform which results in bad fortune in
subsequent lives.
nyasa avara (Sk nyasa svara): scale-degree of a rag a upon
which melodic phrases may finish.
Nyaya (Sk nyaya): philosophical system consisting in
rules of logic.
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pa (Sk pancama): abbreviation of panohema - the 5th scale-
degree.
padasevana (Sk pada-sevana): form of devotion consisting
in touching the feet of (an idol of) Kri3na.
pallavi (cf Sk pallava): the first section of a iu'itl;
refrain; melodic line employed as the basis of
an improvised section.
Pandava (Sk pan&ava); descendents and allies of Pendu,
f j ^he Mahabharata.
T'anduranga Vitthala (panduraAga vitthala) { name of a god
whose temple
is situated in Pandharpur (southern
Maharashtra), worshipped by the
Haridasas.
papa karma (3k papa karn.an): bad fortune, or stored-up
retribution, to be suffered in subsequent
lives.
^arabrahman (Sk para-brahman); the ultimate form, of the
~~
Brahman in Advaita thought - viz. nirguna
Brahman.
paratantra (Sk nsratantra); dependent.
Parvati (Sk parvati): name of' a goddess, consort of Siva.
^atanaali (Sk patan.iaii): author of the Yoga-sutras.
Patnam Subbralunanya Ayyar (patnam auoorahinanya ayyar):
sangita composer (13^5-1903).
plogola nadl (Sk piAgala nadi): canal leading from the
i left nostril to the base
of the spine - recognised
in la.ya yoga theory.
^rakasatma (Sk prakasatma): philosopher of the Advaita
Vedanta school.
prakrti (Sk prakrtT): the root principle of matter.
pralaya (Sk pro lays): the state of dissolution of the
universe.
prsna (Sk prima): energy which sustains the body functions.
prana.vama (Sk nranayama): suspension of breathing.
prapanoa (Sk prapanca): the fivefold difference between
the three classes of eternal entity, as conceived
by Madhva.
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prarabdhs karma (Sk prarabdha karnian): karma which remains
to be worked out after death.
prasada (Sk prasada): grace, favour, help.
prasam (Sk praaa); rhyming second syllables of poetic lines.
pratika (Sk pratTka): symbol - signifying and leading tow¬
ards that for which it stands.
rrati ma (Sk prati madh.yama): note forming an augmented
4th with the drone-tonic.
prayoga (Sk prayoga); (in South Indian usage) a melodic
phrase; (in Powers' usage) the 'usages' or 'motifs'
in North Indian ragas.
nremabhakti (Sk prema-bhakti): devotion towards Visnu"
practised after 'release' is guaranteed.
preman (Sk ore-man): love, affection.
prthivi (Sk prthivi): the 'element' (bouta) 'earth'.
pu,1a (Sk pu.i~); worship
punya karma (Sk punya korman): good fortune to be enjoyed
in subsequent lives.
"harandara Dass (ouramdara daaa): composer of d&varanaroas
(1484-1564).
Purandara Vitthala (r.uramdara vitthala): name of the god~™~~
' n Panduranga Vitt-
hala; mudra of the composer ^urandara
Dasa.
nurusa (Sk purusa); individual soul, :iiva.
Radha (Sk radha): mythical cowherdess enamoured of Xrisna.
rapa (Sk raga): melodic entity.
raga bhava (Sk raga bhava): the (emotional) effect of a
raga upon the listener.
ragamallka (Sk raga-malikg): a musical item consisting in
& succession of discrete sections, each in a
different raga.
rage rass (Sk. rage rasa); emotional state conveyed to the
listener oy a raga.
rag,a vardhini (raga vardhani): the u.eveio; meat stage of
al&pana proper or t anam section.
raga varna (Sk rsga varna); the individuality of a rags;
the image-processes evoked in
the listener by a raga which he/she has recognised.
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rajas (Sk rajas): a constituent of matter, characterised
by the property of 'energy'.
Rama (9k rams): name of a Hindu deity.
Rsmanuja (Sk ramanuja): 12th century A.D. philosopher of
the Visistadvaita Vedanta school.
Ramsyana (3k ramayana): epic text, attributed to Vslmiki,"
r~ relating the deeds of Rama.
Range (Sk raAft;a): name of Visnu-Krisna.
reea (Sk rasa): taste, sentiment.
rasika (Sk rasika): person of taste, informed listener
(to aangita).
raudra (Sk raudra): fierceness, anger, wrath.
kg Veda (Sk gg-veda); the first Veda.
ri (Sk risabha): abbreviation of riahaoha - the 2nd acale-
' degree.
Rukmini (9k rukmini): Krisna's consort.
rupaka tela (Sk runska tola): metre comprising 3 +• 4.
sa (9k sadja): abbreviation of shadia - the 1st scale-
1 degree or drone-tonic.
Sabda Brahman (Sk sabda bruiunan); the saguna brahman con¬
ceived in the form of a vibration or sound.
"a&asiva Bramhen&ra (sadasiva brmhendra); sengita composer-TT ri73©-69)
sfeudarsano (Sk sau-darsana): the six systems of Hindu phil-r osophy which accept the auth¬
ority of the Veaas.
s?dhake (9k sadhaka); worshipper, practitioner of s;. dhana.
sadhana (Sk aadhana): pursuit of rueditational disciplines
with the objective of gaining release
from the cycle of rebirths.
sadhana bhaktl (Sk sadhana bhakti); devotion towards Visnu
practised in order to obtain the guarantee
of release from the cycle of rebirths.
sagima Brahman (Sk saguna orah/nan); the Brahman conceived
with attributes - i.e.
the first stage of 'projection' of the
nirvuna Brahman as the illusory universe
of phenomena.
saiiasrara pudma (Sk sahasrara padma); the abode of consc¬
iousness of the real self (viz. at the
top of the head) in laya yoga theory.
A 0~\
sahitya (Sic sahitya): literature; the text of a sangita
or kirtana composition.
aahitys bhava (8k sahitya bhava): the (emotional) effect
upon the listener of the words of a aanaita
or kirtana composition.
sskhya(5K sskhya): form of devotion towards Krisna consist¬
ing in having the attitude of a friend
towar s Him.
bakti (Sk aaktl): name of Siva's consort, active power or
female energy; saguna Brahman.
Sektl-kuncial ini (Sk sakti-kundalini): the 'absorptive'~
n flow of rrana up
the 3usunma naui in lays yoga practice#
Sakti Visistadvsita (Sk sakti viaistadvsita): system of
T'
philosophy
adhered to in Lingayat maths.
samsdhi (9k aamadhi): the final stage of aadhana. as con¬
ceived in the Yoga school of philo¬
sophy.
samssthana vidvan (3 ana? a thana vidven): musician retained
at a princely court.
Sama-Yeda (Sk sama-veda): second Veda.
Ssmhitas (Sk samhita): collective term for the 4 Vedas.
Samkhya (Sk samkhya): philosophical system attributed to
lapila.~r fCr
Samkhyakarika (Sk samkbya-karika): early text of Samkhya
""philosophy written hy
Isvara Krisna.
Samkhya-Yogs (9k samkhya-yoga): Samkhya and Yoga philo-
sophy considered together
as an integral system.
samasra (Sk semsara): bondage in the cycle cf rebirths.
semsKara (Sk aamskara): trait generated in the individual
"~T by the experience of present and
previous lives which binds him to the cycle of
rebirths.
samarati (Sk aamsreti); active state of the universe.
,—m—
aamyadi (8k samvadin): moat prominent note, other than
the vcdi. in a ' orth Indian rasa.
saneera (Sk aalXcrra); (in Powers' usage) 'phrase*.
sancara-krarna (Sk aancsra-krama); (in Powers' usage) the
"'phrase-contours ' of a North Indian raga.
sanchara -praypga (Sk asneera nraypga): characteristic
melodic phrase of a raga,
sandhya (Sk ssmdhya): daily prayers and ablutions perform-
' ed by adult brahman males.
sangati (Sk samgati): one of a sequence of metric lines
r employing the same literary text,
found in sangita.
sangita (Sk samgTta): the 'art' form of devotional music
in southern India.
Sankara (Sk saAwara): name of a philosopher who popular¬
ised the Advaita Yedanta system.
sankirtana (Sk samkirtana): devotional music.
—,
ssnta (Sk santa): peace, calm.
sanyaain (Sk ssronyasln): (world) renounoer.
sarta svara (Sk sspta svars); the 7 notes of the musical
scale.
Sarada (Sk sarada): form of the goddess Parvati or
Sarasvati.
sarani (Sk sorani); the ton melody string of the vine.
Sarasvati (Sk sarasvati;: name of a goddess, consort of
Brahma.
sastra (Sk sastra): Hindu scientific work or discipline.
sat (Bk sat); being, existing.
sat-chakra-bheda (Sk aat-oakra-bheda): the piercing of
T r the 6 chakras.
Sat-cakra-nirupana (Bk sat-cakra.-nir-unana): text on lava
T
yoga.
sat-ueda (Sk sat-nada); bee
sattva (Sk sattva); a constituent of matter, characterised
by the property of 'intelligence'.
ahad.ia (Sk sad,1a); drone-tonic.
siddhi (Sk aiddhi): magical power.
aiddhi yog in (Sk slctcBii yog in;: practitioner of .von a for
the purpose of acquiring magical powers.
Slta (Sk sTta): name of a goddess, consort of Raraa.
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Siva (Sit "siva): name of e god.
smarana (Sl< aire rana): form of devotion consisting in
"'constantly reminding oneself of the
presence of trisna.
Smarthe (Bk smarta); name- of a Brahman sect, followerA
of Advaita Vedanta.
srayana (8k sravana): form of devotion consisting in~
r" hearing the accounts of the exploits
of Krisna when he was a child.
Sri Ohakra (Sk srT cakra): symbol comprising merged upright
and inverted triangles, representing the union
of Siva and His consort.
aringara (Sk srngara): love (often of a sexual nature).
Sripadaraja (Sk sripadara.ja): name of' a loth century A. D.
Haridasa.
Srivaisnava (Sk. arivaisnava): name of a Brahman sect, fol-
"' *' lowers of tfisistadvaita
Vedanta.
Brividya (Sk orT-vidya); form of worship of Siva's consort.
3rst.l (Sk srsti): creation, projection, evolution.
sruti (Sk srutl): pitch; musical interval formed with the
drone-tonic; musical interval of approx¬
imately half of an even tempered semitone.
sthayi (Sk stheyi); octave.
athit1 (Sk sthltl): maintenance, preservation.
sthula (8k sthuls): 'gross', S3 opposed to 'subtle'.
sthula deha (Sk sthula deha): 'gross', or physical, body.
suddha (Sk auddha); pure.
auddhabodha (Sk suddha-boclha); pure consciousness.
suddha ma (Sk suddha madhyama): perfect 4th (scale-degree).
Sudra (Sk sudra): the 4th group of castes, in the varna
conception.
sukha (Sk aukha): happiness, pleasure.
sukha-duhkha (Sk aukha-duhkha); sweet misery, alleviation
' of suffering.
suksmn (Sk suksrna' : 'subtle', as opposed to 'gross'.
4d4
suksrns deb a (Sk suksme deh a): 'subtle* body.
sunys (Sk sunys): absolute vacuity*
suTiyevada (8k sunya-veda): school of Buddhism which posits
absolute vacuity as ultimate
truth.
susurnna nadi (Sk ausumna nadi): canal in the spino-cerebral
i » axis utilised in lava yoga.
svadiothana chakrs (8k svadisthana cakra); part of the
"rf' subtle* body,
located on the level of the penis.
svauna (Sk avarna): dream
avara (Sk avara): musical note or scale-degree.
Svararnava (Sk svara-arnava): musical treatise supposedly
r presented to Tyagerajs by
Narada.
svsrupa (Sk ava-rupa); (in Powers' usage), the 'melodic
Gestalt' of a North Indian raga.
svatantra (8k ava tantra): independent.
swami.ii (Sk svamin-.l i): honorific title used for famous
renouncers.
Syama Sastri (s.vama sastri): early 19th century aengita
composer.
tabla (tsbla): North Indian hand drum.
tala (Sk tsla.): metre, metrical framework.
tarnaa (Sk temaa): a constituent of matter, characterised
by the property of 'mass* or 'obstruction'.
tambura (tambura): drone-instrument employed in sangita.
tenam (cf Sk tana); improvised passage following aXanana
proper and preceding the pallavi.
Tantra (Sk tantra): esoteric text on lays yogs.
tara sthayi (Sk tara sthayi): upper octave.
tavil (cf 8k tavas); drum employed in accompanying the
nagasvgram.
te.jas (Hk te.ias): the 'element' (bhuta) 'fire*.
thaththakarafrf 8k tatha-kara): technique of replicating
literary text by means of mridangam strokes.
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tiliana (tillana): composition, the text of the pallavl
and snupallavi sections of which comprises
mridsngam .1atis.
tlvre (Sk tTvra): 'sharp' (of a scale-degree) - i.e. (in
"eatern terminology) natural 2,5,6 or 7.
Irimurti (kk trl-murti). the Hindu trinity -viz. Brahma,
Visnu and Siva.
tripnta tala (8k tri-puta tale): metre comprising 5 + 2 + 2.
trlsthayl (Sk trl-sthayl): operating within the range of
5 octaves.
turiya (bk turiya): fourthstate of consciousness in which,
according to Mvsita Vedanta, the 'real self' is
experienced.
Tyagaraja (tyagara.ia). sangita composer (1767-1847).
upadhi (bK upadhi); adjunct, that which conditions.
Upanisad (Sk upanisad): text concerning the nature of the
' Brahman.
upasaka (Bk unasska^: worshipper.
Unasana (qk una3ana): worship.
Vac a spat i "isre (°>k vacasnati misra) ; a philosopher of
"the Aavaita Vedanta school.
vachana (Sk vacana): devotional composition of the
Lingayat sect.
vsdi (Sk vadln): the most prominent note in a North Indian
vairaaya (Sk vairagya): detachment, indifference to
worldly objects.
Vaisesika (SI: valse3ika): philosophical system attributed
r~ i o Kanada.
vand ana (8k vandana); form of devotion consisting in
prostrating oneself before an image of Krisna.
v ri>a gomala (varika ramska): gsmoke covering a distance
of at "least a semitone in the pitch continuum.
varjya svara (Sk v& r,i aya svara). procedure of omitting a
note in ascent or descent without 'filling
it in' immediately afterwards.
Varkari (cf Bk varcas). 15th century bhaktl cult in
!aharaahtra.
varna (Bk varna): colour; voYs>el; form of sanglta compos-
r" ition; one of the four hierarchically
ranked groups of castes - viz. Brahman,
Kshatriya, Vaisya, Budra.
vayu (Bk vayu); the 'element' (hhuta) 'air'.
Veda (Bk veda): sacred knowledge handed down in textual
form.
Vedanta (Bk vedanta): Upaniaad; a philosophical system
based upon the Upaniseds.
Vedanta-sutras ( i ved-n-.ta-sutra): philosophical text by
Badarayana, summarising the views of the
Upanisads.
Yedic (Bk vsidika): relating to the Yedas.
Venkateshwara (Sk veAkatesvara): form of Visnu, idol of
r Visnu in a famous temple
in Tirupati (Tamilnad).
venu(cfBk vena). flute, "risna's flute.
vidbi (Sk vidhi): injunction.
viuvan (cf Sk vilvan.a): man of ncwledge.
vidya (Bk vid.ya). knowledge.
vidyut tanam (Sk vidyut tanam): the fastest tempo for tanam.
vl,1nanu (Bic vi.jnana): the faculty of knowing.
Vijnanavsda (Bk vi.jnana-vada): school of Buddhism positing
knowledge alone as having a real existence.
vikalna (Bk vikalua): false notion.
vlIambita kala ('• 3< vllambita kala): slow tempo.
vina (Bk yina): Indian lute; South Indian 7-stringed lute
of the ' Jjssore' or 'Tanjore' variety.
vira (Sk viea): bravery.
Viraaaiva (3k vira-saiva): name of a cult of Siva worshippers.
in 12th/l3th century Karnataka.
visesha prayoga (Sk visesa rrayoga): a melodic phrase which
~r~ does not conform to
the ascent/descent
pattern of the raga.
Visistadvaita ( 'k visista-advaita); iuaiified or modified
non-duslity; a nhilo-
sopnicul system oaseu upon this tenet.
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Visrvu (Sk yisnu): name of a Rod.
—rr-
Visriu-Xrisna (8k visnu-krsna); the god Visnu in the form
~~T1 of Srisna.
visuddha chakra (Sk visuddha cakra): part of the 'subtle1
body, located on the level of the throat,
vrtti (8k vrtti): state of mind.
LJ "f ~~
Vyase (8k yyasa): a form of Visnu, reputed editor or
compiler of the Vedas, Upanisads end Tpics.
Vyasakuta (8k vyasa-kuta). monk-scholars of the harida3a
cult.
Vyasaraja (8k vyasa-ra.ia). name of a 16th century iiaridasa
scholar/composer.
Ya^ur-Veda (8k .va.iur-veda): the third Veda,
yantra (Sk yantra); diagram employed in meditation,
yati (Sk yati): rhyming first syllables of poetic lines,
yoga (Sk yoga): meditational discipline.
Yoga (Sk yoga): the philosophical system of Patenjali,
Yoga-sutras (Sk ypga-3utra): philosophical text by "atanjaii,
yogln (Sk yogin): practitioner of yoga.
